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Abstract 

This study takes a sociological look at how different ways of knowing are educationally detennined. 

It explores this complcx praxis by engaging in two intellectual journeys. 

First, (in Part I) it exposes my own moves from common-sense to academic-sense, as the topic of 

tlllS tllesis is  fonned in my personal history, but I find t11e met110ds to study i t  require innovative 

reconstruction. This realisation effects t11e move from psychology and Identificatory positivism to 

critical sociology, epistemology and a standpoint in 't11e negatives'. When I realised t11e topic might 

be more authentically studied by mct11odologically conceding t11at knowledge is subject to change, 

difference and social deternlinisms, the original subject altered from a search to nonnatively 

understand 'how adults learn', to a social inquiry into how some radicalised ways of knowing are 

educationally mediated. Then an empirical study wit11 epistemological underpinnings is outlined. 

The study is one which is critically contextualised prior to investigation, and one which negates the 

foregrounding and dominance of a search for truth by replacing t11is wiLll the possibilities of 

exploring meanings. 

Part II reflects the intellectual journey of several selected people as t11ey move from common-sense 

to academic-sense. The first chapter in this section identifies t11e educational histories of three 

typified and radicalised ways of mowing, illustrating the habituation of personal epistemic views. 

The second (and major) section, analyses t11e year-long journey of these people, by collapsing the 

time-frame into the single sequence of one knowledge-acL It  follows their first year of study, by 

correspondence, in the social science faculty of  a university. During t11is journey, the adults begin 

from different epistemological preferences ('standpoints' which include language, personal 

epistemology and social contact) and they seek different fonns of knowledge from wiLllin the 

institution (these 'touchstones' include the conventions of scholarly conduct, course-content itself 

and knowledge of evaluation strategies). For each typified way of knowing, the preferred standpoint 

and touchstone fonn a critical educational relation. In the third section of Part II ,  the social 

mediation of these t11rce educational relations is explored. 

What is found is t11at alLllough two educational relations ('personal epistemology to course content', 

and 'language' to 'Ll1e conventions of scholarly conduct') are concerned wiLl1 invoking eiLller a 

subjectified or objectified understanding about academic ways of knowing, Ll1ese knowledge

constitutive preferences were not, in the main, addressed by t11ese university educators in Ll1eir 

teaching practices. Instead a social-constitutive bonding (between staff and students) dominates the 

educators concerns. RaLller Ll1an focus upon t11e epistemological aspects of ways of knowing, (such 

as 'how to be critical' or 'how to theorise'), t11ese educators focussed upon the teaching of 

'presentation protocols' (e.g. the need to prepare a bibliography) and outlining matters of evaluation 

(e.g. grammar, spelling, due dates, and word lengLl1s). When this particular educational relation 

(between 'social contact' and 'evaluation') was radically politicised by deliberate negation of 

knowledge-constitutivity, it provided the framework of 'the academic game' - a minimalist approach 

to academic-sense effected by replacing the essencc of knowlcdge-constitutivity wiLl1 Ll1e 

appearances of knowing. 

It i s  suggested that should an educational institution wish to allay or negate t11is ideology of success 

which is based in the myLl1ologies of 't11e game', then it would need to focus attentions upon 

epistemologically defining its knowledge-constitutive understandings of 'academic-sense', and 

reflect these examined understandings in Ll1e mediations of its social-constitutive practices. 
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Introduction 

Where ... do we look for understanding the differentiated structure of hwnan thought? 
How are we to fathom the real explanation of why we hold these beliefs rather than 
those, or conceptualise our experience in one way rather than another? Above all, 
what is the way of breaking the control of differel1l systems or forms of thinking - or 
(more importantly) the control of those who decide what is to count as a valid way of 
thinking? 

Richard Pring, 1 977:130 

%e sliapinO of an oriDina[ exp[oration 

'Epistemology' is about theories of knowledge and knowing. Epistemologies can be either public 

or personal possessions (as well as being idealist or materialist in intention). While public 

epistemologies are evidenced in such places as the curricula of public institutions of education and 

in academic disciplines, I believe that personal epistemologies are that collection of taken-for

granted beliefs that constitute our private ways of knowing. This thesis is about to explore the 

relationship between the implicit but public epistemologies of the academe, and the personal 

epistemologies of adult students. In fact, it seeks to discover the determinisms of educational 

mediation on personal ways of knowing. 

To do so, this thesis explores the complex critical praxis of various logics. It begins in the 

questions of an intellectual journey and, following empirical study, overall shows that a passion to 

learn is based upon subjectivatingl new information through the disciplining of one's own ways of 

knowing. It is assistance with the disciplining of one's personal common-sense epistemology that 

leads i nto the disciplined sense of academic-sense. 

After years of viewing academic life from the outside, I found that traditional empirical research 

methods reflected the belief that 'ff you did what you were told, how you were told, then you'd get 

it 'right'. A received rather than a reasoned view of the knowledge of methods, was taken for 

granted. But methods which originated in Comte's positivistic philosophy involved exclusions of 

meaning. the corollary of which was that if  researchers knew what to exclude before they began a 

study, then their inclusions indicated they knew something of the answer they sought. But I could 

not satisfactorily answer 'how adults came to know' and moreover, I did not wish to know how 

every person knew; I sought to understand the meanings of how, where and why some did not. 

Mine was to be a search for the ideal within the material. 

Making problematic the exclusivities of traditional methods of studying 'adult learning', I partially 

severed Comtean connections to the Principles of Identity by developing an inclusive dialectical 

methodology, which was centred in 'the negatives' and the different uses of negation. For instance, 

to explore the bounds of knowing or not knowing, I wanted the site of education that was 

investigated to be as problematic for the students as possible in order that their difficulties with 

learning would be forefronted. and so that less investigatory mediation would be necessary in order 

to find those difficulties. That is, 'the scene' needed to filled with already-known and pre-selected 

educational tensions. In problematising the site of the empirical study prior to investigation, these 

objectified struggles were fore grounded and the research question was refined to the following 

I The naming and evidence of lhe praclice of 'subjeclivalion' was arrived at withoUl prior knowledge of Foucault's 
dream. 

vii 



empirical topic: 

'V0iat is tfu nature of infounce of social relations wft.idi. umit an adults' 
a6ifity to 'come to R,.now' social scie,u;e R,.now{u{ge 

auring tfieir novitiate university year, 
wft.ilst {earning 6y correspo,ufence? 

Several procedural alterations resulted. I changed the vocabulary, the search strategies, the forms of 

analysis and engaged in a search for a problematic context in which to site the study. Thus a critical 

contextualism replaced the use of opemtional 'definitions'. This change reflected my beliefs in 

epistemological materialism. Knowledge arises from society, not solely from one researcher's view 

of a stranger's world. The search for meanings included information which differentiated between 

social-constitutive and knowledge-constitutive relations, and sought the nature of the dynamics 

between them. After this inclusive inductive study was completed, multiple forms of analysis were 

employed. The 'data' was (a) sifted to that which was specifically focussed on the question of 

'difference', (b) Identified by the preferred knowledge-constitutive relations of different 'types' of 

students, and (c) critiqued according to the epistemic basis of the educational mediations to those 

preferred knowledge-constitutive relations. 

This alternative methodology was developed within the framework of Adorno's obscure theory of 

the Negative Dialectic. I argued that educational marginalisation needed to be investigated by 

identifying the nature of difference (e.g. epistemic radicalism) rather than similarity, and within 

that. needed to identify the life of 'difference' as educational relations. Applying Adorno's 

. principles of negativity to a literature review, a problematic context was located in which to carry 

out this study. Adorno's double negatives ensured this study was sited on the tension-ridden limits 

between 'knowing' and 'not knowing', as it sourced evidence of radicalised ways of knowing 

from withinproblelnatic social relations. Only after this siting process was over did the actual 

empirical question, rather than a general topic area, emerge and the usual reductionist tinkering of a 

rigorous method proceed. Adorno's double negative also extended into the later theorising of 

findings. In the dialectical form of analysis, I first identified several different radicalised ways of 

knowing, and conceptualised the particular epistemic relations each occupied by searching among 

their standpoints and touchstones for the connecting links. Then the educational mediations which 

influenced each of those conceptualised epistemic relations was critically examined. By 

epistemically 'tearing apart' first the knowledge-constitutive sources and then the social practices of 

knowledge-activity, Adorno's double negative had located an eccentric epistcmic-based theory for 

education which is of value to teachers and learners alike. 

Within the problematic context of adults' fir-it year academic experiences in distance-education, 

three radicalised ways of knowing were located and 'named'. Noah (knower) connected her 

'personal epistemology' to the touchstone of 'course content,' but found very few lecturers who 

supported this pmctice even though she thought it had been fronted publicly as the ideal of a 

university. Luisa (loser) thought ways of knowing would be 'communicated'to her but found that 

university 'conventions' mostly consisted of protocols of presentation which in turn presented 

'knowledge' as useful for university assigrunents but useless for social action in the everyday life it 

had purported to explain. The following quotation outlines the central epistemic fracture which tears 

apart these students' attempts to understand the nature of 'academic-sense': 

viii 



'The educaJionai relations oj'epistemology to content' and 'language to scholarly 
conventions' are marked by similarities of intention. Each typified potential knower 
who inhabits these worlds seeks a similar knowledge through a similar course of 
action. Either by 'knowing it all' or 'reading it all', each centralises 'ways of knowing' 
in their move from conunon-sense to academic-sense. Noah wants to develop further 
her subjectified ways of reasoning, while Luisa seeks the objectified, formal ways of 
doing things. However except for Lecturer 13, educators mediate these relations out of 
existence by failing to recognise the epistemological needs of the act oj'coming to 
know '. 1nstead they incorporaJe instrumentalist details and activities, which result in 
the potential knowers being unable to invoke these relations. Noahfinds that when 
critical elements become instrumental (e.g. the tutor's lack of understanding becomes a 
need 'to read more'), these notions force her to move from her intention to 'know it 
all', toward playing the minimalist 'academic game', wherein expression is centred as 
the focus of the knowledge-act, and coming to know is an activity of forefronting the 
appearances rather than the essences of knowledge. Luisa's personal epistemological 
needs are ignored. When her educators failed to teach her the objectified scholarly 
conventions of academic sense (and Luisa had no words to ask), they instead 
instructed her in the protocols of presentation and she, like Noah, then began the 
'game' which centred expression in the knowledge-act. Luisa failed to understand the 
necessity of these protocols andfinished the year not knowing how she got there. 
What is it about the epistemological aspects of academic-sense, that draw everyone 
(teachers and students alike) to the written product?" (Ch.? p.206) 

Wyna (wilUler) occupied the third educational relation in a radical and politicised way. Believing 
that 'theory never matched practice in reality,' Wyna (wilUler) avoided the knowledge-constitutivity 

of argument or critical analysis and in its place adopted thc reductionist 'academic game' suggested 
in 'social contact' with authoritative others, including one lecturer. She reproduced knowledge 
gained from other students as if it were her own, encapsulating meanings in a concise and articulate 
script that reflected well the conventions on which 'evaluation' had been based. In her own double 

negative, Wyna's 'elegancc' had selectivcly obscurcd ignorance. 

This thesis would arguc that changes are required to unravcl this higher education entanglement. 
Teachers nceded to background their authority-bound social relation with the students, and to 

foreground the epistemic relation between experts (originators of thcory) and potential knowers so 

that knowledge and ways of knowing could be directly and subjectively accessed. In relativising 

the practice of acquiring theory, ule potcntial was laid for tlle given knowledge to become 
personalised belief, even before its expression in either university assignments or social action and 

transformation. Morcover, educators needed to provide proponionately less material on 'how to 
organise oneself and 'write essays', or proponionately more material on 'how to discipline' one's 

ways of thinking. These adults had not needed instruction to know how to budget time or how to 

write 'introductions, body and cOllclusions'. Instead they wanted to know how to 'theorise' and 
'critique', and why and where 'facts' and 'concepts' fittcd into the schema of knowledge, as well , 

as how each of these facets was legitimatcd. Thcy had nccdcd to know how to explore the logic of· 

questions in order to find both questions and answers, rather than know how to present reproduced 

but unrcflccted thcory back to their teachcrs. The different direction of these sequences 

misconstrued 'objcctivity' and in so doing conflated thc sociality of interpersonal-communication 
with knowledgc-relatcd educational relations. 

This exploration is underpilUlcd by selectcd writings of Horkheimer, Marcuse, Habermas and 

(especially) ll1codor Adorno. Traditionally studies in adult learning have been bound within 

Comte's positivist paradigm. Such studies objectified knowledge and excluded subjective 

meanings. Exclusionary activity resulted from the search for the cenainty of Identity. Inclusionary 
methods 'fit' inverse intentions. and that is why it was felt necessary to deduce a methodology 



from a dialectical epistemology, rather than continue grasping for 'reality' fmlll within detenninate 
rules of method.2 

.9lssump tions 

1. '1I/.e 6ad:prouTuf to t{/.e topic 

I believed that people possessed personal epistemologies which included implicit notions of 
political and philosophic belief. Personal epistemologies were, I believed, seldolll recognised and 
even less well understood yet were the very essence of all educative activity.' h,r all day, every 
day, adults invent, imagine, remember or share ideas and gel pieces of infonllalion in order to live 
their lives. Thought is one action oflife which provides us with both individuality (differentness) 
and communal sociality (sameness). Whether tacit or explicit, we make c1aillls 10 knowledge in a 
variety of contexts during our everyday experiences. Yet collectively we know little about this 
action and the objects of its intent. To find out authentically 'How adults know' required more than 
a passive acceptance of either the proven methodological recipes from the sciences. or an immediate 
and unquestioned siting of the quest. So the presentation of this thesis begins wilh a preliminary 
reconstruction of my personal seekings for a question, a method. and a supportive paradigm which 
I 'knew' to be true for me. Only after that was the research question finally frallled. 

2. 'I1Uoretical roots pfanted firmfy in dialectical socio·epistemofogicaf grolll/Js 

In order to understand both the original intentions and the ensuing critique of 'positivism', I 
returned to its roots in history, grounding the critiques of the positivist ratiollality in the original 

writings of Comte. After his time the genesis of problems became unclear as Ihe premises of 

positivism. historicism and pragmatism frequently overlapped and merged.4 Although Comte's 
Positive Philosophy was developed in the 1820's and 30's and the method of critique I adopt (the 
Frankfurt Schools 'Critical Theory') did not begin until the 1920's, for me tJ Ie use of the latter 
required the use of the former.s 

What I found was that due to the epistemological foundations of Identificatory positivism, the study 
of adult learning had resulted in no-one being able to understand tlle full act of Willing to know. 
What I decided to do was overturn this focus to see if the ways of knowing were open to a 

description of what they were not. By making problematic the dialectical negatiolls of what was 

publicly-known about adult leaming, a critical epistemology and methodology Wits able to penetrdte 
and demonstrate underlying social relations and thus demystify the surface appearance of all being 
well.6 I attempted to reinstate the integrity of the research act through the usc of dialectical reasoning 
with reflexivity and critique become both tools of inquiry and analysis. 

2 In �is ulI�sis. the ternl 'knowled�e' and i\S derivatives are used to refer to. any' ideas or illfullllation which tlle Intendmg·knower presumes to know (through whatever form of validauon or lcgltlllliltiun). 
3 i.e. knowledge-constitutive activity whether there was a formal teacher present or not 
4 Kemmis. Stephen. (1984:23) asserts lhat various philosophies such as empiricism. (Iru�matism and historicism tend to c011lcide and overlap. As a conseCJ.uence of often merging premises uley tcud to bccome jointly criticised as positivism. Adorno (1976:239) made a similar proposal. 
5 Bryant., (1985: 1190 outlined seven elements of critical theories in the critique of positivism: (1/ rejection of scientism 

(ii rejection of a positivist conception of science 
(iii rejection of a theory - neutral observation language 
(iv rejection of some forms of empiricism 

(v� rejection of any conception of the unity of tlle sciences 
(vi rejection of exclusively instrumental reason 

(vii rejection of a dualism of facts and values. 



interrogation in order to contextualise the research topic. (fhis is achieved through the use of the . 

seven standard interrogatives.9) As a consequence each interrogation produces a site in which the 

specific learning act is seen as both most difficult and therefore most easily researched. on the 
asswnption that the overcoming of problems would require an explicit and conscious effort on the 

part of the students involved. 

(c) '1(IWwing it arC' is a qualitative ratli.er than a quantitative matter 

Since I needed to understand the actual limits to the knowledge-act. the research method took its 

philosophic underpinnings from the use of the (negative) dialectic - or as my father would say. 

from 'seeing both sides of a story'. In so doing. I made no effort to be traditionally normative. For 

instance. I chose neither to discover all the adult education literature nor to debate the full range of 

variant philosophies now evident in adult education research. I simply juxtaposed two 

epistemologies. one to which I was intellectually wedded and the other to which I was not. I used 

some adult education literature as exemplification before discarding one theoretical position in 

favour of the othcr. 

rrTie sequence of tlie tliesis 

This thesis is divided into two pans with the first part forming an exploration of the socio-historical 

detenninisms of this projcct and the innovation of its method. TIle second part explores educational 

histories. typified sequences of the knowledge-act. and educational mediations to the educational 

relations formed by those typified acts . 

• 

9 The standard journalistic interrogatives used arc what, when, who, why, how, where and with whom. 
L 
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From common-sense: 
epistemological explorations 
into the processes of studying 

ways of knowing 

?fu true 6eginnines of pli.ifosopliy 
are wfurt tfu cartfs art on tfu tabu, �osuf, 

aM tfu eM is a qrustion ratfur tfran an answer 

Althusser, 1977:164 

Metliotfofogy 6y itself tfoes not suffia; 
it must also prow itself as episumofogy 

or, 6etter, as its fegititfUlU atui rtfia6u �utor 

• 

Jurgen Habennas, 1978:67 
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Chapter One 

An intellectual journey in the common-sense world 
of questions 

The question upon which this thesis is predicated - how do people come to know? - originated in a 

turnabout of events in my personal history when a childhood of positive and coherent intellectual 

nurturance became an adolescent world of confused negativity. 1 Questions arose where once there 

had mainly been answers. This chapter reflects upon this induction into a particularly creative fonn 

of dialectical thinking. Brought up in a family which valued knowledge and the processes of 

'coming to know', it was not until my objectified2 understandings of the unknowns were 

subjectified by painful personal experiences, including others' denials of different fonns of 

negativity, that I really understood the strength of this mode of thought. Although these competing 

ways of knowing, then, had no names, I was puzzled by the nature of their difference and by 

peoples' commitment to either one way of thinking or the other. Since even my undergraduate 

study was marked by negativities (a problematic discipline and the absence of an explicit 

epistemology and no language to ask for one), this present quest searches for understanding of 

these different forms of adult reason. The fact that questions rather tlum answers became this 

person's needs (.e.g. "[ need to ask .. ".), illustrates the interests of a particular way of looking at 

the world but only much later would such a personal epistemology find philosophic validation.3 

T.veryaay.life quests of cfiiUifwotf arnl atfoCescence 

During the years of my childhood (1950's) I was privileged to live in a small relaxed seaside resort 

with a very complex yet compact environment which fuelled childhood curiosity. At the same time 

our schooling world reflected the stimulating advantages of an education of the imagination.4 Public 

and pe rsonal 'educational' worlds thus shared a common epistemology which was supported by 

1 From the understandings of my childhood. I still take knowledge (or information in general) to consist of two 
aspects or (as my parents would say) 'two sides of a coin'. On the one side is the positivity of answers which 
are taken for granted as correct. acceptable. and without need of challenge in most peoples eyes. On the 
'other side of the coin' of knowledge are the multiple negativities: the errors and gaps. the questions. the 
contradictions and the places for challenge. change and difference. In a dialectical epistemology. challenges 
can be made of the relationship between the positive and negatives which exist for anyone idea or set of 
ideas. Such challenges are the basis of critical reasoning. A non-dialectical epistemology obscures the 
existence of the negativities. and thus the very source of critical reasoning. Iri this form of a positive 
'philosophy' (cf Comte. 1843) the growth of knowledge tends to move from answer to answer without the 
epistemlc nature of ,)uestions becoming important or even examined. This argument between Comte's 
posilive philosophy and Adomo's .particular form of a 'dialectical epistemology ' is addressed in Chapter 
Three. Until then. this dialogue reflects the personal history of my own epistemology. 

2 Objectified meaning separated from the person; an object - usually for examination rather than personal 
involvement. Subjectified is its corollary and implies involvement by more than reason alone. For 
instance. knowledge gained by personal experience. 

3 'Human interests ... derive from both nalure and from the cuuural break wilh nalure'. (Habermas. 1978:312) 
4 Under C. Beeby. Director General of Education. Gordon Tovey was respo!!Sible for the training of art advisors. 

His DeweYlan philosophical practice nurtured the natural curiosities of childhood by 'exj>fession through the 
arts' (Elwyn Richardson's phrase) and many New Zealand schools were subject to thIS influence. It is 
interesting to contemplate the results of such a childhood. It aJ>pears that about half of our small sixth form 
class (N=13) have graduate degrees. One neighbour became a Rhodes Scholar and is now a Professor in 
Humanities. Yet the population of the High School (N=300) was considered by the community to be lower 

... 
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the rich physical environment. The coherence or 'fit' of the unity of life was apparent, as it grew 

and progressed. The unknown was approached with a view to identifying and including new 

understandings in the known. There were beaches, mountain and bush to comb at will or under the 

guidance of visionary adults; harbour or ocean as the mood (and weather) prevailed; never-mown 

grasses and sand dunes to lounge and ponder within. Every chance to demystify our own reality 

was both encouraged and inspired by people of various religions, ethnicities and political 

persuasions and by schooling practises in which expression through the arts was a common 

feature. Where knowledge and knowing were concerned, for the children there was a common 

conscious interest in "finding out". The act of discovery was important : at school - to see who 

could invent an effective wind machine for the school play, or at home, saying we were 

"experimenting" to see who could suck ice off the puddles for the longest, or if stones placed on 

tracks would derail the train, or if "cups" made of soggy "emo"s leaked after being "cooked" on a 

fire of twigs behind the shed. We also wanted to see if we could get crabs from the beach to live in 

jars of home-salted water and ''proved'' that if care was taken, tuatua populations could be seeded 

on parts of the beach nearer home, and so save us a lot of carrying when the kits were full. Thus it 

was that we learned to push the limits of science (especially), and to question or test the results of 

our trials rather than blindly accept the givens of others.6 

Most important for activating my intellectual life were three persons. My two paternal grandparents, 

Sam and Laura, continuously challenged each other, life in general and my understandings of the 

world. Sam read and kept a library filled with the Fabian Society's second-hand books from which 

he seemed to have learned never to tell you anything straight. His every reply was another 

question. 'Socratic Sam' was well renown for his practise of maeutics,7 cautioning his 

grandchildren first 'to think before you answer'. He asked such questions of us as, Why does the 

drum have rings pressed in its side?' and Why never build a pig-pen on a hillside? ', tolerating all 

efforts but chuckling over our guesses to be correct. Thus it was that the reflective search for 

logical answers and abstraction of ideas became a habituated intellectual practice from when we 

were very young.' In quite a different way, our wonderfully eccentric "Granny" fired our 

imaginations. An example was Laura's daily comical dance of squeezing into multi hooked, skin

coloured, whale-boned corsetry during which she alerted us to the paradox of the 'appearance of 

middle-class and working class. The 'wealthY.' families privately educated their offspring in boarding 
schools out of the region, or bused them dally to 'better schools' in a neighbouring city. 

S It was a roadside clay. May be the word was actually 'ammo' (for 'anununition') because we used to throw it at 
each other. The roughly bulldozed roads had 'emo' banks into which we dug caves quite successfully. The 
roads themselves were white with truckloads of crushed sea shells. We used to take bucketloads of these 
fragmented shells from the verges to feed to the hens, supposedly to harden their egg shells. 

6 I now believe this is not an uncommon epistemology for people brought up in the Roman Catholic faith, and 
maybe also Judaism, because the consideration of com�ung abstractions is part of daily religious life. As 
Bourdieu would claim. it is part of the habitus; a particular cultural epistemology, relativistic and context 
bound. 

7 The midwives' knowledge of 'drawing forth', in Socrate's sense of 'drawing forth' answers. 
, • . . .  the social function of philosophy is found ... in the development of critical and dialectical thought. 

Philosop'hy is the methodical and steadfast attempt to bring reason into the world .. : (Horkheimer, 
1986:268) .. 
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appearance'. It was she who laughed at the contradictions oflife and adored the passion of her 

grandchildren's first loves as she encouraged us to seek the essential beauty in all things. That 

quality of essence - the truth or the soul of life - was to be found everywhere and anywhere, and 

especially (for her) in the arts and humour. So it was from these two creative persons that we 

learned to practise different ways of knowing and especially the skill of questing beyond. We 

learned to look for 'the other and for paradox, seeking always the possibilities of 'seeing'.9 But in 

this happy, coherent and reason-enabled life, we had yet to understand what 'the other meant in 

terms of a pained and displeasurable negativity. Truth and beauty were still as one; abstract, 

singular, objectified and (commonsensically) certain. A negativity was still only understood as the 

abstract objectified notion of an unknown or a difference, to be experienced as a source of 

curiosity and of intellectual joy. 

The third person to facilitate my epistemological journey was my father. Dad inherited and 

habituated both his parents' traits. He learned from his mother to love and laugh at life, and he 

never suffered a shortage of friends as he demonstrated the courage to think differently. In a life 

which reflected wonderment, invention and a predilection for social action, he cajoled us into acting 

on our thoughts by always asking, "Well. What are you going to do about it?" 10 Proving the value 

of praxis himself, Dad brought the technology of house-removal to the Southern Hemisphere; he 

invented manual house-jacks which enabled four men to lift a house in a number of minutes, and he 

experimented with making hardboard and particle board decades before they became commonplace 

'woods' in New Zealand. Brimming with curiosity, he also exported our precious "ema" to 

Sydney for harbourside landfill experiments. For this man, action on reflection served the needs of 

a life concerned with extending 'the known'. 

The known', in this family, therefore, concerned certain beliefs about the nature of knowledge 

itself. Dad impressed upon us that the essence of a question lay in its ways of knowing, rather than 

in its answer. The clue to an answer lay in how it was thought about. By imagining the 

possibilities, by extending the questions of a curiosity, one found new places in which to find 

answers. A physician confirmed my father'S epistemological stance by advising him that in its 

practice he should " . . .  return the child's questions to her. Keep asking her 'why?' and 'how?'."  

As the number of children grew, Dad simply expected we should fmd the necessary logic for 

ourselves; that we should, would and could "work it out. " This command could be serious, 

irritating or fun. For instance, he forgot to take his children's lack of physical strength into account 

when we had to "work out" how to fix bicycle punctures in the morning before school. On another 

occasion, I had to estimate the volumes of earth required for the oil-installation pads he was 

9 To call an unknown by the name of 'a negativity' was not to place emotional or intellectual displeasure on its 
mem:Ung. for in this family the unknown presented rll'st the newness of possibility. the pleasurable prospect 
of discovery. 

10 'Reason also means the will to reason. In self· reflection /cnowledge for the sake of Icnowledge attail'lS 
congruence with the interest in autonomy anJ respol'ISibility. The ef1liJncipatory cognitive interest aims at 
the plUsuit of reflection as such .... In the power 01 selfrefliction. Icnowledge aiuJ interest are one: 
(Habermas. 1918 :314) , .. 
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bulldozing, yet their awkward shape m ade it necessary to modify standard fonnulae, and I was just 

nine years old. Another time he equipped us with hammers, nails and suitable timber and the 

instruction "to try and build yourselves a stool each." Only through hours of giggling and falling 

from wobbly chair legs did we realise the need for bracing - and of thinking abstractly ahead to the 

possibility of problems. Amateur carpentry, engineering, or 'plumbing' maybe, but such 

escapades taught us the value and skills of spatial reasoning. 

The family's beliefs about knowledge included the social component. This social epistemology 

included an understanding about the relations between people, truths and appearance. Knowledge 

was to be created and shared, not patented, peddled or suppressed. The pursuit of life was thus 

constructed not as the ever-seeking "to be better than . . .  It. Appearances which did not honestly 

reflect the inner self merely showed a lack of integrity (personal search for truths) and such a facade 

was not to be trusted. Titles and status, as publicly-acclaimed 'signs of success', were nothing but 

short-lived social constructs, for such appearances relied more upon sophistry (the persuaded 

judgement of others), than upon one's own reasoned judgement. Life's authenticity was provided 

by a relation between the integrity of the personal and the trustworthiness of the communal. The 

integrity of the personal required each of us to establish our own fonns of reasoning. It required us 

to create possibilities and to look for alternatives. TIle whole idea of life (in this family) was to 

manipulate ideas, not people. 

This unified world of truth and beauty came to an abrupt halt from the age of thirteen, when my 

private world was battered by multiple deaths. Several of my 'teachers' of 'the art of living' died. 

Among them were my godfather who taught me to make sausages; a great-uncle who taught us of 

the magic of magnesium in fire but ended up illustrating the fragility of life by dying in minutes of a 

bee-sting while up a plum tree; two teenage friends who suicided separately over lost loves, then 

my grandparents, Sam and Laura and finally Dad. Having left home for the city to study during 

these years, I was without a confidante who had known these people. During the weekdays spent 

away from home, there was no connection between knowledge of my immediate past and 

knowledge of the present. During weekend visits home, this schism was exacerbated as the 'family 

epistemology' itself was upended. The family now became a negative space in which the remaining 

relatives carried on (outwardly) as if nothing had happened. Previous sensitivities to each other 

hardened. Consequently my thoughts, once communally-shared, now became intensely private as 

the pain of the losses intensified and I experienced what a negativity meant in real tenns rather than 

realising it in an abstract or objectified way. 

No longer was truth thus synonymous with beauty. While my early political and moral values had 

espoused a sharing of thoughts and ideas, now no-one was left who would "open up" and argue 

about the idea of life itself. All previous acceptance that the bad and the different and the pained 

were as much a part of social life (and thus open to semi-public discussion) as were the good and 
.. 
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the successful, was dismissed as a basis for shared thought All open expression was smothered, 

as the parameters of knowledge were foreclosed, leaving me outside and strongly identified with its 

negativities. 

It was within this new, confused and contradictory life setting then, that my personal epistemology 

developed.ll  The early life of childhood, in its joy and positivity, had inspired a recognition of 

challenge and continual curiosity. Adolescent life, in the negativity of trauma, had provided the 

circumstance to remain quiet and reflect deeply. As a very young child I had enjoyed being able to 

think through issues - to see, objectively and abstractedly, both sides of an argument. (At school I 

had listed 'thinking' as one of my hobbies. At home I quietly posed as Rodin's Thinker' and 

dreamed of becoming a scientist.) But as an adolescent. I was prevented, by circumstance rather 

than desire, from sharing my deepest ponderings. The purest of joys and the hardest of pains I had . 

experienced across those eighteen years were the genesis of both the question and the method 

adopted in this thesis. The challenge of 'the dialectic' of life,12 was all that was required and all that 

was given, but it would be years before I found theorists who 'thought the same'. 

I£pistemic e;rplorations in everytfay aauftfwo4 

Hun and confused by this unanswered (and unanswerable?) question about life, I moved with 

caution into adulthood. I settled my emotional life with marriage and children; my social life in 

medical studies, and my intellectual life with resolving my personal quest The search for answers 

about difference in ways of thinking covered a wide range, including forays into cell biology, 

neurology and physiology. But the more I looked, the more I found ruptures rather than answers. 

While neurology provided reasons about the 'natural' (or unintentional) differences of intellectual 

ability, it did not answer issues of intellectual choice and inentionality. While I found cause and 

effect explanations for physiological matters concerning the brain such as migraines, 

phenylketonuria and hydrocephalus, I found no clues to understanding the matters of the adult 

'mind'. Any potential 'resolution' merely increased the number of questions. Studies into the 

physical brain were sharply divided from studies into the mental. It became obvious that I needed to 

look to other than medical science for the key to understanding 'understanding'. 

However those sciences had bequeathed an epistemological position which was socially supponed 

in that it dominated the resources available in the community: there were no negatives allowed in 

the world of 'expenise'. But were experts really infallible? The dominant paradigm of the 1950's, 

1 1 As R.E. Young (1989:28) claimed: 'Background knowledge cannot normally be questioned. it can only break 
down. If we are to become aware of our imprisonment ... we must make at least some of this background 
knowledge e;cplicit and so subject to the possibility of critique. Usually we are forced to this only when we 
are under pressure of a problem situation in whicli biu:kgroimd-knowledge brealcs down. Such situations are a 
fertile place for critique to start.' 

12 The 'dialectic of life' challenged the very basis of one's personal epistemology . It did so by introducing 
competing (and often contradictory) elements. Such challenges Included the separation of reason from 
emotion and the realisation of the lack of real and personal Involvement in knowled�e when ideas are 
maintained at an Objectified distance. In epistemological terms, 'the dialectic of life provided the experience 
of having 'the positIve' taunted by 'the negative'. As the challenge of dialectics, the r�nstitution of these 
dichotomous elements provides a basis 01 a passion for knowleage. 
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logical positivism.still iingered on the bookshelves of the public library, and I do not recall even 

once reading of such apparent negativities as curiosity, error, ignorance or naivety. Rather as in 

medicine, where one was given to seeking absolute truths, or else ill people were given to dying, 

so too the single absolutes and perfections of argument seemed to be the aim of much that I read. If 

they did not mean to portray 'absolute truths', then at the very least their argument was set out in 

order to persuade and prescribe. No writer seemed 'real' enough to admit to their own doubts, 

unknowns, errors or changes in thought It would be another 18 years before I found my 

forefathers' acceptance of the place of negativities in knowledge-fonnation was philosophically 

supported. Until then, a critical dialectical epistemology remained physically absent from my 

world, even as I attempted from my still commonsensical world to reconstruct each sub-issue 

which arose from the collection of writings within this other paradigm. 

The first general sub-issue concerned the separation of theory from practice by geographic site. To 

some writers, it seemed that 'thinking' was done in one place by (perhaps) men in grey suits, while 

action was done by anyone else. The issue arose thus. Returning from the city to live in my rural 

home town, I had switched to reading 'Introductions' to philosophy - found in a musty-smelling 

comer of the local library , where I had parked my sleeping child's pushchair. This philosophic 

reading matter was quite limited: Bertrand Russell, Wittgenstein, analytic philosophy en masse. 

(Who in the community ordered them?) Nietzsche and Ortega y Gassett were more interesting. But 

dense language and ideas painfully drawn out made it difficult to see where 'philosophers' 

experienced life. On seeing their abstractions of theory separated from the complexities of living, a 

sense of disbelief arose within me. How did these men speak with their wives?13 Essentially, I was 

troubled by the apparent disjunction of the scholarly world of philosophisingl4 from the 'real' 

world of thinking and by the fact that the search for truth was deemed the wode of nominated 

philosophers alone. IS Did that collective nebulous 'they' of the universities really believe that 'we' 

of the community were incapable of depth of thought? Why did 'they' never speak of the theoretical 

thoughts which penneated our shared everyday world? It was becoming increasingly obvious that 

my question had not been answered satisfactorily within the literature available and indeed, I 

wondered, could it ever be? Was the divisiveness of theory from practice a necessary fact of life? If 

the existing literature could only give rise to such questions as, 'in which section of the community 

should the really important thoughts arise?' then its corollary needed also to be addressed: 'where 

was 'truth' really to befound, and what was its purpose anyway?' But even the very idea of a need 

for a single truth seemed unchallenged. After all, what was the relation of 'truth' to 'reality'? 

13 The enigma of contradictory discourse sidetracked my curiosity. Traditional philosophers ... show a certain 
obstinaJe disregard for tlie verdict of the oulside world. Ever since the trial of Socrates, it has bun clear that 
they have a strained relationship with reality as it is and especially the community in which they live. The 
tension sometimes takes the form of open perseculion; at other times merely failure to understaJid their 
language.'  (Hor\cheimer, 1 9"8 6:251) 

14 It was with some very real relief that I later found out that many now-famous theorists experienced their 
intellectual breaks outside of the university setting. Among them Nietzsche - the religiOUS, Schutz - the 
banker, Marx - the unemployed!,  Descartes - the soldier who left school at 16, Cordorcel, Goethe, Gramsci 
and others. See, for instance, Bailey (1980). 

IS This reflects the essential Cartesian problem. As Will, F. (1974) recounted, The jllStification of lawwledge 
.. 
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For a while, overcoming this issue by inclusively recombining theory and practice became my 

primary focus. Where was the logic that could validate the continued separation of these key 

aspects of life? Praxis was not simply an academic matter, but was an issue of concern for any 

thinking person, particularly for someone like myself who was brought up to look for the logic of 

an issue so that its answer(s) might contribute to social action. Part of the problem lay with me. I 

was yet to relinquish a conception of 'philosophy' as the discipline of absolute truths and so was 

unable to see the verbose abstractions of philosophers as simply various worldly points of view, 

whether discipline-bound, paradigmatic or whatever. Nevertheless, I believed that the potential for 

knowledge lay in life practices, rather than in the secret recipes of philosophy. Knowledge, to me, 

did not need to be tied to the abstracted and unreal notions of truth or legitimation. Eventually, as 

pan of that belief in praxis, I decided there could be no valid reason why idea-formation (Le., the 

act of coming to know) could not be empirically investigated. The very thought that ideas and 

reason were not pan and parcel of life itself, and that this life could not be empirically studied was 

beyond my comprehension. Ifmy reasoning was incorrect, then just how did academic problem

solving differ from an everyday 'way of knowing'?16 Though they lived in different realities, did 

the academic searcher (whether philosopher, researcher or student) not seek and use knowledge in 

much the same way, epistemologically speaking, that Joe Bloggs learned what was wrong with his 

old washing machine before solving the problem? Did those in the academic context, at least 

privately, not have to acknowledge the place of doubts and errors and changes when the world 

reacted to their thoughts? If one removed the facade of objectivation,17 could my question be 

framed as follows: 

Whether they were self or institutionally educated. in what ways did people 
investigate the complexities of life? 

At this time, the influence of reading alone in the public library was beginning to make itself felt in 

a deep-seated and highly problematic way. Being pulled here and there by various epistemologies 

led me to confuse 'the praxis of a way of knowing' with providing 'one single answer'. 18 Having 

initially decided I would study the epistemology of peoples 'ways of knowing' as theory in practice 

rather than theory about practice, (that is, do an empirical study) I began to conflate this attempted 

combination with simply finding one answer (rather than several related ones). Perhaps my mind 

was being coerced by a search for 'the truth'; for the one single correct version of 'how people 

came to know'. While it was my intention that an attempt at praxis was an attempt to be inclusive of 

claims. the central obsession of analytical philosophers. cannot be solved lUlless one takes into account the 
maJerial conditions of life and begins to view language as a compla social institution.' 

16 Horkheimer ( 1986: 1 99) decided that What is needed is a radical reconsideration. not of the scientist alone but 
of the knowing individual as such.' 

17 The words "objectify" and "objectivate" render two different concepts. "To objectify Tneans to ffIIJU into an 
object of instrumental value ... separate from and exJernal to the subject.. . . To oOjectivate Tneans to give 
form in a symbolic system. that is to male into a vehicle of commlUUcative action. The latter may lieCOTne 
alernai to the subject in the sense that others can participate in it. but it is at the Satne tiTne that in which 
the subject aists ... . IDiithey regards objectification as the limiting factor of objectivation. '  (Shapiro. in 
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the related complexities of 'coming to know', I had begun to confuse including complexity with 

the 'oneness' of a single answer. But I was wrong. 'Complexity' and 'correcmess' were unrelated 

issues. Absolving complexity - making things simple - was not the same as making them correct. It 

would take many years before I would recognise and could unravel this problem. Instead, I was 

creating the tacit problem of reifying and normalising my vision. as I lost the focus of seeking 'the 

logics' of the question and increasingly focussed on seeking 'the answer'. 19 During late

undergraduate study, this normalising and identificatory effect would become even stronger.20 It 

had taken eighteen years to find the question but then I lost it, and it would take another eighteen 

years to get beyond the coercion of this world of 'oneness', similarity, sameness and focus on 

answers. 

By the time of my entry into the social science faculty, I had already developed disparate 

understandings to my basic question, while not realising how my original preference for 

understanding different ways of knowing was being firmly pulled in a second direction. Entering 

social sciences with the sole intention of resolving this issue (of how people came to know), I was 

already an adult. a parent and a medical professional. While I had sought. in my ignorance and 

naivety, to answer this perfectly natural question, it was to prove far from a nonnaJ one, for my 

own epistemology was now befuddled by the hegemony of positivist practices, although I still 

intended to be creatively dialectical. After all, if ever there was a gap, an error or a possibility to 

question what was known, it was there I would find my thoughts going. My paternal family had 

instigated this search for contradictions and reconstructions. Now I was going to find that the 

university ways of knowing, like my mother's, would challenge the view that a dialectical 

epistemology was socially acceptable and philosophically supported. In the meantime, I kept 

wondering why I was 'so different'. 

'l1ie contet(t of university strufy 

During undergraduate study, I was concerned with why psychological knowledge was so 

exclusive.21 Psychology appeared unrelated to the complexities of real life because it was predicated 

more upon a fragmented proof of existence (a search for truth) rather than on a search for meaning. 

Because of this, I would spend years reconceptualising ways of investigating 'the processes of 

Habermas, 1978 :323,338) 
18 The epistemology of the study was being coerced by the primacy of ontological concerns. 
19 The logical JX>sitivism of my sojourns in the library was coercing my thinking into seeking only 'the 

JX>sitlves'; that is, toward seekmg the answers and not the questions. 
20 Was this a hegemonic effect of the very institution that claimed to widen reason. 
21 Psychological knOWledge, I was later to fmd (Chapter Three), suffered the exclusivities of positivist 

philosophy. Rather tlian study complex problems and see how one set of information was related to 
alternative explanations of the same material, for instance, the initial �blems were so closely defined and 
limited that any variety or difference was excluded from consideration. In a similar way, the interactive 
relationshi� between different meanin�s was seldom a case for concern and thus psychology became 
equated WIth the study of discrete 'facts (like a science). I use uclusive as the opposite of 6eing inclusive, 
and inclusive as meaning that alternatives, complexities, difference and changes are part and parcel of the 
information of critical inquiry. Exclusivity is a major criticism of positivism because that epIStemological 
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knowing' in order to make them more inclusive. I held that by refonning a methodology, a 

meaning-filled, complexly-related, socially-transfonnative praxis could result from what had 

become 'known'. 

To begin with, I had enrolled in a professional education programme22 to seek answers to what I 

saw as a practical educational issue: How do adults come to know? Very soon a change in the focus 

of the question itself would occur. As a consequence of my teaching while also being an adult 

student who was being subjected to a problematic curriculum,23 I had become increasingly 

interested in the sociology of emancipation. The question which had begun as a private realisation 

(of the need to understand the intentions behind different ways of knowing) now became the 

publicised and socially-inclusive study of curriculum practices. However, theories of social 

emancipation and the premises of the psychological epistemology I 'knew', were at odds with one 

another. Psychological 'knowledge' of 'cognitive acts' was replete with 1aws', 'causes', and the 

certainty of proofs while devoid of discussions of 'sharing meaning', or of challenges involved in 

'coming to know'. Best expressed in the disjointed way it felt. a vocational degree in education did 

not include (a) theorising, reasoning or philosophising (b) about the fonnal and informal education 

(c) of adults, (d) in an explicilly-disciplined manner. Instead the curriculum was largely restricted to 

(a) the practices (b) of the fonnal education (c) of children (d) where 'discipline' related more to 

ways of behaving (whether or not to smack children) than to ways of knowing, and (e) to 

conttolling others rather than conttolling one's self. An overview of adults' differing ways of 

knowing was not possible. At the very least. within this reductionist world, I felt a desperate urge 

to take the concept of 'education' beyond the child's classroom. By establishing a new focus to the 

research question (curriculum), the individualistic quest (adult learning) would now become a 

social question (coming to know in a curriculum context) which involved studying social relations. 

However, it was a long journey to argue against the methods of psychology, for even near the end 

of the degree I still did not recognise really what a 'discipline' was supposed to be, much less an 

'epistemology' or a 'paradigm'.24 These issues would remain unresolved as long as academics 

neglected to talk to students about the general nature of knowledge itself. Locked in a framework. 

of befuddlement. where knowers were separated from the known, I was not sure if instead 'the 

person in the wrong' was not me, for in spite of all my background of being encouraged to ask 

fonn denies a reasoned place for the meanings of negativities. 
22 I studied part-time, off-campus, by correspondence. 
23 The very tenn 'problematic' is itself just that. I take this word to mean a disjunction in the relations of what I 

know and what I do not. A problematic may therefore equally emerge from a situation of identity and 
positivity, as from a situation of non-identity and negation. Though generally, I suppose, to address a 
problematic from a position of identity might more likely be seen to a non-dialecticlan as 'creative 
questioning'. Such is the force of language within discrete paradigmatic frames of reference. 

24 I enrolled for the subject matter as listed in the degree name, not understanding that 'di�plined' methods of 
enquiry rather than content of a discjpline might be important • . . .  Allotmenl to specifIC disciplinu derives. 
in the last analysis. from the needs OJ f7IIlfIlcind and its past and present forms of organisation .... RaTt of thal 
expenditure of human labour which IS one of the necessary conditions of scientifIC and technologIcal 
progress . .. .' (Horkheimer. Max. 1 986:256) 

... 
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questions, I did not recognise that there was a question of logical detenninism to be asked here.2S 

Instead I thought we were being taught at the pinnacled heights of the knowledge, and that rigid 

exclusivity equated with an academic expectation to be objective, by distancing the abstractions of 

theory from practice.26 Only privately did I resist that markedly narrow-minded world, as I began 

to see logical reasons for abandoning psychology27 though the changes I reconceptualised would 

remain at the practical level of 'methods' until much later when the 'theory' of methods was found 

in the field of social epistemology. In the meantime, in order to instigate an inclusive search which 

was centred on finding meanings rather than truth, three issues were tackled by the process of 

imagining my way beyond them. These included (supposed) claims to universalism, the 

piecemealing and neglect of life's differences and changes, and the practice of narrowly defining 

operatioiIal definitions which indicated that meanings sought were already known to some extent 

First of all, the psychological knowledge we were taught appeared to claim universal applicability -

though this claim, I can see now, may have had as much to do with the teachers' persuasions as 

with the researcher's provens. Whatever the real reason for my misconceptions of what we were 

being taught, I could show that based on my personal experiences, the objectified and other

detennined 'recipe' basis of these psychological knowledges could not be applied 

unproblematically to life situations. The rule-bounded methods and 'law-like' results left little room 

for changing and adapting what had become officially 'known'.2J For instance, at the same time 

as studying, I had shifted my employment from the medical sciences to the educating of the 

recently-blinded. assisting other adults to understand and action the most simple of everyday 

knowledges. such as dressing or replacing a button or using a kitchen stove without the benefit of 

sight But the curriculum for blinded adults had to be continuously questioned as the presumptions 

of the educational profession offered little resolution to the educational problems we shared. 

Blinded persons could not be referred to a book. Neither could their learning be fonnally tested 

with pen and papers. Creativity thus became a standard teaching aid, as one reflected on anomalous 

situations and reasoned a way beyond difficulties. For the blinded adult. the actual writing of a 

letter was a major challenge to 'the ideology of the pencil'. for all that was learned could not be 

expressed29 and especially not in such conventional ways as verbalising on paper. While teachers 

2S This was regardless of the claimed eclecticism of education which implied that disciplines other than 
psychology might be available. Only later would I realise that seeking an inclusive theory would present the 
ailemmas of escaping such paradigmatic determinisms as the access to alternative knowledge, practical 
complexities with negotiation, the lack of a commonly·understood alternative language ana the ideological 
negation of those who believed wholeheartedly in the dominant paradigm. 

26 Like others, I had needed to be counselled that alternative epistemologies were academically �table and 
available, though they needed to be accessed indifferent courses of study and different dISCiplines. Without 
counsel, this 'personal problem' remained publicly unquestioned and unanswered. 

27 This is where some of the less well-argued aspects of the thesis arose, often simply for the reason that as a 
correspondence·educated student. I was never made aware of such conventions or routines as the need to 
retain references and citations to ideas I might later use · that is, not made aware until I was already a 
graduate. 

2J cf Gerda Lerner, 1990. 
29 It is a supposition in itself that all that is learned can and will be expressed - regardless of questions of privacy, 

social ethics, communicative com�tences, or emotional displacemenL Miglit there not be material beyorid 
the expressible? G.H. Bantock ( 1 97 1 :216) expressed a similar idea. 11.U1damental lo Ihe cullure of IhI! school 
is lhe book; and il is aslonishing how lillIe we have asked lhe apparently simp� qunlion: WhI!n we leoch 
people 1o read. whal do we do wilh lhem? .... Yel il is upon lhe sllblle uniJerslivlding of prinled langlUlge lhal 

... 
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trained in 'fonnal education' obtained privilege in employment, and power from their objectified 

theories of teaching practices, the assumptions of their basic knowledge took little account of the 

fact that (for example) the curriculum for � blinded adult needed to be predicated more on self

sufficiency and the social relations of an active life, and less on the fragmented knowledges of 

other-dependence.30 In spite of psychology-based theories, which claimed 'this is the way that 

people learned' (and therefore should be taught), when a blinded adult needed to know they 

required no cajoling or controlling.31 Adults, when in situations of need, made their own claims 

back upon the world32 and theories needed to include an account of those relativities and changes in 

the adults' needs, rather than 'enforce' universalised (yet exclusive and other prioritised) claims 

about needs. A social theory of how adults acquire understandings should prioritise and include the 

adults own needs and changes. In turn, this need for 'useful' meaning had implications for 

insisting upon establishing the centrality of truth. 

In the second issue, psychology seemed to privilege legitimation as its endeavours focussed more 

on a search for truth than a search for meaning. The act of exploration had been replaced by the act 

of proving. But since the logic of truth was not the logic of life, the resulting fragmented 'theories' 

became socially problematic when this 'knowledge' no longer fitted meaningfully back into the 

complexity of society.33 

The two problems involved in the scramble for proof were the minute size and the positive type of 

the infonnation addressed. In the first case, in place of establishing understandings of the topsy

turvy nature of the social relations of life, the focus of the pieces of knowledge studied in 

psychology was so small and uncomplicated that there could have been no reason why such details 

should not be proven beyond reasonable doubt (as facts).34 But this 'proof did not necessarily 

prioritise the value of facts in life itself. All I could see was that research effort was wasted on 

investigating trifling details which in their focus, isolated 'facts' from their socio-epistemic relations 

tM culture of the school continually makes demands.' 
30 See also Cross. 198 1 .  In this I differed from such 'famous' adult educators as Houle ( 1974) who saw the learning 

process of adults and children as 'fundamentally tM same'. 
31 All the published theories on 'motivation' in the world (for instance) were senseless when a newly-blinded 

father was already preoccupied by the need to learn to cook rather than learn to type, now that his wife had 
walked out of their marriage. 

32 Psychology cannot provide answers because 'social life is a total process in which human beings. surrounded, 
guided imd formed by objectivity do, in turn, act liack upon society. '  (Adorno, 1976: 1 19) 

33 It should be noted that this author does not share the intense concern for the primacy of legitimation displayed 
by many in academic life. Indeed, I believe that foregrounding legitimatory issues has been one cause of the 
current stalemate in curriculum theory in particular. However. issues concerning legitimation are not covered 
by the topic of this thesis, though they are a premise of the epistemology adopted. 

34 Perhaps it should be noted here that often in this study I would refer to the provings of psychological 
poSitivism as 'facts' since that was Comte's term for proven details. I juxtapose his conception of 'facts' 
against my preference for the study of 'relations' which, although also eventually able to lie �ven. were 
more readily able to explain social connections, such as why the blind father oruy half-heariedly played 
cards with the female students. I already believed that the social relations of knowledge activity occupied an 
actual rather than a separate ideal existence and that this r�uired no more than an empirical study. But then I 
also believed that 'to theorise' was to conceplUalise and critique from the evidence of actual relations whereas 
psychological reports gave the impression that they were 'theoretical' when all I saw them as were details 
abStracted from social practice. proven and reappbed to it. 

... 
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and therefore excluded the complexity of meanings.3S In the prioritised concern for proof, the 

interaction of related meanings within the whole were excluded.36 For instance, without changing 

from psychology's fragmenting methodology, I would have needed for this thesis to have covered 

theories of motivation, intelligence, learning, teaching, evaluation, reading, and writing - at the 

very least - all the while being forced into narrOw comers by separate priorities, each of which 

prevented the development of an inclusively-focussed, well-rounded theory of educational practice. 

To reverse the trend of privileging legitimation over the search for inclusive meanings, the 

complexity of such social relations needed to be evidenced empirically, even at the apparent cost of 

formal legitimation. To be inclusive of the 'real' meanings would also mean the researcher should 

methodologically acknowledge the place of their own ignorance, by engaging in exploration and 

also avoid providing operational definitions since these imposed prior limitations which excluded 

alternative possibilities of meaning. That would solve half the problem 'caused' by legitimatory 

endeavours. 

The second half of the second problem concerned the positive type of knowledge addressed. The 

negativities of life and knowledge (those unknowns which included dynamics and pains) seemed to 

remain unexplored or (if they had been), appeared delegated to a level of social pathology. Seldom 

did one read of side issues, such as the source of questions or intentions. Neither did one read of 

such negativities as mistakes, disagreements or changes of mind, nor of the emotional tides of 

anger which might well permeate science. With the exclusion of 'negative' influences or alternative 

explanations, the resulting fragmented recipe knowledge of educational psychology was useless - at 

least in the dynamic confusion in which I daily lived and worlced. A 'real' social theory would need 

to account for both the positive and the negative, without prior epistemological value being placed 

upon one to the exclusion of the other. Thus an intention to be 'inclusive' would not only mean 

being inclusive of the complexity of social relations, but also of differences, for negativities as well 

as positivi ties were elements of meaning. That was the second half of the problem. 

Locked into a rushed world of employment, parenthood and study, it had become increasingly 

obvious to my ever-busy mind that we, that is, the psychologists and I, were simply not speaking 

the same language; we were not on the same wavelength. Three related elements had become 

important to my intention to search for meaning: inclusivity, focus and the control of the act of 

prioritising. They were my commensensical reactions to a psychological conception of 'theory' 

which I had found too prescriptive, fragmented and reductionistic in its attempt to prove the 

existence of the nature of complex 'real' meanings.37 Initially, at least, overcoming of 

psychological reductionism would require the inclusion of the meanings of social and epistemic 

35 They failed to recognise the sociology of their work and the determinism apparent in the social relations of 
their wider world (cf Althusser. 1977: 168). 

36 For instance. so that the blind father tackled fllst those �blems which exacerbated his troubles (such as 
income tax forms and the children's school notices) before the divorce proceedings which would 'simply' 
make him feel happier about himself. 

37 In this I was not alone. When we began theorising ...  we knew DIU task would be diffICult ...  But I doubt tMJ in 
... 
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relations as well as facts and of negativities as well as positivities, and be focussed on the social 
actions which sought meanings prioritised by the students themselves. But there was still one other 

issue. 

Language and literature was the last of the three areas I needed to reconceptualise. Psychology 

cemented its reductionism in the insistent practice of providing prior meanings. 'Learning' was one 

such problematic meaning I needed to take beyond these narrow limits. First of all, I did not know 

'how adults learned', so the use of definitions was logically redundant. Second, the question arose 

in my life. To prepare a literature review would be a manifestly untruthful way to show that I was 

being 'objective', value-free or unbiased. I was not. I liked the question, and I desperately wanted 
to know its possible answers. I was biased. For me, genuine ignorance and a passion to know - as 

the questioning factors and the source of curiosity within research - were 'instruments' of 

method.38 Acknowledged ignorance, manifest as the asking of questions, was a form of negativity, 

and the negativity of such a radical doubt was a basic element not only of dialectical reasoning but 

of acknowledging the existence of unknowns. As a consequence, this study would abrogate the 

traditional 'need' to predetermine the limits of meanings. There were reasons for this decision. 

I had already experienced frustration with traditional definitions of learning' which saw learning as 

a procedure without an object, and as an act beyond influence. Moreover, the word 'learning' 

communicated beliefs of a single 'way of knowing', rather than opening the possibility of 

pluralistic differences in 'ways of knowing'.39 In existing definitions, learning' was devoid of 

explanations of social determinism, and had no account to offer of the relations between the 

knowledge and potential knower. Essentially, where other researchers had wanted to define and 

prove the 'facts' about individual's learning styles, I wanted to explore the meanings of the 

dynamic social relations of differently-habituated, personal epistemologies. How was I to study 

'the acquisition of knowledge' if the term 'learning' already carried so many traditional and 

ideologically-bound meanings; so much 'baggage'? To counter this reductionism - to be inclusively 

focussed on finding the meanings which were important to adults themselves - the methodology 

would need to be altogether different. 

This research would involve exploring new territory, and a new vocabulary would assist in keeping 

the whole situation problematic and open-ended. To begin an exploration, I was more interested in 

the problematics of questions, and in the 'questioning of questions' than in fmding or supplying 

tidy answers and already-understood terms. Thus, in reconceptualising this issue, not only did I 

deny myself the use of old definitions and an a priori literature review, but I also replaced the 

our wildest dreams did we ever imagine that we would have to reinvent both science and theorising itself in 
order to maJce sense of women's socUli experience: Mary Crawford and Jeanne Marecek (1989:482) 

38 Indeed. a passion to know could be quite a good signal of intending truthfulness and integrity. 
39 To have retained the use of narrowly-dermed definitions would have been to tacitly claim for discrete words, 
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word4O 1eaming' with derivatives of the word 'knowing'. This act now determined that 

'education' should become synonymous with 'knowledge-activity', and that 'learning styles' 

should be synonymous with 'personal epistemologies'. Not only were the relations between 

knowledge and the potential knower now made apparent and problematic, but the act of 'coming to 

know' was centred as a practical epistemology, rather than being seen simply as a cognitive issue. 

Along with altering the language and putting the literature review in the background, this thesis also 

forewent the legitimatory or discursive concern with defining derivatives of the words 'knowledge' 

and 'knowledge-action'. Though the term 'knowing' would often appear, this word would not 

necessarily mean the acquisition of a publicly legitimated form of knowledge or the legitimated 

acquisition of knowledge, in traditional philosophic senses. For instance, there would be no 

continual concern for differentiating between 'information', 'knowledge' and 'beliefs' for I would 

need, at times, to use such terms as synonyms - if only to communicate more easily with others. 

Essentially the proposed change in words would indicate only the intention to foreground and to 

attempt to understand the 'educational event' as a complexity of socio-epistemic relations. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, several challenges to the traditions of educational psychology (and the centrality of 

psychology within programmes of professional education) were made as a result of 'questioning 

the questions' which had arisen during my own educational life. The intellectual journey had begun 

in a childhood of dialectical discovery, questioning and demystification, supported by an inquisitive 

grandfather, an imaginative grandmother and an innovative father. But multiple grievings had 

'jerked' me into the realisation that people who were socially the same could make radically 

different epistemic choices, and this basic everyday experience left me asking 'why'? However, the 

search for answers was unsatisfied by the absolute truths of the medical world or the 'knowledge' 

found in the community library, each of which supported a world of oneness in which theory was 

separated from practice, and knowledge from knowers. I entered university only to find the same 

unnamed 'other way' of looking at the world, in which primary cognisance had not been made of 

either a society's authentic state of meaningfulness, or of the researcher'S state of ignorance. It was 

my lasting impression of the psychological mode of thought that it was itself topsy-turvy. 

Methodological practices which ought to have been less rigidly bounded, like the search for 

complex and possible meanings, were straight-jacketed by the necessities of such recipe-bound 

rules as objectified provings and the creation of operational definitions, while other things which I 

thought ought to have at least minimal standards imposed, like the reasoning of contradictions and 

especially nouns, the notion of 'fact', which would lose any connection 10 understanding dynamical 
relations (and the centrality of verbs). 

40 Louis Althusser (1968nO:146) expressed this dilemma as: This act of re-establishing an ab2nt word may seem 
insignificanl. bill it has considerable theoretical consequences: inJact this word is not simp}y a word bill a 
concept • . . .  representative of a new conceptual system. the correltiJive of the appearance of a new object. 
Every word is of course a concept. bill every concept is not a theoretical concept: (At the time, he was 

.. 
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social relations within theorising, did not. Oairns of 'theory' had been made for things which 

explained only minute details of life. 1bese 'theories' so hinged on the promises of truth within 

proof, that it seemed as if psychologists had lost sight of the broader (epistemic) issues of 

reductionism (the exclusion of full meaning) and of their own ignorance. Psychology's traditional 

empirical methods thus would not be useful for studying adults knowledge-activity as a curriculum 
for everyday life included learning to live with complexity, confusion and change, for which the 

epistemology within educational psychology (eventually recognised as positivism) could not 

'really' account There was simply a disjunctive void between how they and I conceived of the 

relations between the ideal and the real world, and of the search for meaning within it Educational 

psychology's reductionist dimension thwarted full understanding,41 while I craved to resurrect the 

praxis of an ordinary reasoned life, no matter how 'common-sensical' it may have seemed. 

This study would not only centre on an exploration of meaning, rather than on a proof of existence, 

but it would explore ways to ensure that narrowed knowledge did not arise as a consequence of 

methodologically-narrowed ways of coming to know. At the theoretical level, I resisted the 

compulsion to form theory about practice seeing already that the prescribed meanings of 

(positivist) truth were not the meanings of a complex life theory in practice. At a practical level I 

had rejected positivism by arguing for certain changes to its traditional reductionist practices. This 

study of 'knowledge-action' would achieve inclusivity by adopting 'the curriculum' (as the 

publicly-inclusive realm of educational relations), and by acknowledgint the researcher's state of 

ignorance it would focus on meanings as prioritised by the subjects, being studied. Other changes 

to this study included altering the terminology (from 'learning' to 'knowledge-action'), holding the 

meanings of terms open to question rather than foreclosing them with definitions, and searching for 

the meanings of negativities as well as positivities, and of social relations as well as facts. Even as 

a child in a commonsensical world, I had been inducted into a particular dialectical way of 

knowing, where the first action was to locate the logic ( or to work. out 'the way'). In this case, the 

logic I would be seeking would be a logic of method, because ultimately I wanted to provide the 

type of knowledge which was more useful to the give and take of life rather than to having its truth 

regularly dusted on a library shelf. I wished to engage in an exploration which enabled social action 

to follow the 'answers' found. To me, that was the 'real' final action of praxis within research. 

The following chapter illustrates how early in my academic career these intentions led to the 

creation of visual mindsets which assisted me in seeking inclusive, focussed and prioritised 

meanings about educational practices within the curriculum. In essence, these mindsets enveloped 

speaking of Marx's use of the term 'surplus-value'). 
41 Sarah Hoagland ( 1990) referred to this awakening to the issues of ways of knowing as an 'epislemic privilege'. 

It did not appear to be a problem limited to women alone. Horkheimer. ( 1968:vui) also shared as ... 
lUl�illing�s� to adapt to the presenJ order of ... the educational values of OIU schools. colleges and 
IlnlVerSitles. 

... 
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'all' the possible educational relations of knowledge-activity , holding them open to inquiry. The 

possibilities of them, like the argument justifying their existence, was still very much set in 

everyday modes of reasoning, yet once they augmented the instrumentation of this empirical study, 

an explanation of their Being is a necessary adjunct to this investigory report. 

... 
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Chapter Two 

Search strategies centred on 
being inclusive, focussed and prioritised 

lntroauction 

What initially began as visual insights of commonsense spatial reasoning would become 

conevitised as research instruments for this study. While I was still an undergraduate, I proposed 

some methodological insights as a counter to my criticisms of psychology and much later, during 

the pilot testing of this study, a radicalisation of the research question resulted. Previously, 

knowing only that I could not study adults ways of knowing within a paradigm which was 

exclusive, fragmented, and concerned more with the limits of truth than with the breadth of 

meaning, (and still without knowing what epistemology meant35), it was intended that this study 

would be inductive. This choice was premised on the researcher's naivety of the subject's 

understandings of their ways of knowing. To counter psychological reductionism� the investigation 

would begin with an open-ended question in which the subjects themselves had the opportunity to 

express what was more or less important to them and the communication would often continue as 

an interview. To counter other criticisms of psychology, two visual mindsets (which might be 

known as research 'instruments') were developed, one to ensure an inclusive range of social 

information (the curriculum diagram), while the other specifically focussed information upon 

individual knowledge-action (the knowledge-act sequence). When, on reflection, it was realised 

that a combination of these two separate visualisations could centre the gathering of information 

directly on the social relations of educational practice, they were joined together in a grid. Instead of 

two separate 'instruments', information would be sought to complete each cell in the resulting 

matrix. 

The following ideas essentially developed during an experimental course on curriculum research.36 

Then pilot testing and a radicalisation of this topic occurred over the next three years. TIle final 

justification of the value of these instruments is a function of this thesis. The opening interview 

question, and the development of the curriculum diagram, the knowledge-act sequence and the cue

card matrix are each discussed in tum. 

Initial open·erufetf questions 

To briefly cover my primary thoughts about interviewing. It was most necessary, I believed, to 

inductively examine the potential knower's evidence of the relations between the given knowledge 

35 Richard Pring explains this as there being 'no metalanguage through which one can debate the relative merits 
of rival schools or rival paradigms' (1977: 130). 

36 Nolan and Wilson, 1977 
. 
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of a course and their own ways of knowing. Within such answers, one might ascertain the different 

nature of relations of historical determinism, ideology, interests and intentionality. It was decided 

that the relative strengths and priorities (for the students) of the information they gave could be 

found by using an initial 'empty' question at the begilUling of an interview. As a modification of 

Freudian 'free association' this 'opener' would be uncommitted in content and be the only really 

'standardised' question of the interview. Indeed, the initial question would simply ask 'how things 

were going' (or words to that effect). Probing the parameters of each person's reply to that opening 

question would foreground the adults' significant experiences and also, paradoxically, highlight 

their backgrounding of other educational relations (of ways of knowing). It was believed that a 

later probing of those areas of which the potential knower might not be fully aware might also 

clarify possible influences on their knowledge-actions. As the interview progressed and one 

answer gave rise to further related questions (for clarification), details of �e relative significance of 

all the students' educational relations could be established.37 The primary problem was to surmount 

the difficulties of psychological reductionism by visualising what an incluse set of educational 

relations might look like before interviewing began. 

Curricu{um as tne practica{ tfynamic of socio-etfucationa{ refations 

First, to counter the exclusion of a complex vision of the whole, an account of the broad social 

context of education was conceptualised. I drew a diagram of an educational act as if it were the 

inclusive sequence of a curriculum in practice, with the potential-knower centred in a chain of 

socio-educational relations.38 This diagram would act as a visual reminder for the researcher, 

illustrating the interactive nature of each relation existing in the social 'life' of the subjects' 

knowledge-activity, whether invoked during the adult's personal knowledge-act, or not 

To resite the exclusion of the whole from this type of study, all the social factors I considered 

essential to the social aspects of a knowledge-act sequence were included in the illustration in a 

generalised form (Fig.2.1 ). The five central 'actors' (or 'factors') were 

(i) the mediating educators (authority fi gures), 

(ii) the given knowledge (and its expert /author) bound within its text, 

(iii) the student in their personal socio-historical world, 

(iv) the student's newly expressed knowledge in its script (or in social action), and 

(v) the evaluations of that knowing by auditors. the student and others. 

37 It should be acknowledged that completely open-ended openers were not always useful. Some students would 
not leU of important experiences because they did not remember them immediately. they lOok them for 
granted. or they censored them for such reasons as that they (the pilot interviewees) were seeing them as 
personal deficits rather than coUeclive issues. 

3& Baer-Doyle. T.F .• 1984 

... 
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Since a person is not sepanltc from their biography and present situation,39 the unique value of this 

pictorialising lay in ilS simultaneous inclusivity, possibility and immediacy, for the relations 

between educational factors as wcll as thc factors themselvcs became quickly emphasised and 

thcreby promptcd by thc intclVicwcr.40 Whcn used as an instrwncnt for researching, thc 

investigator would now be continuously reminded to locate cvidence of the dynamics between two 

factors ( thc influences of 'x' on 'y'). 

In the intereslS of discursive consistency, thc relation which directIy connected tIle tcachcr to the 

student (as person to person) was referred to as a 'social rclation' or a 'social-constitutivc relation' 

becausc thc primary intention of such activitics involved tIle 'making of social contact',(See Fig 2.1) 
Likewise, the direct link between given knowlcdge and potenLial knower was refelTed to as an 

'epistemic' or 'knowledge-constitutivc' relation (sincc tI1C basis of thc COlllcction was 'making 

knowledgc'), and a relation between the student and writing was called an 'expressive relation'. 

I 

19urc , : 
Curriculum as practice: 'Collling to k.,now· as a .sequence of various ufucationa{ relations 

These selS of names would be consistentIy used. On the otIler hand, the three-way link between the 

teacher, the 'knowledge' and the student was referred to as 'educational', since it indicated the 

supposed vocational intention of learning and teaching. However, the use of the tenn 'educational' 

was not retained exclusively for this relation, but al times would appear in conj unction with otIler 

relations, where 'education' was the intention though perhaps not the result. It is and was the 

difference between the fonner relations (the social and thc epistemic), which would prove most 

inlportant in the final analysis.41 

As a counter to two limitations of psychological positivism (exclusivity and fragmented 

39 Barbara Adam, 1989 
40 Pictures also replace the I?ressure of the concreteness of nouns in verbal argument, where nouns appear 10 

represent 'facts' and it IS more difficult 10 sight and establish existing relations. 
41 It would in effect (I realised a long time later) possibly frame the study as a comparison between Cartesian and 

Marxian presumptions of the origins of determinism. 
.. 
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reductionism), the simple clarity of this symbolic representation would constantly remind the 

interviewer of the broad but relevant and related parameters of knowledge-action. It would also 

prove useful for distinguishing between the intentionality involved in the selected use of different 

educational relations. Searching for a breadth of complex meaning did not have to be difficult if it 

was conscientised by such a pictorial reminder. 

Having invented the curriculum diagram as an undergraduate, I had initially used it to locate 

exclusions (and thus, possibilities) in current curriculum arguments. Those critiques, themselves, 

would eventually prompt various changes to this research topic and methodology, including: 

(a) widening the scope of the research topic to include (i) the negativities as well as the 

positivies42 that (ii) inhabited the zone at the milrgins of knowing; 

(b) exploring the subjects' experiences with competing knowledges; 

(c) fonnally admitting my own ignorance by engaging in an inductive search for meaning and 

(d) realising that rather than simply finding 'a theory', I had to find an epistemology in 

common with my own; a publicly-authenticated way of theorising which included the 

potential for change, exploration and possibility. 

TIle following discussion outlines those critiques. First, the tradition-bound educational 

philosophers and second, the Marxist critiques of educational sufferings, were examined for their 

exclusions of the curriculum diagram's 'necessary' factors and relations. The question directed 

towards these theoretical poSitions was, which educational relations in particular were marked by 

their absence, their unintended results or their possibilities when situated, in practice, in tertiary 

educational settings? In effect, though I did not realise it at first, I was seeking transcendental 

evidence of a range of negativities. The relationships between these two bodies of thought and the 

curriculum diagram showed how each approach identified either a positivity or a negativity, (as a 

prescription or a critique) but failed to be able to account for the tensions between the positive and 

the negative within themselves. Consequently, each theory demonstrated a position which 

provided little hope for a new beginning. It appeared, first, that the prescriptive philosophic theory 

emphasised the 'knowledge-constitutive' relation (in tenns of the curriculum diagram), but justified 

it on 'social-constitutive' grounds. Then second, the Marxian-based social theory generally 

restricted its critique to the 'social relation' between teachers, students and evaluation. In all, I 

found that the sufferings produced in tertiary education by the exclusions of these theories, 

demonstrated the value of immanently analysing socio-educational theory in practice as practice. 

One of the first issues that arose in reading philosophers' ideas was their emphasis upon 

knowledge selections that would provide the possibility of some 'good' in an individual's later life. 

Paul Hirst, 43 for instance, claimed that his 'forms of knowledge' provided the necessary cognitive 

content for a form of social 'curing' by 'initiating others into aform of life which they regard as 

42 Though I would remain unsure of the theoretical meaning of those terms (negativity and positivity) for some 
time (see Chapter Three). 

43 Hirst and Peters (1970) and Hirst ( 1975) 
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desirable'.44 His claim was simple, so simple that when applied to an adult's education, to assume 

that some person could adequately judge and transmit what 'was good/or' another adult's future 

was itself highly problematic. Concurrently I had found in practice, for instance, that social work 

students at university (whose presumed duty in later occupational life was to provide a socialising 

curriculum for deviants), scored far lower on their possession of social skills4s than did aberrant 

and imprisoned teens themselves.46 From those limited findings it seemed obvious that the social 

refonn of 'deviants' was not about to be achieved through indoctrination. 'Deviants' indeed had 

more to teach social workers about social skills than the reverse.47 In tenns of the curriculum 

diagram and the philosophers' position, what amounted to Hirst's 'social-constitutive relation' had 

been conflated with the 'knowledge-constitutive .relation' and thus when merged, fonned a 

combination which was fixed rather than flexible in character. Even so, in the dichotomous world 

of traditional philosophy, the negative reverse of a positive knowledge-constitutive situation was 

surely more accurately 'to not know' rather than something like the completely different aim (the 

social constitutivity of nonnalised social relations). Indeed, the philosopher's view of a negative 

knowledge-constitutive relation was left in need of investigation. 48 

While the antithetical side of each relation could have produced clues to different solutions, the full 
range of educational relations (according to my curriculum diagram) was never taken into account 

in our readings of Hirst and Peters.49 1be analytic philosophers' own discipline had advocated a 

'way of looking at the world' that appeared to have limited their possibilities to full knowledge. so In 

addition to my former criticism, for instance, by extemalising and distancingS1 a particular 

'objective' conception of 'knowledge' within their discipline-blinkered vision, they had neglected 

to account for a student's private knowledge and subjective ways of knowing. I reflected upon the 

negative space of this exclusion. It seemed to me that within Hirst and Peter's truths, it was the 

negative conceptualisation of the knowledge-constitutive relation which provided a fruitful line of 

inquiry. It seemed quite likely that the disjunction created by experiencing conflicting forms of 

44 Hirst and Peters, 1977:48f 
4S Thorpe, L.P., Clark, W.W., & Tiegs, E.W. (1953) 'California Test of PersONlliry'. 
46 Baer-Doyle T.F. and Dixon, R. (198 1 )  
47 c f  Richard Pring (1972: 128f) 
48 In the material I studied. these particular philosophers (Hirst. Peters and the London School in �eneral) seemed 

unable to account for the non-acquisition of kriowledge. Neither did they (aPJ>Car to) account lor the 
alternative life-knowledge the students brought with them to school. Iriside the blinkered boundaries of 
philosophy itself, the expc;rience of personal life was apparently not considered to be 'knowledge' at all. 
Indeed, those absences (of the obverse of knowledge-constitutive situation) seemed to stem from the 
philosophers selective negligence of the subjective world, for only in a distanced way did they take into 
consideration its complex habituations. Perhaps if the philosophers had examined their own subjective 
experience then they may have recognised the omission of 'non-acquisition', (otherwise known as the 
negation (absence) of a negativity (error or ignorance) or an alternative), from their explanations. For 
instance, though students came to school with home-based knowledge and ways of knowing, these 
philosophers seemed intent on selectively negating this foundation by introducin� the chifdren to inherent 
syntacllcal' cues (Schwab, 1964:249f) of academIc-aligned disciplines (Hirst, 1971:285f). 

49 There is a gulf between the ideas by which men judge themselves and the world on ON! hand, and the social 
reality which they reproduce through their actions on the other hand: (Horkheimer, 1986:268) 

so Knowledge as both a J?eTsonal and social constitutive act. 'Any disagreement among scholars is frequently 
more reminiscent oJ politics than scholarship. Philosophy, sociology and psychology jealously guara their 
respective discipliN!s. decide what is to ColUll as good plUlosophy, sociology and psychology and close 
their ranks when alternalive proposals are T1IlUh'. (Pring, 1977: 129) 

51 Another meaning of 'objectified': that is, limited by notions of either inteJlectual space (abstractionism) or 
geographic context rather than either of the social distinctions: of l' from 'we' or of people from ideas . 

... 
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knowledge in different social contexts, like home and school, could be the very reason for failing 

to 'come to know' or lacking 'success' within fonnal education. It was the idea of conflicting 

knowledges that thus appeared important The difference between personal and 'public' 

epistemologies had certainly caused a befuddlement of my own ways of knowing when, as an 

adult, I entered university (Chapter One). Seeing how adults coped or were coerced by the 

competing or compatible fonns of knowledge of home and school could prove to be a most fruitful 
nexus for inquiry. 

As a result of this critique, the original research topic began turning about It was becoming evident 

that a singular positive answer was limited and exclusive in its range of explanation (as 

psychology had shown), while within the negativity of an educational situation, there existed a 

wide range of possibilities. The negative knowledge-constitutive relation for instance, could 

embrace the multiple possibilities of 'failing to come to know' because of ignorance or inability, or 

mistaking an idea, or because of lying or deceiving about knowing (eg, selective negligence), or of 

never having accessed the ideas in the first place (naivety). Given this variety of 'negative' 

possibilities and the need for an inclusive vision, it seemed more important to investigate the 

margins of knowing if only because, there, on the polemical boundary between knowing and not 

knowing, one might find the interactions and results of competing knowledges and of competing 

ways of knowing or not knowing. Moreover, I came to believe, a study of the margins of knowing 

would be a useful tool for possible social action, because an emancipatory educationS2 required 

more of a release from the state of not-knowing than an increase in the state of already-knowing. 

Once adults had started to come to know, they could often continue alone. 

As this research topic grew in complexity, so too did my confidence for it to become an 

exploration of educational possibility, as opposed to a search for proofs. Two ideas from the 

critique of Hirst and Peters abetted this decision. First, there was the possibility of exploring a 

subject's concurrent experience of alternative knowledges (for instance, of public and private ways 

of coming to know). Such a study might provide detail on the different fonns of negativity which 

exist in situations of conflict. Secondly, turning the topic about so that the marginality rather than 

the orthodoxy of knowing was studied, increased the possibilities of critiquing competing social 

definitions of 'successful' knowledge-action. Taken together however, this change in the topic 

signaled a need to explore further the theoretical writings on the nature of positivity and negativity 

(Chapter Three). A deeper understanding of the different explanations of this duality and the tensions 

between them, might clarify how one 'context' determined the knowledge-constitutivity of another, 

S2 At that time I possessed only the meanins. of this term, not the term itself. Until then the terms 'just', 
1iberatory' or 'humanistic were more hkely to have been used. 'Emancipatory' is however a more exact word 
for the purpose of expressing its political intent rather than only the moral or social . 

.. 
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so that eventually an adult habituated a marginalised (or 'radicalised') personal epistemology. In 

turning the research direction about, like Plato's allegory in the cave or Popper's upending of 

verification principles, I was detennined to examine the boundary space in which a student was 

capable of knowing but not yet knowing. 53 

The second curriculum area critiqued with the aid of the cu"iculum diagram was the Marxian-based 

idea of the influence of power within education. Learning Marxian educational theory was 

restricted, because the model using it was founded on the same hypothetico-deductive lines of 

inquiry as the material being taught Only when the objectified theory was overlain by the complex 

subjective experience of undergraduate study, did contradictions between the different educational 

relations of the theory and its practice become apparent Thus, an initially-exciting experience of 

objectively analysing the abuse of power in different educational contexts turned sour when the 

subjective experience of learning the theory in our lecture halls,was itself fraught with sufferings of 

a linguistic, conceptual, and critical nature.54 

There were several reasons for this. First of all, knowledge in general not only possessed a content 

and a way of knowing, but as 'public' knowledge it was often-times expected to be communicated 

within a particular vocabulary. Problems arose in class when students resisted using Marxian 

tenninology in favour of their own synonyms, and then this lack of linguistic reproduction was 

interpreted by the tutor s' evaluating our worlc as a situation of 'not knowing' .55 Some education 

auditors obviously thought that thinking and saying amounted to much the same 'thing'.S6 Yet in 

tenns of my curriculum diagram, different educational relations were implicated. A 'knowledge

constitutive' understanding did not include the social communication of an 'expressive relation'. 

For instance, not only did thinking and saying occur at different times in the sequence of learning, 

but when adults had experienced 'power and control'. prior to attending university. for example. 

they had often developed their own words to discuss it. Thus, while adult students used university 

courses to access others' ideas, they did not always succeed (or even attempt) to access the others' 

53 Foucault (and Marx) also attempted to address this problem of studying negativity. Foucault's problematic was 
"a qUl!stion of establishing a method. The problem is to know whetlier this mystery {sexual misery] should 
be explained negaJively by fundamental interdiction .... or whether this misery is the effect of procedures 
which are much more complex and positive .. . . (Marx] refused the usual explanalion .. .He said In effect.' given 
what capiJalist production is in its fundaJnental laws, it can't help but to produce misery . . . Marx substiJuted 
the analysis of production for the aenunciaJion of theft. Other things being equal, that s approximalel'1 what 
I WanJed to say. It's not a !luestion of denying sexual misery, but its also not a question oJ .explaining It 
negaJively by repression. The wholesrobJem is to understiuad which are the positive mechaiaisms that ... 
result in misery." Foucault, 1989:14 -I Foucault appeared willing to study the nel\ativity as it arose from a 
seemingly positive situation. However. the nature of my question (i.e. adults 'commg to know') possessed a 
defmite ooundary (the state of knowing) which was reasonably clear even where the boundary between 
knowing and not knowing might be contested or resisted. As a consequence I would be able to examine that 
interface between the positivity (coming to know) and negativity (unable to come to know) to see what 
tensions existed within that epistemic s�ace. The place of contestation would appear to be especially fruitful 
for understanding the social relaJions of knowledge-action. 

S4 In a formal research project on graduate study (Baer-Doyle. 1981). This study fulfilled two functions. First, as 
graduate president, I needed to collect information to verify our request for a Faculty graduate advisor. 
Secondly. it was one of three pilot studies for this thesis. 

55 .... . a social text interposes itself as a text between readers and the world as the world's reflection, thus hoping 
to reproduce it in /act." (Agger. 1991 :45) 

56 R.E. Youn$ (1989: 30) claims: 'The clos�dness to non-experts has concealed the inner connection between 
rationality and meaning. It has produced a raJionality which is meaningless and even meaning-destroyin.E.' 
.... The overpowering criticism oJ the misus� of the conceptual names is an extended form of instrumental 
reason. It provides a key ideolOgical support to expanding and legitimising the interest of intellectual 
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language as well. Without this realisation, some tutors nullified the students correct knowings if, as 

the basis of their auditing, the tutor was looking for conceptual tenninology, and thus conflated the 

'expressive relation' with the 'epistemic (knowledge-constitutive) relation'.S7 The temporal 

sequencing of my curriculum diagram validated its usefulness as an insuument for the 

deconstruction of such ironies. These contradictions between the production and deductive 

reproduction of knowledge would become problematic in the second situation - of reproducing 

others concepts as if those were the only possible meanings - and this would eventually result in an 

altered state of the methodology of this study. 

In the second problematic situation, conceptual dilemmas arose within the graduates' experience of 

being urged 'to choose a theory' for deductive research. This was tantamount to an exclusion, 

because being forced into deductive study effectively gatekept them from their own production of 

new knowledge. On the one hand. urging prescribed a view of theory as more universalistic than 

relativistic (if the graduate had to find new evidence of established concepts.) On the other hand, 

these graduates (who were more given to reasoning in social rather than epistemological tenns), 

saw the deliberate reproduction of another's ideas not only as conceptual detenninism but as 

plagiarism in its pure senseS8 - or poorly-conceived patronage to an intellectual hero.S9 There were 

however, a third set of reasons why this activity was poorly conceived. It seemed to me that 

adopting someone else's abstract meanings was essentially incorrect for it re-placed the potential 

knower's intellectual 'responsibility' to conceptualise and theorise.60 After all, was the development 

of mind not the purpose of a university? Such a publicly-promoted (though diplomatically implicit) 

misuse of the student's mind (the explicit use of other's conceptualisations) reproduced my earlier 

comment (Chapter One) on the use of statistical fonnulations (of psychology) as recipes of proof, 

and legitimation of what the graduates were supposed 'to know'. The expectation behind being 

urged to 'choose a theory' seemed to be that in 'adopting' theory, graduate researchers were 

'guaranteed' of finding 'a correct answer', thereby producing a 'successful' thesis. The guarantee 

of this (limited) fonn of success seemed the paramount objective.61 Thus those research students 

who were reproducing evidence of Marxist ideas such as hegemony, ideology and power in their 

thesis, were themselves embroiled in the very practices they were critiquing - whether by their 

{academk: J power.' 
57 The muteness of men today. is Imgely to be blamed on language which once was only too eloquent against 

them.' (Horkheimer, 1982:39) 
58 cf mnong those who appeal to the critical theory today some with full awareness degrade it to being a pure 

rationalisation of tlieir current enterprises. Others restrict themselves to shallow concepts which tNen 
verbally have become odd sounding and rnakL of it a levelling-down ideology which tNeryone IUlderstands 
because no thoughts at all pass thiough anyone's mind.' (Horkheimer. 1986:251)  

59  As Richard Feynman. Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1964, remarked, "It is liu a lot of worms trying to get ow of 
a bottle by crawling over each other. Its not that the subject is hard; it is that the good men are occupied 
elsewhere." (1988:92) 

60 Not all intelligenU>e<>ple are avid readers or possess �rtentous memories. As a friend remarked about its 
'bookedness', The trouble is, the university thinJcS it is 'the only show in town'for abstract thought'. 

61 Fear of error and fallibility seemed very powerful determinants in expressing what one knew, if not also 
determinin£ how one came to know. ' ... trwh is not merely the ratIOnal consciousness bw equally' the form 
that consciousness asswnes in actual ufe. The dutiful child ... is possessed by a fear of departing pom the 
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consent or not Restricted to this deductive dependence on other people's ideas, how 'free' could 

the mind of an intending-knower be? TIle transcendent basis of objectified deductive methods in 

fact reproduced the very sufferings that an immanent critique could have avoided. 

In tenns of the curriculum diagram, both the knowledge and one panicular way of knowing (the 

distinct epistemic fonn of deductivism) were being predetennined, as the potential researchers' 

intellectual space was ignored. With the urging to reproduce externally-referenced concepts, there 

was no dynamic 'epistemic relation' (between knowledge and the knower) since the potential 

knower could not invent or (publicly) see things in a different way.62 And if the 'epistemic relation' 

was not invoked then, in turn, what did this definition of 'success' generally mean in tenns of 

knowledge-activity within education? Was there any relation between the social logic and the 

epistemic? With this negativity, once again, the diagram of the social context of curriculum practice 

had validated its purpose. But how could this issue of ways of knowing be redressed in the 

investigatory activity of this thesis itself? 

Overcoming some of those traditional assumptions about graduate research required inverting the 

issues surrounding deductive inquiry. I believed that methodologically, the centrality of the 

researcher's ways of knowing and theorising needed to be acknowledged immanently, and that the 

test of a thesis was its intellectual integrity rather than its (hidden) terror of error, and therefore its 

subservience to the concepts of 'famous' others, and the search for infallible truth. It seemed to 

me, that the problem for this thesis would be to find and maintain a theoretical position which 

included conceptualisations of ways of knowing, and yet possessed the epistemic potential for 

change and for exploring possibility. At the most basic level, it seemed to me that to 'find a theory' 

could also mean 'to find a way of theorising', if only because 'theory', like 'knowledge', was both 

a noun and a verb.63 The urging to find a theory' could surely include a theory of knowledge and 

ways of knowing. For myself there was a two-fold reason for basing 'the theory' in social 

epistemology. Not only was the topic under investigation to do with knowledge-action and 

people's ways of knowing (epistemology), but also such a practice was carried out in the social 

world. To understand the relations between the individual potential-knower and the social context 

within which they acted, was paramount Also, in tenns of researching, rather than presuming that 

in 'finding a theory', one knew an answer(s) in advance but required external assistance with ways 

facts which • . . .  the dominanJ convenJions . . .  - cliche-lilu! . have already moulded; his anxiety is none other 
than the fear of social deviation. '  (Horkheimer and Adorno. 1972:xiv) 

62 On the one hand, 'external referencing' is a recognised state of psychological dependence. On the other. 
"Habermas argued that Marx {himself] failed to distinguish carefully enough between knowledge gained from 
causal analysts and knowledge gainea from self-reflection and interaction. As a result, Marxism has not been 
able to secure an adequate groUnd in volunJarlsm, instead failing back on the [alalism of positivist 
determinism . . . .  {HabermasJ argues, we must work even harder to reconstruct Marx's historical materialism in 
a way that gives more credence than Marx did to the categorical difference between knowledge gainedfrom 
self-reflection and knowledge gained from causal analYSIS and tecJinique" (Agger. 1991 :25) 

63 Adorno. in Rose, 1976 
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of proving it (following the methodological 'recipes' of transcendent and objectified hypothetico

deductivism), one could create some understanding of at least one alternative way of coming to 

know (e.g. the researcher's examined personal epistemology), but assume ignorance of the 

substantive understandings sought This would still allow room for the researcher to accept the 

rutelage of a patron or mentor, but one with whom one shared more of a common way of knowing 

than a common knowledge. Convoluted though this argument may seem, by coming to an 

understanding of one's own ways of knowing, and the possibilities or limitations thus entailed, the 

ways to study other people's knowledge-action was to become much clearer. 

Thus, it was my subsequent claim that researchers in education (especially), needed to 'find a 

theory' that generally possessed the same way of looking at the world as themselves, and did not 

separate them from 'the wavelength' of their cultural base.64 In other words, for me it meant I 

needed to find a public epistemology which matched my private epistemology; one that did not 

denigrate ignorance but nurtured the exploratory and imaginative narure of the reflective reasoning 

necessary to overcome it Only with that premise could I authenticate my own ways of reasoning 

and claim intellectual responsibility for whatever eventuated. To create a critical theory, for 

instance, would mean to me that the epistemic basis of a genuine critical theorising was employed, 

not that the particular 'findings' and 'conceptualisations' of other critical theorists were set up for 

confirmation or rejection in the light of new evidence. I wanted to find a position which was not 

bound up in notions of conceptual absolutes, and I needed a theory in which the margins or pains 

of education were not hypostatised but were investigated for their emancipatory hopes. This 

alteration from a prescriptive and ontologically-focussed research aim to an exploratory and 

epistemologically-focussed aim still satisfied the essentially-social demand 'to find a theory' but in 

terms of the curriculum diagram, it also overcame the prescriptive dilemmas of deductivism by 

including my own knowledge-constitutive interests. 

The third issue which arose for students in learning Marxian theory in education, concerned the 

urging 'to be critiCal', yet finding the request confusing for it countered the theory's notion of 

'praxis', Praxis was equated (by these students) with using the theory to take a subjective look at a 

social setting they already 'knew'. Within this, it seemed that the whole idea of 'being critical' 

meant to be subjectively empathetic with those living in that setting under conditions of unjust 

'suffering'. But the subjective sensitivity necessary for empathetic reasoning was negated by the 

contrary demand of tertiary education to 'be objective'. So just how were these adults to be 

objective in their academic reasoning and simultaneously subjective in their understandings of how 

this theory applied to their world? This dilemma needed to be seen in practice. On the one hand, 

64 Kvale. S. 1988 
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buried in the Marxian world of objectified and objectivated readings, people were no longer 

persons but were (for instance) gendered or classed identities. Personal pronouns did not exist. 

All too often the theorists addressed issues of distanced teachers and distanced pupils, distanced 

knowledges and distanced evaluations but not the too-close, too-painful, overly-subjectified world 

of the complex present. On the other hand, some teacher students (my study of graduates had 

found) had experienced profound guilt, as they recognised their own contributory negligence in the 

educational suffering of their pupils, but were unable to find anything they could even begin to do 

about it in these academic courses.6S They felt they were 'allowed' to criticise the sexist practices of 

another culture or social class, for instance, but not their own university lecturer or the local school 

teacher who displayed the same shortcomings. In social as well as epistemic terms therefore, what 

did this notion of 'being critical' mean in the classrooms where these adults sat listening to public 

and publicised versions of radical doubt while embroiled in the situation of a contradictory praxis? 

Why was the basis of 'objectivity' not itself subject to critique, especially in its relation to 'praxis' 

and 'social action'? 

In social terms, the urge 'to be critical' alienated the potential knower (whether graduate researcher 

or student) from the possibility of becoming a social change-agent and this was especially ironic for 

a theory which claimed dialectical relations at its foundation. In fact, the situation forced those 

students who felt a moral imperative to 'do something' in practical terms, to be left in a situation of 

oppressive suffering. This paradox between a theory and its tertiary practice appeared to assume 

that the educational intentions and involvement of a university were not to be equated with societal 

intention and involvement. Town was to remain objectively distanced from gown. If this was the 

case then it introduced a second issue. If these really were two different worlds, two separate and 

distinguishable contexts, then the fundamental basis of 'suffering' explained by a Marxist theory oj 

the educational context should surely have differed somewhat from the fundamental basis of 

suffering explained by a Marxist theory oj society in general. 

If the world of education is to be seen as different from the world of social living, then I would 

argue that 'suffering' in the context of education should be an intellectual conception with social 

implications, rather than a social factor with intellectual implications. Surely social alienation alone 

could not be the key factor in preventing the state of coming to know. After all, although social 

sufferings such as sexism may determine a lack of success, the same suffering and pain (a 

questioning of the 'harmony' of reality66) could stimulate the reflective reasoning so often urged in 

65 Some may ask 'so what?', but a sensitive and caring person could have found little way out of the gUilt, if only 
because even if they chose to change the culture and politics of their particular SOCIal class and context, they 
were unable to alter their race or gender. As this complex contradiction between the public objectified 
knowledge and personal subjectified ways of knowing caused a situation of 'not knowing', several students 
withdrew from Ihe battle to overcome the academic's paradoxical obeisance to Marx while others quietly 
questioned the contradiction within which they lived and learned. Students who resisted the hegemonic 
Pt.:actices by engaging in creative intellectualising would suffer either the discomforture of deliberate mis-use 
of word(s), or the guilt of their selective avoidance of conCCi'ts. Either way (in that public world of 
education), the student was 'bound' to look stupid or naive uruess the quality of their use of mind was already 
accepted and trusted. This 'requirement' was extremely difficult ground for a new graduate student. There were 
easier theories to use in research, and unsociable-idealists or silenced graduates retraced their steps 10 them. 

66 Questioning the assumptions of the 'positive' in life. 
.. 
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a knowledge-constitutive relation (J1 Between 'social-conStitutive' and 'knowledge-constitutive' 

relations there lay the potential for either a social action to influence thought, or for thought to 

influence social action. It was not a question of whether one was an idealist or a materialist In 

fonnal education such polemical distinctions were superfluous. While everyday society might 

legitimately be critiqued for the negativities of the 'good life' (social 'sufferings' of racism, sexism, 

etc). the essential negativity of the educational sub-world was surely somewhat closer to the 

situation of 'not-knowing' than to 'not being'.68 Had Marxist educationalists ever reflected upon 

their materialist privileging of social-constitutive relations (making 'friends') at the cost of denying 

knowledge-constitutive relations (making knowledge)? Educational practice might be (or even 

should be) as tied to idealist as to materialist factors. Perhaps it was the tension of the relations 

between these very factors which required critical examination 

Returning to the critique in tertiary education. in epistemic tenns. urging the graduates 'to be 

critical' followed a similar line of exclusion. Teachers failed to encourage an idealist originality in 

the knowledge-constitutive relations of their students.69 though the reasoning for this process was 

unclear. It was as if (in the graduates course work) the potential to think through future social 

action was aligned (by their teachers) with becoming too personal. too subjective and too relative -

and that in rum this might somehow reduce the student's critical thinking from a conceptual level to 

the opinionated level of 'common-sense'. Yet was this really a question of objectivity versus 

subjectivity or of transcendent inquiry versus immanent? 70 What was clear was that theflexibilities 

inherent in the praxis of dialectical reasoning were not employed in these courses, in spite of the 

concept of the dialectic being treated with an objectified reverential respect Where 'being critical' 

was concerned, the notion of critique appeared to relate only to identifying single negatives 

(contradictions) in supposedly-nonnative but distanced situations. such as the locating a social 

injustice that was contrary to an assumed social 'truth' (such as 'equity'). In other words, it seemed 

that 'to be critical' was to simply to suggest replacing one negative idea with one positive idea on 

the epistemic grounds that there was just 'one way to one truth'.7! Evenrually I would realise that 

the difficulty lay in the positivistic adherence to the principles of identity (Chapter Three).72 Later I 

would theoretically realise that some graduates .had been markedly disenchanted with the 

identificatory thinking of universalised abstractions and that in place of such objectified practises, 

67 Habermas, (197 1 :73 and 1974:257), Paulo Friere (1972); Jack Mezirow (1981:3-24); and R.E.Young (1989) 
68 An epistemology rather than an ontology. 
69 "Dialectical imagination (Jay, 1973) is the ability to view the world in terms of its potential." (Agger. 

1 9 9 1 :24) 
70 The 'lUIConnected' or non· integrable bec�s mortal sin. Thoughts are drastically and fully brought under 

COnlTol by societal organisation. For every scientifIC assertion is on principle tested by every ap'proved 
scientist of the discipline, irrespective of his mental (geistig) constitution. And all spITaual activi!] should 
be rl!peatable afterwards by any other aroilTary indivitfual. Understanding must practically present its staff 
ID, if it wishes to be tolerated. It is 'evidence' sQught not for as intrinsic mera or content, /jut rather as a 
print-out of directions for future data. Thus cognition does not linger over its object for the salce of 
elucidating it. It does not really refer to (meinen) Us object at all, /jut rather degradU a to a mere function of 
the schema under which a is haughtily subsumed.' (Adorno. 1982:4) 

71 Reflecting an Hegelian synthesis, this hegemonic feel for 'one truth' may well have been exacerbated by 
compounding a teaching 'truth' with a research 'truth'. 

72 "Positivism suggests that one can perceive the world without making assumptions about the nature of the 
phenomena linder investigation. Its notion that knowledge can simply reflect the world leads to tlie 

a. 
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they wished to critique situations more relative to their own. But until I had located this 

philosophical understanding, I too felt the graduates' discontent with a non-dialectical fonn of 

'critical' reasoning, and felt conscious of a need for a new epistemic basis - especially those 

possibilities of conceptual flexibility offered by the ideas of positivity and negativity. 

In tenns of reconstructing a method for being critical in this study itself, the curriculum diagram's 

distinction between 'social' and 'knowledge-constitutive' relations, for instance, would enable one 

to locate the details of conflicting tensions of marginality and negativity, but such description did 

not allow for critical analysis or an argued reconstruction. 11te need to understand the 

epistemology involved was becoming apparent if ever I intended to metacritique such tensions. 

Locating and critiquing the complex involvement of multiple negativities (such as ignorance, 

naievity, or selective negligence) would eventually, I hoped, enable the resulting 'critical' theory to 

move beyond the current stalemate of Marxist critiques of education.73 Until I understood more 

about different epistemic positions, critical reason was enabled in part by distinguishing between 

details of the social, epistemic and other educational relations within my curriculum diagram. 

In conclusion, examining the linguistic, conceptual and critical dilemmas of learning Marxian 

theory had shown that the curriculum diagram was not only broadly inclusive of different types of 

educational relations, but also that its basis in a temporal logic (the sequence of social actions 

involved in coming to know) enabled the viewer to distinguish between particular actions and thus, 

maybe, different intentions and educational tensions. 

However, the curriculum diagram was intended to be more than a nonnative representation. It also 

provided the potential for examining possibility and change. Indeed, the very 'logic' of a dialectical 

way of reasoning had been implicit in its fonnation but since this process could not be concretised 

pictorially, it would probably remain more a factor in the researcher's visual mindset (personal 

epistemology). However redirecting the focus of the research question would provide one way in 

which to overcome this issue.74 

In the practical testing of the curriculum diagram (by critiquing two different theoretical positions) 

a change in the focus of the research question had occurred. It was my lasting impression that the 

analytic philosophers had denegated7S accounts of both the nature of 'not knowing' and of personal 

IUlCritical idenl;acatjo� reali!] and rationality. O� experiences the world as rational and �cessary, thus 
deflating attempts to c ge it. (Agger, 1991 :24) Emphasis mine 

73 After all old age, out-size and ill-health were as equally valid as race, gender and class as reasons for 'not 
knowing', though perhaps these issues could be less well attributed to distinguishable social groupings. 

74 The contra-diction was, of course, that although the topic was complex and would focus on the nexus or 
boundary between knowing and not knowing, in terms of discussing the topic with others in daily 
conversation, the research question would sull be communicated in the positive terms of 'coming to know'. 

75 Althusser, 1977:1 3 1 .  Meaning 'masking a discrepancy in order to �gate it' 
... 
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epistemologies and that Marxian sociologists,76 on the other hand, had selectively negated the 

epistemic conflicts of educational suffering. If the theorists of either disciplined persuasion did not 

know - any more than I did - how it was that 'knowings' were acquired or why non-acquisition 

occurred, then this nexus between knowing and not knowing required exploration. Thus a study of 

the knowledge-act at the margins of knowing became the primary focus of this research. In this 

way an attempt could be made to unravel the complex multiplicity of relations of knowledge-action. 

The problem now became how to visualise the subjective structure of the knowledge-act. for if 

knowledge-activity really was as problematic as those psychologists, philosophers and sociologists 

had previously shown, then how could it be studied in its specific form without fear of 

exacerbating exclusions? 

fJFte k.nowfetfge-act sequence 

I was still living and learning in the common-sense world when I visualised a structure of 

knowledge-action that involved three discrete acts.n As with the curriculum diagram, time was 

used as the sequential logic for it had the advantages of being the classifier closest to being self

evident, least mediated by research activity, yet still inclusive of, and focussed specifically upon all 

the possibilities of knowledge-practice.7S For purposes in the undergraduate class in which it was 

invented, I 'proved' (very inadequately79) that the act of coming to know consisted of the following 

broadly-inclusive actions: 

internalising (abbreviated as 1/./.), 

reflection (.fR/.) and 

expression (.I.IX) . (Figure 2.2) 

That these three acts could be self-evidently distinguished was taken for granted largely because I 

derived them initially from reflection on my own teaching experience. 

The subjective experience of real-life had demonstrated particular 'truths' that scholars might more 

usually have expected justified by citation, quotation or argument During the teaching of newly

blinded adults, I had seen that an inability to read (IIJ.) was not a manifestation of intellectual 

incompetence, (JRI.), for blinded adults read (and expressed) ideas by other than the written word. 

Though the nature of their mode of intemalising may have influenced their later thinking, the 

necessity of a functional influence did not universally exist (and therefore required study). Since 

76 for instance, the 'new sociologists' but not Bourdieu and Basil Bernstein 
77 Baer-Doyle, T.F. (1984) 
78 'Jf we focus on time with an o{Jen mind, then the process of seeing with new eyes and rt!thinJcing can bt!gin.' 

(Barbara Adam, 1989:464). This temporal �uencing was used as an analytic instrument and although time 
may not have been a determiner of particular learning strategies, the se.quencing clearly differentiatea one 
'type' of learner from another. Monagha and Saul (1987:85-120), clarifY these positions as The Reader, the 
Scribe and the Thinker.' 

79 I had originally (objectively and officially) 'P!'oved' this same tripartite sequencing of the knowledge-act by 
reference to Piagetian theory though my claims were tenuous to say the feast . I called it 'in�uately' 
proven because, as an undergraduate still, the basic idea was my own but I had to fmd quotes from any and 
every source I could to 'prove' the subarguments I created. I felt like a cheat though why I should have done 
so was unclear. 

... 
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Figure 2.2 
The knowledge-act as a sequence of three 'stages' 

reading and mulling things over were two different actions, 'internal ising' could be separated from 

'reflection'. In addition, subjective experience had also taught me that poor commWlication (JJX) 
did not necessarily equate with poor reasoning (JRI.); that the silenced voices of blinded wives did 

not, ipso facto, indicate muted minds. So in my representation I divided 'expression' away from 

'reflection'.80 Did the sequential logic of time itself require more proof than this? 

It was one thing to invent an 'instrument', but another not to let it detennine artificial limits to the 

search for meaning. Unwilling to rigidify the discursive and conceptual possibilities of research 

exploration by the use of 'labels' and definitions, the distinction between and within each of the 

three stages of the knowledge-act was deliberately left vague. The opcn"Cndcdness of these 

classifications could be justified on the grounds of the research intentions of inductivism, dynamics 

and marginalisation. 

If inductivism was the seeking of meaning, then classifying these distinctions in the broadest 

possible tenns held the meanings (and especially the limits of meanings) open to investigation. I 

wanted the study to be inclusive of the complex relations between factors even while specifically 

focussed on knowledge-activity. I did not want to exclude potential 'data' before it was even 

known and thus aggravate the potential for reproducing psychology's 'unreal' findings." 

Definitions would have countered these intentions.12 So it was that the widely-inclusive names 

(,internalisation', 'reflection' and 'expression') were invented for each stage. Had I used a less 

broad tenn such as 'reading' in the place of 'internalisation', for instance, then people may have 

assumed that listening, intuition, and the tactile perceptions of braille would have been excluded 

80 'CommuniCalion is the consequence . . .  of artistic work.' (Horkheimer. 1986:290) 
81 Later realised as the fault of positivism rather than psychology per se. 
82 WecessiJy compels philosophy to operate with concepts, but this necessity must not be turned into the virtue 

of their priority . . . .  Initially, such concepts ... emphatically mean nonconceptua/ities; . . .  they 'mean 
beyond themselves'. Dissatis[action with their own conceptuality is part of their meaning, although the 
inclusion oj nonconceptuality in their meaning m.akes it tendentlally their equal and thus keeps tliem 
trapped within themselves. The substance of concepts is to them both immanent, as far as the mind is 
concerned, and transcendental as [ar as being is concerned. To be aware of this is to "be able to get rid of 
concept [etishism ... . Reflection makes sure of the nonconceptual in the concept . ... A philosofJ.hy ... thal 
extinguishes the autarky of the concept strips the blind[old [rom our eyes', (Adorno. 1966: 1 1 -12) 

.. 
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from discussion. Given my ignorance, the use of broadly-inclusive names, and the lack of 

definitions, I would now inductively seek others meanings rather than deductively determine the 

limits to the nature of each of these periods myself. Single words, without the 'benefit' of being 

defined, would retain the breadth of openendedness of each of the three stages of knowledge

activity. 

Investigating the dynamics of relations between each stage of the knowledge-act was another 

reason for the open-ended classifications. I wanted to explore the influences on a potential knower 

as they moved from one stage of the knowledge-act sequence to another. Only in that way might a 

relationship be found which drew a behaviour more appropriately into the description of a 

preceding (or following) period than would normally be presumed by observation of the solitary act 

alone. Neglecting to cite an author in an examination essay (J./X) for example, might be more 

authentically included in the second stage of reflection (.fR/.) if the student had declared that they 

had reasoned URI.) that, 'the marker knows who said this'. If the research explanation had been 

left in the third stage ('expression') where the actual behaviour was manifest it would have been 

meaningless in tenns of explaining the student'S intent. Rigidifying the conceptual possibilities of 

each stage (II J., ./RI. and .J JX) could have prevented both the exploration of intentionality and study 

of the influences between them. 

Finally, it was decided that different fonns of marginalised (or 'radical) knowledge-action would 

be located within different parts of the knowledge-act. Discussed again later, the general 

knowledge-activity of any one person would be classified as radical if it was located predominantly 

within any one single stage of the knowledge-act Thus, although information was to be sought 

about the complete act, by categorising answers in terms of the period of intent or the nature of the 

influence, the nature of radical knowledge-activity could be located where knowledge-action 

remained caught substantially in one period alone. 

Thus, it was that the open-endedness of the classifications of the knowledge-act sequence allowed 

the research intentions of inductivism, dynamics and marginalisation to come to the fore. 

However, in tum, this act of classification (or separation) introduced another epistemic issue. There 

would be little use in seeking evidence using the curriculum diagram at one time and the 

knowledge-act sequence at another, for this could have emphasised the investigation as being 

focussed upon finding static or discrete facts rather than relations of change and influence. 

Moreover, given the different foci of each 'instrument', it would have ignored locating the nature of 

the relation between the intending knower and the social context within which they acted. 1be two 

'instruments' required a converged focus. By creating a matrix of these two instruments, the 

multiplicity of complex dynamics involved between the individual and the social context could be 

found. 
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Cue-cart! mat� 

The next issue was how to locate evidence of those influential educational relations that existed 

between the individual and Ole social contexl. The picture of 'Ille curriculum' was useful for 

collecting a breadth of social information but could still be quite non-specific, whereas information 

gathered about an individual's 'knowledge-act sequence' would be specific but not necessarily 

socially-inclusive. A matrix could combine both sets of advantages. (inclusivity and specificity) as 

its axes (see Table 2. 1 )  and in so doing precisely-focus on the topic. It would provide a known 

boundary to the interviewer , yet not limit the seeking of socio-epistemic relations. With the 

curriculum factors on one axis and the knowledge-constitutive sequence on the second axis, the 

former would provide spatial parameters to social action, and the latter provide temporal bounds to 

individual action. Information could then be sought to 'complete' each cell on the grid. 

Temporal 
scquence of 
knowledge-act 

1/./ . 

. /R/ . 

./.IX 

Table 2.1  

Curriculum Influences on 'the leamer' 

l.Tcacher 2.Knowledgc Text 3,Lcamer's World 4.Expression 5.Evaluation 

lnterrelationa{ matrVc.for see.(jng information wnicn was Dotn specific ana inclusive 

Condusion 

As a pan-time undergraduate living more in the everyday world of commonsense than in an 

academic context, and unaware that epistemology was a field of study (yet ironically, quite aware 

of it as a field of practice wi thout a particular name), I created the methodological conditions for an 

exploratory study into adults' different ways of knowing. Since I was more concerned with 

inductively exploring breadths of meaning than with the deductive proving of truths, I first 

rcconceptualised an educational context which was not exclusive or reductionist but inslCad 

reflected the complex whole of curriculum practice (the dialectical forms of different socio

educational relations). In so doing, I had argued the context should forefront the possibilities for 

change and difference negatives) because my ultimate intention was to provide emancipatory hope 

for those who experienced educational suffering. Visualising the context (in the curriculum 

diagram, the knowledge-act sequence and the cue-card grid) was premised on beliefs that 

knowledge-action occurred in a social milieu, was capable of being influenced by a broad range of 

factors, and that the potential knower was central to the whole socio-educational enterprise. My 

intentions within these limits, were to be inclusive (of a whole range of educational relations), 

specifically-focussed (upon the knowledge-act stages), and to allow the intending knowers to 

prioritise their own information. So although the 'instruments' might have appeared tcclmocratic, 
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they possessed a naive fonn of epistemological reason as their basis. 

Though I believed a theory of education needed to get beyond the limits of (wha� I had yet to know 

as) positivism,s3 the appearance of these these 'instruments' reflected a similar descriptiveness and 

prescriptiveness. The critical aspect of the study developed during the pilot testing of them. Then 

the focus of the research topic altered from its solely-positive focus (on simply understanding of 

peoples' 'ways of knowing'), to the margin between knowing and not knowing. There at the 

margin, for example, conflicting knowledges (such as those of home and school) and competing 

educational relations might radicalise potential knowers. How was such knowledge-action 

mediated? The question was. 

In order to be critical, I had not only to alter the research question but also to get beyond taken for 

granted linguistic and conceptual boundaries. This somewhat contradictory intention (to be both 

openended yet focussed) was achieved by distinguishing between and providing 'broad' names for 

the acts of 'internalisation', 'reflection', and 'expression' and by qualifying the differences between 

'knowledge-constitutive', 'social-constitutive' and other 'educational relations'. In its fmal state, 

the research was centred around a multi-faceted dynamic. I had created a new, inclusive telescope 

through which to view adults acts of coming to know. If the inquiry was to yield the promise it 

offered, there were other matters still to be considered. 

Where did I go from here? In the next chapter, there was still both the theory ('finding' an 

epistemology in common with my own) and the practice (the scene of inquiry) in need of attention. 

On the one hand, the question was, how could I epistemically justify the unusual focus on 

negativity, radicalism and marginalisation and also, where was there a real 'context' in which to 

inclusively yet specifically study this quest? The grounds to combine both issues was originally 

located in the curriculum critiques of this chapter. 

If I wanted the people of the study to be as aware of their educational situation as possible, and if it 

was true that social suffering could lead to a knowledge-constitutive consciousness, then I decided 

to study knowledge-action when it was deliberately sited in a situation of problematic socia

educational relations. Potential knowers should then be in a better position to recognise and 

articulate what was happening. First I would examine the bases of different epistemologies in order 

to justify selecting a site of conflict. Then, I would put this theoretical understanding into the 

practice of finding a problematic 'real' context for the empirical aspect of the investigation. 1bese 
issues were only resolved, of course, when I moved from psychology into the study of social 

theory. 

83 As reflected to me in the fields of educational psychology, philosophy and sociology. 
*-
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Chapter Three 

Contributions to contextualism of different views 
of social knowledge 

Beliefs about the relation between knowledge and society are imponant. For this study, it is 

assumed that social knowledge occurs in an informal state in a society, and that the existence of this 

knowledge (particularly about 'ways of knowing') is often not rccognised.84 Facilitating such a 

recognition is the purpose of research. In this chapter, discussion centers on the relations claimed to 

exist between the society and each of two different ways of formal ising this existing social 

knowledge. It is asked of each perspective, from where do questions eventuate, answers arise and 

proof, truth or other terms of value be assigned? Eventually, I reject the traditional positivist 

preoccupation with truth-bound answers, and engage in a critical contextual ism centred on the 

potentiality of questions. 

The claim is made that if informal social knowledge exists in the practical form, then it is those 

relations between ideas and material life which form the content of an inquiry. But expecting people 

to provide answers about their personal 'ways of knowing' is hindered by the fact that it is an 

informal knowledge which is seldom consciously recognised in its complexity. People find it 

difficult to articulate the details of their actions of coming to know. Therefore, I seek 

epistemological grounds t% refront. within a specific social context, the 'questioning aspect' (the 

problematic nature) of the informal social knowledge about 'ways of knowing'. A site in which this 

informal knowledge is problematic, heightens the probability that its participants are seeking their 

own answers and thus are both aware of and able to aniculate the details of their trials in coming to 

know. That is, the critical contextualism of an investigatory site heightens the possibility that its 

intending knowers might be self-reflexively informed about the social relations of their own ways 

of knowing. I then use the epistemological grounds of that argument to fonn a method, and 

proceed to contextualise this study.as There are thus several stages to the development of the 

argument in this chapter and since this chapter has been much reduced, subheadings are employed 

to unravel some of its complexity. Following a brief overview, discussion centres on the limitations 

of Identificatory positivism, the different fonns of negation, the negative dialectic as an 

epistemological basis for locating a problematic context, and the act of contextual ising this 

84 Critical theory begins with a premise that people create knowledge in their active social relations. But the 
premise is not unproblematic. The relation between the conc�tua1isation of theory and its realisation in 
practice has long been a problem of knowledge. Even before Descartes claimed 'Cogito ergo sum', which 
Marx later countered ('It is not t� consciousness of men that determines t�ir uistence. but t�ir social 
existence that determines t�ir consciousness' KarfMarx, from 'A contribution to the Critique of Economy'. 
Cited in McCarthy, 1978: 17), idealist and materialist traditions argued over the ori&in of theory while often 
paying scant personal notice to 'how our knowledge effects our lIving in it"(Fay, 1975:12-13). This thesis 
takes the premise that actualised society embodies the·knowledge which both arISes in it and seeks to 
explain it, whether or not the knowledge actually begins its life as thinking or as action. (In as much as 
thinking was not action or action was not thinking, and that there is an a priori Being). 

85 As reflected by Habermas, I put into practice his claim that, 'Critical T�ry as a dialeclical l�ory reflects 
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investigation. 

.9l brief overview 

The basis for critical contextualism began with asking why my mother's reasoning had been so 

black and white, yet my father's so accepting of greys and charcoal. What was it about their 

different ways of knowing which had allowed one view to be so exclusively certain while the other 

inclusively questioned alternatives? Why also, had experts in teaching Marxian theory been so 

caught up with correctness, that they avoided discussing their own 'errors'? Epistemic explanation 

for each of these views was to be found in the 'Positive Philosophy' of Auguste Comte,86 the 

views of critical theorists, Ir1 and in the reconstructive alternative of Adorno's 'Negative Dialectic'.88 

I came to believe that Comte, my mother and the experts had each wanted to identify the prior 

existence of answers to success (in various of its forms89) while Adorno and my father had still 

wanted to extend the boundaries of the known by asking questions. The concentration of their 

ways of knowing on either answers or questions was based (alternatively) in either Identificatory or 

dialectical epistemologies.90 

The basic difference between these epistemologies was fairly simple. For his philosophy, Comte 

required a foundation in the Principles of Identity in order to formalise the proving of the 'positive' 

aspects of social life. Identification and positivity were his two key concepts but the things he 

excluded and avoided were what would prove to be important. To accomplish his aim, he excluded 

what could be called 'the negatives' from formal study, concentrating instead upon the certainty (or 

unchangeableness) of the 'facts' of life. Answers now became separated from and unrelated to the 

life of their own questions, divorced as theory from practice. With this exclusion, formalised 

knowledge became a static model/or social life rather than o/it (positivist identification 'lost all 

connection with any rounded knowledge that deals with historical reality91). Moreover, since 

Comte had negated the place of the reasoning subject, positivism was no place to be studying 

'ways of knowing'. 

lI.{Jon ilS own origins and anlicipaJes lhe conlext of ilS applicaJion: ( 1977:2) 
86 lsodore Augusle Comte, 1 798-1857. Primary use is made of the Posilive Polity (Vols. 14), along with 

Martineau, Marvin and Beesley's translations of the Posilive Philosophy. 
87 Writings of Frankfurt School members are used for critique, most notably those (translated) primary texts of 

Adorno, Marcuse, Horkheimer and Habermas including, Theory and Praclice, Knowledge aiuJ Human 
Interesls, Tradilional and Crilical Theory, NegaJive Dialeclics, NegaJions, Reason arid Revolution and 
Crilical Theory. 

88 NegaJive Dialeclic appears in a book of the same name, published in 1966 
89 Comte wanted society to settle from its current chaotic stale into one of harmon1; my mother sought relief 

from grief in lranquility while the educationalists presumably sought affirmation of their expertise. It will 
be seen that harmony, calm and IraN/uilily and correclness are various social forms of 'positive' knowledge. 

90 While Comte was more explicit about the principles of a positivist ontology and methodology than an 
epistemology, some conclusions can be drawn. Unlike other critical theorists however, I am more concerned 
with identifying how the relations between questions and answers (the lensions between unknowns and 
knowns) relate to different understandings of social knowledge than with how Cornie's objectivist 
principles prevented it. 

91 Horkheimer, 1986:246 
... 
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The inclusive dialectical philosophy of the critical theorists, on the other hand, emphasised the 

relations between the 'positive' and 'negative' aspects of life, the centrality of rationality, and the 

changing nature of knowledge. The negative' and 'negations' of dialectical reason were key 

concepts in this fonn of theorising. Since a critical theory investigated the dialectical relations 

between questions and currently-Identified answers,92 then its epistemology could provide grounds 

for examining the complex and changing tensions of 'coming to know'. The discussion now 

proceeds in this sequence, beginning with Comte's positivist version of the Principles of Identity 

and moving towards the increasing inclusivity of Adorno's Negative Dialectic. 

I tlentifuatory positivism 

Identificatory principles, originally from Aristotle's philosophy, fonned Comte's connection to the 

social science.93 In his own version of praxis, Comte was attempting to join the theoretical strength 

of philosophy (the search for truth) to the practical strengths of everyday life (the employment of 

certainty in social action).94 As can be seen in the following systematic development of three 

arguments, he attempted to identify the nature of existence through the marriage of two 

conceptions: singularity or 'oneness', and truth (the nature of which is explained later). The 

arguments were that if a truth could be shown to be 'at one' with knowledge, and knowledge to be 

'at one' with life, then truth itself must be 'at one' with life,9s and thereby fonned the rule with 

which to guide life. While there was a clear line of argument for Identifying the philosophical 

principles of truth with science, his methods for implementing it contradicted the ways in which 

knowledge was fonned in life itself. His truncated investigatory methods pared the complex whole 

of social life to the barest minimum before analysis (as well as failed to examine whether the 

problem even existed in the sphere in which it was studied). Indeed, within Comte's reductionist 

practices, within the sequential abridgement of both method and social life, the possibility of an 

investigation of 'ways of knowing' would be shown to have been eclipsed. Reflection on each of 

these three arguments of Identification begins with the claim that truth be shown to be 'at one' with 

knowledge. 

In the first argument, the Aristotlean Identity principles demonstrated that for 'knowledge to be 

true', a thing must be only what it is; it could not be what it was not, and it must be distinct from 

92 Withoul a thesis of identity, dialectics is not whole'. Adorno, 1966:406 
93 Comte believed the Principles of Identity provided the grounds of 'an aact and complete representation of the 

relations natlU'ally existing' (Comte, 1910:8-9. Cited in Brown. 1977: 14) The ontological oQject of tlie 
Aristotlean First Philosopny was the existence of a single entitr independent of expenence. The first cause 
was that which itself was withoul cause.' (Beesley. 1903:xii) 'It was the essence of 'things" the rust 
principles. rust causes and essential attributes of being as such; the science of fundament;J principles. 

94 Comte. 1903:73 When the relation between thinking and doing shall be properly �stemalised, idle and 
useless research will be condemned and discolU'aged'. (Comte, 1903:xxlii, para. 23) 

9S The intentions of these arguments were to form an image of Bacon's 'una scientia universalis'.(c.f. Horlcheimer 
and Adorno, 1972:7) Comte had found the Aristotlean Principles of Identity employed withm Francis 
Bacon's 'philosophie prima' . 

.. 
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any other thing.96 While 'thinking much of certainty and precision'97 of methods and results. Comte 

did not want scientists to engage in metaphysical reasoning as part of those methods. Instead these 

philosophical principles of truth provided the foundation for scientific notions of proof 1bat is, he 

thought that in the place of judgement by individual argument as method, a collectively-agreed 

recipe would be applied.98 Though later criticised as 'tautology',99 'truth could be shown to be 'at 

one' with knowledge'. by systematically substituting a mathematical equation for the figure 

itself. lOO By transforming questions of actuality into questions of number, Comte believed that the 

more people who shared the phenomena under study. the truer it would prove to be and those ideas 

which 'could not fit', were not obvious. or could not later be calculated, were to remain as infonnal 

knowledge - denied a formal Identity.tOI In the practise of my own life, for example, if what mother 

did (refuse to discuss bereavement) was equivalent to what everyone else did (a taboo), then she 

was correct or 'right' (and I was wrong). That Comte required such a 'truth' to be 'proven' by 

mathematics, was to be found in his thesis of 'the unity of all sciences'.ICYl where it was believed 

96 The Aristotlean Laws of Logic consist of ( 1 )  the law of identity (A=A); (2) the law of contradiction (not A = 
not A) and (3) the law of the excluded middle (A�B). 

97 Beesley. I903:I37n6 
98 His premise was adapted from Francis Bacon, whose basic maxim was: The course 1 propose for the discovery 

o/the sciences is such as leaves but liule to the acuteness and strength of wits. but . .. goes far to level men's 
wits. and leaves but little to individlUll excellence. because it preforms everything by the surest rules .. . '  
(Cited in Van den Daele, 1977:34, and in tum in Harding. 1986:74) In p'hilosopny, Kant separated science 
from pure reason, and further contributed to Comte's behefs in the acturial methOd. (Marvin, 1965:51 -54) 
Claiming on the one hand. the unity of all fonns of scientific knowledge, Comte developed on the other, the 
thesis of 'scala intellectus' (Comte, 1 85 1 :34; 1854:55; Roderick, 1986:53) in order to replace individual 
judgement (reason) with the collectively-agreed clearheadedness of mathematical formulae (recipes). First of 
all, mathematics not only required 'the smallest exercise of human reason', (Comte, 1903: 135n62 & 158) 
reducing the use of mind to 'the famous tabula rasa of Bacon and Descartes', (Comte, 1903:77; 1954:165) but 
also gave Comte the grounds to claim that. 'once theological dogl1lll and metaphysical jargon have given 
way to sober scientific research, ... men {will have} acquired real knowledge'. (Evans-Pritchard, 1970:4) 
Bacon and Descartes, he believed. had extolled 'thefwidamental and direct affulity ... between the true 
philosophic spirit and universal good sense' (Comte, 1903:135). Comte also credited Cervantes and 
Descartes with the idea of a clearheaded directness of mind and he named this action 'rational prevision'. In 
his hierarchical system of the intellect, metaphysical reasoning was rated beyond mythology but as less 
than the 'rational prevision' of positivism. As Comte asked (1853/1954: 142), 'Each of us, In contemplating 
his own history. tioes he not remember that he has been successively, with regard to his most important 
ideas, theolog,an in his infancy, met�hysician in his youth, and natural philosopher in his manhood?' As 
a consequence of his beliefs, in the Positivist philos0p,hy, Law VII states,"Every understanding passes 
through three stages - fictitious, abstract and positive ' and Law VIII continues that these s�es are, 
"Analogous to human progress, i.e., cOnt[uest, defense and industry" (Comte, 1954:157). This thesis was 
subsequently rejected (e.g. Habermas, 1982: 239) and criticised as a 'one dimensional philosophy' (Marcuse, 
1 964). 

99 The triWN'h of mathematics ... is tautology ... by the limitation of what it itself has already prepared and 
formed. (Acfomo, 1982: 1 1 )  

100 Comte, Polity. Vol.l .  p378, 390. This form of equitability reflected Descartes claim of a relation between the 
abstract and the actu81 and was reflected in Comte's Unity of Science thesis. The additive and abstract 
qualities of mathematics were for Comte 'of all speculations, the most general. the most simple, the most 
abstract and the most independent' (Comte, 1903: 1580 Mathematics thus formed the basis of Comte's Law 
of Invariable Natural Relations: ' the fundamenlill doctrine within the positive logic . . . '  (Comte, Polity, 
\7011.:377) Mathematics, as the earliest of the sciences, was 'the one necessary cradle of rational positivity 
.. . (where) common sense passes into abstract science'. (1903:158) However the act has since been 
criticised because science reduced society to 'the smallest number of axioms' in order to know it 
(Horkheimer, 1972: 138) 

101 Th�.8
reater the number of people, the hi�her the possibility of siplifying 'the normal'. (Comte, Polity, VoU, 

:3'10) The 'most' would form the 'normal for, 'if we contemplateJrom afar. we can conceive of no more 
marvellous a spectacle than the regular and conslilnl convergence of an innwnerable multitude of hwnan 
beings. This is the scientific picture of the pheNJmenon: ani:l no te"Y'orary disturbances can prevent its 
being, under all circumstances. essentially true.' (Comte, 1976:12H) However, 'what does not cof}/orm to 
the rules of computation and utility is suspect.' (Horlcheimer and Adorno, 1 972:6) The reduction of social 
life in compliance to the rules of Comte's positwe sc�nce. led to accusations o( 'scienticism'. For 
Habermas, 'scientism' is the conviction tluit we can no longer understand science as one form of possible 
knowledge but rather must identify knowledge with science.' (Habermas, 1981 :4, 67) 

102 Comte's 'positive philosophy' was founded on the fundamental belief of the hierarchical unity of all scientific 
knowledge, extending from the apparent simplicity of mathematics to the complexity of sociology. The 
procedur81 logic of die lowest science in the hierarc� (mathematics) would inform tlie ideologic oT the 
highest of the sciences (sociology).(Comte, 1903:41 If mathematics was studied early (Comte, 1903: 164) 
ani:! as a separate science lor tlJi ultunate purpose 0 equipping ourselves for sociological studt (Comle, 
1903:41) then • . . .  each individlUll can pass ... from the hilinhlest mathematical ideas to the Iopiest theories 

.. 
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that the equations of aritlunetic and algebra (rather than either reasoning or statisticslO3) provided the 

first steps of social verification. Though Comte realised the resulting information might change 

over time,104 this now-scientific identification would provide accurate evidence of the nature of 

'common good sense'. lOS Truth would thus be 'at one' with knowledge in the form of a proof. 

However, this reliance on mathematics produced two methodological problems for social science 

since Comte had concentrated on providing levels of certainty rather than levels of understanding 

(that is, uuth of proof at the expense of meaning). First, the requirement to study social groups 

effectively and deliberately eliminated the study of the individual. 106 This exclusion of a subjective 

partialityl07 'ignored the synthetic achievements o/the knowing subject'}08 Second, since 

phenomena needed to be 'jitted' to the rules of number prior to calculation, the complexities of 

human nature were reduced to those few human attributes which were both the most 'obvious' and 

the least able to be changed. 109 In fact, that same reduction to 'a few human attributes' had been 

of sociology." (Comte. 1903:1 60. para.73) For Comte. 'the chief philosophic value {of the unity of 
sciences] ... aTlses from the fact tJiaJ there is a constant and necessary idenJity between all these ways of 
comparing naturalyhenomena' (Comte. 1 903: 1 540 This 'unity of sciences' formed 'one coherenJ system' 
(Comte. f854:55; Roderick. 1 986:53) which Giddens claimed expressed not only a logical order of relations 
but an historical one too ( 1976:12). 

103 Statistics was. for Comte. 'the idlest discussion of nothing so hollow, indeed so absurd, as the accepted 
notions of modern algebraists upon the measuremenJ of probabilities, nay of expectations ... the pretended 
calculation of chances'. ( 1903: xxii) 

104 Originally. in the positivist philosophy. the study of change was enabled within the branch of 'social 
dynamics'. with 'social statiCS' formin� the second bran cit of this science. (Comte. 1 976:90) The idea of 
statics Comle credited to Montesquieu s general law and the notion of dynamics to Condorcet. Social 
dtJamics was the search for the raws of development, progress. movement and succession. The consensus 
o the social organism extends to Time as well as Space. Hence the two distinct aspects of social sympathy; 
t ! feeling of solidarity or union with the presenJ; and of cOnJinuity or union with the past.' (Comte. 
1903: 1 18. 1976: 103. 157. Later. in the 'Journal of Social Studies' (July. 1935). it was claimed that post· 
1905 (the beginning of the American Sociologica1 Society) "a strictly scienJijlC age openedH and sociology 
concentrated almost solely on social statics. This. it was claimed. may have been mainly due to the 
influence of Herbert Spencer. (Marvin. 1965:166) 

lOS Comle. 1903:72 para.35; 1976: 143 
106 The melhod of studying man llpart from society is tainJed with unreality. No real laws constituting a real 

science of man have 1Jeen discovered by it.' (Comte. in Beesley. 1 903:42n3) Positivisl social scientists 
should 'avoid the peurile affectatwn' of 'confounding abstract research with the names of men, or even of 
nations .... avoid all such puerile affectation.' (Comte. 1976: 173) because 'Man apart trom society is a 
useless, or rather a thoroughly mlschievous, abstraction of our psychologists or ideologists {Cousins and 
Condillac] which the positive spirit discards.' (Comle. 190'3:42 para.21) While he required social 
information, he did not seek subiective or personal meanings for he believed those meanings were 
themselves socially determined. For instance. 'Famous men in hislory are heirs not authors. They do not 
maJce history, history makes them."(Comte. 1 970:24) Not only did the study of the individual introduce 
complications which Comte did not want in his clearheaded philosophy. but also the number of people was 
an important element of the proof of normality. The man who has attained logically consistenJ OPiniOns 
for himself has ... acquired tlie power of gradually rallying others around him, because lhere is aluiuJJ:unenJal 
likeness oetween all members of the species ... the oilly possible sources of mental harmony .... How to 
give logical unity to each separate mirid and how to bring abOut durable convergence between a number of 
minds £S, in fact, one and the same human problem. The 1uunber of minds can only effect the degree of 
rapidity with which agreemenJ is brought about.'  (Comte. 1 903:4'2-3) 

107 as lUII1U!aSurable and subject to lhe whims of change or accidenJal appearance (Habermas. 1978:78) 
108 Habermas, 1978:68. The elimination of the subject also relegated to the realm of negativities. people's 

illusions. distortions and error. forgeuings. pains and fears. struggles. rationalisatlons and ho�. in spite 
of the fact that each of these might be part of the knowledge-consututive act of ordinary people. Only part 
of the investigatory world was researchable because anything that was incommensurable such as these 
unseen possioilities was excluded. 

109 Adorno arid Horkheimer. 1982. Once the particular had been chosen for study it was also necessary to carefully 
derme the parameters of them: 'Before we can compute lhe amounJ of numbers, . . .  we have to state the 
explicit form of their relation to lhe numbers given.'  (Comte. Polity, Vol. l :388) Whatever else could have 
counted as possible research evidence, Comte pared from real it)'. as the unknown particulars were 
mathematically attributed to independent variables, (Bolton. 1963:6) the operational definitions of which 
'exclude what is nol.' (Althusser, 1968nO:27) Independent variables. for instance. needed to be 'fitted' in 
current times, to measures of association. of dispersion. or of relationship. and to tests of significance 
according to whether they were nominal. ordinal or interval in character. It did not matter that the variables 
were most obvious and least able to be changed. and may also be the least meaningful. This reduction of the 
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apparent when educationalists' insisted that 'sexism', 'racism' and 'social class' fonned a 

nonnative basis of educational alienation. After all, true to both identificatory premises and 

mathematical requirements, the attributes of colour, gender or a father's occupation were both most 

obvious and least able to be changed. However, the most obvious attributes were not always the 

most important ones. 

In all, these two issues would limit the inquiry into 'ways of knowing', for reasoning itself was the 

topic of this investigation, levels of importance were aspects of meaning and ways of knowing 

were subject to changes of mind. Indeed, as I was planning it, the stages of intemalisation, 

reflection and expression (IIRIX) in the knowledge-act sequence (Chapter Two), could not even be 

'independent variables' since they were deliberately unclear and imprecise in their predetennined 

methodological development In developing those stages in the way that I had, this study was 

already excluded from the positivist possibility of locating a single unchanging certainty. So, in 

fact, a study of ways of knowing was outside the positivist's limits of proving even 'a truth at one 

with knowledge'. 

The second argument centred around 'social knowledge being 'at one' with social life'. Comte 

intended that research answers were to be initially presented as 'facts' (lor we can never 'know' 

anything else'). l lo In positivism, facts were discrete ideas, mathematically proven to exist which 

provided certainty to knowledge. But there was to be more than just facts. For Comte, the 

fundamental difference between everyday common sense and scientific knowledge lay not only in 

this mathematical eradication of doubt but also in the a posteriori connectedness of provingS.1 1 1  By 

'connecting 'the facts' together,1 l 2  Comte sought to establish a new meaning o f  the complex whole 

of social life. In a two-stage method of analysis, 'piecemeal'1 l3 facts were to be 'unquestionably 

complexities of human life was challenged because. 'the dissection of man inlo his faculties is a projection 
of tlie division of labour onto its pretended substance .. : (Adorno, 19'74:63) Comte claimed that the 
positivist science 'would be nearest trulh in proportion as the phenonuma III question are more important 
and more tneral, because then conlinuous causes are predominant and disturbances have less power: 
(1976: 1 1 2  However, studying 'the obvious' was criticised for limitin� 'access to reality'. (Habennas, 
1978:89) hal is gained by wal of concretiSalion and irrefulability, IS paid for by the loss of a penetrating 
force as the fundamental proposllion is reduced to the dimensions of the phenomena used to test Il: (Adorno. 
1 976:239) 

1 10 Comte. 1853:unpaginaled . 'All good inlel/ects have repeated, since [Francis] Bacon's time, thal there can be 
110 real knowledge but thal which is based upon observed facts. This is incontestable : (Comte. 1 853: 
unpaginated. YoU .  ch. 1 )  

I I I  'Any department of knowledge is said to be in an empirical or unscientific state when facts are not yet linked 
togetlier b'1. any general fact or theory: (Beesley. 1903: 1 63n5) 'No social fact can have any scientifIC 
meaning tlil it is connected with some other social fact;. without which connection it remains a mere 
anecdote, involving no ralionality utility'. (Comte, }'76: 104) 

1 1 2  Abduction: the formation of researchable questions and foundation for the collection of evidence. (See Pierce. 
in Habennas, 1978: 1 15) 'Connection . . .  inakes the chief difference between scientific and popular 
observalion, embracing the same facts, but contemplalmg i'llem from a different point of View.' (Comte, 
1 903:300 

1 1 3  Beesley. 1903 
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connected'114 into social 'laws' ,llS which showed how 'all the parts ... vary together',1l6 with 'each 

conforming to their own nature'.1 l7 Eventually (after the completion of many studies) the laws 

themselves would be systematised into 'the positive theory of human nature'. I II Those facts which 

could be connected in this way, he claimed, demonstrated the predictable 'interdependence' of 

'social solidarity '1 19 and those facts which could not be connected, were to be discarded.l211 

It was Comte's belief that by systematically connecting the facts into 'one distinct and definite 

whole',121 the underlying logic or patterns of a society ('sociology') would be fonnalised. 

However, over time such knowledge became reified, and in its forgening,l22 people lost all thought 

of questioning the factual basis to claims. With its unchanging certainty having 'ensured' the lack 

of need to be critiqued, positivist knowledge became dogma,l23 providing the 'rules'124 for 

'altruistic'l25 social actionl26 (or social controP27) by 'regulating the wills ofmen'Y� The certainty 

and legalistic nature of this simplistic positivist rationality has eventually dominated society as a 

form of conditioned reasoning. 

It was as Adorno argued, a 'prop for the status quo. '129 The social conditioning of this 

identificatory thought had been clearly evident to me also. in the selection of philosophical reading 

available when I took our baby to the public library. Logical positivism in various guises was 

1 14 Comle, 1976: 114 
1 15 Comle. 1 85 1 :20. In Comte (1853 : unpaginaled) a 1aw' is  defmed as the invariable relationship between facts. 

'We wanl onl:t the best known facts . . .  perfectly. co-ordinated ... {to] form a ready and complete elucidation 
of the law: (Comte, 1976:173; PositIvist PhIlosophy. Vo!.3) 

1 1 6  Comle, 1976: 18  
1 17 Comle, COUTS IV:pI76. See also Evans-Pritchard, 1970 The positivist ·theory of human development' was to 

reflect • . . .  the totality of the corresponding situation ... and the totality of the preceding situation' (Comte, 
COUTS IV:214) 

1 1 8  Comle. 1976: 1 14 
1 19 Ideological solidarity was, according to Bacon's unitary first philosophy · . . . a distinct whole; a whole which 

gives systemaJic form ... and must be our guide in our objective analysis: (Comte, 1854: 165) Social 
solidarIty was a necess!l!Y response to ideological systematisation for only then could the dISputatious 
claims of social and politIcal life be settled. Comle craved stability though Andreski later referred to 
Comte's intention as an 'authoritarian utopia' (1974:7). 

120 'In our search for the laws of society, we shall find that exce!'tional events and minute details must be discarded 
as essentially insigni[lCanl: (Comte. 1976: 1;3)  A�ain. 'all inductions which cannot stand this test {of 
connection into laws] will !'rove to be illusory: (Comte. 1976: 1 14) The ultimate aim of positivism was 'the 
indispensable necessity of keeping in view tlie positive conception of human development as a whole'. 
(Comte. 1976: 1 10) 

121 Comle. 1854: 1 65 
122 Horkheimer and Adorno, 1972:230 (In translation. 'reification' was substituted for ·objectification·. Martin 

Jay. 1984:38) 
123 Habermas, 1978:89. Comte himself also used this term to refer to positivism. 
124 Rules were necess� for, 'workinK according to e:uu:t directions or a [lJU!d routine, thinJcing much of certainty 

and precision: (Comte. 1903: f37n6) 
125 Comte ( 1851 : 1 1 )  defined altruism as 'the feeling that prompts the sincere and habilual desire of doing good: 
126 Social action was the natural conclusion of scientisation: 'Science, d'ou prevoyance; prevoyance, d'ou action: 

(Comte. 1976:69) 
127 Comte, 1976:69. While Comle thought the results of positivist study would provide 'a guaranlee for social 

stabiliry' (185 1 :9) yet others saw that 'positivist thought, by accepting the role of sCIence as tlie careful 
recording of facts iuuf limiting ils generalisations to the unity of app'arent reality, left the question of 
historical aevelopment aside iJnd Oecame instrumental in the prevaIling system of power. ' (Aronowitz, 

. 1 986:xii i)  
128 Comle, 1 854: 148 
129 Adorno. 1982 
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practically all there was in the shelves. The same dominance of a single conditioned way of 

thinking was reflected in my family's belief that death was a taboo topic. Reification was evident in 

the way 'you shouldn't think' and 'couldn't talk' about such things. Indeed it had probably been on 

similar positivistic grounds that Hirst and Peters (Ch. 2) had insisted that particular knowledges be 

taught in the school curriculum. In all, I had seen positivists pervading the public library, the home 

and the school, clinging to a belief that homogeneity of thought would lead to a better society. 

However, the extent to which the laws of 'the many' should regulate the rights and reasonings of 

'the few' and 'the different' was questionable. 

Comte's methodology would prove unsound as a basis to study 'ways of knowing' if only because 

the conditioned 'cenainty' of positivist knowledge would likewise ensure a conditioned rule

boundedness to the belief that because 'most people think this way', 'everyone will' think this 

way. Comtean identification of 'the normal' as a knowledge at one with life, did not enable studies 

of difference or assist in the eventual public acceptance of alternatives to the status quo. In this tacit 

compliance to the oneness of the view of 'what was socially correct', somewhere Comte's notion 

of truth seemed to have been eclipsed by a notion of 'what was politic'.l3° Indeed, some 

clarification of how Comte expected truth to be identified with social life was still required since in 

there I might find some way to study pluralistic ways of knowing. 

The third proposal was to identify the connection of 'a truth at one with life', by joining the 

abstract and the actual as grounds for social action.131 To do this, Comte rejected absolutism in 

favour of a somewhat universal form of social relativism, believing that the logic of one group 

would not mirror the logic of all groups. \32 Grounded in these pragmatic ideals,I33 relativistic truth 

would reflect a 'methodical extension of universal good sense'l34 only one step from the 

concretisations of social life. Aiming 'solely at wise acceptance',I3S he claimed that truth should be 

Justified in action',I36 'not in an Absolute sense ... but sufficiently for our real needs',I37 for the 

130 .... in tM area of social tMory, universalism quic/cly took over tM fllllClion of a doctrine of political 
justification .... tM totality IS. as totality, the true and the genuine ... {ill is no longer tile conclusion but 
tM axiom: (Marcuse. 1968:7) 

131 Positivist knowledge was ' ... of tM abstract and tM concrete combined'. (Cornte. 1854: 1 65) 
132 Tow est relatif; voila Ie sew principe absolu: tM only absolute Irwh is that all trwhs are relative.' (Cornle, in 

Beesley, 19O):ix) .  Cornle. it was claimed by Beesley. made this statement at age 20 and maintained the 
belief for the rest of his life. later saying that 'In thi final state, tM mind has gIven over tM vain search 
after Absolwe notio� .. . and applies itself to tM stUdy of their .Jaws, that is, to tMir i.ny�iaf� relati.ons. ' 
(Cornte. ' 1853: unpagmated) Aaomo (1 <182:7) was later to cnllcally confirm that positivism s Doctnne of 
Being .. . was tM Ineradicable opposite of tM most abstract thought . 

133 Marvin, 1965:74 
134 Cornte. 1903:72. 'Popular good sense' was Cornte's reference to 'not too much insightfulness'. This meaning 

can be detected throughout many of his s�hes recorded in Beesley, 1903. 'Good sense' was the 'mwual 
interaction between utility and reality'. (Cornte. 1903:73) 

135 Cited in Evans-Pritchard. 1970:5. It was Comte's constant cry that reality and utility be always kept in view. 
For instance, research tasks would arise because 'tM complete body {oJ social kndwledge] will ilidicatefor 
itself . . .  tM particular points which need investigation.' (1976:72) Methodologically, Cornle ruled that �' hinomena {'facts'] mlLSt be attacMd to matteri substances are cognisable only thought tMir properties: 
Cornle, 1893': 154) Finally, theoretical connecllon must lest proposals 'in a constant return to reality', 
Cornle, in Marvin. 1965:74) in order that they provide a reliable guide for social progress (Cornle, 
903:72) 

136 MarviJi. 1965:75 
137 Beesley. 1903:x 
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positivist necessity was to locate a society's 'constancy .. 31 'order',139 and 'continuous progress'. l40 

I saw that his social relativism would have provided 'good sense' as a basis for truth in a study of 

'ways of knowing' if only contradiction had not been apparent in its methodological application 

within positivism. While in choosing relativity as a basis for truth, Comte had demonstrated his 

acceptance of the social existence of differences, in contradiction he had persisted in 

methodologically requiring certainty of knowledge (the unchanging views of one social group only 

) and singularity of purpose ('regulating the wills of men'), neither of which allowed for pluralistic 

alternatives. An investigation of 'ways of knowing' would be eclipsed not by the desire for 

relativistic truth but by the methodological exclusion of its objects (the pluralism of many groups 

and changes in ways of knowing). The rule-bound methods of 'proof could not accommodate 

difference within the singular stability of its facts. 141 Comte had simply emphasised the 

identificatory aspect of analysis, seeking the certain rather than the possible.142 

'I1ie {imitations of 'tlie positive� 'itfentity' ant! 'tlie negatives' 

In all, Comte had possessed the foresight to systematically develop a whole new field of 

knowledge. However a study of ways of knowing was eclipsed within this Identificatory 

philosophy, for both subjectivity143 and reasoningl44 were excluded as areas of study. Eventually, 

1 38 Beesley. 1903 : 155n2 
139 Comte. in Marvin. 1965:74 
140 Comte. 1976:89 
141 As Adorno ( 1966:332) claimed, 'Once again. as to Aristotle. the actus purus becomes thaI which does not 

move: Researcher after positivist researcher had supported this growth of an externalised stasis. Deduced 
answers that proved correct, became frozen, unchangeable and often unchallengeable. Even positivists were 
to see that 'tne most dama�in� criticism' was the claim that positivist social kriowledge 'was inevitable. 
inexorable and necessary. (Evans-Pritchard. 1 970: 19) 

142 Research Rl'oblems should be based on 's�le good sense' because 'it was most difficull to penetrate the 
details oJ a society'. (Comte, 1976:93; cf Longino and Doell, 1986:94) Comte's intention was simply to 
understand 'the muJuai interaction between reality and utility (good sense) with generality and colltgation 
(philosophic spirit)' and consequently a positive tasks woufd aim at 'systematistng the observations oJ. 
good sense . . .  so conferring on themlenerality and solidity: (1903 :73) To Comte's well-trained positivist, 
research tasks' (not questIOns) woul be apparent when 'the complete body {of social knowledge] mdicates 

[or itself . . .  the particular points which need investigation' (Comte, 1976:92) so enabling the researcher \0 
fonn: •... the simplest hypothesis which {[trted] the case'; (Comle, 1976:143) a guessed answer rather than 
an articulated question. Research tasks (not '�uestions') arose by separating out tlie 'peculiar' from the 
'precise subjects' (Comte, 1976:90) and 'su1!Jecting scientiftc conceptions to the facts whose connection 
has not been disclosed'. (Comte, 1976:88)_ 'Far from ever treating as questionNlire whaI has alread'1 been 
decided by commonsense, healthy speculation . _ .  takes these notions. elaborates them systematicall) and 
so gives them a degree of generality and solidity which they could not have acquired spontaneously. 
(Comte, 1 903: 72) Comte believed that when the question was replaced by the task, the relation between 
thinking and doing had been prop'crly systematised, and 'idle and useless' research would 'be condemned and 
discouraged' (Comte, 1 903: xxiii) He 'discarded all questions which were necessaril'1 insoluble'. cautioning 
wise posllivists 'to abstain entirely from considering /these] mysterious questions' (Comte. 1 903:54) ana 
'unfathonable mysteries' (Comte 1978:91) including the 1atuous rashness of pronouncing on the most 
difficult questions'. (Comte, 1 903:54) ) 

143 Comte, 1976: 1 73. (,Positive Philosophy', Yol.3.) 'Man apart from society is a useless . .. abstraction of our 
psychologists and ideologists {Cousins and Condillac] which the positive spirit discards: (Comle, 
1 903 :42) 

144 Not only Comte demand that scientists • . . .  make a clean sweep of the multitude of useless or dangerous 
controversies bequeathed to us by ancient�hiloSOPhY [includtngl necessarily empty and barren .. . 
speCUlative researches . . : (Comte, 1903:73 but also he requested researchers \0 subordinate reason and the 
imagination to the observations of ration prevision (Comte. 1976:69) and to 'abstain entirel'1 from 
considering mJsterious questions' (Comle. 1903:54) or 'useless and dangerous cOnlroversies:(Comte, 
1 903:73) ]losllivism allowed 'nothing to choice or intention; making people the spectator and not the 
shapers of their destiny:(Evans- Pritchard. 1970: 1 9) Prevision was a synonym for prediction, foresight, 
precognillon or prescience. His insistence on replacing 'critical reasonmg' with 'rational prevision; was 
much later critiCised by dialecticians as 'robbing the intellect of any righJ to judge whaI was true or J!llse·.«;f 
Goldmann, 1968) It turned reason from critique into 'a kind of adding machtne·. (Horkheimer, 1982:31 )  
which i t  w as  cl8lffied could only judge 'what i s  not', by 'what is'. Rational prevision. for Comte. primarily 
consisted of a dual act - first. the rallonalising of facts into laws or systematic .. theory and second; 
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these and other ignorings would prove the undoing of positivism, in general, for while 

Identificatory principles eliminated doubt, it was also Comte's intention to focus only on one 

particular type of social life. Comte compounded the limitations of his philosophy by identifying 

only (what he called) 'the positive' aspects of life. 

The distinction between Comte's key concepts of 'the positive' and 'identity' has become 

effectively blurred, resulting in the terms seeming synonymous when they are not 'Identity' was 

the means by which he sought the singularity and certainty of 'facts',14S but in 'the positive', the 

content of those 'facts' would consist only of what made life orderly for the majority, that is, 

'predictable',I46 'normal'147 and 'harmonious'. 148 Seeking 'the positive' required the exclusion 

('negation') of 'the negative'. Positivity was in fact, the act of excluding those factors which did 

not illustrate the ordinary utilitarian values of social lifel49 while Identification excluded those 

factors which did not fit, were not obvious and could not be calculated by his proposed method of 

proof. There was no suggested listing of what constituted 'the positive', but it was clearly a subset 

of all the informal social knowledge available to be scientifically Identified or otherwise formalised. 

'Positivity', in its second and more embracive meaning, being both 'the positive' and 'the identity' 

combined, was thus essentially to be equated with proving the certainties of social order (of which 

people were not always yet fully aware. ISO) Indeed, identifying the positives which 'existed without 

exception'lSI was necessary, for Comte, because 'it is our business to contemplate order; that we 

'imaginatively 'seekinJ; gaps in the system from which new studies could be appropriately begun. This 
foreSight then acted Ilfst In synthesis and then in hypothesis formation. His denial of a more extensive use 
of the mind was based in his beliefs in number. normality. and the vagaries of influence. 'How to give 
logical unity to each separate mind and how to bring abow a durable convergence between a numJ)er of minds 
is, in fact, one and the same hwnan problem. The niunber of minds can only effect the degree of rapii with 
whicli argument is brought abow: (Comte 1903: 42-3) Again: •... however gralle such a aisturOanCe 0 
society may be, we are never at a loss to detect in it the laws of a normal state .. .  when we see what di erent 
opinions there are .. .  we may learn how completely relalive an judgements are for they depend upon t 
notion we form of the normal type: (Comte, 1976: 144) The vagaries of influence formed the final reason 
for excluding the use or study of the mind. Comte argued that the laws pertaining to the individual mind lay 
outside the realm of collective social logic being rather too 'dependent upon the environment' (Comte, 
1976: 148) and thus illogical. The natural tendency oJ, our intelliKence is to yield itself "P to the spectacle of 
the world .... This is one of the vagaries of the mind. (Comle, 1976: 148) Further, he claimed. the mind was 
vulnerable not only to external elements Gut also to the internal stimulus of the affect and vital organs. 
Being altogether too complexly influenced. the use of the mind by methods other than rational foresight 
mitigated against objectiVity (

,scientific' freedom and disinterest) Decause the mind 'disguised much e"or in 
experiment and reasoning . (Comte, 1976: 1 1 3) Much later behavioural psychologists (notably E.L. 
�orn�ike, ci� in Marvin, 1965:196-7) adopted positivist premises and credited Comte for Introducing 
SCientific exactitude. 

14S Habermas. 1978:68 
146 'voir pour prevoir, prevoir pour prevenir '. Cited in Friedrichs. 1970: 177,  Evans-Pritchard, 1970 and 

elsewhere. 
147 Comte, 1903:42. Fletcher, 1976:x 
148 Comte, COUIS IV:176 
149 Comte's lundamental rule (was] that reality and wility. always be kept in view'. (Comte, 1903:77) For Comte, 

'good sense' was the ·m.uual interaction' between utility and reality. (Comte, 1903:73) 
ISO 'Men halle, it is true, been /or a long time ignorant o(this order. Nevertheless we halIe always been subject to 

it and it's influence has always telided, tMulh witliow our /cnowledge, to control our whole being. ' (Comte, 
1851 :21) AS Comte had seen in Kant, if societies were studied on a large scale. we would 'discover in them a 
regular movement. What appears in the individual to be confused and ,"egular is seen, in the species, as a 
continual bw slow development of original dispositions o[ manlcind. Thus marriages, births lind deaths, 
when regarded in the individual case, appear subject to no law which would enable us beforeluJnd to calculate 
their rwinber. Yet the annual tables '" prove .. .  laws of occurrence as constant as those observed in 
atmospheric variations: Kant, I. (1784) Cited in Marvin, 1965:51 -54 

lSI  Comte, 1976:93 
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may perfect it . . . '. 152 

tf'fie negatives 

In juxtaposition to 'the positive' was 'the negative'. The negative' was not a single alternative but 

the field of m any alternatives. These 'negatives' consisted of the exclusions, the contradictions, and 

'anything else that was left' after the process of affirming that which was both positive (orderly, 

patterned and normallS3) and identified (shown to exist).I54 Comte simply 'identified' the negatives 

by negation (the 'continuous amelioration of the most imper/ect1SS). But in 'throwing them out' 

without first investigating them, his Identificatory fonn of negation was in error, for he was now 

equating 'the positive' with 'the negative' (keep this 'one' in, throw 'the other one' out) when they 

were not in essence, equivalent 156 Although Comte could also have Identified 'the negatives' in 

terms of mathematisation and factual bases, he excluded them not only because they were (he 

thought) socially unnecessary but also because they were the 'corollary of the fundamental laws 

already found in the normal type.1S7 However, Marxists later Identified the 'negatives'lss in, for 

instance, the 'race, class and gender' categories that they claimed prevented social order and 

harmony. 

Comte's error was that 'the negative' was not a single exact opposite of the already-Identified (and 

thus mediated) 'positive', but represented the broad field of all positivity's exclusions. Among the 

many alternatives, a 'negative' could include those things which were (a) Identified but not 

positive, (b) positive but not Identified, or (c) both not identified and not positive. However, 

having woven all 'the negatives' into a single cloth, Comte believed the existence of them simply 

reflected the 'consequence of the coexistence ... of inconsistent principles of knowiedge1S9 or the 

result of 'illusory artifacts of the ponentious and untrained mind'. 160 He argued that these negatives 

could be overcome by adherence to the exact procedures of the identificatory method.161 In any 

case, he said, negatives such as 'exceptional events and minute details should be discarded as 

IS2 The quotation continues: 'not creaJe it which would be impossible'. (Comte, 1976:92) 
IS3 Comte. Polity, Vol. l .  p 390; 1976: 139 
154 In terms of his use of the Identificatory principles, not A = not (AI and A2 ) However, negativity was anything 

which �� no� AI or not AZ . or not (AI and A2 ) It can thus be seen that a negative was not in direct 
contradlstmClJon to a positive. 

ISS Comte. 1854: 154 Negation was the process whereby the existence of a proposition or phenomena was denied 
or, as in Comte's case, was affirmed only by its contradictory. 

IS6 Horkheimer and Adorno, 1972: 12. He was conflating the excluded middle (A�B) and the contradictory (not 
A=not A). as one Principle of Identification. 

IS7 Comte, 1976: 1 39 'Early positivism ... separaJed .. . the world into the realm of authentic, /UlChanging and 
necessary being on the one hand and a realm of changing and accidental appearances on the otner .... 
Positivism declared a disinterest in a realm of essences thai had been unmasked as illusion - in other words, 
in fancies. ' (Habermas, 1978:78) The Principle of Identit}' was so all-inclusive (or all-exclusive where not 
A=not A) that in time alternative strategies (such as social engineering) were formed within the positivist 
paradigm in order to explain why 'aberrations' were not always able to be 'drawn into the line' of expected 
normalcy. Because of these separations and divisions of knowledge, Adorno was to claim that the sciences 
are not epistemica1ly fulfilling. ( 1966:5- 18) 

IS8 Fay, 1975:96 This follows the Marxist postulate of material action determining thought. 
IS9 Comte, 1954:55 
160 Comte, 1903:35 
161 Comte had intended that the positivist researcher utilise a studied directness of mind working 'according to 

exact directions or a [lXed routine while thinking much of certainty and precision'. (Beesley, 1903: 137n6) 
When 'minds were SUitably trained' (Comle, 19T6:104f) (or research work, the investigator would need 'only 

.. 
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essentially insignijicanr'l62 because 'it was the commonest sorts of facts which were most 

important'.163 One could ask. however, whether Comte's confused and tacit tying together of all the 

negatives 'as one', would not matter if in studying the details of a way of knowing, the potential 

knower 'got it wrong' (that is, created 'a negative') because they had 'never heard of it', rather than 

that they 'could not understand it', or 'didn't use the correct words to communicate it back to the 

teacher'? After all, each of these alternatives concerned a different stage of the knowledge-act 

sequence (internalising, reflection or expression), and thus differing social relations and 

'explanation'. In all, the philosophical principles of identificatory positivism were not a useful basis 

for explaining an unequal world,l64 since the two processes of positivism, that is, Identification and 

negation, magnified the inequitous situation of 'the negatives'. Moreover, since in fact 'the negative 

field' was that great variety of everything left that still begged the questions, it was there among the 

many possiblities, that the strength to knowledge would be seen to lie. 

'Different forms of negation 

Overall, it was the distinctions between the types of negation and the purpose of 'the negatives', 

that constituted the basic difference between dialectical and identificatory philosophies. Comte had 

adopted Bacon's ldentificatory negation. He simply discarded negative instances. These negative 

instances then represented a patchwork of absences or voids within the totality of 'what was' 

positively known. Later it was argued that in leaving only the Identified to represent the totality of 

knowledge, the result was an illusion, an untruth, that had failed even to recognise that negativity 

was an inherent condition of its own formation. l65 The dialectical negation of critical theorists, on 

the other hand, made use of the negatives, adhering to reason itself as the power behind dialectical 

negation and to this form of critique as its exemplification in practice.l66 A variety of epistemic 

positions formed the bases to this form of critique, with the choice centering on whichever 

particular form of negation was preferred for the situation under review.l67 This variety of options 

the smallest exercise of human reason'. (Comte. 1903:158) 
162 Comte, 1976: 173 
163 Comte. 1976:103 This criterion was later criticised as causing 'an inability to differentiate the unimportant 

from the essential.' (Horkheimer. 1986:21 ) It was this factor which I had alreaay methodologically 
countered by allowing the subjects' to prioritise their infonnation according to their attribution of 
importance. (See Chapter Two) 

164 Comte wanted to identify only that 'which is' and therefore 'would be' (the positive), while denying that 'which 
is not', and turning 'it' mto that 'which would never be' (the negative). 

165 Arato (1982:220) who notes also that contrary to Hegel's faith that the true is the whole, Adorno and others 
asserted that the empirical whole was untrue. Whai is true is so only to the extent thai it is not the truth 
about social reality . (Marcuse, 1 968:152) 

166 Marcuse, 1968:xiv, Marcuse, 1984:444. 'Critique, in the Kantian sense, is an analysis of the conditions of 
eossibility QtH/. the limits of rational faculties undertaken by' reason itself; assunung a self·reflective or 
transcendental' posture, reason analyses and criticises itself in the process of its world-constituting 
'legislating activity'. (Piccone. in Arato and Gebhardt, 198t:ix) The dialecticaJ logic of critique reveals, 
restores and reacUvates modes of thought lost in history. Moreover, an advance beyond identificatory 
thought 'must be an advance of reason itself since the tidjustment of reason itself to oppressive social 
institutions p'!rpetuated unfreedom, ' (Marcuse. 1982:450) Dialecucal negation signalS the return of the 
reP.l'essed. (Marcuse, 1981':449) ThinJcinK is, indeed, essentially the negation of that which is immediately 
hifore us: (Hegel, cited in Marcuse. 1982:444) 

167 Adorno claimed that it was important to distinguish which critique was required in which context. (Arato and 
Gebhardt, 1982:513nl )  For critical theorists there was ' no  secure single meaning of dialectical culture 
critique .... various answers emerge .. : (Arato and Gebhardt, 1982:1880 'No methfd can claim a monopoly 
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not only avoided producing another monopolistic methodology as a scientism, but effectively 

countered the affinnation and reification of appearances as the singular, certain and WlChanging 

truths of positivism.l6I The critical theorists' dialectical negation (m its various fOIlDS) was 

primarily a negative critique that took reflection on social relations into its very structure, at the 

same time countermanding the certainties of Identification by making transparent the 'fact' that 

knowledge in contradiction and transfonnation could not at the same time be cenain and statiC.I69 

In general, dialectical negation was a two-word verb used to illustrate how the enforced absence of 

'the negative' from common knowledge obscured the existence of contradictory relations between 

people's given reality and their genuine potential.l7O Reinstating this absence was achieved by 

means of negative thinking on the dialectical relation. The first word, dialectic, emphasised not only 

the art of disputationl71 but the interconnected relational nature of all things, including relations of 

tension.l72 In the case of a critical theory, dialectic was primarily concerned with the complex 

dynamics of the relations which existed between theory and practice (the ideal and the material 

worlds) and 'the negatives' and 'the positive' (or Identified).173 On the other hand, negation , as the 

second half of the two-word verb, was the means of finding and unfolding, or of subtracting and 

denying aspects of that dialectical relation. In Critical 1beory, 'negation' was not an indication of 

things to discard, ignore or exclude in an Wlexamined state, as had been the case for Identificatory 

168 Critical theorists do not limit themselves to the critique of Comte's IdentificalOty positivism alone, but 
among other critiques include the self-reflexive recognition of critical theory's own inlerest structure, self
correction in terms of the IIp-to-dole results of social science, the poinl of View of totality and the dynanuc 
reiaJionship to its potenliaI addressees .. : (These �ifications anse from Horkheimer's essay on 
Traditional and Critical Theory. AraIO and Gebhllldt, 1 982:205) As a consequence of the brea(1th of their 
work, 'the positive' and 'the ldenlil]' which form the focus of much of their critique do not necessarily refer 
simply 10 the scientific ldentificatJon of Comtean positivism. but cover a more general and inclusive base. 
ThiS lack of a singular target, and a name for that target, has often led to them cilling this focus simply that 
'which is', or the currently prevailin, condition of die status quo, especially as applied 10 those in political 
and technoloKical control. Adorno cnticised 1dentificalOry' thOught for producing reified monopolies 
(Arato & Gebhardt, 1982:515048) and thus 'the emphasis on reason seemed appropriate IUlder tile 
circumstances where the focts as Biven had assumed an authority thai mode ratIOnal critique and thus rational 
alternatives, inconceivable'. Cntical theorists claimed that not only were the 'facts' always conceptually -
and thus socially' - mediated, (AralO and Gebhardt, 1982:51 3nl)  but also that in utilising the dialectical 
alternative, one 'is well aware of the limits of Iuunan knowledge and rational social actIOn, bill avoids fIXing 
these limits too hurriedly and, above all, ma'Jcing c�ital out oJ them for the purpose of uncritically 
sanctioning established hierarchies'. (Marcuse, 1968:15)  

169 'Every thing and every relation qfthinRs changes in time, and thus every judgemenJ as to real sitlUllions fIUlSt 
lose its truth in time'. (Horkheimer, 1982:407-8) The dialectic is, in �int of fact, a problem poser 
(McCarthy, 1978:259), a �int of change (Adorno, 1982:208), a the driving force' (Marcuse, 1987:445), of 
reciprocating judgement. (Adorno, 1966:146) 

170 See, for example, Marcuse, (1968:xiv) The tension between potenliali� and actuality, between whal men and 
things could De and whal they are, in fact, is one of the dynamic focal poinls of this theory of society. ' 
(Marcuse, 1968:69) 'Dialectical reason begins witll the recognition tluiJ thefacts do not corre,ond to the 
concepts imposed by commonsense and sc&enliflC reason . ... (which have] purged themselves om 
conlriuJiction .. _in sliort, a refusal to accept thein. To the Ulent thai these concepts disregard t fatal 
COnlradictions which frlfIU IIp realjty, they abstract from the very process of reality. TN! negation which 
dialectic applies to them is not only a critique of a conformist lOgIC, which denies the reality of its 
cOnlradictwns; it is alw a critique of the given slate ,01 aflairs on its own �rounds - of the established system 
of life, which denies its own promises aNi potenlialit&es. (Marcuse, 1982:445) 

171 Habermas, 1974:79 
172 'dialectics says no more, ... than thai objects do not $0 inlo their concepts without a remainder, thai they 

come to conlradict the traditional form of adequacy . (Adorno, 1966:5) 
173 Logical relations are social relations mediated by thought, so making a critique of knowlle also a critique of 

society. (Arato IIIld Gebhardt, 1982:512. See also AdOrno IIIld Horltheimer in Dialectic 0 Enlithtenmenl.) 
Therefore a critical dialecticism 'sMhjects society to the idea of a theoretical and practic , positive and 
negative critique'. (Marcuse, 1968: 15) 'Dialectical logic is critical logic: it reveals modes and ConlenlS of 
thOught whicll transcend the codified pattern of use and validation ... (but it] does not invenl these COnlenlS; 
they have accrued to the notions in tlie long tradition of thought and action: (Marcuse, 1982:449) In 
maiiting the 'return of the repressed', it recovers and reslOres them. In this manner of negating the IrUths of 

� 
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positivism.174 Indeed, as the investigatory purpose of Critical Theory was to locate the potential for 

transformation in the absences Comte had been complicit in creating, dialectical negation indicated 

the need to investigate relations in terms of their history, 175 and in 'going beyond' this, to question 

the relevance of its own categories.176 1be necessity of dialectical negation was essentially to 

investigate rather than to reify by proof of certainty. Taken together in an abstract form, the two 

concepts in dialectical negation reflected the power of negative thinking to destruct the fetishistic 

reification of Identity, by critiquing the ideological and social relations which obtained over time 

(history) and within the totality ('the negatives' as well as 'the positive'). Even in its simplest fonn, 

dialectical negation was the sphere of contradiction to the established order, of protest, dissociation 

and criticism.177 

o/ariations of tfUJiectical negation 

Among the various alternatives possible, dialectical negation could include the rejection of 'the 

positive' (after Marx's ideology critique); 'the positive' being held fast in 'the negative' in search of 

common ground (after Hegel's synthesis), seeking antinomy and potential within the totality (after 

Adorno's Negative Dialectic, in particu1ar),I71 or various combinations of them all and maybe 

others as yet unfound. Most simply and generally expressed as 'thinking about the Other's side of 

the story', dialectical negation reflected my father'S family's way of reasoning. Each and all of 

these 'methods' of critique held promise for locating the reality of different ways of knowing. 

former thoughts. dialectical thought 'is necessarily destructive.' (Marcuse. 1 982:449) 
174 'Identity is only the contituuJus negation of inDdequate existence. the subject maintaining itself in being other 

than "eel[. (Marcuse. 1982:446) The power of nesative thinJcing is the driving power of dialectical 
thought, used as a tool for tJ!IIUyzing tJie wor14 of facts in terms of its internal lflQdequacy .... {It] invalidates 
the � opposition Of value andlact by understanding all facts as stages of a single process - a process in 
which subject and object are so joined tMJ truth can be determined only wit

Ji
in the subject-object totality. 

AUJacts embody the knower as weU as the doer; they contituuJusly translate the past into the present. The 
objects thus 'contain' subjectivity in their very structure: (Marcuse, 1982:445) 

175 'Mediation has its own implicit history'. (Adomo, 1966:52) • ... progress in freedom depends on thought 
becoming political, in tM s�e of a theory which demonstrates negation as a politlcal alternative implicit 
in the hiStorical situation: (Marcuse. 1982:450) Critical dialecticism 'implies the sorrow of concern with 
something which has disappeared. The concern ... was a concern with the past: rememberance of something 
that at some poinl had lost its reality and had to be taUn up again.' This form of dialectical critique 
'destroys the unhistorical illusion by uncovering ... the specificity of ... social formations and by pointing 
out the objective possibility ... of a future order based on entlrely new and liberated�ormative prlnciples: 
(Arato and Gebhardt, 1982: 1880 To this extent, a critical theory must 'concern itsel to a hithirto IUlbwwn 
extent with the past - precisely insofar as it is concerned with tlie future.' (Marcuse. 968:xvi) '[t sees a 
historical relatlOllSltip which can lie transformed in this lj/e bl real men: the incongruity o{potentiality and 
actuality incites knoWledge to become a part of the practlCe oJ transformation'. (Marcuse. 1968:69) 

176 Arato and Gebhardt, on Adorno, 1982:513nl. 5151148. The dialectic ... {is] qualitatively different from the 
positive philosophies ... it refers �ond itself.' (Adorno, 1982:3) The principle of alalectic drwes thought 
beyond the linuts of philos�hy. For to cOf!ll'rehend reality means to comprehend things as they really 
are .. : (Marcuse, IGG2:446). The function of dialectical negation was to break down 'the self-assurance and 
self-contentment of common sense, to undermine the sinister confldence •.. in facts, to deinonstrate that 
tuifreedom is so mIlCh at the core of things that the develof'ment of internal contradictions leads necessarily 
to qualitative change'. (Marcuse. 1982:447) 'Dialectics is the quest to see the new in the old instead of just 
the old in the new. As it medilJJes the new, so it also preserves the old as mediated: (Adorno, 1982:38) 

177 Marcuse. 1968:xii 
178 The 'relationship of empirical social science to critical philost?Phy was always antinomic in Adorno's work. 

The ultimate reason: Adorno lost hope of discovering behind present social facts, dynamic objective 
possibilities .... He responded, ther�ore, to the antinomy of critical tho�Jrl and instrumental reason, 
emerging ... with his own antinomic combination of immanent critique �sinr (and mediating) the 
critical potentials o{ genuine work and transcendental critique denouncwr t One·dimensional world of the 
culture lndustry .... He demonstrated in many 0[ his writings the inadequacy of either immanent or 
transcendent critique, and the necessity of malntaining both in un.easy opposition' (Arato and Gebhardt, 

.. 
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'The first alternative fonn of dialectical negation involved the negation of the positive, the rejection 

of Identity, the exclusion of the 'truth' of the status quO.l79 In its simple fonn, this alternative 

involved revealing systematically concealed interests ('the negatives'). Within the intention of 

ideology critique, it exposed the inherent untruths of a hierarchical valuing or privileging of 'the 

positive' (,what is'). In its depth fonn, as a 'determinate negation', the positive was made to 

account for the negative by arguing the truth of the negative. In this way, the false (that which was) 

was confronted with the truel80 (that which was not) because 'the absent must be made present [part 
of the totality] because the greater part of truth is in that [largejield of'the negatives'] which is 
absent'. til When 'the given facts' were confronted with the material that had been excluded, then 

the tensions of the hidden contradictory relations were also released. Thus the strength of 

determinate negation lay in revealing how aspects of life had been controlled and how the power of 

that detennination had been systematically concealed in the interests of the status quO.182 

Not unexpectedly, one of the absences or hidden 'negatives' made apparent by determinate 
negation was reason itself.113 In fact , the act of dialectical negation drove rationality 'to recognise 

the extent to which it was still unreasonable, blind, the victim o/unmastered/orces·.I84 In tenns of 

the analysis of 'ways of knowing" the act of dialectical negation would prove useful for 

deconstructing beliefs about 'success'. A 'materialist ' basis to argument could involve critiquing 

the 'ideology of success' in tenns of what it was really supporting and actually commending. In 

other words, this fonn of negation would itself expose 'what was' in tenns of 'what else really 
was'. But there were limits to this fonn of dialectical negation. When Identity was now denied its 

claims of truth in favour of those of 'the negative', the negative would become the new Identity. 

Here were its bounds. This new-Identity did not necessarily involve self-reflection on its own 

positing or its future as the new truth could also be hypostatised or reified by conditioned 

1982:202) 
179 • • • •  The principle of the dialectic drives thollghl ... to comprehend things as t� really are, and this in twn 

me� rejecting their mere !actllality. Rejection is a process of thoughl (dialectical negation] as well as of 
actIon .. . (Marcuse. 1982:446-7) 

1 80 Piccone, 1982:x 
18l Marcuse, 1982:448 
182 Detenninale negation is claimed to be 'the governing principle of dialectical thoughl', (Marcuse, 1982:449) 

The negarion IS determinate if it refers thi established state of affairs to the basic factors and forces which 
11I4lU for its destructiveness. as weU as for the possible alJernarlves beyond the status qllO.· (Marcuse, 
1 982:449) Ultimately, it is a political act. cf Habermas, 1 978: 18, • .. .determinate negation applies ... to the 
mechanism of the progress of a mode of reflection in which theoretical and practical reason are one. The 
afFirmative moment .. . becomes plausi6le when we consider lhal ... categories of apprehending the world 
and norms of action are connecled.· Even in its simplest version, this fonn of dialectical critique reinstated 
the p'>wer of 'the absented', of 'the marginalised' ana of 'the few' who had been denied Identity within 
poSitivism. Its power lay in exposing the very ethic used by the status quo to 'factualise' and 'totalise' their 
claims, so neutralising and oOscuring their political intention. 

1 83 Marcuse, 1982:450. Revealing the negation of critical reason within positivism and other Identificatory 
philosophies was a central task of Critical theorists. Dialectical negation, in this and in other 
epislemoloLical fonns, demonstrated how reason and reason alone, contained its own corrective. (Marcuse, 
1982:450) The progress of cognition from commonsense to knowledge arrives at a world which IS negative 
in its very structure because tliat which is real opposes and denies tile potentialities in itself - potentia1ities 
which slrive for realisation. Reason is the negatIon of the negative '[which. in its factuality, has been 
absenL] (Marcuse, 1982:447) 

184 Marcuse, 1982:450. Dialectical negation exposed the power of reason over the false consciousness of reified 
thoughts. .. 
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reasoning. 

A second type of dialectical negation, an adaption from Hegel's idealism, went a stage further than 

the previous determinate negation by proposing new insights based on the old, even though these 

too were simply new Identities. This fonn of dialectical negation involved 'holding fast' to the 

positive in the negative and seelcing resolution of the contradiction from within the common 

grounds of the 'totality'.I&S In this way one could examine how the power and the politic of the 

whole (the totality of positives and negatives) was being influenced by a part. For instance, one 

could inquire into how particular ideologies had been reflexively influenced by a history of social 

relations (or vice versa), until the contradictions became internalised and taken for granted. Marcuse 

used this 'method' of critique to expose the hidden history of the 'abolition of the liberal mind'. 

Taking the 'freedom of mind' as the invisible 'negative', he examined its historical negation from 

the period when bourgeois reason had been the 'positive' Identity, until the period when 

technological or totalitarian reason became the Identities. 186 This 'method' and Marcuse's topic 

suggested hope for the analysis of the current study into 'ways of knowing'. One might. for 

example, examine the educational history of intending knowers, seeking contradictions between the 

actuality and the potentiality of their different ideologies of 1earning' and 'education'. In what 

ways in their history, had their potential 'to come to know' been systematically negated by society 

1 8S The appearances of reality areJirst recognised as slU:h, then detached/rom their immediaJe context and are 
finally related to the social whole, the vision of which is fragmented by reification .... The theory discovers 
realily. '" This is elegant Hegelian theorising: (Arato and Gebhardt. 1 982:198) Hegel's rarticular idealist 
fonn of dialectical negation sublated the positive ['thesis') with the negative ['antitliesis' in a synthesis of 
new insights. He �ated contraries from contradictions in his philosophy and the act of 'negativil1' 
resolved the dialecbcal· contraries of thesis and antithesis (disunities of llie same genus separated by the 
greatest possible difference) by rmding common ground. With contraries bein&.�r the same genus. the 
possibility of a singUlarity of result (another identity) was inevitable. Indeed. Hegel claimed the synthesis 
was posiuve. since he resolved the contraries only within systems which were factual. However. applied to 
the social sphere. this singUlarity of result. the static facticlt)' of knowl�1Ie. suffered similar critiCISms to 
Comte's positivist facticity. The difficulty was that dialectic81 reason in Hegel's idealist terms. could not 
always be applied to the actlUll contradictions of social life since not all problematic, controversial or 
negative situations were resolvable within an irrational society. Contradictions. as a different 
philosop!lical category. should have been unable to be resolved through synthesis. because (as dermed 
J)hilosophic categorisations) they possessed neither factual bases nor shared common ground. Critical 
theorists and ollier materialist dialecticians however. tended to ip!ore such philosojlhlcal categorisations. 
employing the Hegelian technique for critiquing situations of SOCial contradiction. The Hegelian p'1u10sop!iY was a specifu: sitlUlliQII wherein contradiction became a form of trlllh and movement, only 10 
Jind itselr enclosed wit/ain a �stem and internalised. Bill by adhering 10 reason as the power of the negative. 
idealism [at least} made good the claim oftholl.ght to be a condition offreedom'. (Marcuse. 1968:xiv) 

1 86 In this task of Marcuse's, critical theorizing lay in 'identifying the tendencia that linked the liberal past with 
ils lotalilarian [and democratic} abolition .... The present did not appear to be in immediate opp.0suion to 
the past: il was necessary to uhibil lhe mediaJion by means of which bowgeois freedom cOlI.lil become 
�reedom. Bill it was also necess� 10 indicate lhe elements lhat opposed lhis trDll:iformalion .... 1 
investigated several concepts of UWilism and materialism. Ideas ... bOre evidence of UUler dislUlily. In 
material terms, prOthu:tiv,ty bOre deslrlU:tion wilhin it and tlUlled technology from an instrwnent of 
liberation into one of ens[avemDll. The focal point is lhe interpretation ... of ideolog, ... for il was mind, 
reason, cOl'ISCioll.S1lUS, 'p'we' tltmlglll thill in traditional cll.itwe was Sll.pposea 10 constilllle lhe awonomy of 
the SlI.bject, the essentitiJ freedom of mall •••• Normally it was not necessary for society to intervene in this 
sphere .... The prodlU:tive forces hail not yet reached the stage of development at which lhe sale of prodlU:ts 
0( social labow, def'llllNlid the �stemalU: organisation of neetls and wants, incllUling intellectll.Df ones .... 
Bowgeois socU!ty did not yet haVe the means 10 administer so1l.1 and mind .... TlNjay total adminUtration is 
necessary, and Ifle means are at hand: mass gratifu:ation. market research [etc}. Tliese lake care of awonomy 
and Mteronomy .... The democratic abolition of tholl.glll , which lhe 'common man' IUldergoes alllomatically 
and which he himself carrU!s 0111 ••• make lhe established �stem into an insll.perable framework for 
conceptIUll IMMglll .... This society has appropriaJed dimensions 0{ conscioll.S1lUS tind natwe l

hat 
formerly 

were relatively 1UtSp0iled. It has formed historical images in ils own image and floItened 0111 contradiction 
which it can then tolerate. Throll.gh this totalitarian-diinocratic cOltl/II.UI of man and natwe, lhe sll.bjective 
and objective space for lhe realm of freedom has ¢SO been cO"'lll.erea: (Marcuse. Foreword. "'rations. 
1968:xii-xviiJ .. 
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and social systems? And in what ways, if at an. had this negation been opposed by these subjects 

themselves? Moreover, what hope for a resolution of this crisis might be found within that which 

already existed? A critical reflection on how 'the negative' had been mediated (made absent, 

ignored and invisible) by a valuing of 'the positives' in the social milieu, may provide new insights 

into how 'the freedom to come to know' might be released from the bondage of conditioned 

thinking. TIlis was the potential for constructive criticism which had been initiated in Hegel's 

philosophy. The limitation of this fonn of dialectical negation also lay in the consuuction of a 

renewed unitary whole, a single Identity which would become subject to conditioned beliefs. lin 

'The epistemological bondage of conditioned thinking was the belief that 'answers' (in any fonnal 

sense) constituted the identity of a UUthlli and that, in tum, this 'Identity' affinned both 'the 

totality' (rather than the part) and 'the certainty' of the answer (even though breadth of cover and 

correctness, like the choice between Identification and 'the positive', were two entirely different 

matters). However, dialectical negation, (as opposed to ldentificatory negation), was not expected 

to provide a new certainty but rather a new hope (for freedom) for it retained rather than renounced 

scepticism in its argumentation .. Secondly, while a claimed breadth of cover was an advantage to 

dialectical negation because it enabled an external 'over' view of the whole (a 'transcendent' 

critique of the totality), it was also disadvantageous because then 'the whole' was complicit in 

suppressing the independence of the parts, levelling and integrating them into a single unifonnity. 

'There was no inherent necessity to examine or accept 'the particular' in tenns of differences rather 

than in tenns of similarities or on common ground within the whole. Only a criticism from within 

the object ('immanent critique') could redeem this view of differences.1B9 

As a third alternative of dialectical negation, Adomo sought antinomies within the negatives of the 

non-identity .190 That is, he sought opposing positions which had equal claim to truth, potentiality or 

187 Hegel's 'neal and comprehensive system ... accenllUlles the positive O¥lullicali;' (Marcuse, 1982:449) 
Hegel had claimed tliat •... becaMie finding faWls is easier than grasping the U'malive, one will easily fall 
inlo the error oj Iettin.z specific sUfes maki him forget the inner organum o[ t stale (the essential 
momenls of. uutencej, itself.' (Hegel, in Adorno, 1966:335) However, this Hegelian claim was criticised 
by Adorno because, .today this (be1ien has becOln.e the clamow for 'constructive criticism' - in other words, 
groveling criticism. BecalUe the Uknlity ... is denied by reality, ascertaining thal Uknlity nonetheless 
cal�,. so to speak. (or the obseq.u!o� sp�cial effort on the. part of reason.: thi 'affirmative', the proof of 
posllively accomplished recOflClliatlOll, IS postidaJed, p'ralSed as a supeTior acnleVemI!nl of 
consciousness . . .  (1966:336) It was also criticised by Horkheimer (1986:204) because, •... in Hegel. reason 
has becOln.e a/fU'malive, even before reality itself is QjJ"U'med as ralwnal. But, confronled with persisting 
conlradictions in Iuunan aistence and with the unpotence of individuals in the face of sitlUllions they /lave 
themselves broughJ about, the Hegelian solution seems pwely a private assertion, a personal peace treaty 
between the philosopher and the UaJuunan world.' 

lIS Though we can see through the identity principle, we cannot think without identifying. (Adorno, 1966:149) 
189 Arato and Gebhardt, 1982:203, 347n8. 'Immanent critique' as 'being immersed in the internal form and 

structure of the cultural objects'. 
190 Adorno's 'armour is a dialectics built on a relentless pursuit of the negative in every possible sense'&Ashton, 

1966:xv) itt the core of totality is the principle Of.the exclUded middle (A;t/J) Whatever does not the 
erinciple is d.esignaled a conlrtidiction, a noiaidetility within Ukntity (of the totality).' (Adorno: l 66:5) 
COnlradiction .... indicates the Ilnlruth of Uknlity, the fact thal the concept does not exhmut the thing 

conceived.' (Adorno, 1966:5) Dialectical negation, in the immanent critique of Adorno, 'lies in those 
inlernal tensions. differences. oppositions, problems and debates, in a word, in those anlinomie.s' which 
drive the self-critUiue of critical theory forward as a forceful witness to the hope thal theory is still ctlfJable 
of addressing itself to radical and l�rating needs.' {Arato and Gebhardt, 1982:viii) �tinQmie$, in Kant's 
sense, were contrary positions which could be more or less equally defended by logiC argumenL (Arato and .. 
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possibility, and thus which could not be resolved or reconciled into a single identity. 191 Where the 

dialectical negations of Marx had rejected the positive and then replaced it with Identity in a negative 

fonn and the dialectical megation of Hegel had resolved the Identity, the dialectical negation of 

Adomo was to probe deeper into the realm of the negatives of non-identity. To action the 'negative 

dialectic', this fonn of dialectical negation broke with the rational compulsion to achieve Identityl92 

by 'looping the Ioop'193 in the logic of a disintegration that was suspicious of all identity.l94 At its 

worst, this search for the negatives of negatives might regress to endless scepticism and fault 

finding, though such singular 'nit-picking' was itself a negative Identity-fonnation. At its best, the 

negative dialectic could extend what was known through the seeking of possibilities,19s for it was 

seen that negative knowledge was potential knowledge.l96 And even in potential knowledge, some 

negatives would not be resolved but would remain as antimonies. It was Adorno's foremost 

intention 'to rid dialectics oj such traditional affirmative traits as trying to achieve something 

positive by way ojnegation'.I97 He sought less to subtract, to reject or to exclude, than to add to or 

multiply the logical possibilities from within the negatives.l98 That is, rather than attempt to 

foreclose the gap between identity and non-identity rather than attempt to mend a contradiction, this 

Gebhardt. 1982: 188) They were situations of equal force of ar!ument as to correctness or truth, but with 
neither being justifiably correct or privileged at the expense of the other. One such antinomy is the 
difference between certain truths and subjective views. 

191 Adorno's dialectical negaJion involved the defence of his doubts (Ashton, 1966:xi), of the negatives that ran 
counter to identity and opposed non-contradictoriness. This pursuit of the negative was based centrally on 
his belief that 'nomdentity is the secret telos of identi[ICaJion. It is the part tliat can be salvaged,· the 
mistake in traditional thinking is thai identity is taken for the goal.' (Adorno. 1966: 149) 'Dialectics, the 
epitome of negaJive knowledge, will have nothing besiile it; even a negaJive dialectics bags along the 
conunantfment of exclusiveness from the positive one, from the system . . . .  Witho&ll a theSIS of identity, 
dialectics is not the whole; bill neither wiU it be a cardinal sin to depart from it in a dialectical step'. 
(Adorno, 1966:405) 

192 Adorno, 1966: 157. 
193 Adorno, 1966: 1 15. Dialectics here is skilled argument in the search for other logical consistencies. (Adorno, 

1966:xx) 'By means of logic, dialectics grasps the coercive character 01 logic, hoPfl'n thai it may yeild - for 
thai coercion itself is a mythical dellUWn, the compll.lsory identity .... CritIque itsel , contrary to its own 
teI'llkncy, mlUt remain within the mediwn of the concept. It destroys the claim of ' ntity by testing and 
honoring it; therefore it can rf!DCh no farther than thai claim. The claim is a magIC circle tJuiJ stamps critique 
with thi appearance of absolute knoWledge . It is lIP to the sfJf'i:cfl$cti(ln of critique to extinguish it in tile 
V� negaJlOn of ne.Bation thai will not become a positing. Ul ctleS IS tile self-conciousness of the 
objective context oj clellUion; it does not mean to have escaped from thai context. Its objective goal is to 
breale olll of thai context from within.' (Adorno, 1966:406) 

194 Adorno, 1 966: 145. 
19S 'Even an indeterminaJe negation ... � be legitimate at first - to seclUe an arena in which alternaJives become 

conceivable again.' (Arato, 1982:220) 
196 Schutz refers to this claim in the following way: "iv. Negative knowledge as potential knowledge. The 

relalion of negative knowledge to knowledge can be described by analogy to the spaJial arrangemenl of the 
lifeworldfy experience. The sector of the world in which actlUll reach (ItIentityl is sll.TrolUlded by sectors in 
potential reach, and indeed by a sectOr in restorable reach and a sector in attainable reach. NegaJive 
lnowledge can, as far as it is not rewed to the fll.J'Jdmnental intransparency of the life-world, be 
corr�Ondingly VIeWed as potential knowledge. Potential Jcnowledge consists of restorable and attainable 
Icnowkdge." Schutz, 1974:176f 

197 Ashton, in Adorno, 1966:x 
198 One of Adorno's favoured lines to describe the negation of negation was 'a milllU times a miIuu eqlUlls a plll.S'. 

The let of dialectical negation in the negative dialectic is to gain rather than reduce. 'Deny'ing the m�stery of 
identijicaJion, by ripping more and more scraps olll of it, does not resolve it.' (Adorno, 1966:407). It is not 
U{J to philosophy (or sCience] to exhaII.St things ... to redl/Ce thel/.henotnena to a minimwn.' (Adorno, 
1966:12) 'thi NegaJive Dialectic ... will not come to rest in itser[. as if it were total. This is its form of 
hope.' (Adorno, 1966:405-6). 

... 
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relation between opposing ideas was itself pulled apart for the purpose of closer SCrutiny.l99 In this 

way, Adorno's fonn of dialectical negation allowed for the ongoing complexity and conflict of 

existence. For me, his epistemology reflected reality. As he claimed, life was the forcefield of a 

fluid constellation.2OO In practical tenns, any account of 'ways of knowing' would also need to 

acknowledge this continuing condition of unfreedom and the probability of ongoing crisis and 

change, as when, for instance, an adult became so brain-damaged that they may never again 

achieve the full 'freedom' of a coherent way of knowing that they had once (maybe) enjoyed.2D1 

'Dialectical negation in tlie 9{gJative tJJia£tctic 

For Adorno, the purpose of dialectical negation was the investigation of extremes, the tearing 

apart, the opening and exposing of the wounds of contradiction, by the use of argumentation.2D2 

This 'blasting open' rather than rejection or synthetic unification of 'the positives' and 'the 

negatives', reflected Adorno's attempt to lift the 'veil' of affinnative thought which he believed 

obscured the vision of 'what was real' behind the fetishistic false impressions of conditioned 

thinking.203 The richness of this Adomian conception was carried right into the heart of his 

investigatory practices.204 Adorno's preferred essay fonn, like Bergman's film, was to leave the 

receiving audience with questions in mind rather than to produce for them a unitary reconcilement 

of antinomies by identifying an answer or the answer. His challenge was to cajole the need in the 

reader not to continn the writer's argument, but to overcome their own conditioned response 

(affinnative thought) by employing the very thing that critical theorists had argued had disappeared 

(critical reason). This fonn of expressing dialectical negation to others supported Adorno's 

arguments for a pluralism of views and his desire not to control the mindset of others. In fact, 

Adorno saw academic inquiry not as an end in itself but simply as a mediation whose objects would 

continue to invite challenge. 1be challenge now was to use this dialectical epistemology for the 

prior siting of an investigation. Adorno's thoughts on dialectical negation and investigatory 
mediation have offered the possibility to search for a context, and in particular, for a problematic 

199 So'the chasm between the two yawns the more visibIJ .. : (Adorno, 1966:336) When the chasm was apparent, 
then this fonn of critique could 'loop the loop' in a logical swing between claims. (Adorno, 1966: 1 15) 

200 'Forcefle/d' was Adorno's favoured term for indicating 'the totality', for he wished not that things be taken for 
granted as comp'lete in themselves, immovable, unrelated and unchan&eable. This illustrated the motive 
principle of his Negative Dialectic. The reiaJional inurp14y. of attractIOns and aversions that constituud the 
Q1NJmic strllCture of complexity'. (Jay, 1986: 14) The tenn 'consteliaJ ion' indicated the juxtaposing and the 
dishannony rather dian the integrated common core of elements. In this development of terms, Adorno was 
unwillin& to privilege one element over another. For him. all elements were in the simultaneous 
constructIon and deconstruction of a fluid reality. (Jay, 1986: 15) 

201 'doric realities can eclipse dazzling ideas.' (Ashton. in Adorno, 1 966:xi) 
202 In this sense, Adorno concurred with his friend. Walter Benjamin, on the task of critique. Benjamin believed 

critique to be the need to 'surgically remove (or to 'b14st open'), collect and save the critical fragments of the 
past that coidd help transform 'culiural heritage' from a blUden to a possession. Dialectic could Only reveal 
"and express antinomy, aiuJ not SlUpass it: (Aiato and Gebhardt. 1982:206) 

203 For Adorno, the 'technological veil' was the 'fullest sllbslU7lf1tion of reality IUlder the form of fetishism'. The 
'thinglilte' structure of 'oQjective' facts 'hidi not only socUlI reltitions bllt speci[lCalJy JuurIan re14tions of 
domination and control. This is particularly apparent in llIITe�ctive empirICal research which fetishises the 
false consciousness tluJJ adheres to the frozen Immediacy of given factlUllity, serving the tecluiocratic 
interest of control: (Adorno, 1982: 1 98'-9) 

204 In an immanent critique, a criticism from the inside, dialectical negation is 'to lISe itself to brealc itself .... in 
its own measlUe .... through the appearance of total identity'. (Adorno, 1966:5) .. 
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context where people's constructions of Wldersranding inherently reflected their critique of their 

social conditions. 

Adorno had hoped that the people who read his essays would panicipate in 'the exposure of 

wounds' by reflectively forming their own judgement of 'what ought to be'. Instead of writing 

about, I intended to materialise these wounds at the research site so that people would actually 

experience them.20S TIlen in tum, they could expose to me the maIginalising effect of these 

problems during their interviews. TIlis form of contextualism was groWlded in a materialist 

argument Judgements to knowledge (including knowledge about their various ways of knowing) 

are not only mediated during and after investigatory activity, but also prior to it From a materialist 

point of view , people 'mediate' the daily production of informal social knowledge and this 

mediation process is reflected in the dialectical tensions (the 'positives' and the 'negatives') of 

everyday conflicts, conservings and changes in habit and the traditions of a society. It is this 

informal knowledge ,which the representatives of a society can present to an investigator if they are 

aware of it, and it is the investigator who then repeats the mediation process in order to formalise 

this knowledge for its public re-presentation to the society.206 What is required of the researcher in 

order that the representatives of a society be aware of this informal social knowledge, is to site the 

investigation in a place where they experience and 'expose the wounds' themselves, and recognise 

the challenges of these negative tensions in various ways . . 1J11 My challenge was then to establish a 

method for contextual ising this study from the epistemology of the Negative Dialectic. 

9{f,gative 'Diakctic as epistemic 6asis for critical conte�ualism 

TIle epistemological strength of contextualism required upturning Adomo's philosophical tendency, 

using himself against himself.208 As 'the place' rather than 'the thinking' about non-identity,209 the 

context rather than the idea becomes the problem-centre.210 It is argued that in a problematic 

context, one experiences both the questioning of potential and the potential of questioning for in an 

antinomous situation (where one knows not what to do) lay both materialist and idealist 

possibilities. In a problematic context, idealism and materialism are set in opposition to each other. 

lOS The context must be problematic in order to create a conscious need in the intending knowers: 'tile system is 
not � of tile absolllle spirit; it is ON! of tile most conditioned spirit of those whO have it and cannot even 
know hoW rrwch it is tllelT own .... Tlleir own rmson, 1UlC0000CioIU like tile transcendental subject and 
establislaing uuntity by barter, remains incOfMlensllTable with the subjects it reduces to tile same 
dmomifllJlor: subject as subject's foe'. (Adorno. 1966:10) 

206 What dissolves tile fetish is tile insight that things are not simply so and not otherwise, {bill] that they have 
COIM to be under certain conditions. Tlleir becOming fades tuid dwells within tile things; it can no more be 
stabilised in tlleir concepts than it can be split off Jrom its own resuus and forgotten .... Wilen thinKS -are 
being read as a text of their becoming, that uuaust and maUrialist dialects touch'. (Adorno, 1966:52) 

'1tf1 This would allow the collection of 'data' to be less mediated by research effort though the same claim would not 
be made for the analysis of that evidence 

201 Society creates its own questions: Society � 'tile objective determinant of tile mind. Tile coercive state oj 
reality ... MIISI be retranslated from tluiJ region .... Tile object of a mental experVnce is an antagonistIC 
�stem in itself - antagonistic ,n reality. not just in its conveyance to tile blowing subject that rediscovers 
itself therein'. (Adorno, 1966:10) 

209 Adorno, 1966:146 
210 as opposed to the views of Arata and Gebhardt, 1981:452 
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What do I perceive? What shall I do? Do I think before I do, or do before I think? That is one 

aspect but a central aspect of praxis, and that can be the strength of a social theory which is based 

on a prior critical contextualising of an empirical investigation. If the investigator were to 'find' oot 

simply a context, but a context which was 'known' to be problematic (especially in knowledge

constitutive tenos) then the 'need perceived by the intending knowers, would be the need to resolve 

exactly those tensions.21 1  The questions they asked, and the 'answers' they chose to resolve those 

tensions, would be located either in their personally-habituated epistemology or in their conscious 

attempts to change it Producing problematicity therefore, identifying and realising it, is a focal 

investigatory issue for a critical contextualism. 

Problems about adults learning already exist and to recreate (or re-place) the already-known 

problematics of 'ways of knowing', two epistemological considerations were combined. First, 

positivist research (on 'adult learning') has focussed upon accumulating 'facts'. Like a positivist, I 

would use particular 'facts' as 'objects' which could be materialised. But it is the relations between 

the facts that are important to a critical study. Therefore I would need to argue that a relation, and 

in particular a negative relation, exists between those particular facts. The argument should oot 

produce 'an answer' but simply to identify the existence of the negative relation between the two 

facts, so that 'the facts' (as eventually realised objects) reproduce the problematic tension in real life 

experience. Having argued that a negative relation exists, I wish to actualise the objects of that 

relation by placing them in a similar real-life relation for most of all I want to realise 'what is' 

beyond this non-identity. I will argue that an unknown quality exists between certain factual 

objects, and because I am unprepared to provide 'an answer' without empirical evidence, those 

objects need to be realised and their problematic relation (or 'juxtaposition') experienced and 

exposed by those who are actually coming to know. Not only am I unprepared to provide 'an 

answer', but I believe that more than one answer will be found in this 'exposure of wounds'. 

People's mediation of this deliberate experience of pain will reflect the variant ways of coming to 

know. To realise the problematicity of the objects of this 'apparently irreconciable' relation then 

employs Adorno's idea of exaggeration. 

In 'exposing the wound' of a contradiction, in 'tearing apart' the unknown quality of the negative 

relation, I would choose a place where the opposing objects were intentionally polarised.212 

Exaggerating the opposition of contradicting objects shoUld magnify the problematic tensions .. By 

so exacerbating the distance between the objects to as greater extent as a 'real' situation will allow, 

would enable one, in tum, to clarify and authenticate the knowledge-constitutive differences 

21 1 TM need is what we think from .... tM need in thinking is what makes ILf think. It as/cs to be negaled by 
thinking; it nuut disappear in thought if it is to be really satisfied; and in this negation. it slUVives.' 
(Adorno, 1966:407) 

212 Marcuse concurred with Adorno's p<)sition in suggesting that one must guestion whether 'the contradiction and 
negation [of the past] were not radical enough. that they rejected too little and held too little to be possible. 
that they underestimated the qualitative difference between the really possible and the status quo'. (Marcuse. 
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between intending knowers. 1bis contextual act of drawing apart. of exaggerating the meaningful 

distance between objects, where the sundering of object from object is magnified in its opposition, 

effectively realises and reproduces the idealist tensions of non-identity and thus actualises its 

potential in its need to become known. 

If I select a context in which the ways of knowing have been deliberately made problematic, then 

adults who experience the life in this context will be forced to examine the challenges of their own 

ways of knowing. As these challenges mediate their habits, so then they should be able to 

articulate the experience. In terms of an immanent critique, it was the life within this double-edged 

tension, which needed examination. In magnifying the tensions of the situation, this problematic 

context would cause the intending knowers to pause and question 'what to do next'. In this way, 

the issues surrounding their prior habituation of particular ways of knowing would become 

apparent, especially those issues which required action and change. If the questions which arose in 

that problematic situation were important to particular intending knowers, then those tensions 

would not only be apparent to them but also be able to be articulated to the investigator. Thus a 

prior critical contextualising of investigations, exposes both those potentials to question and 

questions oj potential which already exist in social relations. It exposes a place where 'the 

negatives' of 'the negatives' give rise not only to antinomies but to possibilities and future 

freedoms.213 

The next problem for this act of critical contextualisation was one of epistemological immanence. 

Fmding a single problematic relation between two facts did oot constitute the finding of a complex 

context A multiplicity of relations was required so that in their synthesis, a complex site might be 

realised. But how was the investigator to identify an inclusive range of objects (known facts); a 

range whose breadth of cover was believed, on the one hand, to include 'the totality' of what was 

known (and thus prevented unwarranted methodological exclusions), but on the other hand, gave 

rise to a logically coherent series of relations within the conjunction of which lay the problematic 

context In terms of immanence, how did 'the knowos' (facts about adult learning) produce a 

problematic context of itself, from within itself? 

Briefly stated, the question was, what constituted the basis of coherent 'full range'? This issue was 

overcome by my uncritical adopting of the Standard Interrogatives since they are believed to 

constitute a coherent range of contextual-based questions.214 If these basic questions were utilised 

by journalists in their search for a coherently-related breadth of infonnation, then my (uncritical) 

1 968:xvii) 
213 ThoughJ in cOlllradiction must be capable of comprehending and expressing the new potentialities of a 

qualitatively diJferenl existence .... In other woriLs. lhouglli in contradiction must become more negative and 
more utopian '" opposition to lhe status quo: (Marcuse. 1968:xx) 

214 Austin. N. Professor of English. Personal co�unication. (14. 1 1 .1987) 
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adoption of who? what? when? where? why? and with whom? could be applied to this exploration 

Since the standard interrogatives were publicly recognised as coherently providing a breadth of 

cover of the totality (whether or not they actually did), then a synthesis of the 'answers' to that 

range of questions should likewise provide (to some degree) a coherent exploratory umbrella to 

contextualising this study. In gradually -closing the umbrella. these relations would be drawn 

together in the synthetic Identity of a single site. But once synthesised, these problematic relations 

and the 'known' objects would not be assumed to identify the prominent or even the real objects of 

the knowledge-constitutive tensions which will arise in this context, for those objects arose under a 

variety of different social conditions. 1bose relations and objects may not even be vaguely related 

to the issues of knowledge-constitutivity which are to be 'found' in this new site, though that 

possibility always remains. TIle synthesis of problematic relations has merely produced a site of 

unknown possibility and it is within this context, that knowledge-constitutive activity will be 

explored. 

This act of critical contextualism has required a complex movement from epistemology to 

methodology. Combining the use of the Standard Interrogatives with the prior epistemological 

decisions, the complexity is resolved. The method now required examining the positivist literature 

base on the topic of 'adult learning' in order to find (within the categories of what, when, where, 

why, etc) 'known' facts whose contradictory combinations could be exaggerated, so as to produce 

several coherently-related relations which were of unknown quality and which, when synthesised, 

would fonn the site of investigation. TIle intention of this whole method has been to make obvious 

(by insightful argument and magnified juxtaposition) those objects which fonned an antinomous or 

contradictory relation which, in tum, was able to be materialised in its exaggerated fonn. 

In all, it was anticipated that by fracturing the sites of negation, the knowledge-constitutive activites 

of intentional knowers could be more easily investigated. The original source of 'the negatives' was 

to be the positivist research on the topic of 'adult learning'. 1be procedure of contextualisation 

would begin with applying the Standard Interrogatives to the positivist literature - where did adults 

learn?, why did adults learn?, with whom did adults learn? (etc). After I had identified 'negative' 

situations and argued their contradiction, these Objects would be materialised in an exaggerated 

condition The primary point is to knit 'the facts' into a fabric which is problematical, realisable and 

examinable. So, in all, this epistemologically-based method analytically-sites the research in a 

problematic context where the actual situation is forced to 'speak for itself in defining its own 

research questions. TIle need has been to lessen the mediation which is imposed when investigators 

predetennine the details of questions to be asked within a given topic. This critical contextualism 

has lessened such investigatory mediation of detail, by making the context a place where questions 

will im-mediately arise, for people to experience, mediate and expose. 
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In the following presentation, each of the intenogative explorations is discussed in tum as a gradual 

synthesis of the empirical setting is fonned.21S 

This intenogative search justifies 'coming to know' as an investigatory problem. In order to 

investigate this problem with as little research mediation as possible, there was a need to distance 

the epistemic space between 'knowledge as an act' and 'knowledge as the content to be learned'. 

Knowledge in general, is an understudied area in scientific studies of adult learning, and though 

there has been little attempt to transcendentally view this problematic, it is recognised by both 

academic staff216 and adult students217 as in need of investigation.2J8 What research there is, has 
been concentrated within specific curriculum areas (such parenting, agricultural or medical 

education) rather than about them. But in fact, a transcendent examination of this literature locates 

its problematic in the complex, three-way conjunction between the threads of everyday and 

institutional sites, knowledge as content and knowledge as practice, and teacher-theorists on one 

hand and self -educating adults on the other. 

(a). The central arena of this problematic is a lack of understanding about knowledge as an act. 

Adhering closely to positivist tenets, this topic has been generally studied under the guise of 

learning and teaching methods'219 and then, in the differences between planned and everyday sites, 

self-educative learning' is dismissed as a 'negative' for exhibiting 'false starts',ZUl 'unproductive 

21S After reducing this chapter, only the briefest s�is of each interrogative-argument appears here, with 
footttotes supporting the scientific basis of the claims made.The readings have not been up-dated from the 
time the arguments were rrrst explored showing now the tensions that have existed in the past, and over 
which investigators are still attempting to climb. There was little point in uJXlating the literature since that 
may negate the III'guments established here, and already used in the Choice of ihe site of study 

216 Dahlgren, 1978; Johanson etal., 1983 
217 Mohsenin, 1979 
218 That WHAT adulls' lemn' is a problem of knowledge in need of investigation can be justified by students who 

view currently--offered course knowledge with suspicion or simply ignore it as irrelevant (Beach, 1974; 
Gibbs, 1980; Peters, 1971)  believing that, for instance, '(higher) etiJu:azion is not as swcces�1I.1 as it might 
be in Mlping stlUlents to develop more sophisticazed conceptions'. (Dahlgren, 1984:35) Otlierwise, the 
reasons (or adults being so diserl.franchised is unclear. According to some scientists, 'formal learning' is 
apparently nqated if tlie course content is 'too esoteric', 'tnIUld4ne', 'random' (Kirlcwood, 1976:151) or 'left 
to chance'. (Little 1979:8) 

219 On reading, the "?Pies addressed in some studies appear to relate to epistemological factors though the authors 
seem ignorant of the fact that it might be 'the gramnuu' (Peters, 1965) of the knowledge they were 
addressing. For instance, one European metacopitivist referred to the �istemologicil aspects of knowledge 
as the '1III.aIICU 0/ the [�ld' \Dahlgren, 1984) and studied this as a psychOlogy-based '/,evils 0/ thinking' 
issue rather than a social-relations problem. Similarly, another study {Ycas, 1972) found that creativity and 
IQ level altered a student's subject-matter preferences. But these two studies were r.�:rmealed exceptions to 
the rule. In a later study, (Shore, 1978:3) the emphasis on disciplines had been re to 1earning And 
teaching' issues, on the �ounds that attempts to match learning improvement to 'tM strll.Ctwe oJ knowledge 
in a discipline' had been 'az best minimal or based on sll.{Jposit,on' reading, he contended, to a cliange of 
research focus away from the 'title 0/ a discipline'. 

220 As shown by tM prototypical area 0/ experience in life history, the experiences from which one lemflS are 
negative. TM reversal 0/ consciowmess means the dissolll.lion 0/ identi[ICatioflS, the breaking 0/ [VUlJions, 
aNi tM destrll.Ction of projections'. (Habermas, 1978: 18) ... 
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avenues of enquiry',221 and an inability of 'learners' to tell others of the nature of their enquiries.222 

The implied corollary is that such problems could not occur in formally-planned, other-controlled 

settings. Contradicting this range of 'evidence' are 'positive' views claiming that the knowledge

activity of the self-educators in the community is a subjectifying, socially consttucted and 

continuous activity in which the learners want to know as much as possible, seeking always the 

possibilities to knowledge.223 Indeed, it is claimed, everyday learners focus so closely upon features 

'intrinsic to the subject"2:JA that often there seems no demarcation between their thinking and their 

doing.22S In fact, that their knowledge and knowing seem 'as one' might explain why adults could 

not verbalise the knowledge-act to the previous researchers. 

An issue arises in asking why knowledge and knowing are not also 'as one' in formal education? 

What occurs in planned education that differentiates the knowledge-content from its process? TIle 
need when contextualising this study is to juxtapose one of these epistemologies against the other. 

Then the difference in knowledge-action between planned and everyday sites exaggerates the 

distinctions between this 'oneness' and 'difference'. The implicit relation between these sites is 

based in the idea of rigour. To exaggerate this relational 'space', the private epistemology of 

'common-sense' would be set against the 'alien' public epistemology of 'academic-sense' since, in 

terms of rigour, it can be assumed that the 'academic-sense' of higher education possesses the most 

rigorous means to knowledge, while 'common-sense' possesses the least. Now, given this first and 

tentative decision regarding siting the study, the question which follows was: what knowledge-as

content could retain this epistemological separation of knowledge-action from itself? 

(b). Briefly, when positivist adult educators plan their selection of knowledge/or content, Comtean 

tenets are favoured as the criteria for suitability. For them, knowledge should reflect an objectified, 

unproblematic and unitary whole that 'learners' could acquire 'systematically'.2'1f> And in spite of 

221 Brookfeild, 1983:14 Adult learners in their everyday lives are 'pr�ted by tM innate[ascinllJwn thefteld (o[ 
enquiry) holds [or IMm and tMir chief reinforcement is tM intrinsIC pleasure gained]rom stud!. They offeN!. 
€!Bainst tM insIStence thal observable, previollSly specified goals are a necessary cOndition 0/ learrung .. : 
(Hrookfeild 1983:15) 

222 Brookfeild, 1983. Coleman. 1976:56-58. TM associations thai embed /Icnowledge] in memory are linked 
with tM concrete actions and events to which affect was attacMd. ana are not merely associations with 
abstract symbols or general principles expressed in abstract symbols: (Coleman 1976:58) One theorist 
thought the adults' lack of a consciousness of their 'learning actions' was apparently shown by their 
inabilit:y 'to specify objectives. target cognitive or pyschomotor s/cjlls at thi! olllset of their learning 
project. (Brookfel1d, 1983: 15; also Calder, 1989) This is seen by a .P.hilosopher in the following terms:· . . . 
tM acting sllhject belies himself (sic) only for oIners who interact wllh him .. .. TM acting sllhject cannot 
observe tM dlScrep�; or. if M observes it. M cannot understand it, becDllSe M both expresses and 
mislUlderstands hllflSeq in thIS discrepancy. His self-llfIderstanding mJlSt uep to whal is conscwllSly 
intended .... NonetMless, tM intmtioilal iJiscrepant ... is as much a part of iM sllhject's life ... as are 
sllhjectively intended meanings .. . . It also deceives itself abolll itself: (Habermas. 1978::2.18) 

223 Brookfeild, 1983:15. This view is confirmed b)' Adorno's (1966) thoughts on the negative dialectic. That is, 
that the negations (questions) may never 'end as long as one seeks the possibilities of knowledge 

224 Peters and Brookfeild, 1983:15 
225 cf. Fay, 1975: 1 1 .  See also, Habermas, 1978:18 and Horkheirner, 1986:202: TM power 0/ heahhy Iuunan 

IUlderstanding. or commonsense • . . .  is in large measure produced by an activity thai is Itself determined by 
tM very ideas which Mlp the individlUll recognise thal world and to grasp it conceptlUllly'. 

226 See, for example, Little 1979:8 
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some adult learners' suspicions of those teacher selections,227 knowledge-as-content is seldom seen 

as contentious by potential knowers if they decide that it fits their needs.228 In fact, no investigatory 

'negative' exists, between the views of students and the views of teachers. 

Instead of contextualising a (nonexistent) 'negative', this 'positive' should be reflected in the choice 

of a knowledge-content To use Comte's own words, one should choose a topic about which 

'everyone knows', one which is common to both everyday and planned sites of study and is thus (I 
claim) relatively 'unproblematic'. In this way, knowledge-as-content (being an unproblematic 

'positive') would be juxtaposed against knowledge-action (as a problematic 'negative') - an Identity 

in opposition to a non-Identity. Sincere knowledge-as-content is 'unproblematic', it is less likely to 

be negated (discarded or ignored) by students, unless for such epistemologically-based reasons as a 

questioning of the truth factors - and it just happens that it is upon these very matters of knowledge

constitutivity, that this study is concentrated. In other worns, exaggerating and examining the 

relation between 'positives' and 'negatives' effects the separation, and thus creates the place to 

investigate, knowledge-as-action. 

Given these conditions for investigatory selection, and combining it with the considerations of 

common-sense versus academic-sense. the least problematic knowledge-as-content would lie in 

social-science, where the adult has chosen a topic because it 'fitted' their needs. Here, the 'academic 

sense' of social science is centred around the 'scientification' (the development of a form of rigour) 

of 'common-sense' life knowledge. How it is done, rather than what it says, is most likely to be 

problematic to the adult student It is argued that in this context, the process of knowledge is 

challenged more than the content is challenged. What is actually differentiated is the difference 

between common-sense understandings of social science subjects and academic-sense of the same 

material. 

2. mlO is tfu adult !earner? 

Confirming the problematic of 'What do adults learn', is the 'known' personal identity of the adult 

leamer, since it too is exaggerated most between a self-educator's private passion for knowledge 

and the mariced anxiety of adults who are becoming involved in public education.229 At the essence 

2T1 Beach, 1974; Gibbs, 1980; Peters, 1971 .  Older adults negate what they regard as 'trivia', but have high levels 
of recall of 'meaningful' knowledge. The adults' ac<:eptance and rejection of knowledg�_-offered are 
manifestations of ilieir personal control over knowledge. (Meyer. 1980) Gendered differences in knowledge 
preference would be an example of this. It has been

ac
s:ted (Spender. 1980) that women use their past 

experiences to invalidate the patriarchal biases in ·c literature. However. the �al power that 
mature adults exercise over ilie selection of knowledge is hardly surprising since 'everyday' adult's must cope 
with (i.e. come to knowledge of the complexities of) life changes Iild family issues. (Aslanian and Brickell. 
1980) 

221 Glynn. 1980 
229 Any adult had an almost 80% chance of being currently initiated in some leamin� task, somewhere. (Aslanian 

arid Brickell. 1980; Brookfeild. 1981, 1982; Coolican, 1974; Johnstone and Rivera, 1 965; Penland. 1979; 
Tough. 1967. 1968. 1971 .  1978) though onl)' a 30% possibility of being enrolled in an educational 
institution to learn about il(Aslanian Ind Bnckell, 1980) The 'self-directed' adult (who learned informally) 
was little effected in their current learning by the success or failure of their previQ.us schooling (Sprinthall. 
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of the problematic though. is the need to relate the Identity of the adult learner to knowledge

constitutive activity rather than to affective responses, personality or other demographically-related 

features. 

On the one hand, the 'autonomous' self-educator is claimed to be learning in a 'social and 

intellectual vacuum',DO yet I argue that the possibilities of complete autonomy would be negated by 

the knowledge-constitutive mediations of the authors they read, for instance, or the memories they 

recalled and the histories by which they were influenced. On the other hand, teacher-theorists 

identify the adult entering university by their 'need' to be taught a public way of knowing (in as 

much as the 'student' shows a fear of the unknown231) yet, in other literature, the 'successful' 

university student has long been identified by their 'introverted' unsociableness - in other words, by 

their lack of a dependence on social relations as a means to acquiring a public epistemology.232 What 
is known is that there are contradictions in beliefs about the need for social relations. What remains 

unknown is the knowledge-constitutive aspect of this problematic. Realising the negative of a 

negative would require relating the notion of knowledge-constitutivity to different conditions of 

publicity within social relations. 

Public acceptance of knowledge-constitutive action could be exaggerated by juxtaposing a private 

epistemology (people being in independent control of life knowledge) with a public epistemology 

1979). being unlikely to consider themselves 'failures' for having left highschool e8!!Y (Willis. 1977). 
Indeed. they displayed none of the usual learning �blems and in fact. 'thi /cinds of diglCultin a r�Se4Tc�r 
mighl label as 'prdbl�ms' w�r� r�garded as �joyQbl� chall�ngu or intuuting div�rsUHIS by t� indep�ndent 
karnes t��lvu: (Brookfeild. 1982:29) TIUs 'everyday' adult learner showed an interest in both growth 
and chan� (Duncan and Ughetto, 1980; Kahnweiler and Johnson. 1980) and often possessed a passion for 
learning (Hrookfeild. 1982). This was not the case. however. within formal education. Fear or anxiety 
characterised the al?Pfoach of many adults when they re-entered formalised educational settings. They siml?ly 
'fell lost in a sea oJ youth'.(Evans. 1978) 'One of t� most strilcing f�atlUu of adult students I is] t�11' anxiety 
thai they mighl b� inalcing t��lvu look foolish, or that they mtZI lH! uposing t�ms�lvu to faillU� ... It 
seems to apply righl across t� rang� of adilll stud�nts: (Rogers. 1977:33) 

230 M iller. 1964; Strong. 1977; Moore ,1980 
231 University counselors' thought the anxieties of enrolling students resulted from v�g rates and intensity of 

previous life experiences, adult personality or social class. (Aavell. 1981)  Workin�-class life expetjence 
was shown to be related to hilther results in social science degrees. (Himmelweit and-Summerfield 1951 .  
Maclay 1968. Smithers and Ifantock 1970) md under-representation among failures. (Entwistle and 
Entwistle 1970: 147) Those most likely to fail at univefSlty were young immature students. (Entwistle and 
Wilson. 1977; Sexton 1965) or those who had university-educated parents, or those who hid attended a 
(British) p-ublic school and had professional-worker parents. (Entwistle and Hounsell. 1977; Malleson. 
1 959) At fust glance these findings appeared strange for one mi�ht have expected that such people were 
more closely 'socialised' to life in higher education. 'Adjustment must have meant more than the simple 
social relation implied in those findings. especially as few adult learners saw themselves as needing 
counseling services. Indeed, counselling services were criticised by students for irrelevance and 
inappropnateness. (Gibbs, 1980, Kerr. 1980. Veres. 1979) The reasons that adult students gave for their 
feelmgs of anxiety included feelings of inadequacy and unfamiliarity with the environment (Knox. 1980). 
outdated skills, anxiety about study methods. a lack of �ducational counselling (Kniltht and McDonald. 
1982). or concerns WIth the intellectual and temporal demands placed on them by tfie institution. 
(Brookfeild. 1982) To overcome the anxiety. younger adults (18 to 23 years) in university were more likely 
to gain confidence from affiliation and instructor su�rt, but older women (34 to 43 years) seemed to gain 
confidence from feelings of autonomy. (Gerster. 1980) 

232 The desire for autonomy (or immediated social relations) was reflected not only by older adults entering 
university but also in the Identity of the younger adult who became a 'superior' university student. They were 
likely to be a worrier who engaged in lone-type hobbies as a child. (Jones. 1955) who was a �sive. 
persevering teenager. (Meyer. 1972) with a stable disposition (Lavin. 1967) but who was socially 
mtroverted (EntwIStle and Entwistle. 1970; Entwistle and Wilson. 1977; Fumeaux. 1962; Kelvin et a1.. 
1965; Lavin. 1967). In fact. introverts had a better chance of being IlC£CPted into academic studies (Cattell 
and Warburton. 1961;  Child. 1969) they did better in examinations, (Bendig, 1960, Fumeaux, 1962.. Kelvin. 
Lucas and Ojha. 1965) and they were under-represented in dropouts.(Wankowski. 1968) But questions of 
social-consti�tivity arise. for these people did not appear to need other people in order to accomplish their 
formal learrung. 
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(where, to some extent, one is dependent on others' planning of the Imowledge-content). If a 

context were chosen in which adults had, for example, no institutional education in the last ten years 

but were enrolling for study again, then the habit-fonning years of independent private ways of 

knowing would presumably come under some challenge. 

Indeed, the alienation of this relation between private and public epistemologies could be magnified 

even more by selecting a sample group of 'common-sense' adults who had been 'undereducated' 

(having little or no post-secondary education), and who were about to acquire a diSCiplined 

academic-sense (university educated). This would require redefming 'common-sense' by adding a 

'lack of post-secondary education' to any other descriptors. Then, knowledge-constitutive 

marginlisation for the developmelll (from an undereducated private independelll to a publicly

disciplined scholar) could be explored by seeking how, when, where and why the student chooses 

to depend on others for making publicly-acceptable, knowledge-constitutive decisions. Moreover, if 

possible, adults should be included in 'the sample group' if their last fonnal education was in 

highschool, and excluded if their post-school employment (such as teaching) has foregrounded the 

consciousness of a formalised epistemology, since their own 'everyday' knowledge-constitutive 

habits already may be mediated by such scholarly ideals. 

Synthesising infonnation on 'WHAT people learn' along with 'WHO they are', the study would 

now be sited in the problematic situation of changing ones knowledge-constitutive identity from 

being an undereducated independent learner whose habituated private epistemology was based in 

common-sense, to becoming a. disciplined scholar who may be dependent on the control of others' 

plannings in order to acquire the rigorous academic sense of this public epistemOlogy. In its 

realisation, developing a problematic context has so far been defined as the study of adults who had 

at least ten years of habituating self-educative ways of knowing. who had neither post-secondary 

education nor employment related to that field, who proposed to study in a university rather than 

any other tertiary setting, and who planned to study a social science subject which they themselves 

had chosen. This context reflected the inherent problematics of both 'Who' they were and 'What' 

they would study. 

'Affiliation' is perhaps the central interrogative-problematic in adult education literature, though it is 

seldom examined as 'mediation'. Indeed even the sociological notion of a social relation is 

frequently ignored, yet in the magnified exaggeration of this epistemic 'gap' is to be found the 

contradictory triad of relations between self-educating adults, academic 'teachers', and the authors 

of texts (whose influence is usually ignored). 
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Juxtaposing the polemic positions. it is shown that while most 'adult leammg' goes on alone in the 

everyday world,233 it is believed by teacher-theorists to be an inherently inferior activity that will 

invariably come to grief.234 But these beliefs are contradicted by the evidence that the adult who 

achieves 'significant learning' in a university also tends to follow an autonomous 'everyday ' 

epistemology, in that they take responsibility for their own learning. exercise their own subject 

choice and learn through their less successful attempts.235 In way of a doubled contrast, while 

everyday learning was seen as problematic by teacher-theorists, academic learning was seen as 

problematic by everyday adults. In university, the major affiliation issue for intending knowers 

concerned who was allowed to control me knowledge act236 as, contrary to the claims of 

academics,237 the affiliation that adults desired related to the need for 'teacher support of student 

autonomy',23& rather than to a need for 'teacher control'.2J9 

But thesefac� do little to clarify the actual nature of the relation between the self-educated and the 

academic teacher, other than to indicate that communication and consequently, mutual 

understanding appears minimal. In the unknown stale of this communicative relation, it is the Other, 

not the 'I' who is seen as the source of negativity as the freedom of personal epistemologies appears 

to be under challenge. It is not even clear whether the request for 'teacher support of student 

autonomy' relates to absolving the knowledge-constitutive or social-constitutive relation (of my 

curriculum diagram) or some other educational relation. Indeed, the situation is complex for even 

the fact that a relation might exist between readers and textbook authors is substantially ignored. 

No-one seems much concerned that authQrs, though 'unseen', may also impose influence through 

their epistemology, text and content. Whatever the nature of reader-author relations, a bridge of 

dependency seems planned by teachers, and a bridge of independency planned by intending 

knowers. It is the nature of the blaming and the ignoring in this triad of affiliative relations which 

233 See fooblote 229 
234 Rogers and Groombridge, 1976:58. Paradoxically, The tksirability oj inculcating intkl'endent learning slcilLs 

in learners is probably the most frequently cited purpose of eduCatwn·. (Brookfeild. 1983:2) For instance, 
• ... developing an {adult] stiUknt ,nto a truly iNlePeni1ent learner taJces years. Thill is why organised programs 
of instruction exist - to fill these years with letJining·. (Gagne 1975: 120) 

235 Beach, 1974; Entwistle and Hounsell. 1977; Powell, 1974. It was claimed that Continuing Education classes 
were 'less diffICult' than academic classes (Kerwin. 1980) because instructors made use of the students' 
previous experiences, related new knowledge to the students' cWTent life-situation, and offered personal 
encouragement (Ayers, 1979) For some educators, adherence to the Frierian philosophy enhanCed the 
intersubJectivity of Icnowledge-constitutive relations by concentrating on dialogic rather than 'banlcing' 
strategies. (E.!. . • Vella, 1979; Paulo Friere 1972) Other writers have expressed a need for 'lilcemindedness' 
or 'empathy' (Haer-Doyle, 1980) or reported that although many adult learners �ar to ex�ence a loss of 
self-image on re-entry to formal education, (Brooldeild, 1978; Johansson and ElCerwald. 1976; Willen, 
1981) this loss can be reversed by field experience courses (Levy, 1980) and teaching modes which allow 
students to make decisions. (Lipsett and Avakian, 1979) 

236 Moore, 1977:6, also Ayers, 1979' Gerster, 1980; Kerwin. 1980; Mohsenin, 1979; Lappia and Kirldand. 
1988. Baer-Doyle and Komdorfier, 1981 .  Students' said their 'learning problems' lay m excessive teacher
control as shown by staff ambivalence toward students (Collier, 1968), m teacher control of the processes of 
learning as well as the content (Smith, 1982), in instructor-insistence upon formal examinations or teacher
control through negation (withdrawal) of thea own labour. (Wright, 1982:46) 

237 Among the �blems academics saw as being overcome by teecha' control and planning were 'problems' due to 
the students' pragmatism or utility-value (Lamdin. 1979) psychological limitations (e.g., 'mental inertia') 
(Bligh, 1972), competition and self-doubt, (O'Rourke, 1984), the sheer volume of memorisation, (Collier. 
1968) or the lack oT family help for the fast-generation student.(Collier, 1968) 

23& e.g. Gerster, 1980, and Musgrove, 1959 
239 Ayers. 1979; Gerster, 1980 

.. 
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requires detailed investigation. 

To realise this contradictory situation in a research context requires making problematic the 

epistemological notion of 'relations' and the nature of the communication which maintains those 

relations in states of dependency or independency. If the mode of this communication between 

teacher, author and student was limited to print only, then the teacher, like the author, would be 

similarly distanced from the leamer.2AO This would to some extent alleviate concerns that it is the 

difference in modes of communication in this triad of relations which is at issue. Furthermore, the 

choice of print mode communication would also foreground the students' relation with authors, 

making it a visible problematic. FInally, in the objectivated 'permanent' state of print. the 

communication would also be accessible to investigatory scrutiny. Putting it all together, the 

research context is now being realised as the place where an 'undereducated' private self-educator 

studies public social science knowledge in a university by way of print only. 

In the tiny literature on 'WHERE adults learn', there is an irony between the assumptions of site by 

teachers and the intentions for success of learners. There are academics who believe that unless 

learning opportunities are offered within an institution, where learning is not left to chance and to 

'dubious' resources, then the learning is of lower quality and may not be learning at all.241 These 

staff presumably want to enhance knowledge-constitutive relations while the paradox is that some 

students, in their pursuit of 'success', choose on-campus as the place to enhance social

constitutivity, even to the point of neglecting the knowledge-constitutive resources provided.242 For 

a different set of students however, off-campus study is preferred because they believe it enhances 

than knowledge-constitutive relations with teachers.243 In other words, studying outside rather than 

inside the institution is more likely to provoke the very knowledge-constitutive intentions that 

academics believed only possible on-campus. Staff and students seem to be 'talking past' each 

other, each expecting the Other to seek the same educational relation as themselves as a means to 

240 In formal education, 'knowledge' is (usually) discursively objectified by being presented in a written format. 
The question of affUiation thus becomes 'With whom' does the adult primarily attempt to share a knowledge
consututive relation - the teacher or the author of their readings? And does the student form different 
relations with the primary author to those of relations with secondary authors or translators? 

241 Apps, 1976:6. It was believed that learning in the everyday world 'is dominaled by cNmce el�nls' in which 
adults are more likely to choose accessible resources than to choose those resources which may be 'but' or 
'more true'. (Spear and Mocker, 1984:9) This 1earninf' may be 'harmful' (Dickson, (1979:4) or socially or 
philosophically 'dllbioMS'(Little, 1979:8, Verner, 197 ) e�all'y in terms of being 'so genl!ral as to be of 
liltle or flO value .. : (Lawson. 1979:30). It is asserted that only m an 'hospitable' environment such as 
formalised education can the qualitative �ssibilities of the knowledge-act be enhanced (Azzaretto, 1984; 
Hiemstra. 1976; Knowles, 1980; Knox, 1980 and Vosko, 1984) for therein guidance is provided when teachers 
'enginl!t!T' (Brookfeild. 1983: 13) situations of learning. 

242 When they wish to enhance group participation and camaraderie in university, potential knowers prefer 
semicircular seating patterns, and when the)' wish to enhance their social relations with their teachers, high 
achievers initiate entry into the lecturer's office or sit in the front seats of lecture theatres. (Vosko, 1984) 
The allusion to resource need and use is contradicted by studies which found that resources such as educational 
brokering services (Gross, 1979) or the library (Zehner, 1979) were not used once the student was emolled 

243 Brookfeild. 1980, found that distance education does not necessarily &!ant cognitive independence to the 
intending knower. For instance, while isolated students who requested audio learning � in their distance 
education packages appreciated 'a personm to/lCh', they wanted the taped discussion to stimulate thinking 
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academic achievement. when in fact they may not. In this misreading of each Others intentions and 

assumptions, 'where adults learn' is a problematic relation martred by the nature and the extent to 

which place is used as a means for detennining the locus of educational control in an effort to 

succeed. 2M 

Within this contradictory relation of 'the control to the means of success', the 'unknown' is the 

interaction between knowledge-constitutive and social-constitutive intentions. 'Therefore each of 

these 'intentions' needs to be objectified for the group who claims it as the purpose for studying 

on-campus. lbat is, the knowledge-constitutive intention which teachers claim as the purpose, 

should be distanced from the teachers, while the social-constitutive intention which learners claim as 

a purpose, should be distanced from the on-campus siting (of learners). Inverting these ideas very 

briefly, to subjectify the knowledge-constitutive relation for students, would be to have the 

knowledge-content always available, in the home. To further objectify the teacher-student social 

relation (which has already been objectivated once by requiring a print mode of communication) 

would require temporal and geographic distancing (such as mailed study at a distance) since then the 

social-constitutive intention is mediated by time and space as well as by symbol. (This decision 

partially confinns an earlier choice, but is clarified to the extent that 'distance education' can neither 

simply be equated with face-to-face study in an off-campus setting, nor with telephone 

conferencing, or television or video education.) This context analysis would now site this 

investigation in home-based, print-mode, mailed, study at a distance. In the search for a problematic 

context, the investigation will now centre on the undereducated everyday adult who studies the 

social science knowledge they want to know, when it is mailed to their home. 

5. mlT,!}.[ ao tufu{ts Learn? 
Time is feature that is often taken for granted in the act of 'coming to know', yet it may possess a 

significant influence in the short tenn as well as in history. Briefly, this problem arises from a 

methodological mediation of the beliefs of two groups of people. On the one hand there are 

academics who argue that everyday adults need 'time for change' so that they can be fonnally taught 

'how to learn'.lAS On the other side is the argument that learning is already a lifelong affair, a history 

of a person's move toward maturity.2A6 However, whichever timeframe is believed to be the period 

about the knowledge-sought rather than engage them in informal 'chit-chat'. (Lappia and Kirkland, 1988) 
They requested a mowleage-constitutive rather than a social-constitutive relation with their teacher(s) 

244 Taylor, 1984:254 
24S For those who espouse this direction. the ultimate aim of education should, it is claimed, be " 0  shift to tM 

individual, tM D",ditn of p",s"ing�his own educQlion'. (Gardner, 1963:12) See also Azzaretto, 1984, 
Dickson. 1979, Hiemstra, 1976, Knowl«;.S] 1980, Knox, 1980, Lawson, 1979, Little, 1979, Spear and 
Mocker, 1984, Verner. 1971, Vosko, 19M. Problems seem to arise from instructors' who fmd change so 
threatening that they deny its existence, (Hoare. 1984:18) who siml'ly fail to believe a change in learning 
styles could happen. (Frank Musgrove. 1959) or who encounter adults claiming irrelevance or triviality of 
the material the mstructors offer. (Glynn. 1980) The academics' claims of perceived problematicity (in 
having to cope with adults' ev�day learning strategies) has been frequentfy used as a basis for fomung 
different adffiissions policies. (Houcoulavas. 1980) 

246 eg.).ovell, 1980:10 'Lifelong' is a term used to describe WHEN adults' learn. (Boucouvalas, 1979; Lasker & 
Moore, 1980) for 'in a sense the whole of life is an edUCQlional experience, even for tM inedl'Cable'.(Hall, ... 
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of habituating personal leaming strategies, its corollary is that time also supports habits of 

forgetting. During investigation, adults can recall social incidents surrounding the knowledge-act far 

easier than they can recall knowledge-constitutive details, except at times when the knowledge-act 

has been stimulated by a 'trigger event' (which might range from the relative simplicity of a 

mechanical breakdown of a car to the complexity of bereavement or divorce). 'JA7 Then, when such 

an event challenges the very core of one's knowledge base, the adult becomes conscious of their 

attempts to either change or conserve the personal strategies for coming to know. When this 

happens, when knowledge-constitutive activity is challenged by traumatic incident, then in the 

movement from potential knower to intending knower, the person's response finds its foundation 

in the long previous period of habituating a personal epistemology. In their consciousness that their 

habituated strategies now seem problematic, they seek new ways to come to know, though it may 

not be long before they again background (forget or take for granted) these knowledge-constitutive 

tensions.248 

Although on reflection this may seem to be a somewhat self-evident explanation of something we 

take for granted in life, what remains unknown, and needs to be questioned is whether the earlier 

claimed need 'to be taught to learn' is, in fact, simply a reflection of the time needed to change 

epistemological habits which are under stress. The problematic which is indicated here seems to lie 

in the relation between lifelong change (habit) and triggered change. 'Habit' and 'change' are thus 

the two elements of time in need of investigation. To actualise these temporal conceptions in a single 

context requires selecting a common 'trigger' point for all of the 'sample group'. Such a time is the 

moment of 'reentry' to formal education, when students change from common-sense to academic

sense. At this time, one group (the teachers) is 'triggered' by what they see as the need to mediate 

the others' ways of knowing, while the second group are similarly 'triggered', but by their anxiety 

about the institutions' (knowledge-constitutive) expectations. Each group thus Identifies an 

1970:186) It has been found. (rough. 1978) that almost 90% of all adults conduct up to five major learning 
projects in a year confuming a general �tance of continuing change and lifelong learning, (Lasker & 
Moore. 1980; Simpson, 1980) Lifelong learning strategies may be related to such teml'Qral factors as 
previous life-experiences (Aavell. et al.. 1981) and persistence. (Eaton & West. 1980) Ihrough coping with 
life experiences. adults control their own knowledge-act. (Meyer. 1980) 

247 A 'lrigg�g event' stimulates the need to know something new. The evUII occasioning learning may hav� 
be�n accidental ... bill the le4nUng whicla arises 0111 of this chong�d circumstonc� is rooted in the OIllllt's 
wir� to tJdjlLSt to a new sillUltion'. (Brookfeild. 198:3:17) i4t t1le beginning tMre is the exper�nce of 
sll/f�ring aN:I wperiJIion and the interut in ov�rcoming this bllrdmsolM cOndition'. ��:

s
bermas. 1978:234) 

Trus 'tngger' penOd. when adults initially struggle to ch811enge or accept a change of i • is thought to be 
high)y problematic. (Hoare, 1984: 18; also Tomer, 1970) especially when relate<l to times of crisis 
resoluuon. (Aslanian &: Brickell. 1980; Gould, 1979; Greer. 1980; Kahnweiler & Johnson, 1980; Spear 
and Mocker. 1984. Tough, 1978) 'Triggering' events cause not only a change in the adult's life-knowledge, 
but the new and Wlplanned siruation provideS the resources to pursue further change. (Spear &: Mocker, 1984) 

248 In one of the pilot srudies for this thesis it was foWld that, when interviewed, graduates kept referring back to 
the time when they fast entered university as an WlderDaduate. for then they claimed they were 'really 
cOflSciolU' of coming to know. (cf Habeimas. 1978: 1�) However. they possessed awareness most of all. of 
the social 'moments' of that earlier study period. 'Time' had mediated ma erased their consciousness of the 
knowledge-constitutive �ts of change as they recalled socially-stressful events. For instance. a partner 
screaming throulh clenched teeth that their shirt was not laWldered while the second partner finished" an 
assigJ!Jllent may have been I stressful �od in the social relations of knowing but is now recalled as a 
knowledge-constitutive influence (which it may or may not have been in fact). yet being UJlIble to locate 
supplementary texts in the local Public Library might not have been particularly stressfUl then, and may be 
forgotten now. yet it had a major effect on the knOwledge-constitutive 'quality' of the student's learning. 
(source: 'Judy') .. 
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unknown, a 'negative' which may or may not have a knowledge-constitutive basis in fact 

As a consequence of basing these problems of habit and change in the nigger period of reentry, 

there is a need in this investigation to examine both the prior and progressing 'times' on either side 

of this historical 'moment'; first, to understand the basis of fonning knowledge-constitutive habits 

in the adults' educational historys and second, the time embraced by the beginning and end of this 
'reentry' period of change. This decision is realised by investigating the challenges of change both 

from childhood to adulthood and the beginning of an academic year to the 'end', seeking in both 

periods of time, the reasoned connections between their 'habit' and their 'changes'. 249 Time, 

however requires both broad and detailed consideration to overcome the forgettiogs which follow 

periods of change, interviews should take place 'as and when' activity occurs but the knowledge

action has 'not yet' become habituated. This decision will be realised by interviewing the intending 

knowers at the time of submission of assignments, and again at the time of the final examination, 

searching the nature of the challenges and their changes or conservatism of epistemological habit 

'Habit', 'history' and 'change' become the elements of time which, when synthesised with other 

interrogative decisions now fonned a problematic context which could be described simply as 

home-based adult students having their educational history challenged by, and being examined 

upon, the scientification of 'first year' social science knowledge at university, by correspondence. 

6. 1J¥Jl1' ao atfults {earn? 

In an extensive scientific literature, the reasons 'Why adults learn' are seen in tenns of why they 

enrol and participate (i.e. motives) rather than in tenns of why they choose particular strategies of 

knowledge-action (Le. intentional action) and this issue arises from within its own philosophy. 

Historically, the endless replication studies2SO have adhered closely to the Comtean principle of 

Identifying only 'the positives' of 'what is obvious' (the appearance of motivations)2SI ,  although 

latterly this focus altered slightly, to seeking the basis of 'the negatives' of 'what is obvious' 

(deterrents to fonnal study2S2). Yet in spite of Comte's claims, there is little these 'facts' offer 

toward predicting rules for the future conduct of educational practices for adults. Findings are 

presented as overly-simplified typologies, piecemealed in the extreme and uncritically analysed. 

Indeed, given the deductive nature of most of the studies, the prefonned categorisations may not 

249 This was less intrusive that it sounds. for the research subjects were more the willin,K to express how they felt 
about what they had chosen to do. and why. often for over two hours or more. In effect, diey said they were 
'glad to get it off their chest', (Val) or 'to have a chance to talk abollt it so SDmI!ON! who knew whal they were 
trying to accomplish'. (Alan) 

250 A complaint voiced by Knowles. 1979. Eaton. 1979, and Driver and Parer. 1981 .  among others 
251 e.g. Rogers. 1977 
252 e.g. Scanlan and Darkenwald, 1984 
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even reflect the actual reasons for the enrolment of the intending knowers themselves.253 

It is 'known' is that both formally-educated and self-educated adults are far more often motivated 

into educational practices for knowledge-constitutive reasons (increasing one's knowledge or 

broadening one's interests) than for social reasons (making friends or careerism) Ironically, not 

only are social reasons more likely to deter adults from study 2S4 but also social deterrents are now 

thought not to be 'educationally' influential.2Ss What clearly remains unknown is the relation 

between social reasons and knowledge-constitutive intentions. 

There are two elements to this ignorance and a prior requirement to their study. TIle prior 

requirement is to choose voluntary commitment as the only necessary motive for enrolment, for 

then there might be some assurance that the adult is a deliberately intending knower with some 

freedom of will and influence in decision making. (Including only voluntary enrollees in this 

investigation would partly confirm the voluntarism inherent in the earlier decision - that potential 

knowers choose an area of study that 'fits their needs'.) 

The two elements involved in the ignoranee (of why and how social reasons deter knowledge

constitutive practices) are that previous research has focussed on collecting/acts rather than 

253 Grigsby. 1980 
2S4 There are a variety of reasons why adults choose to learn outside of institutions. (Grigsby. 1980; Tough, 1979) 

The decision to self-educate is often self-initiated, Jl!o-active;(Tough, 1979) not limited by a..&e,(Gngsby. 
1980) and can be triggered by the need to coJ'C witli life changes. (Aslanian and Brickell. 1'98u) or be 
stimulated by parents. spouse or �s. (Brookfield, 1981. 1982) Learning may be engaged in solely for its 
practical ap"p-lication, (Pernand, 1977 and Tough, 1978) though researchers' have found (Brookfeild, 1980; 
Gibbons. 1980; Gross. 1973) in many adults a 'ptrtnmal impidst' of intrinsic curiosity; a need to study 
either 'for the souls sau' (Gross. 1982:2) or to test one's Intellectual possibilities. (Csikszentmihalrl. 
1982) lndeed, it has been speculated that there are 'lumdrtds of thousanils' of such learners for whom .. the 
passIon for Icnowkdgt is tlieir j!!], bllt not their job. The?r art ilrJpelkd I?Y. clUiosity, concern or. c�ulsion, 
bllt not by academic careerism. llley also have one hell 0 a good time .. : (Gross, 1982:5) One study (Harris 
and Willi� 1975) found that � far most students fe t the main benefit of self education was increased 
knowledge (84.7%) and a broadeninS of one's interests (52.8%). Social reasons were second� and 
vocationil reasons a poor last (4.9%1. The adult who enjoys the 'uhilaration' (Ziegler. 1979) of self
education may choose later to enrol m formalised study as an addition to their learning experiences. 
(Thompson, 1974) Indeed, they might even devote much of their later lives to universlty-fevel study because 
It affords them an extended involvement in creativity, abstract thinking, perceptivity and intellectual 
analysis.(Gross. 1982:4) Motivation toward knowled.!e-a�uisition, as 'learning for Us own salu!', is the 
main motive for the enrolment � a wide a�-range of adults. (Beddowes, Harris and Williamson, 1975) 
including for retired persons, (Boshier and-Xiddell. 1978) and people over forty years of age. (Parkyn, 1973; 
Ralston, 1983) Those intending-knowers � to seek Icnowledge either for cultural enrichment (Lamdin, 
1979) or maybe to fulfil thwarted· desires. olf. 1983) Again, 'social stimulation', is next most often 
reported motive for engaging in learnin-,. is 'activiIJ.-motivation' (Houle, 1961) includes those adults who 
enrol more as a leisure time activity; (Carbone, 1982) for esca�srn, the seeking of friends. for community 
service. or for theJ'OY of social p8!tiClpation. (Boshier. 1971 ;  �oshier and Riddell, 1978; Carbone. 1982; 
Houle, 1961;  Lam in, 1979) The fmal grO�Of motivational factors is 'goal-orientation', (Houle, 1961) 
which is usually directed towards a career, Aslanian and Brickell, 1980; Carbone, 1982, Holmberg, 1980. 
Houle, 1961; Liundin, 1979) and may arise m comJ'Ctition in the labour market (Cross� 1979) or a mid-life 
career change. (futtle and Decker. 1980) Barriers which deter adults from engagement in Iormal education 
include a lack of information, inconvenient. scheduling, transportation problems and lack of confidence. 
(Cross. 1981) to which other studies added the cost, family restraints. work constraints. lack of a perceived 
quality in courses. doubts about the worth and need of study, and disengagement which included inertia, 
apathy and negative attitudes. (e.g. Scanlon and Darkenwald, 1984) These listings of factors related more to 
social than lmOwledge-constitutive relations. Davis. 1982, thousdtt physical disability was a causal barrier, 
in terms of the person's unassertiveness. lack of awareness, or die over-protectiveness of those caring for 
the disabled. 

25S 'Why adults participate in kaming activities is an !mi'ortant question, bllt the evUknce of a Illliversali!J of 
self-directed (everyday) karning among all populatwns suggests that motivation is not a probkm. INJied, 
it &s unckar, given tM nature oJ the orl�ins Of self-directedTearning, how adult educators might act � it in 
an-:t case.' (S� and Mocker, 1984:8) Simiw consUkrations ofvollUJlQrism have been made by KfIO'Ww, 
1979 and Brookfeild, 1983:29-33 .. 
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investigating relations, and that 'deterrents' or detenninants have been seen in social-constitutive 

rather than in knowledge-constitutive terms. Relating these two ideas together, the need is to move 

from the facts about social deterrents to understanding the detenninants of knowledge-constitutive 

relations. To understand the relation between social reasons for enrolment and knowledge

constitutive intentions, one could explore how epistemic practices occur in an isolated (virtual) 

'social vaccuum' - alone in the home, separated from other intending knowers (as well as from 

teachers); in a place where any attempts to create or avoid social influence will be objectified and 

thus made available to critical analysis. This decision can be realised by choosing a sample group of 

rural-based intending knowers who are separated from one another, and in choosing people who 

are enrolled in different social science courses, and thus who present different knowledge

constitutive or social-constitutive needs. In all, the question of 'why people learn' is now actualised 

by choosing adults whose voluntary intentions allow the influences of social relations on 

knowledge-constitutivity (and vice versa) to be investigated. In epistemic tenns, the research now 

examines influential relations rather than isolated/acts. 

Syntliesis: tIie formation of a pro6Cematic site 

Methodologically, the reading of previous studies had Identified negative conceptions in each 

separate intenugative context. and follOwing argument about their realisation, a unity of those 

decisions was fonned. Contextualism was thus an act of prior argument and synthesis.2S6 This 

prefonned site will now inclusively reflect a broad knowledge-constitutive problematic (or 'negative 

Identity'). The situation will reflect the challenges of moving from commonsense to academic sense 

within its 'frozen' but chosen social milieu. The place is a unified, but not-yet-understood 'whole' 

in as much as when one question simply led to another, a coherence developed from the use of the 

Standard Intenugatives. 

It is this synthesis of negative factors which fonns the context wherein to stUdy the potential for 

marginalisation of adults ways of knowing. The development of this context has been based upon 

the epistemological concern to create an environment which is 'naturally' problematic rather than 

either contrived, or taken for granted as reflecting the correct answers, to the research topic. The 

world of a negative context is alienating by nature, and therein lies the possibility of epistemological 

challenge and change, and thus an indication of both what was and what will be (or can be) in tenns 

of adults ways of coming to know. Based in the foundations of Adorno's Negative Dialectic, the 

fonnation of this context to some extent overcomes my major methodological concern about 

investigatory mediatioll I wanted the context to present its own issues so that in its askings, those 

questions were more authentic than if I had created them from my own, and singular, point of view. 

256 The study is established on the basis that 'every individual idenJity has meaning and significance only in 
relalion to the totality', (Marcuse. 1977) 

.. 
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The site of study would now present its own topics, its own variations and its own intensities, in 

the genuine way of a materialist detennination, allowing its problematics to be differently perceived 

by adults according to their equally-different ways of knowing. 

Critical contextualism, as the deliberate search for a negative Identity, had located a site of study 

where the knowledge-act would .be challenging and thus the possibility of knowledge -constitutive 

marginalisation was imminent As a result of the contextual synthesis. it would seem that the least 

'known' and maybe the most problematic of all sites in which to be 'learning', was to be distance

educated by correspondence during the first-year at university after a number of years absent from 

formal education. Added to this, it would prove beneficial, for research purposes, if the student 

were studying social science courses. Being only epistemologically-contrived, the actual site of the 

investigation would be as 'natural' in its realisation as possible and as 'universally-inclusive' of 

problematic knowledge-relations as the use of the standard interrogatives allowed. 

However, while each of these interrogative seaIChes has highlighted particular problematics arising 

from within the literature (the idealist world of what is formally known), it is acknowledged and 

expected that in the practical complexity of the daily world, that which has currently seemed as 

problematic, in fact, may be simply a facade for entirely different issues. With the synthesis of 

many interrogative 1acts' into a single site, new epistemic relations are formed and thus the 

forcefield of different or similar issues might arise, fulfilling the research aim of finding a breadth of 

view; an inclusive vision of what it means to come to know. 

Epistemologically, the questioning of questions had accomplished Adomo's suggestion to use 

whatever form of critique (dialectical negation) was appropriate for the task at hand. Thus the 

combination of these searches reflects the need to find 'unknowns' in such relations as between 

positives and negatives (knowledge-content and knowledge-action); between contradictory 

negatives (autonomy· or dependency), contrarities (private and public epistemologies) and double 

positives (historical change and triggered change of habits); and in both an epistemological negative 

('facts' rather than 'relations') and a negated epistemology (studying social-constitutivity to the 

exclusion of knowledge-constitutivity). Asking what? where? why? when? who? and with whom? 

offers a far broader epistemological scope than might have been imagined by the simplicity and 

taken for grantedness of the appearance of the standard interrogatives. When combined with the 

intentions of Adorno's negative dialectic, it would now seem that a research question of some 

import has materialised. 

Critical contextualism, as the act of questing questions and siting the negatives, has now clarified 

the research task in both a conceptual and a realised form. In the theoretically-abstract, or conceptual 

form this investigation would now ask: 

... 
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'J1..fiat would tIie current liistory of c/iongt footfikJ flllitn tIie fulDitruud 'onme.ss 'of peopfu prioau 
tpistemolo8!JS are dUJllengd 6y tIit �tatitms of �t-c.onstitutirJt rigour in a pu6£ic epistemology, 

so tliat witliin tIie stresses of tIit situation, a conscious tfiffmntiation of �e-as-coftttnt from 
fcrww£dge·as·action results? In tIiis prouss of cliangt, to wliat qtent miglit 60tli 0tU.'s ufuuuionlJ( 

liistory, ani one's present focus of control in tIie socia! rdatitms tIit atfult sttufmts sfwretf witli e4UUltorS, 
injfu.enu tIie tfeperukncy or frwImn of tIitir �e·constitutWe practices? 

In this fonn, it is the researcher rather than the researched who is conscientised toward the aspects 

of education which have until row have appeared problematic but obscure. Perhaps it is in this 

conscientisation of the researcher's mind-set, and in the materialisation of the site of problematic 

knowledge-action, that the real strengths of a prior contextualism lay.2S7 In tum this conceptual site 

possessed both a realisable fonn and a refined researchable 'topic': 

!Jfow miglit rura£·6asetf, urukretfucatetf, atfults wrw possesSe4 a fulDituatetf, private, ani 'common·sensicm 
epistemology (6ut wfw are not tmp{qyd in an etfucationaf roul, vofuntarily cope witli tIit fwme·6asd 

'reentry' perlatf of transition to university, stutfyine 6y maiktf comspontknce e4ucation, wfiik '£eorni7f.lJ' 

tlit rigorous ani tfiscipUtwl 'acatkmic·stnst' of socia! science fcrww{u{ge? 

Conclusion 

Epistemological exploration of different views of social theory showed that the core of 

distinctiveness between different paradigmatic positions lay more in the theorist's use or negation of 

'the negatives' than in different claims to truth, objectivity or whatever values might be given to the 

knowledge so fonned. TIle different uses of 'the negatives' could be assigned positions on a 

continuum. Comte's Identificatory positivism created the most limited and exclusive method for 

fonnalising social knowledge, while Adorno's Negative Dialectic produced the most inclusive. 

Moreover, Adorno's epistemological intention (to use whatever form of negation was necessary for 

the task at hand), allowed a flexibility of critique into the examination of methodology itself. 

Within the purposive seeking of potentiality and possibility, I had engaged in critical contextualism 

rather than a standard literature review, and this had enabled me to locate a site of study which was 

'known' to be problematic. Critical contextual ism identified a quest in both conceptual and 

realisable fonns, reduced a broad and nebulous topic (adults ways of knowing) to a clear 

researchable task. 

The more mundane and mechanical methodological aspects of the study (as outlined above) are 

now described in the chapter which follows. 

257 The ideological dimension /U/UJlly comes to light Ins in its false jlUigpnents than in its ... its mlJllller of 
posing prOblems • ... and, above all, in what &I closes its eyes to: (Horkheimer, J 986:8) 
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

1bough decisions concerning methodology have already begun this chapter 
outlines the methodical details of the empirical study. Areas covered include 
ethics, procedures and analysis. 

It is the overarching epistemology rather than the technical details of a methodology, which 

eventually enable knowledge-constitutive freedoms. 1berefore, the method had actually begun with 

the genesis of the question (Ch.l),2SS the visualising of the social milieu of the curriculum and the 

knowledge-action sequence (Ch.2), followed by epistemological exploration and critical 

contextualism (Ch.3). Since it seemed that no-one knew how adults knew (Ch.2), a critical method 

was needed to overcome the positivist dilemmas of objectivist exclusion and positivity. This was 

seen as being necessary, since locating the irrational conceptual elements of knowledge-constitutive 

marginalisation and proposing ways to achieve knowledge-constitutive freedoms, could provide a 

catalytic moment for overcoming oppressive educational practices.2S9 First of all, since positive 

Identification of the knowledge-act was obscure, and concerns for legitimation outweighed the 

search for meanings, this study would instead investigate the negations of knowledge-action as if 

they were acts of potential educational marginalisation. This method aims toward inclusivity on the 

grounds that (a) the meanings ascribed to the realm of the negative are far broader and more 

complex (relational) than those allowed within positive and Identificatory limits, and (b) a critical 

study does not deny the inherent Identificatory aspect of the dialectic, whether that be positive or 

negative in form. Identifying different ways of knowing should now be possible, for when a 

habituated personal epistemology is challenged, it is subject to the requirements of its cognitive 

interest,260 and in the past these interests may have lain outside or beyond the means to Identify 

them positively. But while other issues still needed to be resolved,261 at least the location of a 

problematic-based research site (01.3), and its inherent empirical question had surfaced: 

:How miBli.t a ruraf·6asul, wukrulUCQtul, llIfuit wIio posse.ssei a fulDituatul, private, aruf 'common· 
sensical' epistemology (6ut wfw is not empfoyd in an ufUCQtionDl role), rJofuntarily copt witli. tIi.t fwme-

6asuf 'rem try , ptriot£ of transition to university, stzulying 6y maild com.sporuknce ufucation, wnue 
'£earning' tIi.t rigorous aruf aisciplind 'acaitmk-sense' of sociol science tnowfdae? 

While this was the practical question, the theoretical question remained one of seeking the 

parameters for emancipatory curricula: 

151 Historical predeterminations are indicated by a pagination in parentheses at the end of sentences. 
159 See also Fay. 1975:1 10 
260 cf Habennas. 1978:289 
261 I undertook pilot studies to check through epistemological/methodological problems before the major study . 

.. 
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%fiat 'UIOUl4 tfu current liistory of cfumge foot £iq. wfun tfu liD6itutUuf 'onenus 'of peopUs prioaU 
epistemofogys are cfuUkneuf 6y tfu �tations of a t1lO'Ulfdge-constitutiflt ""our in a ",wUc 

epistemology, sucli tliat tfu stresses of tfu situation result in tfu conscious tfiJfmntiation of faww{dge
as-content from t1lO'Ulfdge-as-action? In tliis prou.ss of cfumge, to wnat Q(ttnt mJelit 60tli one's 

etfucatitnull liistory, anti one's present focus of control in tfu social rtfations tfu atfult stwknts sliMetf 
witli ufucatorsl inJCu.en.u tfu tfeperukncy or frw£om of tfuir t1lO'Ulfdge-constitutiflt practicesi' 

The empirical study would merely highlight the materialist centtality of knowledge-action in 

curriculum questions. Through employing deductive methods. I would now seek "the subjective 

meanings of being capable of both knowing and yet not knowing', then limit the wealth of people's 

data collected to the analysis of the data of people who demonstrated maIginalised ways of 

knowing. First I would illustrate their previous educational background, then reflect on the current 

history they made as they fonned particular knowledge-constitutive relations between different 

types of knowledge during this investigation. As the theoretical fabric was being woven, 

'irrelevant' material would be discarded, hidden material foregrounded and hegemonic practices 

and beliefs briefly addressed. Finally I would propose a way to enable knowledge-constitutive 

freedom, by seeking the ways these same educational relations were taught by different teachers 

during the student's moves from commonsense to academic-sense. 

In this thesis. epistemological freedom (the freedom of coming to know) would be seen as the 

critical adoption and use of the given knowledge in the social milieu of everyday life situations. 

Educational relations which led away from enabling the student to use the given course knowledge 

in everyday life, would be seen as oppressive. whether or not such relations lead to educational 

success. Thus it was by investigating the epistemological implications of this research practice, that 

I had clarified and reconstructed a methodology which might overcome the inherent and exclusive 

limitations of positivism and conditioned reasoning. The technical details of the empirical study are 

now described. 

'Etnics, courtesies ana consents 

rrfu Institution 

In order to undertake higher education research of a substantive kind, the relations between the 

fonnalities of officialdom and individual rights to privacy required special consideration. Personal 

contact was made, discussions held and letters of fonnality sent. before pennission was granted by 

groups representing the various interests of the institution. Letters which similarly outlined the 

study were sent to each of these groups. They included the University Committee on Ethics 

involving human subjects; the University Committee on Extramural University Studies; the Deans 
of the Faculties of Social Sciences and Education; the Heads of Departments for the Centre for 

Extramural University Studies and Education and Sociology Departments. These letter(s) alerted 

staff to the fact that the research would focus upon epistemological matters pertaining to changes in 

the acquisition of knowledge rather than upon the substantive content of courses . 

... 
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Long discussions with the leaders of the four courses which would be involved were also 

fonnalised by letter. In these discussions the nature of literature on adults' learning was explained. 

In particular it was stressed that teacher mediation in educational relations was of core concern to 

the study because, even while adults volunteered to learn fonnally, they still wished to retain 

control of their own learning. Course leaders were verbally infonned that it appeared that adult 

students desired support yet were equally able to feel threatened when it was offered. Where the 

course leaders were concerned this matter (quite understandably) caused some tension. but 

following an in-house, pilot study on graduates' learning difficulties, the consent of these course 

lecturers was particularly encour;lging. (One even suggested the types of questions I might ask 

since he also had questions which perplexed him.) 

%t people 

The infonned consent of the sample group of students was sought by mail and a letter of 

appreciation was sent to those who volunteered to participate. As with the institutional letters, the 

original request for participation prewamed the student that the research would focus upon the 

acquisition of knowledge rather than its content; on 'the how' rather than 'the what'. The two 

letters mentioned, were then followed by an introductory meeting at the student's home. There I 

outlined the purpose of the study in tenns comprehensible to the individual people. In particular, I 

expressed that through initial indepth interviews and a later reflexive critique, the investigator 

would aim at finding 'the problems' of coming to know as the adult student tried to understand the 

nature of the challenges they felt . This brought up the problem of the one-sidedness of social 

science research, especially the fact that there was always one who sought to 'know more' and to 

'know better' than the 'Other' and of the other.262 Though all the people I spoke with still agreed to 

continue with the study, I nonetheless left with them a brief statement of intent so that they could 

reflect on their decision while alone or later, with their partner. This proved useful as one person 

withdrew from the study the next week, explaining that she was already nervous enough about 

studying 'without the hassle o/wondering what you are thinking too', 

One further group of persons who may have been effected in their study by the publicity 

surrounding the granting of a substantial research fund for this project. were the students for whom 

I was a teacher rather than a researcher. To clarify my status to them and allay possible fears of 

surveillance, an explanatory letter was sent to them prior to their first assignment 

%e metfwtfs of confoUntiality 

Several methods of confidentiality were employed. The courses were identified only by 

pseudonyms of Xl . X2. Y 1 and Y2, Since there was no time that the course content served as 

other than an illustration of an epistemological point. the identity of the disciplines of the courses 

262 See Horkheirner. 1972:132f ... 
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was not required (though its social science base is quite obvious) of the academic personnel. 
involved. Neither course leaders, nor other lecturers or course tutors were named in any 

discUssions and it was necessary for the students' themselves to raise staff-student issues before 

we discussed them. In fact, the only time that university staff appear in the findings is as the 

authors of academic texts to which a student referred. Tutors of students in the sample were aware 

only in a general way that they were evaluating students in courses that I was studying, and since 

they were my peers we made a prior informal agreement that we would not identify or discuss 

those students. Since the tutors and I were academic colleagues, we did however discuss general 

issues which arose in these courses. This was general 'teacher talk' and seldom bore any relation to 

the findings of this study except where broad issues such as the interpretation of an assignment 

question were concerned. 

Issues of confidentiality with the student sample group were responded to right from the beginning 

of the year when the sampling survey was undertaken. All students in the original population were 

provided with sampling codes which included one digit for the course number and two digits for 

the individual. (Since four surveys (with a different sample of two hundred people) were 

administered at the same time as the interviews throughout the year, this matter of coding was a 

major practical component of the methodology even though the surveys are not reported in this 

thesis). 

To counter attempts to identify respondents, the year of the empirical study is not mentioned 

anywhere. The quality of the data was rich, personal and extremely revealing, so issues of 

confidentiality in this regard were paramount. All that matters is that the students both studied and 

were studied for a full academic year in a New Zealand institution of higher education. 

Respondents whose quotations are used in the text are identified only by a letter and numeral. 

When the data was reduced to that of students who experienced marginalisation, typified groupings 

were formed, as these provided sensical parameters within which to analyse the radicalisation of 

shared meanings Moreover, given the political dimension of information which arose in the data, 

each of the three groups was named. Knowers were identified by the non-de-plume of Noah, and 

since (in fact) there were three of them they are labelled' NI. Nland N3. Noah did not 'win' in the 

university courses as far as final gradings were concerned, but in a pseudo-oral examination 

(during the pre-examination interview) she was the 'person' who knew the course content to the 

extent that it was applied and used regularly to inform her everyday life. Winners were the most 

successful of the students in institutional terms and are identified as Wyna 1 ,  W2, Wl. W4 and ws. 

Winner achieved ahead of all others in the course when the raw scores of the final examination 

were compared. Fmally, the iosers, most of whom left their university enrolment early in the year, 

are identified only as Luisa 1 . 1.2,  L3. lA. and 1.5. Luisa the loser, did not achieve much at all in terms of 

either socialisation to the institution (she never felt she 'belonged') or in terms of knowing the 

course content. Much less could she identify her own epistemology and knowledge-action. In the 
... 
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end the 'data' used in the findings of this thesis actually centres upon only thirteen students, 

although twenty persons were interviewed throughout the year. This in itself acts as another factor 

of anonymity. 

In the interests of anonymity, the quotations of the interviews are maintained at a minimal length 

and wherever it was appropriate, the material of which they spoke, such as the identity of their 

hometown, was codified thus leaving the reader unable to identify it Where quotations are 

attributed to the speaker, their personal identity (say, "Nt') is followed by the interview number. 

Where extra caution to protect identity was required, the Wyna, Luisa or Noah is identified only by 

the subtitle of 'x'. For instance, Wx.2 indicates material from the second interview of one of the 

Wyna's, unidentified. The interview number gives a partial indication of the time during the year 

when the interview took place. 

Proceaures 

1. Sampfinp 

The initial and primary concern of this study had been detennined in my history. What was the 

nature of the workings of different peoples' personal epistemologies? Given that the most revealing 

aspect of adults learning for the positivists seemed to be the possession of blonde hair or a 

brooding nature, how was one to get beyond such limitations? To prevent being personally 

prejudicial in the sampling process, I employed an element of objectivity to stop me from seeking 

people like myself (people who 1 would Wee to study') or alternatively, having them select 

themselves into the study. During one pilot study when several reentry students selected themselves 

to°be interviewed, it became most apparent that political self-interest was a definitive factor in 

studying263 and that 'the problems' they described of their learning may well have been 

censored.The problem was that the social-constitutive intentionality shown by their self-selection 

might also reflect one particular type of Icnowledge-constitutive practice when Icnowledge

constitutivity was a focus of the study. Self-selected students shared similar rather than different 

ways of knowing and they did not represent all socio-economic groUps.264 All students in the 

appropriate population required an equal chance of inclusion26S if I ever hoped to locate the nature 

of difference. The first decision of sampling (objectification) had taken place in the pilot studies. 

The second decision was effected by the prior contextualisation. 

263 Identity is rooted in a particular worldview. "What people do may not always be for the reasons they give. bur 
deeper underlling socio�olitical forces in society (oL which they '!'OJ be unaware) may mediaJe wlilJl they 
think and do. fay. 1975:21 Also Bernstein, 1976. Reason and Rowan. 1981 

264 The second pilot study had virtually consisted of students who attended a voluntary vacation course and while 
there self-selected themselves for interviews This did ·not seem unusual at the time. yet during and after the 
interviews they seemed to be of a similar personality. Those interviews were in m)' office aDd the students' 
answers (and questions) often related to status seeking (Oh! My children are such a hassle!.') After that I 
decided to use standardised sampling techniques and to interview students in their own homes. 

26S Weisman and Bowen, 1977 
. 
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Critical contextualism (in 01.3) had effectively identified the population group as students in their 

first-ever university year, studying social science course-content, by correspondence, from a 

distance. Furthennore, those students would be 30 years of age or older. But how did this 

population 'fit' into the larger population of University enrolments at that time? 

The full correspondence-educated population of this university in this particular year was greater 

than 10,000 students. Of these students, 63% were female, 59% were mamed and 0.5% studied 

full time course loads although the average course load of each student was only 1.8 papers. 22% 

of the > 1 0,000 distance-educated students were first year students and 52% were enrolled in social 

science subjects. The major age group represented was 25-29 years of age and 29% were enrolled 

as 'provisional admission'.266 By way of comparison, in the combined on- and off-campus 

population, 44% of students were women, 30% of all students studied part-time, and 33% were . 

'mature aged' (ie over 25 yrs of age). For the purposes of this project alone, there was an 

originally-enrolled population of 2059 students over the four courses. It was the already

detennined characteristics of the problematic site which would further refine the actual sample of 

people to be investigated. Stratified sub-sampling was about to begin. 

One decision already made concerned the course-knowledge itself. Given that the course 

knowledge to be studied by students was already defined as being based in social science, four 

lecturers of first year classes were approached. Having once obtained their pennission, I was given 

access to class rolls and thus began a stratified sub-sampling process to take account of a further 

predetennined parameter. 

In order to objectify the difference between academic sense and common sense, (so as to 'make the 

students' conscious of their knowledge-activity), the study would best be effected during the time 

when the adults' habituated self-educative practice was 'threatened' by the abstracted theoretical 

sense of the first year at university, when little (it seemed) could be taken for granted. Since second 

or third year students could also enrol in a level one paper, a stratified sub-sampling process 

eliminated from the 'population' (class lists), those students who were not in their very first year as 

university enrollees. '11>7 Since the data on year of enrolment was not available and because further 

details were required from each student, a sampling survey was constructed and sent to all students 

enrolled in those four courses. 

(a) Sampune SUTTJey 

The sampling survey stratified the course-enrolled populations into cluster groups. In particular, it 

266 Source: MU, the university newsletter. 
'11>7 The university itself defmed the 'fllst'�ear as the period until seven undergraduate papers or one third of an 

undergraduate degree were complete Ie ) - whether it was studied full time or a part tune. (Personal 
communication with the University egistrar (Academic» ... 
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separated out those students with an unmediated 'novitiate' status. for whom the self -education of 

the everyday world was their primary source of knowledge. Twenty questions were used. Q. l was 

simply related to identificatc:>ry coding. 

Question 2 asked for age grouping (seeking those over 30 years of age) and this question was the first 

act of establishing the possible length of time since their childhood education was complete. 

Questions 10. 15. 16  and 17 followed up on this topic. This questioning was necessary for I 

wished to study the effect of change on habituated everyday epistemologies. In order to establish 

that the student in the sample had habitually-subjectivated an infonnal everyday epistemology. 

answers to Q.2 were cross checked with answers to Q. lO (studied more than one tenn at 

university?) and Q.15 (Have you experienced any fonnal education as an adult?). (Ibis cross 

checking 'eliminated' 4 students.) Only students who had experienced at least ten years in a self

educative role were required for the sample group selection process. 

Questions 3. 4. 5 and 6 asked for occupation-related infonnation and the relation of their proposed 

university study to occupation. This was to exclude from the research sample those people who 

were concurrently working in a world which foregrounded a fonnalised or semi-fonnalised 

knowledge-act This would be an unnecessary confounding variable because such people may have 

(a) habituated an extemally-detennined epistemology and its justifications or (b) it might cause them 

to reflect in a way which did not demonstrate an authentic change from everyday to institutionalised 

epistemologies. After all. reflection was a central factor in the knowledge-act sequence in the 

research analysis itself. Furthennore. question 4 (is this course related to your employment?) could 

establish if voluntary commitment really did indicate self-selected rather than 'forcibly' Other

detennined knowledge-constitutive intentions and actions (P119). Thus the students own intentions 

could be seen as currently self-detennining factors (beliefs or ideology) in their knowledge-act 

(This group of questions removed 30 persons from the sample group selection process.) 

Questions 7 to 9 asked for infonnation on their family environment This served two functions. 

First. it alerted the researcher to considering at what time of the day. or day of the week. to 

undertake the interviews so that the social relations of the research act itself would not be 

compromised. for instance. by children arriving home from school in the middle of a discussion. 

Secondly. it alerted the researcher to the possibility of the student having to cope with the social

constitutive mediations of family members or peers during the act of coming to know. Q.8 (is there 

a possibility of change in the family this year?) was to exclude students whose knowledge

Constitutive focus was already sidetracked (or socially-mediated) to the extent that they were aware 

already of predetennined challenges to their university studies. 

Questions 10 to 14 asked for infonnation of previous university experience. Anyone who could 

provide an answer to Q. l 1  to Q. 14 was exempted from the case study sample (but kept within the 

survey samples not addressed in this thesis). Interestingly. Q. 1 3  (number of successfully 
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completed papers) was able to be answered by 2 students who in Q.IO had indicated they had never 

studied at university before. 

Questions 15 to 17 asked about the nature of any other fonnal education received as an adult By 

accident rather than intention, these students were not exempted from the random sample process 

which followed and indeed, the fact that they were included had an important bearing on the 

findings, since the koowledge-constitutive differences of typifications were marked by the nature of 

the fonner tertiary education experiences some of them had undertaken. (Students who had 

returned to secondary school as adults totalled 50 in the original population, and a further 137 

students had studied in polytechnics or similar institutions after leaving highschool.) 

Students who had previously been correspondence educated (Questions 18  and 19. N= 129) were 

excluded from the interview sample group on the grounds that they had prior lcnowledge of 

overcoming the difficulties inherent in the objectivation of lcnowledge. As such they might be 

thought of as being already-practising, 'autonomous learners'. 

Questions 20 and i 1 simply asked for the numbers of courses and the titles of the papers they were 

to study in this research year. Where I was able to choose between students studying one paper or 

more, I would choose those studying the least number so as to minimise 'social science fatigue' for 

the student. Funhennore, having this infonnation available would alert the researcher to possible 

mediations of concurrent enrolments. (Concurrent enrolment did, in fact, become a positive 

lcnowledge-constitutive factor in the findings.) 

(6) Participation raw 

Voluntary participation in the sampling survey was between 82 and 92 % (see Table 4.1). 

CQllBSE BOLL INEQRMA!IQN 
COURSE NOV I T I ATES PSEUDO- PSEUDO- PREVIOUS RETURNS CONFIRMED \ o f  

Xl 
X2 

Y1 
Y2 

NOVS PREVS UNI STUDY N- ENROLMENT RESPONSES 
8 5  3 6  5 8 1  2 0 7  2 2 6  91 . 5 9 \  

4 9 6 65 2 3  1 8 9  7 7 3  9 3 0  8 3 . 1 9 \  
2 1 9  7 4  7 2 1 3  5 1 3  5 8 9  87 . 0 9 \  

63 3 0  4 1 62 2 5 9  3 1 4  82 . 4 8\  

Table 4.1  
StratiJiuf su6-sampfing an.il response rate of tfu university course populations. 

Za 
'?{pvitiatts': Students who were completely new to university studies. Established from a 
combination of 10 number and their responses in the sampling survey. . 
'pseutfo-?ff,vs' : Students with a current-year 10 number but who indicated previous university 
learning to a specific question in the sampling survey. 
'Pseutfo-Prevs': Students with an 10 number of any previous year but who had failed to complete 
any university course during that particular year of enrolment. 
'Previow Uni saufy': Students whose ID indicated enrolment in any previous year and who 
indicated also that they had completed study at university previously_ 

'Con.firmd enrolments ': TIle number of students confinned on March 31  st of the current year .. 
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Participation rates may in fact have been higher since students were requested to return only one 

copy of the questionnaire (which had been included in their first posting of each course) yet 76 

project respondents submitted duplicate response sheets, obtainable only if they had been enrolled 

in, and received initial postings for, more than one course involved in the project Thus while their 

multiple enrolment still shows in the total course�nrolment figures but not in the aggregated 

'returns' number, the proportion of responses is underestimated. 

The 'population' figures were obtained by aggregation of all 'sampling survey' returns within each 

course and the response rate is measured against those numbers of confinned enrolments (as at 

March 31st). The data on the 'population' was sorted (stratified) in two ways: into specific courses 

being studied and within that, into groups of novitiate, experienced, pseudo-novitiate and pseudo

experienced sub-groups. 

(c) 1(p{uction of 'novitiate ' population to interview sample 

The Sampling Survey provided a nominal 'population' of 1752 persons from the confinned 

enrolment of 2059 persons. From this 'population' stratification and subsampling were 

undertaken.268 

First, a full list of all 'true' novitiate students was collated for each course group and their 

addresses appended to their enrolment data. At this stage the sampling error was minimal in terms 

of having the research question addressed directly to the population which had been specifically 

nominated through prior critical contextualisation. After all, I was not about to use this 'population' 

to generalise the findings to the general populace of New Zealand, or even to the general populace 

of university students. However a minimal 'bias' was evident 'Distortions' in establishing true 

course-related populations occurred. Students who had indicated (in answers to Q.20 and Q.21) 

enrolment in more than one of the project-involved courses, were allocated to the first aPPropriate 

course in the sequence of XI. Xl. YI or lastly Y2. This could provide an explanation for the different 

response rates indicated in Table 4. 1 .  

268 The name 'p'opulation' should be enclosed within inverted commas in  order to acknowledge that 1752 
resp<?JlSes from a confirmed enrolment of 2059 persons may not have provided detail of the full population. 
On the other hand it also may have been closer to the actual population figure than the 2059 'conlirmed 
course enrolments' indicated as the latter figure included enrolments by a single student across more than one 
course. 76 respondents returned two survey response sheets which were only obtainable if the student had 
been enrolled m and therefore received irutial postings for more than one course involved in the �ject. The 
'population' had consisted of 553 experienced students and 845 novitiate students (excluding the pseudo. 
novitiates' and the 'pseudo-prevs'). Of those, there were 65 experienced students and only seven novitiate 
students who sent back a second form though �ifically requested not to. That is 1 1 .75% duplicate 
respondents were experienced students but only 0.83% duplicate re�ndents were novitiate students. Why 
were experienced students more likely to misread a survey direction? A JX!ssible future study could be to 
check die end of year rolls for any correlation between sending duplicated responses and die rule
boundedness or other-determinisms of Luisa and consequently widi withdrawlil from study and those who 
'DNS" (did not sit) fmal examinations. .. 
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Second, due to the geographic spread of the population (from one end of New Zealand to the other) 

and requirement for expediency in terms of research time and funding for travel, this list was 

reduced to all students who were within a radius of one hours drive of the university but beyond a 

1egal' 25 kilometre radius269 (the university-determined boundary for 'extramural' status unless an 

exemption had been granted). The 'population' was now reduced to 'true novitiates' who were 

geographically close. Until the geographic reduction of the population, the sampling procedure had 

been objectively systematic but now elements of sampling bias (and thus sampling error2'1O) could 

be detected. However, these errors or mediations were less likely to be due to intersubjective or 

knowledge-constitutive bias than due to economy of scale.271 

Finally, on the reduced population list for each course, a random sample of ten students was sought 

using a standardised list of random selection numerals.272 A letter requesting participation in the 

research was posted to each of these ten students in four courses. The sample group now reduced 

itself to five persons per course as this was the number of replies received by the due date indicated 

on the letter of request. Two replies received to the affirmative had to be turned down as the 

respondents had moved their home and employment to within the excluded 25 kilometre radius. 

This move would give these students 'easy' access to university personnel and other resources, 

whether by enabling 1ocal' rather than 'tolled' telephone calls or driving to the university proper. 

Such confounding would not be profitable. 

The sample group was now established and contact made first by letter and then by a preliminary 

visit to their homes to talk about the nature of the study itself. A statement of intent was left with the 

student after this visit in order that they could think through the intervention of research on their 

lives and study. This gave them a further possibility to withdraw from the study and one student 

did so. To replace this person, I sent a further request for participation to four students in the same 

course, and accepted the first affirmative response. (This student had not received the first letter due 

to the fact that she too had moved home and her mail had not been forwarded.) 

The original population of 2059 confirmed enrolments in four courses had now been reduced to 

twenty students who did not mind participating in a research project on their study habits and 

changes. It was not until the following year during the intensive period of analysis, that the sample 

of twenty would be reduced to the thirteen personS who displayed radicalised knowledge-activity 

by their responses to the opening question. Nineteen of the twenty respondents, and twelve of the 

thineen respondents were women, and no effort was made to alter this 'objectively' established 

'1HJ Source: the Academic Registrar 
270 Weisman and Bowen. 1977 
271 For anyone considering undertaking a replication study. it might be wise to take note that my assumption of 

geo�aphic distance having little effect, may well be false. All the Luisa's were sited in the disttict closest to 
the Uruversity centre. while none of the Wyna's or Noah's were. 

272 Babbie. 1979:534 
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proportion. 

rtf) Sampu size. 
The size of the sample group from each course was five persons since both internationally and 

locally there was between a 40 and 50% withdrawal rate from first year correspondence courses in 

university settings. In point of fact. these four courses had dropout rates273 of between 37 and 49% 

during this particular year of study. (Refez- to Table 4.2) Since in practice a group of twelve (across 

four courses) would provide an adequate workload for intelViewing in a longitudinal research 

project, I chose five persons per course to allow for this expected dropout rate. In fact at the end of 

the year there were still eleven participants in the study, though it was the infonnation from a 

specific group of people who had earlier dropped out (fypification Luisa) who provided much 

infonnation on the marginalisation of the knowledge-act 

2. tfJata wlltction 

Course 
Xl 

X2 
Y1 
Y2 

Table 4.2 

Dropout rate 
46.0% 
49.4% 
37. 1 %  
42.8% 

Stud'ent 'tlropout' rates in tfu four wurses stutlietf. 

The collection of infonnation centred upon locating the nature of the academe's hidden curriculum 

which seemed to act as a 'trigger' in causing students to change their personal epistemologies as 

they sought to allay a situation of educational marginalisation. To locate such socially-abstracted yet 

obviously evident infonnation would require consideration of the complex interaction between the 

students' actual context; the researcher's nature of abstracting the students' meanings and the 

mechanics of recording the intelView details. 

lnteroiew wnte�..t 

Since previous researchers were unable to locate the positivi ties of the knowledge-act, the search 

for its negatives as well as its positives had been indicated. Such an exploratory investigation 

required a methodology which was open-ended and inductive in taking a breadth of contextual 

factors into account Consideration needed to be made of such elements as procedure, place, 

number of contacts, time and timing before the nature of abstracting meanings could be addressed. 

273 'Dropout' was defmed as the difference in numbers of enrolments at the 31st March and the numbers of students 
who actually sat the fmal examination. These figures themselves are not overly accurate however, since 
some students of an undetermined status, but not all. seemed able to have their enrolment lJUlulled from a 
period prior to Marc� 31�t, even if they withdrew from studies quite late in the year. Thus the figures 
represent an approxunatIon only. . 

.. 
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(a.i.) ProcullU'u 

My teenage question would no longer be the actual research question but its realised theoretical 

elder. Through interrogation the first question identified the problematic context but the educational 

factors which had caused the site to be problematic would not necessarily be the knowledge

constitutive factors which caused personal epistemologies to be different or contentious (though 

that possibility always remained). The problematicity detennined only that the detailed sub

questions of the research would lay in the students' experiences of such problems. These 

problematics should hopefully make the students aware of and willing to articulate the 'real' 

mediating 'objects' and the parameters of change in their knowledge-constitutive activity. 

Knowledge-constitutive mediations would become the objectifications (and thus the intentional 

[research] 'objects') of the students' knowledge-act. Deductive processes had located the 

problematic educational site but inductive processes would now seek the students' understandings 

of their experiences. Seeking a critical understanding would be to seek evidence of a complexly

interwoven and contemporaneous nature. 

(a.ii.) PUu.t 

The very idea of problematising the context had been reinforced by a response in one of the three 

pilot studies. One woman had remarked that the problems of off-campus study were the same as 

those of an on-campus study 'but were more obvious'. It was with the benefit of hindsight on the 

failure of the pilot studies to obtain a depth of infonnation about personal epistemological change 

and reflection on this woman's statement coupled with Althusser's beliefs in the problematic. that I 

proposed to accentuate the place of epistemologies through arguing the negative identity of 

educational relations of dichotomised 'objects' and actualising this opposition in a real life setting. 

By accentuating the literature-located difficulties in a single problematic site, it was assumed that the 

students 'unknowns' would become experienced, exposed and thus self-evident. But there were 

other forms of justification for choosing this 'place'. 

'Subjectification' was a methodological premise since this would clarify the separation of the 

students' knowledge-act from my research-act. While the student's learning experiences were being 

objectified as they were opened to scutiny, the researcher's act (of acquiring the students' 

understandings) needed to be subjectified, for in the laner act I sought, as a friend, to obtain the 

their knowledge unproblematically. As researcher, I needed to clearly separate the relations implicit 

in these two knowledge-consitutive roles.274 While the 'distanced' student's bome and personal life 

objectify the place of their study from its knowledge-constitutive source, the researcher could use 

the student's home as a place for the subjectification of a friendly communication. 

274 In a critique of objectifICation, the research mediations of positivism objectify the social relations of 
friendship and this only further ob�ectifies and obscures the knowledge-constitutive relation of research 
rather than the (intentional) ·object of (in this case) the knowledge-act itself. 
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Objectifying the place of the sbldents' study from the institution, required the sbldents to live 

beyond the 2S kilometre 1egal' boWlds of the institution. Research expediency required that they 

live within an hour's drive of the same place. Subjectifying the interviews in the student's home 

allowed the students to attend to other things during the interview and thus not see the research as a 

mediation to their ordinary life. For this purpose, interviews were never conducted over the 

telephone or by correspondence. Moreover, in a place of friendship 'we' could stop for coffee if 
fatigue became evident Questions in the sampling survey alerted the researcher to the counter the 

possibilities of mediations during 'our' communication. The first was Question 5 which asked how 

many hours a week they 'worked' in various situations. (1bis question proved to be only mildly 

useful for it was not specific enough in detail. One case of research attrition was due to the person's 

commitment to commute 40 miles each way, each day for employment, and to follow this by 

involvement in numerous commWlity activities in the evening). Questions 7, 8 and 9 had asked 

about family factors and this infonnation was invaluable not only for knowing who was likely to be 

around to mediate 'our' commWlications but also for negotiating the time for interviews. Place and 

time worked in concert in defining the subjectification of the research act itself. For instance, 

interviewing during the hours of schooling prevented interruptions of school children, and 

interviewing immediately after IWlch meant the baby was likely to be asleep. Timing was to be 

crucial. 

(a. iii.) 'lime 

Although it is already apparent that novitiate (or 're-entry') students were chosen for the study, this 

section reiterates, supplements and supports the importance of the reasons for those choices. In the 

pilot studies, it had been difficult to elicit from the graduates any depth of reasoning concerning the 

knowledge act It simply seemed that their learning had become so taken-for-granted that attempts 

to bring it to consciousness failed or remained at the superficial level27s of simple descriptions (See 

examples in Table 4.3) having become an objectified act of the student's personal history. TIle 

problem of 'getting at' infonnation needed to be addressed. Educational history's would clarify 

some matters.276 

27S / never got an overaU vw of tM sMbject becau.se / never had the time {in spite of spen4ing at least 30 ItoIus a 
month on it] and I glU!ss tM1 was m1. own activities. family and all tlioJ. / never hQd time to read and 
assimilate a whole textbook.. It didn t botMr me at the time. I still got through the exmns. bu.t I always had 
that feeling at tM end of tM year that there was a lot more I'd lilce to do bu.t thai I hadn't tM time becau.se we 
were bui/aUlg lip to this wretched exam and that after the exmns were gone I'd catch lip and read this and the 
nezt thing bu.t iifter that {exam} I never got onto II. (Graduate student) 

276 To be methodologically other-determined by the advice of Habennas, would be to seek personal histories as a 
matter of course. But there were other reasons for doing so. 'Pilot' students had been able to recall their 
educational history as readily as they had seemed able to recall their knowledge acts just . few short years 
before: 'The teacher went through the slides too qu.ic/c1y. We only had time 10 c�, his notes on theirt.. And I 
wasn't the sort of person at that stage who qu.estioned ... / ju accepted it all. H (Erica) In the pilot studies, 
educational histones had provided infonnauon on the source of self and institutional-detenrunations (PlO). 
Since the guestion remained - to what extent might the habituation of personal epistemologies mediate 
current uruversity learning? - an ongoing examination of the students' educational histories was indicated 
(Pl l S). 
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FAMll.. Y; level of education in family (university as the nonn; aspirations or 
exceptions) peace to study; encouragement (X' hindrance to study ; beliefs in 
availability of help (eg father ElM could help); conservative small towns; husband 
studying at the same time: "openly encouraged study, he read my essays"; no 1V a 
help; studying while child was at kindergarten 

Table 4.3 
Pilot stutfy: brief notes on mediations in. social rtiations 

To learn about the mediations that lead to changes of epistemological habit. one needed to be there 

while the change occuned. Broadly speaking, the inquiry should commence while 'knowing' 

cOncerned being self-educated in the common-sense world, and finish when 'knowing' was taken 

for granted as an objectivated and socially-mediated academic activity.zn This indicated (as in Ot.3) 

the need for a longitudinal study. 771 To ensure the common-sense habituation of practices, the 

students should have experienced self -education for as long as possible, so the sampling survey 

sought persons over 30 years of age who had neither forefronted fonnal education in their current 

lives, nor had experienced very recent tertiary education. But what would cue the finish of change? 

But how long was too long and how short was too short to obselVe clearly and for long enough 

how adults coped with (what appeared to be) the oppositional epistemologies of home and 
university and the changes required to move from 'knowing' one to 'knowing' the other? It was 

decided that the end of the academic year would be regarded as the completion of change, for then 

the students were told what the institution thought of their learning (in tenns of grades). Thus the 

student could continn and accept the university epistemology or deny its evaluation efforts and 
choose not to re-enrol. Each would have 'a measure' of the other. So the inquiry would begin with 

habituated self -education and end after the examination period of an academic year. But. in tum, 

this required consideration of how to objectify the actual period of change in temporal tenos. 

Already it was known that maturity indicated a time of self-consciousness to educational change 

especially during the triggering period of re-entry to study - even (pilOl llUdy) graduates attempted to 

recall their first rather than current year of learning. So the re-entry year became the objectified 

period of change for the study. The longitudinal period of 'time' of inquiry would cover the first 

full academic year of university education for 're-entry' students, but include also relevant elements 

of a student's educational life history. 

(a.iv.) 9&m6er of inuroitws 

Throughout the first full year of their 're-entry', the students would be intelViewed at all points of 

change. In effect this amounted to five times. After a calendar of assignment-due dates had been 

constructed, I planned intelViews to coincide with each assignment being due, and hence the 

number of assignments detenoined the number of intelViews although there was an intelView 

before the first period of learning and another when the final examination was over. The first 

meeting, when I introduced the study and asked for their consent, was a time I obtained preliminary 

zn NB. The researcher was not the change agent. This activity was the function of the context and the intention 
of the student. The researcher's activity focussed upon reviewing this period of change. 

278 'The more importanl isslU! of the �s and progressions of studenlS over a long period ... Iu:Js been 
neglected.H (Charnley. Osborn and WitJulall. 1980:9) 

.. 
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infonnation on their educational hiStory. 1be final interview took place within one or two days after 

their final exam. before the public assessment and grading was completed and known to them. but 

after they had undertaken some private evaluation of their own effons. When university results 

became public some weeks later. I made a final visit to their home to congratulate them (no one 

failed) and wish them a Merry Ouistmas. From one or two questions only. I elicited their final 

feelings for the year now that they had fonned 'a measure' of the institution's 'ways of knowing'. 

(a.v.) fJiming of interviews 

'Study ... not what is beyond time, but what is within time. 'T19 

The detailed timing of the interviews provided a way to link these matters of time and space as a 

place in history. In detailed tenns, when first perceived, a fact is 'co-determined by human ideas 
and concepts'2BO even before its conscious theoretical collaboration by the knowing individual',2111 

and this radicalised the phenomeoological experience2ll2 to the period of 'as and when but not yet'. 

It is the dynamic moment when things become .obvious but not yet known. It is within this 

inductive moment that details of a student's initial beliefs about knowledge action are to be located 

especially if they have been under challenge. 1be methodology of this study will simultaneously 

overlay the period of investigatory induction, with the student's period of knowledge-constitutive 

induction.2lI3 This is the nature of 'our' collaborative investigatory intersubjectification. Given the 

nature of this study, each of us seeks to know what (in effect) each knows the other 'knows'. 

'The subjective induction284 of self-understanding was the first of Husserl's phenomenological 

stages for re-establishing connections between theory and practice.2lIS This 'interpretive' presumes 

that the students are capable of deliberately acting upon the world and so are capable of creating its 

meanings. for they are oot simply the passive victims of happenings.2lI6 When a 'trigger' disturbs 

the intellectual equilibrium, actors' interpret the situation simultaneously through ordinary language 

and the habituated epistemic rules which already constitute their world. 'Such an interpretation is 

linguistic analysis and experience at once ... and lits] analytic insight converges in a singular 
manner'.287 

279 Horkheimer. 1986:250 
280 'UnJjlee empirical experience, plu!TIomenological experience does not leeel' within the bounds of 

transceflikfllally grouNkd schemata. Rather, the construction of COnsCIOUSnesS • • •  incorporates ... 
transformations of such schemata'. (Hahennas. 1978:20) 

281 Horlcheimer. 1986:200-1 
282 Hahennas. 1978:23 
283 Thr0t!;h induction we examine whether and with whllJrrobability the predictions {made deductively] can be 

co lrmed. Induction is the logical form of the actlUJ process of inquiry .... Deduction is the least importafll 
.. : gic of scieflljflC progress. For we do not acquire any new 'n/ormation deductively. (H.hennas, on 
PIerce. 1'978: 1 14) 

284 'All actions nuut refer to the phenomenological experience of actors involved' Fay (1975:95) 
28S Hahennas. 1978:304-5 
286 cf Fay. 1975:71 
287 Habermas, 1978: 193-4 
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This investigation focuses its intentions within this reconstructive period of knowledge-action and it 

is here that the timing of interviews occurs. The students' conceptual classificatory system 

'pigeonholes' these reconstructive meanings,21S so although consciousness of the knowledge act is 

bound up with social conditions,219 acting within the transference situation of a research dialogue 

offers clues to its reconstructive meanings.29O Further narrowing the 'transference situation' to 

within the assignment-due dates (because they are assumed to be times knowledge-constitutive 

tension, would help expose the intending-knowers meanings of both pre-understanding and 

changes).291 Choosing to time the interview for the assignment-due date rather than for the period 

when the student begins to study new material, shifts the locus of inquiry from seeking how 

students learn the substantive course content to how they attempt to constitute the 'academic' 

epistemology. Assignment-due time is the period when the students try to get on the same epistemic 

'wavelength' as the institution to which they must communicate their learnings. Similarly, timing . 

the interview before tutor feedback could be received, meant their changing guesses at episternic 

expectations had 'not yet been confirmed or denied by comments or gradings. In methodological 

terms, by eliminating the 'spare' time between the assignment happenings and the interviews as 

much as possible, the likelihood of the students' pains being suppressed or reified as facade, would 

be lessened. 

The two principles central to the actual timing of the interviews were 'as and when' their expression 

of coming to know was in culmination, 'but not yet' understood. So from the very 'trigger point' 

of re-entry, the knowledge-act which is reported reflects the students' conscious and immediate 

happenings alongside aspects of their educational history. Information was sought not only 

contemporaneously, but also immediately, for in that way some attempt may have been made by the 

adults to interpret the need for change but it was not yet understood or cognitively mediated 292 or 

confirmed by the academe. 

To enact these principles, a series of methodological decisions followed. First. I indicated to 

students that I wished to interview them in the days prior to their assignments being due at the 

university. (With a sample oftwenty students, it proved useful to be studying students from four 

different courses since their assignment-due dates differed.) Second, I asked the subjects to indicate 

which day of the week and time of the day they thought might provide the best alternatives for them 

to be interviewed. TIlird, during our first face to face meeting and discussions of the study, 

288 Horkheimer, 1986:21 8 
289 Horkheimer, 1986:269 
290 Habennas. 1978:232 
291 Habermas. 1978:309-10 
292 This timing might sound somewhat intrusive. and perhaps at times it was, but it proved to be a sound choice 

for the students as well as the project. The students coUld 1et off steam' (which they did); the mediations were 
not yet themselves mediated further and the students had little need to attempt to remember the very let 
which was already becoming part of their history. In its cathartic timing, an element of truthfulnesS could be 
captured in the releasing of tensions. "All pain and all negativity are moving forces in dialectical thinking." 
(Adorno, 1966:202) 
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students were alerted to the fact that interviews may take more than an hour and be quite intensive 

and challenging.293 

As a final time-related methodological decision. infonnation on parts of the lcnowledge-act were 

computer-sorted into the three sequences of the knowledge-act (intemalisation, reflection and the 

appropriate one of expression). In this three-step process, sequence-related mediations to 

lcnowledge could be seen and the change-related differences in ways of lcnowing established. 

'Estab{isning meanings 
A students' experience in the problematic site provided its own questions and answers.294 1be 

material world supplied the possibilities of its own lcnowledge. The methodological issue was to 

ensure that a breadth and depth of infonnation was gleaned. 

(6.i.J Q!ustions ana tfumu 

Since it was necessary to 'come to understand these actors from their own point of view,' 29S the 

use of an open-ended conversation gave the student a greater freedom for the broad framing of 

answers.296 The foregrounded problems of coming to know the problematic site and the timing the 

interviews during the period of tension) would expose students to the depth of their own 

lcnowledge-act experiences. It would call their1aken for granteds into question. If one is to believe 

the critical progression of a Freudian analytic schema, the student should then move from an initial 

state of repression where false beliefs fonn an oppressive ideological function. to a second stage 

where the student supposedly becomes aware of them. 1be problematic siting and timing of this 

investigation should assist the intending lcnowers to reach this stage of enlightenment, and so 

enable them to articulate their process of coming to know. (In the final ideal state of a critical 

theory, the student ideally should then reason themselves into a state of emancipation, where the 

true interests of the institution and themselves are revealed and it becomes possible for changes to a 

state of free and equal communication to occur.) 

Having critically contextualised the site of the study so that students would at least be aware of 

lcnowledge action, an inclusive range of infonnation was sought through the use of the cue-card 

matrix (Ch. 2). It provided a systematic way to 'probe' for supplementary and relational 

information. The full range of touchstones on which information was sought was discussed in 

Chapter Two. When a student addressed any section of the matrice it was to be mentally 'ticked 

off and so the breadth of the interview would be determined by my attempt to complete all the 

293 This length of time was necessary because pilot study interviews with self-selected novitiates took 45 minutes 
or lon�er compared with the graduates interviews which often took a mere 16-22 minutes, and yet there had 
been little chBllenge, even in the longer interviews. 

294 ••• the acting subjl!ct, aware of its own partisanship, is the only way to transcend the ensiavt!ml!nt of socuu 
theory � practice to 'tnI!re recording and prediction' of facts, thiJI is, to merl! calcuIation. (Aronowitz. 
1986:X111-XIV) 

295 Fay, 1975:94 
296 Weisman and Bowen, 1977 
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cells. The matrice fonned a hand-held checklist (sec Table 4.4) which cued the researcher to find 

infonnation on 'all' the possibilities of knowledge-action except personal histories. 

1/./ . 
. /RI . 
./.IX 

Table 4.4 

2,Knowlcdl:C Text 3.Lcamcr's world 4,Expression 5.EvaJuatjon 

'Cue-cara mat�for suKing infonnation on a fmaatli. of f:..nowrufge·ac.t rdations 

Now, having systematically detennined ways in which to include the breadth and depth of 'all' 

meanings, the relative strengths and priorities (for the students) of that infonnation needed 

methodological-based clarification. To accomplish this within the interviews, it will be seen that the 

process of using an uncommitted 'empty' question was employed. It was a modification of 

Freudian 'free association'. 

(6.ii.) Openers anti projections 

There was only one really 'standardised' question. An empty question was used as an opener to 

interviews and its purpose was to seek the student'S view of the relative potency of knowledge-act 

events.297 Given the predetennined problematicity of the research it allowed each of the students in 

tum to foreground and prioritise the detenninants of their own personal experiences without undue 

prompting, for the question simply asked '!Jow things were going ' (or words to that effect), right at 

the beginning of the interview. In tum, this opener gave rise to a string of questions, as details 

related to actions were explored for the implicit parameters of their original meaning.19K Sometimes 

the single opener occupied the interviewer and the subject (usually Noah) for most of the interview 

time and the use of the cue-card was unnecessary. At other times, especially with Luisa, the 

researcher had to commence content-oriented supplementary questions (as indicated in the previous 

Table) relatively early. (So regardless of any attempt to be objectively unbiased in interpretation, the 

data of the monosyllabic-replying Luisa is intimately bound to the deductive interpretive efforts of 

the researcher, if only because the investigator had oftentimes to supply closed-selection options for 

Luisa to confinn or deny.) In Luisa's case there was a delicate balance to be maintained between 

probing and induction. 

297 cf Weisman and Bowen. 1977:50f 
298 it should be acknowledged that completely open-ended openers were not always useful. Some students would 

not teII of important experiences because they did not remember them immediately; they took them for 
granted; or they censored them for such reasons as that they (according to pilot interviewees) saw the 
experiences as personal deficits rather than as colIective issues. Open-ended questions retained importance 
most of alI where the student was asked to be projective. Thus. sometime during the interviews. a projective 
9uestion was to be asked. For example. what lfieywould advise another person to do. if the other �son 
• wished to enrol in this same paper next year". This asked the student, m effect. to divulge a part of 
themselves; to subjectively renect on what it meant for them. The answers provided clues to the relational 
mailers of experiences. 

.. 
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{6.iii.J 1{r.�fJe proDino 
While philosophers posit various views on the knowledge-act. its practice in real life has not been 

(scientifically) understood in terms of relational acts and inter-complexities But how did one locate 

the meanings of conceptual-level relations? Pilot student's had not been able to answer direct 

conceptual-level questions. According to the pilot study graduates who were asked 'How do you 

know when you know something?'  their minds "did not junction at that level" (Bmy).299 Due to 

such comprehension difficulties direct questions required the imaginative exploration implicit in the 

negative dialectics of questioning of questions . 

However, to be limited to asking only those questions which all people could understand would 

have reduced the production of worthwhile knowledge to the lowest common denominator - the 

very act Comte has been criticised for accomplishing.3OO So, in the end, different levels of probing 

were accepted as a necessary epistemological factor of the research methodology. 301 If I was 

seeking different ways of knowing, it would of course become apparent in our joint communicative 

efforts as well as in what they were saying. In questioning the students' reasons for various actions 

and points of view, the probing stopped only when each of the students could no longer provide 

reasons for holding them. Luisa's interview sustained less probing than Noah's for example. 

Thereafter, the interpretation became the researchers analytic issue as she critically reflected on the 

totality of the student's information. 

There were practical as well as theoretical considerations to the decision to probe. The researcher is 

a woman and mother whose 'training' for those roles was to sort through and understand 'others' 

struggles as and when they occurred but were not yet understood. I had habituated a way of 

'pandering within inquiry' into other peoples' anxieties. Getting to the source of pain is the kind of 

questioning mothers gradually get used to. It is the basis of their subjective strength. And this 

research inquiry sought to subjectivate the communicative relation between the researcher and the 

researched in the same way. Having habituated these investigatory actions, it was in my own 

emancipatory interest to acknowledge them as a researcher rather than delude myself into thinking I 

could create and authentically-sustain a change of style. I intended to interview the students as and 

when they had 'just finished' writing and not yet come to terms with this period of tension. It was 

the period of time in which mothers' made useful confidantes and could (usually) sensitively probe 

at will. 

299 Although I had initially planned a conceptual question in order to see if any-one could answer it. the effect of it 
being asked was "too negalive and off-pllltingH (Anna. Pilot llUdy). Perhaps If questions such as this had asked 
for the exclusive theoretIcal heights of a posItive knowledge-act when the students were still grappling with 
the practical experiences of negativistic lows. The difference between the knowledse-act and the research-act 
experience was too greaL The research-act was objectively-mediating its own inqwry. 

300 HWhile the whole world is an oyster, some people still see it as a pipi_" (AnnL Pilot study) 
301 Noah could be �obed for up to two hours, as she established her own contndictions and explanations. Luisa 

could be probed least of all. Ofteri one extension of a fonner question was as far as she could go . 
.. 
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(b.iv.) Research language and communication 

Since the language of possibility for the intending knower was the commonsense language of 

everyday, this style of communication was Considered most appropriate for interviewing.302 It 

created the possibility for dialogical communication, but the infonnation received remained 
[bracketed] for the investigator until the deliberate silences, distortions and censoring efforts were 

reflected upon. In Wyna's case, because of the number of contradictions which became apparent in 

her interview, the object of analytic attention became not her actual knowledge-act so much as her 

investigatory expressions.303 

SuwCtttUntary resources 

Although interviews were the primary source of infonnation, as and where it was appropriate, 

other materials were found to accomplish the research task. 1be researcher received copies of the 

same study packages as the correspondence-educated students and this enabled the perusal of 

material when students raised difficulties. or when the claims by students needed to be clarified or 

verified. Course leaders provided a little background infonnation verbally, but were seldom used as 

resources. However their course records and course rolls were important sources of infonnation at 

the year's beginning and end. The tutors with whom I worked as a colleague. highlighted 

difficulties in courses during the nonnal course of day to day communication and at times I asked 

students about such problems.304 (I never revealed to students that tutors had highlighted these 

problematics.) All interviews were tape recorded and transcribed by the researcher. 

Limitations to tfte study qf tfifjerent arul cIia"8i"8l'ersonal el'istemofopits 

"A question, as with an answer, is imbedded with the potential for exclusivities" The most 

important limitation of this methodology was related to the topic itself. Its effect could have been 

foreseen, since in asking about the nature of people's epistemologies, and in sorting them imo 

groupings based in difference. of course different methods of acquiring and interpreting 

infonnation, of levels of analysis and ways in which the negative is employed in critique would 

also be necessary. Moreover, this difficulty would lead to examining and extending the fonn of 

presentation in this document, so that the ways in which these differences, mediations and 

similarities are educationally mediated could be made explicit, and thus offer, in Adorno's tenns, 

302 As Kant observed in his discussion of obscure ideas, the old Russian JXoverb held the solution: "One receives 
a gllUt according to his clothes and accompanies him according to his IUlderstanding.H (Dowdell. 1978:20) 

303 To some extent this objectification of the communicative relationship between student md investigator would 
contradict the initial research subjectification. It is the act of making problematic that which was intended 
to be unprol?lematic when the focus was the knowledge-act itself. rliilier than the intersubjective 
commurucauve act (p86). 

304 This would be a useful comparative source of research information for future studies as the �ndence
educated element of 'talking past' each other became extremely clear the two or three times it was used. I 
would use the tutors who acted as course auditors or student evaluators, not the course tJrOducers. It is the 
auditors who source the dualistic negativities of both students and course. Moreover, r would attempt to gain 
the opinions of a group discussion t>y tutors as weD as. or instead of individual opinions as the element of 
change in in�etation provides a nch background of understanding and theorismg. Tutors are 
conscientised to epistemological theorising though they may not recognise it in those terms • 

.. 
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some hope and possibility to the readers. 

(a) 'Data co([ution 

Although the data collection had been standardised to some extent, (by use of the cue-card to ask 

about the 'same' educational relations). equal breadths and depths of infonnation could not be 

gained from each of the students. TItis 'deficit' I see as being a function of the overlaying epistemic 

nature of my quest and theirs and in particular. of their differences in ways of knowing. Both 

activities are explicit fonns of knowledge-constitutive inquiry. For Luisa (1 .2.3.4.5) the limits of 

their self-reflexivity were the limits of their comprehension (of their own knowledge-act). That is, 

the limits of mind marked the limits of data. On the other hand. Noah (1 .2.3,) were so self

reflexive. that once or twice it was necessary to ask the student whether they actually believed the 

interpretation they had given, or had they spoken inlaginatively 'off the top of their head' so to 

speak? Then the third typification, Wyna (1 .2.3.). was recognised as monitoring the infonnation 

given, and this selective negligence would eventually lead toward a more politically-inclined fonn 

of analysis. No matter what I asked of Wyna. I was finding that each response contained the 

potential for occluding the view of its own mediant interests.30S 

Interviewing the latter group of people was extremely exhaustive work as I found myself 

simultaneously analysing our communicative act; thinking of ways to find 'the truth'; listening 

disbelievingly as their answers built complex webs of intrigue, and disliking their politic while at 

the same time trying to maintain the subjective stance of friendship. However Wyna's was to prove 

worthwhile in the end if only to illustrate the politic or ideology of 'success'. All of these 1imits' 

however confinned the decision to engage in a prior problematising of the context. As particular 

unknowns were foregrounded. the differences in students' ways of knowing became analytically 

obvious, and the bed of infonnation enriched. 

(6) fMethotfs ana fevers of analysis 
The ultimate analytic purpose was to establish and critique the nature of the hidden curriculum (the 

social relations of education that marginalise different efforts to move from common-sense to 

academic sense). At the core of this quest was the need to establish how adults came to know. TItis 

two-fold analytic activity required a multidimensional analysis. At the first level. identification was 

sought of the different students' educational histories. their different ways of knowing and of the 

types of knowledges they used as standpoints and touchstones. At the second level. the relations 

and mediations between these standpoint and touchstone know ledges was established. compared 

and critiqued. Contradictions and coherences had beconie apparent as the synthetic connections 

were made. In this complex way. it is claimed. the resulting critical theory of adult's 

marginalisation moved beyond the level of the piecemealing evident in Comtean positivism. As a 

30S 'From knowing not whlll they do metlwdologicaI!J, they are thlll mIlCh slIJ'er of their dUcipline, thlll is of 
methodical I'r0.xress within an IUlproblematic framework. F aIse COnsCiollSI'IUS has a pr�ctjve fllnCtion.' 
Habennas. 1978:315 

... 
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dialectical theory. it relates its identity as well as critiques its evident contradictions. 1bough the 

theory is ideologically abstracted. it is none-tile-less socially-founded and grounded in its detail. 

fa.i.) Level one analySis: creatine. typifoations 

Objective and subjective analyses moved in concert. As the interviewing and ttanscription got 

Wlderway during the academic year of the study. I reflected upon my intuitions concerning the 

students whilst at the same time categorising their statements into the systematised knowledge-act 

sequence of intemalisation. reflection and expression. What I had begun to have subjective 'gut 

feelings' about was finally confinned by this objective evidence. 

Oassification of evidence (into JJR/X) took the fonn of listing the facts of the opening question to the 

interview. In this opener. the students had prioritised the positive and negative tensions of their 

knowledge-act. Each 'fact' was listed Wlder the stage of the knowledge-act sequence (J/R/X) to 
which it most appropriately belonged. When all the discrete statements (with the speaker's name 

appended) had been listed appropriately Wlder intemalisation, reflection or expression (JJRIX), it 

became clear that while some individual students had experienced joys and pains across the whole 

range of the knowledge-act sequence, (JU .• JR/. and J.tX), other students' statements predominated 

in one section only. These latter people I interpreted as being the radicalised knowledge-actors from 

whom knowledge of marginalisation would be sought. 'They were radicalised in that the events they 

prioritised occurred in only one stage of the knowledge-act sequence rather than across the full (and 

thus possibly-emancipatory) sequence. Luisa preferred intemalising, Noah preferred reflection and 

Wyna selected expression. Excluding from further analysis those students who had experienced the 

full range of problematics (since their issues were not only covered by the other students but also 

not radicalised), the objective analysis now fonned around these three groupings that the IIRIX 
analysis had produced. 

When I realised these groupings had 'fallen out', I experienced an 'aha' period. I realised that in 

concert with my gut intuition. all the students clustered under 'intemalisation' had been those with 

whom I had been most perplexed.306 The 'reflective' students were those with whom I felt on the 

same wavelength and had could have easily become long-term friends. But the students who had 

concentrated their knowledge-act within the 'expression' section of the knowledge-act were those 

who stirred my ill-feelings. So whether through subjective or objective analysis, the same 

groupings reappeared (especially when the students with the full range of issues was excluded). 

Moreover, in examining the detailed content of the students' statements, each person in a grouping 

shared similar experiences of institutional relations to other students in the same group and these 

were marlcedly different from the students in each of the other two groups. As a result, these three 

306 TMir practices came to be seen as adopting tM ways determined by the status quo'. (Fay. 1975:91). Their 
consciousness would now 'anchor itself in the IUIIly of a stable .. . identity of lnInlIUabk Being' (Habermas. 
1 978:307) 

.. 
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groupings fonned idealist 'typifications' of knowledge-activity. In Schutz's tenns, each named 

typification represents a logical group of meanings (reflecting the researchers childhood belief that 

seeking the essence of a question was not to seek its answer but to seek its logic). Thus, it was that 

the logic of the material relations of knowledge-constitutivity became the logic of its ideal relations 

also. At this stage of the analysis, having established the (positive and negative) identity of three 

typifications, I now had a baseline for further analysis. 

Searching now for the commonalities of experience of each typification, I searched for the 

knowledge they sought The positions the typifications took as the beginnings of this action I call 
their 'standpoints' and the knowledge they sought or reached out for was a 'touchstone'. This 

aspect of analysis foregrounded and identified the different touchstone and standpoint-knowledges 

as it identified the knowledge-constitutive relations of each typification as they moved from 

common sense to academic sense. By this stage of analysis, the seven areas of knowledge 

identified in the hidden curriculum included administrative know-how; language; social contact, 

academic conventions, epistemologies, course content and evaluation. The abstract (hidden 

curriculum knowledge-base) was now clarified by the practical (actors' knowledge-action). The 

facts of coming to know had been related to knowledges. Now that theory and practice (or 

knowledge and knowing) was reconnected, it could be critiqued. 

fa.ii.) Lew! two analysis 
By the second level of analysis, this epistemological exploration had gathered momentum, but it 

still took many hours of reflection to understand the relations existing between the three 

typifications and the seven standpoint/touchstone knowledges. 

One of the first activities was to re-examine the totality of infonnation from each individual's series 

of interviews. For the moment, the idea of typifications was undone as I searched in each student's 

interview data. Now not only were the prioritised replies to the 'opener' used, but now also all the 

subsidiary details gathered through the use of the cue-card matrix. The full transcripts of all the one 

and a half hour interviews were searched for clues to the student's beliefs about social mediations 

to knowledge-constitutive actions (in particular) and the changes trialled as a consequence. It was 

within this inclusive plenitude that, for instance, the more exact details of how Noah's social 

contact differed from both Luisa's and Wyna's use of the same touchstone became apparent 

especially in their beliefs and reasons for making changes. However, this left the relations between 

the student-typifications and the institution still more related to the subjective interpretation of the 

student or the researcher than legitimated by any fonn of 'objective' evidence. Until, that is, the 

institution made public its evaluations of each student's learning at the end of the year. Within the 

typifications, this final rating of 'success' or 'failure' provided the 'objective' supplementary 
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confinnation that there is indeed an educational politic307 which is to be found in the 

acknowledgement of those whose social constitutivity was preferred more than the knowledge

constitutivity of others. 

The full period of analysis had now ended with finding three major sets of typically-radicalised 

knowledge-constitutive relations. It was clear how each typification changed, how the institution 

related to each typification and how one group of radicalised behaviours differed from the others. 

The difficulty now lay in explaining this to others, and maintaining the tone of the politic that wove 

its thread through the fabric of the inquiry. 

One consequence of the institutional ratings was to provide a name for each typification according 

to this educational politic. Wyna was 'the winner whose 'success' was marlc.ed by her alignment 

within the social-constitutive relations of the institution and her befriendment of educational 

authorities. Luisa was 'the loser' who was so other-detennined that she withdrew from study less 

than half-way through the academic year when she found herself unable to make knowledge

constitutive decisions. Noah was 'the knower who enjoyed knowledge for knowledge's sake and 

almost immediately began applying what she learned in university to her everyday life. It was she 

who, when frustrated by the mediation of teachers, and emancipated from the bonds of educational 

ideology, demonstrated no desire to re-enrol after completing the year. 

Such a spatially-related complexity of findings required a uni-directional sequence in which to be 

expressed to readers. In order to present this complexity as clearly as possible, the findings are 

now first presented as a single truncated university-based knowledge-act (J!R/X) which moves from 

educational history's and the period of enrolment (Ch.S) to the knowledge-activities of 

intemalisation, expression and then reflection (in Ot.6). Time is taken to reflexively discuss the 

relations between different knowledge-actions and emancipatory curriculum development The 

combination of systematisation and reflective reason had provided a way in which to view the 

depths, the breadths and the importances of the knowledge-act for each typification. But just as any 

thesis produces antitheses, this study produced further limitations. 

(6) 'Differtnt forms of CritiqlU 

Taking Adorno's dictum to use the most appropriate from of critique for the task at hand, several 

different uses of the negati ve and of negations (as outlined in eh. 3) are utilised in this study. 

Identificatory negation occured during the first level of analysis when the infonnation from students 

who were not considered radical, was simply discarded. However, in the outline of each set of 

typificatory actions, it was the similarities within each typification of both negatives and positives 

that were Identified. Of particular concern in outlining the current history of their knowledge-

307 'The objectivist illusion . . .  deludes .. . with the image of realiry-in-itself consisti� o/facts structured in a 
lawlilci! �r; it conceals the constituJion of th� factsH (Habermas. 1978:3!'4-S) 
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actions, was the contradiction between what each typification was attemtping to do in its preferred 

educational relation, and the mediation to that preference by either university persormal or other 

students. Within the details of 'the story' of each typification, which is outlined in the following 

chapters, different fonns of the negative and negation are outlined as they are discussed. Fmally, in 

a Hegelian fonn of critique, in an outline of teacher mediations to the education relations preferred 

by each typification, a view of the positive within the negative has been sought (Ot. 7). 

(c.) SliiftintJ from aMlysis tuuf c.ritique to presentation 
These limitations arise from the qualitative nature of this quest To search for differences between 

typifactory knowledge-actions is to show where and how difference existed, not to 'level out' the 

dialogue for its presentation of evidence. As a consequence, Noah's story is foregrounded in the 

findings (Ch.5 and 6) for she alone was able to coherently identify with both the facts of her own 

knowledge-act and its theorised relations. The other two types of learners presented evidence which 

was discrete and piecemea1ed. Wyna identified discrete facts and explained the reasons or relations 

of some but objectified her selective negligences in other actions. In that particular case 'the facts' 

and politics that were explicated on Wyna's behalf were reflexively located by the researcher and 

therefore Wyna sometimes becomes the discursive second-person in the descriptions of her . 

knowledge-act Luisa's knowledge-action was backgrounded most, because often she could not 

recognise what happened or give reasons for it In this situation the researcher interpreted her 

actions where she felt able. (Interpretations were suggested to Luisa. Where she was unable to 

confinn or deny it, the script indicates the tentativeness of such reasoning with "Maybe ... .  'J 

This matter presentations was further complicated by another issue. Each of the typifications 

concentrated the concerns of their act within either intemalising, reflection or expression. Therefore 

when the written presentation of this report was sequenced in the same way, almost all of Luisa's 

story appears prior to Noahs, while Noah's story was concentrated most of all during the period of 

reflection. Only Wyna's story was immersed throughout - generally because her politic was so 

intimately intertwined in others ways of knowing. But i believe the totality makes interesting 

reading. 

(tf) Presentation 
TIle analysis is presented over three chapters. Chapter Five discusses the educational histories of 

the three typifications, outlining the common themes which emerged within each set of histories. It 

is claimed that within the educational detenninisms of these 'persons' histories of social relations 

within education lays the predisposition to adopt and habitutae a personal epistemology which later 

demonstrates itself in its predisposition to becoming educational marginalised during the adult 

experience of being university educated. 

Chapter Six demonstrates the actual movement from the 'common-sense' world to one of 
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experiencing 'academic sense' in a polarised way. 'The experiences of each typification are 

presented as they move from entty to wllversity, negotiating the administration of reentry, into and 

thrOugh their year of study. Once or twice in their somewhat individualistic experience of tertiary 

education, their paths converge and there the propensity for one type of learner to influence the 

knowledge-act of others is demonstrated and critiqued. 1be description of their year of study is 

collapsed and presented as a single sequence of one knowledge-act (from intemalisation, through 

reflective periods and into expression), with changes described as they occur. In each 'persons' 

act, the touchstone and standpoint knowledges they use to form personal preferences of 

educational relations are exemplified. Fmally this chapter ends with a description of the experience 

of final examinations. 

Chapter Seven takes the educational relations preferred by each typified knowledge-actor, and 

seeks the teaching practices which encourage or oppress the use of each set of educational relations. 

Noah prefers the relations between personal epistemology and course content but finds only one 

lecturer (across all four courses) who acts out his teaching role using the same educational relation. 

How other teachers repress it is discussed. Luisa finds no teacher or any administrator who works 

on the same 'wavelength' of establishing relations between language and the conventions of 

administration or scholarly conduct. Wyna is 'fortunate' (7) to fmd many teachers who share 

aspects of her educational preference for joining social contact to evaluation practices but this 

preference is strongly critiqued in terms of its having a political rather than epistemological basis, 

and particularly one which leads directly into the ideology of educational 'success'. 

Conclusion 

The methodology adopted for this thesis was based in a prior examination of its epistemological 

basis. This proved necessary as my research act of 'coming to know' the topic (of how others came 

to know in their different ways), had to take into account the compounded complexity of the task. 

-By using what was 'normally' taken for granted as a literature review, to site the quest in a 

problematic setting, the social setting itself had defined the research task. From thereon in, the 

methodology followed the parameters of rigour by, for instance, undertaking random samplin,g. 

Rather than allow the parameters of the methodology to limit the bounds of the information received 

and analysed, as little negation as possible occurred prior to shifting into analysis mode. Only then 

was the data of those students who did not display radical 1eaming behaviours' discarded and the 

analysis concentrated upon understanding and critiquing radicalised knowledge-action and the 

mediations to those students preferred educational relations. It has been envisaged that this lengthy 

prior reflection into the nature of research procedures, and the 'elimination' of unnecessary 

methodological mediation will in the end provide an enriched view of what it means to move from 

common-sense to academic-sense for certain typified kinds of adult students . 

.. 
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Jurgen Habennas. 1986:98 
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Chapter Five: 

Educational histories: determhi.ants to the 
habituation of personal epistemologies 

during the school years 

In their personal history's, more than in any single-act during their university study, stood the 

evidence of three basic differences in ways of knowing. 1bese were confirmed by foregrounding 

the collective similarities and basic differences in the habituated epistemologies of Wyna, Luisa and 

Noah. Each typification would identify their knowledge-act, by preference or resistance to either 

sociological, discursive or ideological determinants. TIle following discussion of their educational 

histories includes not only descriptions but also questions which arose as a consequence of 'the 

facts' they gave. 

Luisa.303 

Luisa had habituated an everyday way of knowing and certain beliefs about education which were 

determined most of all by her early promise and then gradual development of a resistance to the 

discursive aspects of formal education. This problematic determinism would prove very difficult 

for her to identify or to change. 

Luisa (Ll.2.3,4,5) was brought up in a medium-size stable nuclear family where the parents 

encouraged education but left the homework "all up to us" (L3) because the parents' "didn't have 

time" (L3) It transpired that Luisa's parents did not figure prominently in her educational history at 

all. Instead, Luisa was epistemically dependent on her school teachers for actually acquiring "an 

education" (in contrast to acquiring 'knowledge') and was socially dependent upon her parents for 

their encouragement, but not their challenge, of her epistemic 'self. She never remembered the 

family discussing ideas or politics or books and she thought they had actually possessed few of the 

latter. (L1.2.3.4.5) However Luisa's parents themselves had left school as soon as they were legally 

able (Ll.2.3.4.5) and then, as parents, had expressed to their child Luisa, their hopes that she "would 

do well" (1..2) and succeed beyond their own "level 0/ education". (1..1,2) Luisa (Ll,2,3,4,5) obtained 

her primary education in a rather small rural (or private) school and later progressed to a larger 

308 This history pertained to all the five students who typified Luisa. They shared a remarkable common family 
and schooling background. Methodological note: The difficulties LUisa had experienced in her early 
education alsO became apparent during the research interviews. She often said that her 'major problem' was 
understanding what she was beina asKed. particularly where it concerned asking her to think about her 
thinking. In this latter case she slUd she was unable to e�lain what was happening. This was in spite of my 
attempts to change the style of questioning or the words I used. Yet Luisa � happy to participate in 
the project and she said she knew she had the right to withdraw from it whenever she WIShed. Togedier we 
enjoyed socially chatting in the times of contact before and after the interview itself, and she was given to 
phoning me at home when she wanted some advice about her study or other things. Indeed it was to transpire 
by the end of the fust term (when it appeared she was about to withdraw from uruversity because her work 
was so behind) that Luisa was the only typifICation where I felt morally compelled to suggest ways in which 
to overcome her study difficulties .. 
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highschool in a medium-sized town. 

Luisa had read avidly when she was a younger child, showing "alI the promise" (Ll) of an early 

reader by "being able to read before'llI» (L1,3,.�310 entering the fOlmal schooling system. But 

literacy both reflects and detennines educatiOn.31 1  Where does this ability to read leave the very 

young child? From the evidence I received in this study, I believe it was probably these early 

reading skills that had kept Luisa "near the top of the class" (Ll,2,4� until puberty. She was 

constantly praised by teachers and parents for her reading skills (Ll.2.3A� and appeared to become 

increasingly dependent on their measures of praise and evaluation for establishing whether or not 

she 'really' knew. From being other-dependent (for) measures of success from an early stage of 

her education, Luisa never did (even later) develop the confidence or ability to self-evaluate her 

own knowing, or to recognise the personal rights or responsibilities to make her own decisions. 

This raised many wonderings which will require further study at another time.312 

Perhaps it waS from this time of primary school achievement that Luisa's ideology of education 

was to see learning and reading as one single synonymous activity. Even as an adult university 

student she failed to differentiate one as simply the skilled means to the other. This could be seen 

in the fact that when, in later childhood, when the meanings she was being taught became more 

abstract (or less concrete and less socially-embedded), Luisa simply and continuously referred to 

them as "hard words". (L1,2,3A.s> This false consciousness ('learning as reading') was also reflected 

in the fact that Luisa (Ll.2.3,4,5) never once, during interviews, used words relating to ideology such 

as 'knowing', 'ideas' or 'knowledge' or any synonym.313 On reflection, the contradictions inherent 

in this belief of 1eaming as reading' raised many questions, still unanswered.314 

In childhood, Luisa appeared to become immersion-dependent, moving herself (or being moved) 

into a narrowly-limited and stilled socio-epistemic space. To further complicate this issue of 

sociality, while she maintained a real-life dependence on adults, her reading matter was also 

concerned with feeling herself immersed as "a [social] part of' (L2) the imaginary text While the 

309 The extent of this ability Luisa was unable to be recalled. She simply remembered her parenlS telling her this. 
310 During her J'rtmary years she had 'read all the Enid Blyum stories' (Ll); 'loved Winnie the Poo and tile Secret 

Garden' (�) movmg as she grew older toward a preference for biographies and historical novels. 
311 Lankashear, 1991 
312 REFLECI'IONS: In �ite of the fact there are those who ,,-"vile&e liter� because it supposedly helps one "to 

think strail(ht/ "miglit this claim not be an unrealistic, iheorellcal reflection of the Cartesian mythology? 
Maybe the thinkirig crooked' of the Imaginary would have been of more epistemic worth to Luisa's growing 
mind than the skills of recognising words at such a young age. Maybe the educational emphasis ought to 
have been on Yd� children practising 'pluralistic 'ways of seeing' before �cularised 'ways of saying', If 
literacy does in mean power, one might well ask for whom the power tolled? For it did bttle to empower 
Luisa who had been the first of these typified studenlS to gain educational 'success' and she did so through her 
literacy skills. 

313 Belenky ( 1986) also found that this type of student failed to conscientise epistemic details of her own mind. 
314 REFLECTIONS: Was this period of "being able to read early" (Ll,3) amidst strong social 

encoura�ementlPressure from elders/controllers actually limiting her devel�t of a personalised war of 
knowing? Did she become totally dependent upon Others to evaluate her abilities rather than on her sel to 
make such decisions? Was Luisa negated in her childhood attemp.lS to question-ask rather than answer-give, 
or did she herself see no need to query? Was it here, in young childhood. that she habituated a social means 
to knowledge and ilS judgement. rather than personal constructions to it? Had Luisa become constitllled by 
the POSsesSion of a knowledge-skill rather dian constitllling of knowledge? .. 
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perplexities of her early life would raise many still-unanswered questions, the same problems 

would be reflected during her brief Wliversity sojourn, when Luisa's personal ways of knowing 

were once again closely linked with the need for unproblematically-acquired, socially-constructed 

meanings and exremally-determined decisions. This preference for being passively involved in 

socio-historical determinism had already shown itself in her preferred styles of reading during 

childhood. 

In childhood, Luisa's leisure reading had offered the feeling of "being part of the story"; (1.3) 

"among a group offriends . (12) and wanting "to learn what those times were like". (1.1) However 

there was a limit to the intellectual difficulty of LUisa's reading matter. "Deep stories like Silas 

Marner and Lorna Doone" were too hard "because they had too many long words". (IA) In theoretic 

terms,31S Luisa's form of linguistics decentred the author by placing the locus of meaning in the text 

itself. Luisa never expressed any·wonder ai. what the author might have intended beyond those 

ideas which were explicitly expressed. All she realised (1.1,2,4) was that her attempts to understand 

the abstract meanings ofthose "hard" words slowed her reading process, so that she lost her social 

involvement of the story line. As a consequence she "gave up" (1.3,4) reading them. In what would 

be a reverse experience to Noah, Luisa read to sympathise with "how [imaginary) people lived" 
(1.1,2,S) rather than to exmnine the author's actual state of mind. She 1istened to' rather than 'engaged 

with' the objectivated text and failed to question or to "see between the lines". (N2)316 

It was not until the passivities of her small rural or private school were exchanged for the 

challenges of the larger secondary school, that the pressures of education oppressed Luisa. 

"Suddenly Luisa's academic success waned from being "near the top of the class" to becoming"an 

average" pupil "getting 50 to 60% for work". (1.1 cuI) Now she saw herself as "afailure" (1.1,2,3.4.5) 

because she was being displaced as the classroom forerunner. To her, the blame was individual, 

personalised and related to the static quality of mind: either one "had it" (1.1.3) and was a "brainy-type 

person" (1.3) or one "didn't". (1.1 .3,4) Luisa, in her own view, was one of the latter. She failed to 

recognise that there might be social as well as educational reasons for her apparent demotion, such 

as her recent enrolment in a highly populated urban school. Instead Luisa both now and then was 

unable to account for this "depressing ... lack of promise" (LS) because she "still tried" (1.1.5) just as 

she had at primary school: 

I never had a clue. I always presumed that it was obvious that I had missed out 
some facts .. . . I just couldn t imagine what it was . . .. I was floundering 
around. I had no idea. 

Luisa 1 .3 

Luisa felt that if she "did all the work" (1.3) her level of education would improve. 'Work' was a 

favourite term of Luisa. Yet the word 'work' was reselVed (by either Wyna, Luisa or Noah) for 

any surface-level activity which did not simultaneously require the use of mind. Surface-level 

31S Gadamer, in Helonan,I990:66 
316 cf Belenlcy et al, 1986 
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work' was, it seemed, a deliberate act of ideological reductionism; a move from the inner depths of 

epistemic imbeddedness to the outer surface of social appearances; from a type of theory to a type 

of practice. It seemed to refer to a mental action which did not require reflection or the judgement of 

ideas. However Luisa said her teenage answer to achieving better grades lay in one of two 'work'
related alternatives. Either she could increase her social connections with authority figures through 

such means as "becoming the teacher's pet - which I didn't do" (1.2), or by spending "more time at 

[her] work". (L2 ", at) 

To Luisa, 'more of the same1317 - either in terms of a continued appeasement of her elders' desires, 

or more "work" - rather than change of epistemic strategy - was her suggested answer for 

educational success. Her earlier practical reading skill seemed to create an ideology of work that 

dominated and repressed the development of further thinking skills. Overall, Luisa equated 

'knowing' with the fact that "either one had it or one didn't". (LS) This particular claim concerning 

the silencing or muting of Luisa's use of mind I should like to explore at another time. However, it 

may also be somewhat confinned by her educational experience in the years following highschool. 

After secondary school and before this period of university study, Luisa (1,2,3.4.5) had successfully 

engaged in different fonns of tertiary education311 though she "fOUnd some parIS of it a bit of a 

struggle".(l..I) She had "enjoyed" (1..1.3.4) her chosen career where she was commended by her 

teachers for her ''practical skills".(l..I;J.4) However she had found the effort of "memorizing all that 

theory" (1..1) for examinations a problem and so she chose to answer examination questions where 

she believed "you didn't need to say. why". (l..1.2.S) This once again reflected yet again her ideology 

of education as being 'learning as reading-related work without the involvement of a mind'. 

As she had moved into self-educating adulthood, Luisa spent less and less time reading, ("because 
I never have time to myself' (1..1 ", at» , instrumentally-confining that activity to the seeking of 

essential knowledge for her home "work" as a mother and wife. Her reading now predominantly 

consisted of seeking the abbreviated knowledge contained in such books as cooking and gardening 

guides, and the use of worn ens' magazines (especially for 'knowledge' of knitting panems),319 

school circulars for her childrens' education, advertising circulars for budgeting, and personal mail 

for news of family and friends. But rather than recognising the reading of text (even in its 

abbreviated presentation) as a fonn of 'coming to know', Luisa considered her self-education was 

now primarily focussed upon 'TuuJing things out" in a social way.(L2,S) To Luisa, learning consisted 

mainly of ''finding out really interesting " infonnation (Ll,2.4.5,) through discussions with friends 

(LI,2,3.4.s), her husband (L2.3,4.s) or her older children (l..l.s) rather than in consulting books. Luisa never 

commented (to me) on any need for stimulating her own mind though she preferred these social 

317 Belen1cy et aI, 1986 
318 The people of whom Luisa is composed had variously qualified in nursing, primary and kindergarten teaching 

and dental nursing. . 319 Surely no know�&e could be more abbreviated than 'K}, Pl' of a knitting pattern which would take a page of 
worCis to explam Tully. 
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constructions of knowledge through conversation . Busily involved in community affairs such as 

"the church" (U.s) and children's club activities, (L2,3.4.5) it would be social rather than personal 

constructions of meaning that controlled Luisa's life. 

During Luisa's adulthood leisure reading was no longer the personal joy it had been in early 

childhood because she simply "did not have the timefor it".(12,3.4) All her personal time was 

allocated to the family and friends, particularly those in need. Her life revolved around relating to 

people, not to ideas; around actual meanings not abstractions; around being ideological1y

constituted rather than constituting. Her epistemic life was backgrounded to her subjectified social 

life. In a world that seemed very extemally-detennined by her familial "others", Luisa's need "to 
feel part of it" seemed to have shifted from the passive plots of her childhood 'stories' to the active 

plots of real life in adulthood. She continued to imbed her 'self in others' lives, others' beliefs and 

others' problems. In all it seemed that she denied her reasoning self "by living through others.,,31I:J 

Solitude, alone-time or private time, such as required for reading and study, was rare (1.1,3,4.5) and 

taken by Luisa with feelings of sometimes-intense guilt (1.1.2.3.4.5) ,either because she felt she was 

"not getting on with proper work" (1.3. S) or attending to the needs of "the Others" .(1.1.2.3.4.5) 

Thus it was that Luisa would enter university with a background of beliefs that education was the 

"hard work" of leaming and the "hard work" of reading "hard words". She failed to recognise that 

her self-education consisted of those enjoyable times of socially "finding out" from other adults. 

She did not see that her interpretation of "hard" might relate to her other-dependence on public

reception rather than to personal-constructions so meaning. Her two most educationally

"successful" periods in fonnal study (till the date of university enrolment) had been her early 

reading-skills and her ability at "practical work" (1.1 ct l!) (during her teniary-educated career). Only at 

those times had she experienced a "fusion of horizons'()21 with her teachers. Since subconsciously 

she already knew that she disliked the "struggle" with theory and the "work" of "hard words", how 

was she to fare in the academe? 

Wyna was not at all like Luisa except in as much as she also became subject-centred in education. 

Wyna thought her schooling had been "a breeze, .. . not a problem at all". (Wl .... d 2,4) She grew up in 

an urban family that commodified fonnal education. Although the family possessed them, only 

seldom were self-educative items such as books, politics or ideas openly shared or discussed. (Did 

possession mean more than challenge or change?) The children learned' whatever facts they did 

from Wyna's authoritarian parent-figure when 'he' dogmatically asserted his political views and 

320 Belen1cy et al, 1986:77 
321 Gadamc:r. 1975: 421 
322 Wyna was a typification shared by three women with some strategies shared by another two persons. However 

the quotations used in this analysis focus in particular upon W�a (1) who articulated all the strategies which 
were shared in common. She stood out as the typical member of this typification 
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and opinions on current topical events while everyone else in the family "just listened".(WI,2,4.5) This 

single-minded authoritarian denial of the children's subjectivity would stultify the development of 

their potential as, reasoning people in their own right Even when Wyna was grown up and she 

approached her parent to say she wanted: 

... to enrol in university, he didn't like it. He said all those Reds in the 
University were dangerous .... When he said I should be careful, I didn't know 
what to think. 

Wyna 1 .3 

In place of this authoritarian-related, detenninate negation, the parents instituted the practices of a 

positive hidden curriculum. To assist her children's success, Wyna's mother had excused them 

from housework. instead invoking the 'invisible pedagogylJ23 by allocating a time and a place for 

study (WI.3") and instilling the spirit to compete for higher grades.(WI.2.3) Thus from her earliest, 

Wyna's education was differentiated between epistemic means and social ends with 'the means'to 

education now related to the personal acquisition of grades rather than to knowledge-constitutivity. 

Wyna's educational world was abstracted from ordinary life, just as theory from practice, and 

education became not only objectified but also privileged in that it was seen as superior to the 

humdrum drudgery of everyday life. Wyna "freely admitted" (WI.3,4) to "taking the easy way out" 
(WI.3) as she chose and excelled in "the easiest subjects" (WI.2.3,4) of the top stream (WI.2.3,4) in 

highschool - such as ''french, biology and english" (WI)?24 She said she chose these subjects 

because: 

you just had to feed the facts into yourself at school. The teacher said, "learn 
this and this and that" and you did. 

Wyna 1 . 1  

Perhaps because her highschool years had been "easy", or perhaps she was selectively negating 

the negatives, Wyna offered little other concrete historical infonnation, relating her educational 

history instead to such public conventionalities as the enjoyment of the teenage social life where she 

felt she was part of the "in crowd". (WI) She claimed later (W!.4) that "school learning had been easy 

in comparison with university" because in higher education she found "you had to put your own 

interpretations on things rather than just being told what's what". Wyna's aversion to reasoning 

was not, like Luisa, because it was hard work.. It seemed more that she perceived reasoning and 

critique to be like a family argument It was simply not socially-acceptable in the public world. The 

social logic' of her public shared life was more important, even in her educational experiences, 

than the development of her private epistemology: 

I didn't ever .. . 1 don't ever want to be like my sister. When she came back 
from university all she could do was argue with Mum and upset everybody. It 
was like she knew everything and we knew nothing. It was just aWful .. . I 
can't explain what it was Wee . .. We were relieved when she eventually left 
home. 

Wyna 3.2 

323 Bernstein, B. 1990:60 
324 All Wyna's had chosen to study English and biology in the upper secondary school .... 
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It appeared that the familial manifestations of 'reason' (as either dogmatism or pelSUasion) 

controlled Wyna's development of an epistemic 'self during childhood. TIle tension behind the 

social negations of reasoning were hidden from public scrutiny. becoming privatised. unseen and 

politically backgrounded. While ignoring (or otherwise negating) her imbedded contradictions 

about argument and reason. she reported, ber earlier years had been "a bit 0/ a cruise" (WI.3) 
(though her 'pregnant' silences yawned during our interviews). Wyna would tell no more. She 

seemed to feel that my research probing was as much an unacceptable intrusion into her private 

life32S as her sister'S or father's challenges to the hannony of the family had been. Instead she 

(WI,2.4.s) eloquently glossed attempts to discuss anything but the immediate circumstances with an 

"Oh, I can't remember that/ar backf"(WI,3),3'JiJ or instead she would tum the questions back on me. 

Her articulate communicative confidence and her memory for 'the facts' (in retrospect) seemed to 

have been her keys to an educational positivity (WI,2.3.s) while her purposive avoidance of reasoning 

sourced her epistemological negations. 

Wyna (1,2.3,4) had actually said, at first. that she had never had to overcome any particularly 

conflictual situation in her pre-adult life (WI,2.3.4.s) other than those "injrequent/amily scenes" (WI,2.3) 

during which she tried to remain silently on the side.(Wl,2.3,4,s) Perbaps it was really her habituated 

withdrawal from family scenes that caused her to say she "was never taught to think", (WI) but she 

attributed the blame for not being able to reason to "the education system" (WI,2.4) on the grounds 

that she "was never allowed to argue with the teachers".(WI, Z) It was interesting that from the 

relative safety of her everyday world of today she would blame this shortcoming on the objectified 

mediation of 'others'; the "teachers who thought they knew everything" (Wl,3.s}) - rather than, like 

Luisa, on her private self and her educational ideology. In fact this blaming of others effectively 

negated her previous efforts to present a positive face of the relationship between her self and her 

schooling. Now it was the contextually-distanced, objectified. education system's fault that she 

could not argue. Her practice of not ascribing 'blame' to family discord would become relevant 

again later in this study, particularly in her relations with her husband. Issues of discord and 

negativity would however, never be fully addressed by Wyna even in the anonymity of research. 

Was this deliberate 'silencing of the private' how she habitually attempted to keep her subjective 

self in-tact. in-cluded, in control and foregrounded as an Id-entity? As with Luisa, Wyna's 

educational history was raising more questions than it was answering. 

Directly after secondary school, Wyna chose not to go on to university (although she had qualified 

for entry), (Wl,2.4) "because [she] couldn't be bothered doing anything that would strain [her] - in 

315 \\fyna(1,2.3.4,s) virtually took control of the interview situation from the v� beginning of the research year. 
For instance, although she set the time and place of interview, Wyna invanably greeted me at her door with a 
statement such as HIt's not really corrve�nI today but I suppose we'd bener tfo II anywayH. 

326 This became quite disturbing as increasingly it became a repeated attempt to control the interviews in spite of 
the fact that we had, at the outset shared an understanding In which I stated I could not give answers to their 
questions. While it was a moral issue for me, I gradually became aware it was a political action on Wyna's 
part. 
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brain strain for no reason".(W.l) Though she did not complete any tertiary studies, she had "married 

well".(Wl,3,4) Now that she had finally enrolled to study in university as an adult, Wyna brought to 

the situation a somewhat nonchalant ease with the english language; a habit of IOte learning "the 

facts" (Wl.2,4); and a habit of seeking educational success in subjective social terms as well as a 

politic of selective negligence� Wyna believed in the strength of her own social agency in education. 

If she could cope socially, she would cope educationally. (She saw'little question in that) 

?{pan 

In general tenns, the Noah's were three individuals in a typification, who were diversified in the 

details of their material experiences but whose experience shared common ideological qualities. The 

three key common elements of their history that effected this typified personal epistemology were 

that Noah was brought up in a family which was conscious of ideas and change; continuing conflict 

between home and school caused Noah to reflect long and often, as she sought to understand how 

other peoples' minds worked and. in the circumstances of so doing, Noah became aware of 

differentiating the ideas of both theory from practice and the use of language from the use of mind. 

The typified Noah came from a family where books were commonplace. political viewpoints were 

known and ideas debated and exchanged. if not always hannoniously. (Nl,.2,3)327 At the very least, 

knowledge was continually constructed through different fonns of collective discourse.321 Notions 

of changing ideas were in the forefront of her life and impinged on her ways of knowing. Then 

between the life of school and the life of home. there existed the constant contestation of two 

epistemic viewpoints: Noah should both complete housework before homework (Nl.2)329 and be 

discouraged from thinking beyond the limited bounds of the given school curriculum. (Nl,.2,3)330 

Between these two worlds was the constant tension of exclusionary or inclusionary thought For 

Noah. this tension created the unchanging chore of judging what was "most essential" (N2)331 as she 

created her daily priorities for action. 332 It was pemaps these years of practice at analytic decision-

327 Noah's family (Nl,.2,3) were more attracted to listening to the radio than to watching television. 
328 Hekman. 1990:63 
329 Noah(2) had to constantly juggle the demands of a dominant father against the needs of her schooling and was 

'always in tro,mle willa the teachers' for her late or incomplete homework. After years of serious clashes she 
abseritcd herself from school P.CJ11lanently after being moclced and threatened by a teacher with failure for yet 
another late assignment ·in spite of the fact that she usually obtained top grades. 

330 Noah(l) was an orphan who was 'sent away' to boarding school where she was horrified 10 fmd that 'everybody 
knew everything abolll everyone else' and there was no place or time for private thoughts. Noah(3) felt her 
creative way of knowing was constantly stifled by the ngid epistemic control of the curriculW!£ a view 
counter-supported at home where 'ideas were coruidoed more importQllt than edMCation itself 'Ine types of 
ideas the parents' had discussed with their child differed. "My Jollier fUed to talJc a lot abo,., tM more Dbstract 
things - tlaings thal don't rel4le so mMCh to wluJJ you're having for dinner. Bill my motlier and 1 - OIU 
conversation was more related to logistical tlaings .... Dad tiM I would talk abO,., plailosopJaical things; life, 
time. We talked abolll science-oriented thin�s • space and theylanetsi, some histoTlcal tlaings liU the war 
and wluJJ il was like here in New 'Zealand. We used to discuss HOORRICIING things (tluJJ I lOVe!); the broader 
issll.U. We used to talJc a lot abo,., art; we share nuuic and art in common. MJ DOd doesn't paint. He's crealive 
in .a diff'!rent sort of way - more philosophical. Bill we fUed to talk abolll artISts and tlie meaning of art and 
thUJgs I,ke thal. H(Noah 3.1) 

331 Use of the terms 'essence' and 'essential' in this script are taken 10 mean the � or important 'core' of a 
specific situation rather than. as with some uses oT essentialism. to seek an abSolute. a universal or a single 
undeniable truth. 

332 For instance. Noah(2) who was expected to helP- with the daily milking. Hhad to decide wMtMr it was worth 
arg",mg wilh Dad so tluJJ I COtlId get time to Jinish my lu:Jmework or not. H (N2.3 .s46) 
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making which later enabled Noah to readily differentiate levels and priorities of knowledge, 

particularly in soning the important general points from specific details.333 Noah's early resistance 

to these conflicting home-school ideologies could be found in her response: while still a young 

teenager, she began to engage in private reflective thought and critique. For Noah, reflective 

reasoning was a private way of reasoning334 whose development had frightened her especially as 

its beginnings coincided with the pubescent onset of home-school conflicts: 

Thinkinp about thinking? / was so scared! / thought / was going crazy or 
somethmg. / think thai s mainly why / was getting so upset. 

Noah 2.3 

Noah (3) spent years cogitating on the problems of thinking differently. Like Noah (1), she had 

decided -"at age nine or so"- to study education itself on the grounds that "the education system had 

a lot of scope for change" and she felt she had "an undeveloped role there". Paradoxically, the 

school was seen by Noah (1.2.3) as the mediator of her personal ways of knowing, yet even while it 

limited her public thoughts, it induced private reflection and pondering. On the one hand for Noah 

its public epistemology explicitly limited the personal while on the other, the conflict implicitly 

encouraged it In habituating the practice of self-reflective thought, Noah appeared able to 

deliberately objectivate and examine her epistemic self.335 But within this growing recognition of 

her analytic "inner self' (N2,3) she also differentiated the substantive content of thought s from "the 

workings of the mind" (Nl,2,3.). It was in this way that she began fore grounding her curiosity in the 

authors' epistemic play and began reflexively comparing 'his' mental workings with her own. 

Overall, as she decentred her 'self from The Education System by resisting the school's systematic 

detenninations to knowledge, she increasingly subjectified this reflective fonn of self-education. 

1be more Noah resisted other's definitions of education. the more she developed her own ideas on 

what it meant to come to know. Whereas it appeared the school had 'Identified' the knowledge she 

should learn and it seemed to her that it expected that she should just accept 'what is" Noah came 

to see that school knowledge was just another single and subjectivated "point of view". (Nl,2,3) She 

believed "the minds" (Nl,2,3) who chose the curriculum were not always as promising as their 

employment and political control implied. But in foregrounding her epistemic self, in choosing to 

be alone, be different and be engaged in reflective thought, she sidelined her social self. Moreover, 

Noah developed a scepticism or doubt about immediately accepting single points of view .(Nl,2,3) 

She preferred to observe for some time and from a distance, how other people intellectualised, 

(Nl,2,3) by objectifying 'their points of view' in her reflective epistemic space. Subsequently, much 

in a post-modernistist frame of mind, she would also differentiate the mediacy and immediacy of 

333 Noah(l) deplored the boarding school intrusion into her thinking, the evident excuse for it (boarders were not 
allowed solitude 'becalLf� tM 1UUIS w�r� SlLfpiciolLf SOI'/'IeOfli! mighl be lIP to sOI'/'Iething') and the monological 
reasoning entailed in the excuse, "T�r� was no t� for daydr�amin� or thinking hOw things mighl be .... It 
s�l!IJ'Ied as !f someone always wanl� to know what was in 01U' minds Ollt they MV�r told ILf w1Jot was within 
t�". own. 

334 For instance: Nolh(2) reflected on how a system of education could 'fail p�ople' on the basis of WlCOmpleted 
work when the teachers already knew of her ability 'to do it'. 

335 During Noah's teenage period of subjective idealism she would, in effect. Hlay down proc�dlU'ufor 
syst�ically learning and analysmg exp�r�fIC� ... Strat�g�s for knowing gr� ollt of {�r v�ry 
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language from her "need to think",336 (./R./. from I1J. and J./X) using reading only as a means to 

an end and seldom communicating her still�eveloping ideas and dwellings, even to those who 

were relatively-close to her.(Nl,2,3) These changes in her ideas of what it meant to come to know, 

showed in the different details of Noah's approach to written language. 

In the details of their different experiences Noah (1), the childhood-bookwonn, loved English 

literature and history as a teenager because she could privately seek 'tIthe interpretations ofvarious 
authors" and the source of their ideas. However, because she thought her own ideas had not been 

valued by Others in boarding school, she "began hating having to write about it". Noah (2) loved 

geography where she could begin to understand the essence of "Nature's interpretatilJns" of the 

world but in adulthood she shunned books in preference for "listening to the 'NatilJnaJ' radio" 

channel "and talkback" sessions; engaging "sometimes/or hours" in private debate on the ideas she 

had just heard.m And although she would write long letters to her (submissive) mother expressing 

her latest thoughts and trying to support "Mum" into taking power for her own life, Noah (2) did not 

write to others, or for herself, at all. 1be type of knowledge which Noah (3) found "interesting" and 

chose to study in the self-educative process was "always some else's ideas about something ... 

Uke philosophies interest me. Not the technical process 0/ philosophy itself .. . .  but more down to 
earth approaches to ways of seeing. "(N3.3.1102) She also avoided writing and only used reading as a 

means to finding the basic ideas within different viewpoints: 

I wasn't one of those kids who'd say I liked reading. It was never a hobby .. .  
Even now . .. it's a means to an end. Uke if I haven't got anything I'm 
particularly interested in and WANTING to know, over a period 0/ three 
months, then I won't read anything. I don't read/or reading's sake,' I read/or a 
purpose . ... 1 could never really got off on novels andflCtion .. . that was trash. 
1 really got into reading Zen, into Eastern thought, in my early twenties .... But 
I can go through periods where I don't read much at all. Then another time 
you'lljind me with five (books) on the go at once. They're all be stacked up 
beside the bed and I just grab whichever one interests me and pick up where I 
left off .... Uke here - the 'Uving Bible' I read daily and I tend to read this 
(other book) in conjunction with it to get a broader idea; to get two p'erspectives 
on the same point Oecause all the translations are quite different. W,lliam 
Barclay gets into what the Greek words mean and all the alternatives and what
have-you so it also gives a different perspective. And I'm into reading the Old 
and New Testaments at the same time aiid then I'm clarifying that in the King 
James version. 

Noah 3.3 

To diffuse the conflict between home and school ''for once and for all", (Nl)338 Noah chose, in the 

negative fashion of a dialectician, to leave highs.chool at age 15 (Nl,2,3)339 for she knew no other way 

imbeddednns in Juunan reliJlioruhips and IMr) alertnus to tM tklails of everyday life". Belenky et aI. 
1 986:85 

336 As in the curriculum differentiation between reflection (JRI.) and expression (JJX). 
337 with her 'inner voice'. (Belenlcy et al. 1986. also refer to this phenomenL) 
331 Middleton (1988) also located the double bind contradiction between domestic life and school culture. But in 

this study Noah(l) felt her aunt had 'paid lor enough' schooling. Nolh(2) 'couldn't betu 'the battle 'to letun' 
any more. Noah(3) was simply 'bored' With having to still her brain. 

339 Belenky et al, 1986 also found resistance among these lilce-minded students. 
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to care for her 'self, (N1,2,3) without being "driven crazyH.(1Q)'!t40 With this absenting action, Noah's 

formal (but not self-) education was materially negated for at least another fifteen years.(N1,%) 341 

Even before entering the university, the focus of Noah's epistemic attention was almost solely on 

ideas and the (un)conventional, self-purposive activity of (re)constructing abstract understandings, 

from books or radio, though she seldom sourced books from a library.)(N1.2.3) 342 Noah had already 

developed a restlessness in thinking and a desire to "keep things on the move". (N1) She (N1.2.3) 

habitually dwelt upon the potential for marginalisation in the human world of ''politics and power", 

(N1.2.3)343 identifying with people's oppressions after having learned "through sometimes-bitter 

experiences ... to think seriously" (N2.4.7S6) about social issues, justice and morality. (N1,2,3) Noah's 

worldview seemed to include a feeling of personal and social responsibility for knowledge; a social 

conscience bound inextricably to an epistemic consciousness, (N1.2.3) reflecting that for her, ethics 

was part of her sphere of rationality. 344 Noah said she had been typically sceptical of the ideologies 

she was confronted with during adolescence and retained a practice of examining and challenging, 

rather than accepting them. 

As an outcome of the conflict she was confronted with during her previous formal education, Noah 

approached university study with a fairly well-formed personal 'philosophy' (which she referred to 

as just that - Ira philosophy"). (N1.2.3) Noah appeared to be already long-practised in the analysis of 

ideas and the differentiation of phenomenologic from social or systems logic. Her independent life 

in a world of ideas had set Noah apart from both Luisa and Wyna. Whereas within the context of 

education, Wyna and Luisa's lives were determined by and dependent upon social 

conventionalities, Noah's life was ideologically evaluated on the basis of knowledge she sought 

and reconstructed. All told, these three typified actors demonstrated the different ways in which 

theory and practice divided them in everyday life. 

On entering university, whether or not their habituated knowledge-constitutive action was centred 

in the institution's ways of knowing was the epistemic-problematic. 

All over it seemed that the adults' personal epistemologies arose from childhood experiences of 

powerlessness particularly in the imbedded compulsion of home-school relations. These same 

relations (between the everyday and institutional epistemologies) would now be open to challenge 

'!t4O cf Belenky et al,1986 
341 Noah (3) began Teachers College but did not complete the Irllining period 
342 One of the problems to become clear during Noah's university study was that she(N1.2.3) did not know how to 

use a Library indexing system at all. This -lack of basic knowledge may have been due to either of two 
factors: first that the tlme when it was taulZht in schools was after she had already left. However, such a 
simple level of technical knowledge could' not, I suspect, have been the primary reason she avoided them. 
Less superficially, I wondered if the lack of indexing knowledge could have promoted her tangential p"rsliJs 
tru:ough. the �helves which in tum could have become quite intellectually-imtating, causing her to gIVe up 
usmg hbranes. 

343 to the extent of interrupting our research interviews to listen to current affairs news items! (Nl,2,3) Cf Belenky 
et al.(1986:227-8), rqx>rt the same fact as does Bernstein, B (1990:83) "As a strategy of self-defence by 
which she aclu.des Mr self tTy wiJhdrawing." 

344 Hahennas, 1972. Landers, 1991 
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because these adults had gained power from their self�ucative role, their maturity and their 

voluntaristic status in university. As a mere glimpse at Wyna, Luisa and Noah's fragmentary and 

partial histories has shown, relations between the self, social and ideal worlds and between the 

epistemic and discursive practices which we use to decide, to communicate and to share meanings 

had been woven into some well-differentiated but complex relational webs .To this point it has 
become clear that Wyna, Luisa and Noah, as three radicalised typifications, had brought to the 

university very differing knowledge-constitutive habits which showed in their social, epistemic and 

linguistic conceptualisations. 

Noah had habituated the private independence of an onlooker to the publically-Identified and social 

world of education, all the while maintaining an epistemic-imbeddedness in a world of contesting 

'minds'. Noah differentiated her sharing of her social from her ideological discourse and life. The 

reflexivity of her ideological discourse arose from coping with conflictual home-school relations 

and from habituating the intellectual practices of differentiating and selecting, and including and 

excluding. She had finally excluded fonnal schooling from her real-life at age 15, along with 'the 

art of oneness'" that is, the single-mindedness of examining only mediated singular points of view. 

These absenting acts reinforced Noah's silence and self-educative continuance of "armchair 
philosophising". (N3.2) It also raised the rather odd question of whether the experience of conflict 

and marginalisation informal education might indeed be necessary as well as sufficient for forcing 

self-reflexive practices?34s Was fonnal education, by its act of negation, paradoxically able to 

detennine a student's self-constituting epistemic practice? 

Luisa, on the other hand, was a socially-inclined, 'immersion-dependent' knowledge-actor who put 

all her efforts into nying to Identify with Education. For Luisa, to come to know was to engage in 

the work of socially 'seeking out' rather than intellectually 'seeking within'. Knowledge was an 

externalised entity that Luisa depended upon having socially-constructed or legitimated through it 

being "worked" upon with family or friends. Luisa was imbedded in a complex world where the 

social and the ideal were inextricably tangled, and she did not appear able to subjectively 

differentiate her 'self from within that mixup. She was as an Other in the world of Others. Without 

the conscious control or fore grounding of an epistemic 'self, Luisa was denying, excluding and 

resisting any fonn of knowledge-constitutive engagement with the abstractedness of meaning. Like 

Noah, Wyna could be selective in differentiating the social from the ideal worlds in education, but -

like Luisa - she chose to habituate her epistemology within the social world of practice. Therein she 

identified with people who were 'the same', excluding those (like her sister) who were socially or 

epistemically 'different ' including the positivistically-inclined, competitive leanings of her parents. 

34S Such as is promoted in the middle-class premises of 'action research'. ... 
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It would only gradually be revealed that Wyna privileged her own socio-educational status in 

making knowledge-constitutive decisions. She used such methods as publicly foregrounding what 

she needed and privately backgrounding (through silences and denials) what she could give. In 

order to win, she could present a public face of her self as being 'dumb' (ie situated in an 

epistemically-excluded position) and 'apparently' 'requiring' help. Therein, I claim, would lay her 

politic.346 

Overall, the central epistemic issue of these three typifications was to be found in the tension 

between two views of educational purpose. One view (Wyna and Luisa) focussed upon knowledge 

as a socially grounded Identity, and the other (Noah) focussed upon knowledge as ideologically 

abstract though socially founded. Moreover the marginalisation of each typification was in the 

main due to either resisting or preferring the social or the ideological or the discursive. Only in a 

fluid and broadened epistemic space which included all of these interrelational standpoints would 

emancipatory education be found. First it would be necessary to locate not only the institutional 

touchstones each typification sought, but also what occurred in interaction with it. 

346 Metbodolo&ical Not�: It was the negative relation between Wyna's ability to negotiate such social situations 
as a research interview and her resistance to discussing where, how and why she came to know what she 
knew, that lead me to recognise that knowledge of the hidden curricuhun was quite so powerful and political 
for some adult students. By �tedly saying that she "couid not rMll!17lber" (Wl,2.,3) or she Hnever 
t!Xperit!nced conflict" (Wl.3.4) a facade of non-exp¢ence was presented which only the accidental rmding of 
contradictory eVidence would uncover during the longitudinal study. Her maior differentiating activity was a 
purposive selective negligence which would have effectively excluded my rmding any socio-historical 
<Jeterminism to her epistemic self. The nature of these silenced voids (which she may have thought had 
positivistically-ensured the non-Identification of her actual educational practices), mcluded 'pregnant 
pauses' during the interviews, comments in passin&, momenta!}' off-guard remarks and under-breath 
comments or conversational 'sighs' when she was either out of range of the tal?' recorder or it was already 
switched off (and thus, maybe she thought, no longer transcribable as formal evidence'). Indeed it may have 
been the constancy of pressure to censor for the hour and a half of each interview that caused her to remark 
on "how uhaustingH (WS.2) the interviews were. (Wl,2,S) Wyna was indeed, I thinlc. more to be recognised by 
her negations than by the positive self-Identifications she gave in her interviews. Such negations gave rise 
to many questions, some of which may prove to be fruitful avenues of inquiry later. Whilst Wyna appeared to 
be independent within her socially-imbedded Identity, was she not �haps Ideologically-alienated and 
Other-dependent (though not Other-acknowledging)1 Since the experience of the dogmatic home practices of 
one parent, did she resISt the challen�e of the world of ideas because it was a cause of social disuruty and 
distrust (rather than philosophic disbelieO? Did she publicly-foreground conventional wisdoms as a facade 
for her epistemic fears? Why did she impfy that (a) it needed to be her teachers rather than her familr who �) 
"gave hirH(Wl.3.4) the power or ability to think and debate? Why did she deliberately objectify this wrong 
by disassociating it temporally and spatially from her subjective current adult �or1d? 
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Chapter Six: 

Identifying the marginalisation of typificatory 
knowledge-action by the preferred knowledges and 

educational relations 

From their educational history, it could be seen how each of these potential knowers' habiwated 

epistemologies. played a central role in coming to know. Before the move from common-sense to 

academic-sense could be actioned within their correspondence-based university courses, it was 

necessary for the swdents to enrol in the instiwtion. During the period of enrolment, the adult 

version of these epistemological and social habiwations would become ever more clear. 

I£nro{ment ani Luisa's periotl of interna1isation 

At the time of entry to university, each typified student in this study was already demonstrating 

different knowledge-constiwtive interests. 11lese historically-situated and socially-constituted 

typifications represented somewhat stable (habituated) ways of being and seeing.347 It seemed that 

their power-less childhood experiences of being caught anywhere between mutually-exclusive 

(contlictual) and mutually-inclusive (supportive) home-school relations, had caused them to relate 

either eccentrically or concentrically to formalised education, where they situated their typified self 

profoundly reflected their personal intentions and their basic understandings of what 'coming to 

know' might mean. The locus of this question was whether the potential-knower saw themselves 

as educationally and socially dependent or independent This would lead to questions of power in 

the area of epistemic transformation. Was it the place of the Institution or the potential knower (or 

both) to change? Whose 'game' is 'coming to know? Why (in this study) would the formalised 

epistemology of the academe appear foundational, superior and 'necessary' to students, as well as 

(supposedly) non-mediatory? 

It was during the common period of enrolment and receiving the first mailings of study materials 

that each potential knower encountered the first of the touchstones of the institution, administrative 

knowledge, and endeavoured to 'come to know' it While the rest of the touchstone knowledges 

formed an integrated whanau for complex knowledge-interactions, this first (administrative) form 

was perhaps more discrete in time and place. As such it serves to clarify the actors common search 

for knowledge as they tackled the problem of possible marginalisation. 

347 Heidegger. in Helemen. 1990:65 ... 
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Negotiating the bureaucracy of university was the first knowledge of the hidden curriculum that the 

adult students' encountered. It included understanding how the system functioned at its interface 

with students on such fonnalities as enrolment. the selection of courses, understanding department 

structures and heirarchies of professional status and (maybe also) the fonnalities of withdrawl from 

study. Seeking this institutional knowledge was a matter of establishing the personal control of 

"knowing my way around". (W4, Ll • at) Until the student (of any typification) felt at ease with this 

fonn of knowledge, study-proper seldom began, for it seemed that the first job of study was to feel 
included by social or epistemic relation with this institution. TIlls was evidently much less trouble 

for Noah and Wyna whose need 'to belong' (rather than wanting 'to belong') seemed minimal 

compared to Luisa. 

For Noah the lesser need to belong may have been related to the habitual independence of her 'self 

during her observations of other's minds and her history of eccentric relations with fonnal 

education. Noah was "not unduly worried" (N1.3) by knowledge of the system. She was already well 

aware that such infonnation existed and also that "systems try to control people". (N1.2,2,3)341 Noah 

chose not to socially-'belong' within the system of fonnal education because she had enrolled at 

university "only to" (N1.3) extend her own mind with knowledge she "was interested in". (Nl.2.3)349 

She realised that bureaucratic knowledge of the university system was not knowledge one "had to 
learn" (N2.3) so she only 'skim read' the administrative mailings "because there might be useful 

information in there" (N!.!) - such as on-campus course dates and times - and because she was "new 

to the system". (Nl.l) But Noah "never really read all that junk" (N23) and indeed it often remained 

unopened on the sideboard for several weeks. As Noah 3 explained toward the end of the academic 

year: 

I am annoyed at receiving all this unnecessary mail! It's seldom I ever read it. I 
actually contemplated writing to the [Student's J association saying, 'I'm not 
really interested. You are wasting money sending me these bloody glossy little 
things that you churn out because I'm just not interested. I don't want it. (I've 

felt llke that all year). 
Noah 3.3.67 

It was to liberate her 'self from bureaucratic ties, that Noah selected to remain unsociable and 

unmoved by these institutional attempts to include her. For Wyna, attempts to centre her self were 

of a different nature. 

To Wyna, the administrative knowledge was not the social 'key' to either university or the wider 

world. Wyna skimmed the mailings when they arrived, "noting anything important", (Wl.l) but, like 

Noah, she did not 'require' the objectivated mailings either in order to belong within the social 

348 Noah's daily life consisted of lJade union negotiations (Nl,]) and experience in the social welfare system(N2,3). 
349 HI believe in education as an idea and I liu broadening my base of thoughl .... The gain to me is the actual 

study ilself; to see things in a different w'!Y. H(Noah 3) Noah(!) had enroned in university only to help her 
answer, Hsome of my dLep, long-leu quries abolll educQJion." 

.. 
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system or to ideologically engage in the knowledge-act In order to feel include, Wyna would rely 

on actual social contact, even though she was supposedly being distance educated. 

It eventually emerged that Wyna's socia-political goal lay in a different social system and that 

university education was simply an instrumental means to a specific social end. To pursue what she 

required of life, Wyna (I ,2,4) had already "consulted" (WI,2,J) powerful others in the other social 

system she wished to enter after she had completed this current university study. Wyna(l) had 

"consulted the Chairwoman of the Board because you may as well go to the top to find out if 
university study is the best plan of action". She then proceeded with her university enrolment 

because this other person had the power to know what to do. 

By apprenticing herself to powerful others it was no wonder that Wyna found "little difficulty" 
(WI.3.4) with the administrative understandings of the educational institute. Indeed "enrolment was a 
breeze; all those forms and things". (Wl.l c ol) But it would transpire, by a chance comment from an 

accidental informant,3so that Wyna "Iuulfriends wJwsefriend was a lecturer there" (laIc:rccmfumed in W1.4) 

and Wyna (1) had in fact driven for two hours to seek his help and advice. This visit had proved to 

be a powerful political tool, for later she reinforced her claims to the possession of an institutional 

Identity by ensuring that all the other students in her study group knew that she had this "friend" 
whom she could contact at any time.(N2.2) However, at the first and second interviews, when I had 

prompted Wyna about enrolment assistance and suggested that "other interviewees Iuulfound 
people in the system to consult", this meeting with the "friend of ajriend" (WJ.4) had never once 

been mentioned. Instead Wyna attributed her apparent ease with understanding the system to "being 
good at language and such things". (WI.l.l.2..2. Cl II) However, things would be far different for Luisa. 

Where knowledge of administrative matters was under some element of control by Wyna, for Luisa 

it became a traumatic and emotional marginalisation factor. 

Generally speaking, where Noah could already establish ideological hierarchies before she entered 

university (based upon social need and importance rather than on philosophic notions of an abstract 

idea which was devoid of a reality) and Wyna could do much the same thing in order to become 

socially enculturated, Luisa did not appear able to establish hierarchies and priorities of any 

educational value at all. Indeed, she had difficulty even differentiating an informal meaning from a 

formal one. Within her confusion lay a complex contradiction. It centred around her habituated 

belief of doing 'more of the same', From her educational history it was already apparent that Luisa 

was 'other-determined', preferred social conversation to reading as a means of obtaining 

3S0 On reflection over the perjod of analysis -and many times since- I have credited Wyna with a real confidence 
and ease at censoring information. I had not been prepared for such behaviour to occur during research 
interviews except where very private issues were at stake, and I had little means of reco�smg it when it 
began to haP,PeJl other than bemg aware of her 'glossing over' of various questions (which had not seemed 
lilce terribly' unportant questions to me at the time). But I did become increasingly aware during interviews of 
Wyna's ability to swing my questions around until they became her questions Of",fM 
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infonnation, thought of knowledge-acts as 'worle', and obtained only abbreviated and essential 

knowledge from her few engagements with the written won!. Her particular recognitions of the 

relationships between language, social contact and knowledge-sought were already so habituated 

that "finding out" (Ll.l) how the system functioned proved extremely problematic. 

Coming to understand the administrative touchstone was for Luisa the main, the dominant - and 

sometimes the only - event in university. Immediately after enrolment, Luisa (like all students in 

this study), was figuratively pummeled by the random arrival of fifteen separate mailings in five 

weeks. Luisa's particular dilemma centred in her continuing belief that the written word contained 

only essential knowledge, for to her it felt "like you have to know every skerrick ofin/ormation". 

(N3.1) that was received in those fifteen mailings. What was more, Luisa experienced a double

edged confusion. She neither separated her own private needs from those of others, nor did she 

differentiate the course-related mailings from the concurrently-arriving administrative mailings. At 

her emotive worst, she was unable to separate infonnal comments from fonnal instructions and 

unable to separate academic conventions from course content Had Luisa been both self

detennining and able to differentiate what was most important to do first, then she may have seen 

that the main concern was to accomplish some actual study within the given time. Instead she was 

crawling her way through all sorts of newsletters. 

By week five of the fonnal academic year, the fifteen mailings had included three Extramural 

Department booklets; a letter advising of Vacation Courses with fonns to retum; a letter advising of 

administration matters for the course itself; a fonn letter about Regional Tutors; Study Guide 

postings (two postings which together included three guides); two letters about participating in this 

research project; a note about on-campus parking with a car 'sticker-request' fonn to return; 

advertisements for the university bookshop; advertisements for a university-produced study

techniques book; newsletters from different sources and an enquiry for a handbook being 

produced:3S1 

You get all these booklets just for one course. I wouldn't be one to criticise. but 
I think they could have done it a whole lot better. 

Luisa 1.2 

With the constant and unexpected "barrage" (1.3) of "official looking brown envelopes" (Ll. 2 and N2) the 

institution had effectively invaded the Luisa's private life-space "without rhyme or reason" (1.1) 

oppressing her, she said, with the same urgency "as letters from the Inland Revenue or 

something". (lA.2) This was in spite of the fact that chatty newsletters among the mailings had been 

351 It was curious that no two students (of whatever typification) had received completel)' the same sets of 
mailings. even when they were all first year students and even when they were enrolled in the same courses. 
It somehow appeared that the institution mailed a single run until it ran out of paper and then changed the 
materials being included. This was particularly apparent with correspondence stuOents who had either 
enrolled very early (in December) or very late. __ 
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designed to assist her in her needs to belong and feel included in the university setting. However 

difficulties other than inclusivity impinged on Luisa's efforts, for what she saw as complex 

tenninology negatively mediated her understandings. Luisa resisted the authorial intention of 

mailings just as she had in teenage readings, instead panicing again over the "hard words" (Ll,3 ... .5) 

and coming to feel increasingly alienated. (Ll.2.3 ... .5) It will be recalled that in her everyday 

abbreviated knowledges, she had found it necessary to understand each and every symbol in its 

entirety, for each abbreviation carried such essential infonnation as the 'K} , p} (tbl)' in her knitting 

patterns. So from within her everyday common-sense world, she already 'knew' that "words 
themselves prescribe the only ways in which we can put them to use. "58 Almost every sentence in 

every piece of her fifteen university postings included tenns she "could not understand". (Ll.2.3.4.5) 

For instance, to Lui8a(l) "regional courses" and "tutor networks" presented the same semantic (and 

epistemic?) hurdles as "referencing", "bibliography", "vignette", "concepts" and "objectives". With 

all this tenninoloy muddled in her mind, Luisa resorted to her usual way of finding oul She asked 

Who understands these university words? of those within her tightly-circumscribed world of family 

life. 

However, Luisa's chances of receiving successfully-understood replies were limited by 

communicative difficulties. Conversational reconstructions of obtuse tenninology proved difficult 

because often she was "unable to pronounce the long words". (Ll.2cul) While Noah and Wyna were 

not confident in saying them either, they were at least less likely than Luisa to make gross errors. 

Being unable to say "vignette" rather than "vig-netty" (1.<4.2) and "Piaget" rather than "Pee-jay" (Ll.") 

or "Pijit" (1..2.1) meant Luisa felt muted in continuing to "ask others for their help." (L1.4) Fmally she 

took the path of least resistance - to a place where she thought "no-one would laugh" at her 

mispronunciations, (1.1.2., 1.3) but even then, when she "asked the kids about them . . .  they remained 

absolutely lost in those. " (Ll.2) 

Luisa (Ll.2.3.4,s) herself would not entertain the idea of actually asking university experts and 

authorities for help or advice for it seemed almost rule-bound to her (Ll.2.3 ... ,s) that one should 

maintain a respectful social distance from such wisdom. But she was not able to clarify the exact 

reason for this belief other than to say "one shouldn't" (Ll.2.S) or "couldn't."  (1.3.4) It was all the more 

remarkable therefore that eventually Luisa (1) would phone her lecturer and Luisa (S) would semi

fonnally correspond with her tutor. However, in both situations a friend had first made the 

suggestion to Luisa and supported her in carrying it through. (In the first case the unwitting 

supporter was myself, and in the second example it was her parents.) 

Generally speaking, after it had proved unhelpful to ask those close to her, Luisa's next attempt at 

understanding these fifteen mailings was to consult the household dictionary (Ll.2.3.4) but this trial 

could also be thwarted if she had not previously differentiated between lay and academic 

vocabulary. (Ll.2.3J On finding that supennaI'ket-purchased dictionaries had a limited capacity, she 
... 
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tL2,3,4) then bought a [study-guide suggested] specialist dictionary only to find the lecturer's infonnal 

lay words like 'pithy' were excluded. 'What", she asked herself out loud, "was the use of this 
[specialist] dictionary when the words the lecturer uses are not in it?" (L3.2) She (L3) had realised that 
this man's infonnal corresponded comment differed from his fonnal academic (but also 

corresponded) vocabulary. To Luisa. an objectivated subjectification meant just the same as an 

objectivated objectification. On the swface this contlation reflected beliefs that 'an objectivation = 

an objectivation'. The [A=A] of non-reflexive Identificatory thought. 'Pithy' had been but an 

infonnal conversational comment and no understanding of its meaning was needed. Maybe because 

Luisa was in the everyday habit of seeking knowledge by asking and in the habit of 

unproblematically-accepting and using it without challenging its truths, she (1.1.2.3.4,5) misunderstood 

the variety of writings from the university. Maybe to her, all written language was formal, rule

bounded, useful 'worK'-wise and therefore, necessary. Maybe it was only verbal face to face 

conversations that were conditional enough to allow a degree of misunderstanding to occur, 

because 'the written' reflected the ideological rule-bounded exclusivities of publication whereas 'the 

verbal' reflected the broader social-imbeddedness of private life itself. 

Where Luisa was concerned, her social attempts to come to know (the fifteen mailings at the year's 

beginning) were attempts to 'bring things together'. After all, she was used to the fact that a social 

chat over a cup of coffee, as a means of coming to knoW, abbreviated the 'work' required to 

understand long words. The less-problematically that a conversations resulted in constructed and 

shared meanings, the more-easily it enabled her to avoid having to form judgements for her 'self. 

Yet Luisa was not at all conscious of avoiding making judgements. She was, indeed, more 

concerned that the decisions were correct. Luisa (1.2.3,4,s) had brought this everyday way of 'finding 

out' to her university study and was 'finding out' that its expected ways of knowing (via distance 

education) differed quite markedly. Social constructions and face to face decision-making had been, 

after all, expedient knowledge-work. But for her individualistic university 'work', Luisa needed to 

stop talking and to start thinking and making decisions for her self. Right from the very time of 

choosing to enrol, Luisa gave evidence of 'other detenninism'. She had enrolled only at the behest 

of others352 and when asked why, her explanations invariably began with words like "when J 
finally AGREED" (1.3.2) rather than 'when I finally DECIDED'. Her Other-constituted 'self had 

persisted into the fonnal educational sphere. 

Coming from a home-world which was so 'other-detennined', Luisa seemed to look upon the 

university system as just another institutional Other whose meanings and needs were to be attended 

352 Enrolment in university study was never an idea Luisa had considered for herself.(1.1.2.3,4,.5> "I would never have 
thought of il if they didn't suggest il"(LuiN 5). Luisa(2,3,4..'l) was "pressed b1 friends" to study maybe because 
she liad expressed the idea tliat she Hmight like to work where they were (1.2.3,.5) (kindergarten. prjmary 
school. dental nursing). The extent of study being her personal primary commitment was difficult to 
establish because in her world 'others' always came before her. 

*-
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to. before Luisa could engage in what she personally wanted to do. What she delayed in 'really 

wanting to do' (Ll.2) was to SUldy "the really interesting bits" (1.1.2,2,5) of her academic course-work -

"though I sneaked a look when I was alone in bed at night." (1.1.2,3) But by spatially and temporally 

backgrounding her academic study to administrative material, she was fonning an Other of her 

'self and her private rights. It finally transpired that Luisa was more likely than not to withdraw 

from her enrolment after the first assignment had become extremely overdue and was not yet 

completed, (Ll.2.3.4) unless she received very specific and persistent support from those around her, 

(LS) especially those with some knowledge of the formality of the education system itself. 

Until then, Luisa maintained a determination (Ll.2.3.4,S'J to overcome her study difficulties, even as the 

situation was becoming increasingly more taut with emotion. From suggestions made by the local 

bookshop or in university-mailed advertisements, Luisa (1 ,3) purchased every single book she could 

find on 'how to study.' Yet all she really required was to think through a way of sorting out the 

important from the less essential, and a way to categorise the source and intention of 

communications before she chose which dictionary to look them up in or sought which knower to 

ask. When the strategy of purchasing 'experts' books failed (mostly because she didn't have the 

time to read the lengthy prose anyway), she again resorted to asking family members what to do 

but none of them (Ll.2.3.4,5) had university experience so that strategy was of little use. By now, for 

Luisa a withdrawal fever had set in. (Ll.2.3.4,S'J 

Recognising her preference for social leaming. Luisa (1) had finally phoned the course leader and 

asked if she could attend an on-campus lecture. However the lecturer pointed out that Luisa could 

only come in to university on one evening unless she formally changed her enrolment to become an 

on-campus student This course of action Luisa felt she was unable to do "because Ishe] had to be 

home to cook dinner for everyone at that time." (Ll.2) However, she said, the lecturer: 

let me come to one lecture and then that thing after where a whole group get 
together and talk about itl the tutorial]. That was good. If only she'd let me 
come again and listen , I'd have been alright'. 

Luisa 12.56 

Displaying a heightened anxiety by this time, Luisa's friends were urging her "to relax" (1.3,.2,1.4,5) 

but to little avail. After all "how can I relax when I can't even understand what they're talking 

about?" (1.3.2) she inquired of me. Perhaps if Luisa had become immersed in the social contact of on

campus life she would never have withdrawn from her studies. However, she did. Usually Luisa 

unofficially dropped out of study leaving her first assignment incomplete, at the time the second 

term began. (L1.2.3.4) Telling oo-Qne of her plight, she felt alienated, anonymous and silenced, 

believing. "they're not worried about me. They'll just cross me off'. (L\.3) It left me wondering how 

much the international constancy of a 40 - 50% withdrawl rate from adults' distance education 

studies may in fact be most of all due to these fear-filled, social- immersion dependent Luisas. 

Luisa in general failed to get beyond this touchstone of administration (except for Luisa 1). 
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Altogether, these typified actors' different ways of dealing with the administrative knowledge of 

enrolment and their first fifteen mailings, not only reflected their habiruated pattern of common

sense but also signalled the manner in which their srudy would proceed as they moved from the 

period of enrolment and social inclusion, into the world of academic-sense. Already it was evident 

that Noah was ideologically-foregrounding her swdy and backgrounding the sociality of it; Wyna 

preferred the opposite in seeking the sociality, and Luisa was resisting the determinations of 

academic discourse. From within the dominance of their personal epistemologies, different 

preferences for educational relations were emerging. Seeking the knowledges inherent in those 

different educational relations, would determine the conditions of educational marginalisation at 

university . 

'11ie fuWitlUltea 6acKiJrouna of tfieir personal epistemologies 

Noah now kept her 'self excluded from within the sociality of the Institutional bounds; Wyna 

made sure her fellow students' knew she had an 'in' through the gate of a lecturing 'friend of a 

friend'; and Luisa had trouble choosing which information she needed first in order to even fmd the 

gate. The story of epistemic marginalisation continues now by collapsing the several knowledge

acts (assignment times) of the academic year into a single sequence of internalisation, reflection and 

expression. In a situation of contestable tensions, how will the institution manage to marginalise 

potential knowers through its systematic exclusions, backgroundings or objectifications, whether in 

social, ideological or discursive terms? 1bis chapter elucidates how each intending-knower creates 

knowledge-constitutive relations between their preferred standpoint and the different touchstone 

knowledges of the hidden curriculum during their act of coming to know. It is in the variance of 

these educational relations that different typificatory styles become apparent Touchstones represent 

the type of knowledge the student seeks from the educator, often unknownly, while standpoints are 

the baseline knowledges from which the student moves into this relation with the touchstone. It is 

this relation between standpoints and touchstones which can be either knowledge-constitutive or 

social constitutive in character. Although all students would share exactly the same curriculum 

touchstones, each typified 'self would touch the stones differently from the others, prefering to 

rest longer in different places as they sought the 'conventionally-required' skills and information of 

that stone. It was not only where they sought to linger longer, but also how they negotiated and 

formed different educational relations between one standpoint and another touchstone, which 

determined the extent of their finally coming to know as well as their Institutionally-defined 1evel 

of success'. 

Whether a particular educational-relation becomes a factor of educational marginalisation appears to 

relate to the development of a likeminded empathy; that is to whether or not the educator and the 

student are together intersubjectively involved in a knowledge-constitutive relation. But therein lay 

a contradiction. For while a subjectified or empathetic relation was required with one's teacher, the 
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Institution in general would be shown to be focussed primarily on an objectified, extemalised and 

singular view of knowledge. An empathetic relation did not appear possible under these 

circumstances. 

TIle institutional requirement for the students to have this singular 'it' appeared to be based on 

several premises; that some touchstone knowledges were more important than others; that 

individual knowledges rather than the educational relations between them, held the epistemological 

clues and finally that the students' touches would not effect a change in the knowledge given. TIle 

explicit cuniculum simply focussed upon what the Institution wanted the students 'to know' 

passively rather than actively. While expecting this, the Institution failed to account publicly for its 

own ways of knowing even though the students wanted to imitate this. The students' very need to 

search doubled the difficulty, for they did not recognise themselves as already the possessors of an 

habituated, personal epistemology rather than a void into which they could unproblematically place 

what they thought the university expected of them. TIley did not realise what they had to undo as 

well as to acquire; what they had to objectivate as well as to subjectivate. Nor did they know where 

to begin. But then how does one make explicit the epistemic grounds to knowledge? 

�calfing liaDitUIJ.tu{ 6acf:.urount!s 

The educational experience of actually learning begins with each of the typificatory adult students 

locating her 'self on the first touchstone of 'social contact'. The purpose and nature of 'social 
contact' displayed by each typification differed markedly. Basically the type of social contact 
riveted around choosing to invoke either an epistemic relation (refer to cuniculum diagram, Ch.2) 

with experts (e.g. authors) or a social-constitutive relation with her educational-authorities (e.g. 

teachers). Luisa thought both of those educational relations were exactly the same and did not 

differentiate between them. With her concept of 'keeping a respectful distance', teachers were the 

experts. Wyna preferred to use the social-constitutive relation with teachers, because she would see 

them as keys to educational success (success, 'she knew, was quite a different matter from 

knowing). But in terms of an avenue to social contact, for Noah the choice of social relations 

actually depended upon which stage of her knowledge-act (I/R/X') she was at. 353 She differentiated 

the sequence of the knowledge-act between the activity of 'coming to know' and the activity of 

sharing what she already knew. She preferred to be socially-isolated and uninterrupted during the 

first activity, but gregarious and giving once she 'knew'. That is, during 'coming to know', she 

engaged with knowledge-creators (the experts) rather than with knowledge-acquirers (people who 

asked her 'to explain') or knowledge-evaluators (educational authorities and auditors). Only later 

would she feel somewhat obliged to share her knowings with these latter groups of people and she 

353 The tale of marginalisation continues with what might seem to be a 'biased' fore�unding of Noah's 
knowled!e-act. This foregrounding was not intentional except that Noah's muill-factored act offered much 
more information than LUisa and WY.Jla's minimalist expression of their own acts. (PerhaJlS 'quantity' in this 
case related to 'quality', particularly in terms of wideniitg the theoretical possibilities of the information.) .. 
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seldom asked them about why they believed what they did, unless together they each shared the 

same interests, ideas and 'wavelength'.(Nl.2.3) She did not inquire of their reasonings, ask for their 

advice, or feel inquisitive about their thoughts, because she had habituated a concern for "working 
things outfor [her]se/j" .(Nl;J.;3) Even with problems she could not solve, she tended to keep them 

private: 

I tend to think 'It's just a little thing', you know or, Well, that's MY problem'. 
I always think that the reason that I don't ask is because I suppose I don't want 
to be a pest. [Other's] are probably busy. If I can't get [what is required] then 
its my own fault. I know I can thinkfor myself. ['ve always had to. 

Noah 25.973 

Aloneness was very much a feature of Noah's act of coming to know. Her intellectual aloneness 

was reflected in her habitual use of the self-referencing phrase: "at least that's what I think".(N2) 

This choice for social apanness was reflected in her desire to live alone, (Nl.2) and in her need for a 

private space or room in which to study.3S4(Nl.2.) This self-imposed social exclusion appeared to be 

more for the purpose of ideological-protection from, and resistance to threats of social alienation 

than for purposes of epistemic elitism. She found that other people often denied her epistemic 

needs while imposing their own social expectations on her life. For instance, blamed for "always 

having her head in the clouds", one Noah was "too untidy" for Wyna(x) with whom she shared a 

home and who 'required' the 'housework' to be completed before 'homework' (just as Noah's 

parent had once before). Noah recognised that at times social demands should override personal 

wants. She admitted there were some chores which took precedence over study - especially when 

she was an impoverished student At the beginning of the New Zealand academic year, when staff 
and students were beginning to find routines, the tension produced was quite extreme if a parent

student was sidetracked from study because, for example, the fruit was ripe and needed bottling in 

order to supplement the years' groceries on a now-lowered income, (Nx.1 . 1212, Lx. Lxx) or because a 

young child was school refusing.(Nn.1.203. Ln, Wx) However, when economic or family necessities 

gave way to more general social expectations, 'the pull' for Noah was toward the requisite 

aloneness of her university 'study'. Noah was made to seem 'different' by her preference for 

aloneness and her challenges to accept social expectations, For instance, Noah (1.2) found it required 

a conscious self-determination to counter the peer pressure that came when she sent her children to 

school without home-baked biscuits. Left alone, such social appearances were of little concern, for 

her life centered around her epistemic inner self - though she was not particularly aware of that 

need. But she knew she seemed different to other people.3Ss How was this 'different' person to 

tackle the first stage in the sequence of the knowledge-act? How did she 'internalise' knowledge? 

354 cf Belenky et ai, 1986: 1 5 l f  
3SS '/ am differenl. I'm not on the same wavelength: (N3.3) 'Ollestionnaires never rl!' me. They always Si!Y 'yes. no, 

or kmon' and I'm a pear.' (N3.3) '/ get the luling I'm t!ljferenl. / don't Icnow whether its 1ll.St me. / often have 
�o ask myself, 'Is it only me?'. I'm sure it's really there, thai strange way people react. But you don't asklor 
Jl do you? '(N2.S.13S4) .. 
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lntemalisation, especially 6y 9{pali anti IJ11Ina 

internalisinp . . {l/./) 

Noah possessed an extremely inclusive view of knowledge. She felt a strong need to "know it all". 

Knowing that she seemed 'odd' (NI) to other people because she actually enjoyed the "disciplined 

subjectivity"356 of exploring "all the possibilities" (N3) to knowledge, it was her conscience, she 

said, that effected the ways she chose to "study everything"(N3) in a search for the "beauty of an 

idea"(NI.1) or the "guts of it".(N3) She allowed neither other people oor institutions to restrict this 

aspect of her study, for to know anything, "you should really know it all".(N2.5.6C8) This dominant 

epistemic belief had been reflected in Noah's common-sense activity of reading several books on 

any one topic. It would be reflected again in her consistent manner of studying at the university, the 

details of which will be examined shortly. Noah differed markedly from the other typifications in 

one crucial respect, and this was in the combined effort to ignore social contact while she 'came to 

know', and the need 'to know it all'. Generally speaking, 'knowing it all' meant the given course

knowledge was read completely before she allowed the intrusion of other people's essay questions 

into her thoughts. Then, she thought, the assigrunent topic "would not bias" (N23) her into early and 

unintelligible decisions. Only after she felt she had come to grips with the essence of the given topic 

did Noah read the assignment choices and refine her understandings to those relevant to the 

question she chose. 

The flexibility of a deliberate open-mindedness appeared to be the intention behind Noah's "coming 
to know it all, " especially prior to the need to make decisions about what she 'knew'. In taking care 

oot to jump to conclusions, Noah realised (N1.2,3) that "events are open to more than one 
interpretation, and some interpretations make better sense than others"357 because people possess 

different ways of seeing the world. As a consequence (she thought) there must be many truths 

rather than a single one and if knowledge and knowing really was relative to time, place and 

person, then it was necessary to "build a goodfoundation" (NI) of general knowledge, not search 

solely for an Absolute.(N3.4) 

TIle 'foundation' of knowledge each typification formed was sourced from a variety of social 

contacts and each source was approached differently by each typification. The sources included 

primary experts, alternative viewpoints, teachers, other students, family and friends and their own 

taken-for-granted beliefs. The most obvious distinction between these sources of information was 

whether they were objectivated (which enabled an undisturbed quietude for reflecting on the written 

materials) or subjectified (which enabled the immediacy of a social construction of knowledge). 

356 Belenky et al, 1986:226 
357 Belenky et al, 1 986:94 

... 
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Noah fonned a dialogical relationship with experts, and the originators of ideas, seeking what was 

on their minds and 'asking' questions of their ideas by 'conversing' with her 'inner voice', as well 

as comparing what was in "the mind's eye" (N2.1) of several different authors. In this way she found 

the essences of specific infonnation could be located. Experts were, to Noah, persons whom she 

thought "earned" (N3) such a title. They were likely to be the authors of original ideas or arguments 

or people who "knew their subject matter inside out".(N2) But rather than simply accept what they 

said, from an uninterrupted textual distance, she explored their meanings with part of her 'self

removed', "arguing through the eyes of the authors"(NI). and "picking the eyes out" (N3.2) of related 

points of view as she "stoodfor a while in their ShoeS".(NI.3) Interestingly in this study, Noah was 

alone in her use of this visionary metaphor, and her inquisitive use of epistemological types of 

questions. How did the minds of idea-originator's worK? (N1.2.3) How did experts justify what they 

knew?(Nl.3) For Noah, the challenges of internalising were the ideas and the arguments, not the 

people themselves. lSI For instance, she challenged: 

Some ofGidden's arguments against Industrial Society are not sound. He does 
not justify them well . . . .  His mind goes all over the place but I find that quite 
exciting, quite challenging. 

Noah 3.3 

The only time that the typificatory ideal of this study broke apart for Noah, was once she was 

making preferential judgements about particular theoretical 'models'.(N3) For Noah(3). Weberian 

interaction appealed more than other paradigms because it could be used to legitimate smaller social 

situations than Marx could explain.(N3.1) However Noah (I) found the same theory "left me stone 
cold dead .. . because I didn't see any particular IlJgic in it".(NI.5) But such judgements could only 

arise when Noah felt she already "knew it all" (N1.2.3) as completely as she could: 

If I was going to be a sociologist, I would be an interpretive sociologist ... I 
find it more rekztive. lt relates more to life as I understand it. I can see some of 
his concepts . . , I buy into the idea about it being an individual's meaning .. . 
that the situation creates the reality. I mean the Marxists and the structural
functionalists say society makes the individual .. . That doesn't alllJw for 
individual change but I'm quite an individualist, being creative and different 
and all that. 

Noah 3.4 

The act of intemalising new theories had its problems while Noah was a first year student. 

Sometimes the distance educator had sent the students "too much" material written by 

experts.(N2.l.I22S) Although interpretation was not much of an issue because of her prior reflection on 

the topic (N1 .1 .332). and her habit of rereading the material anyway, (N1,2,3) for Noah 'too much' 

material gave rise to several overlaying issues - of time, of lecturers' expectations, of the retaining 

the special characteristics of theorising, and of mental stimulation. 

3S8 Bele� et aI, 1986:226. While "systematically empathising with the {objectivatedJ participants.{sheJ 
partiCipated in what they were stiulying". .. 
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When the lack of time for intemalising the given knowledge became an issue, later in the first tenn, 

Noah was forced to reduce the amount of reading per session. She moved from her habit of 

comprehensively reading 'it all' (every word in a complete article), to the select reading of "smaller 

bites", (Nl.l; N3.1) otherwise she found she would find the due date for assignments drawing near and 

her work still incomplete. However 'select reading' gave rise to the issue of having "too little" of 

the teacher's material so that in fact, she could not use the lecturer's criteria for selecting what to 

read, because the teacher's epistemic expectations were unclear. For instance, Noah had been sent a 

study guide in which "there was extensive use of other people's work .. . .  There was forty pages 
for just one anicle alone, when I think all they wanted you to get was the concept and an example 

of it" . (N3.4) Noah was given to voicing remedies for such issues: 

It would be better ( if you were going to ask students to use the whole article) to 
say 'You don't need to know every detail of this work, but just have a look at 
how she applies this concept.' Or the lecturer could use less statements, like 
Try to understand it'. You have to know where the hang to go. This isn't easy 
stuff you know. 

Noah 1 .3 

Another of Noah's problems which related somewhat to the quantity of reading material, and the 

lack of teaching details, was the acquisition of specialist tenninology. This feeling of a need to 

acquire the tenninology correctly was especially an issue for the correspondence-educated Noah, 

when it came to preparing for assignments and 'swotting' for examinations or tests. Moreover, it 

was especially an issue with the 'interpretive' paradigm which had "no linguistic handles". (N1 .2) 
Noah (2) herself gave an example of this dilemma when asked to name the theoretical positions she 
used in her exam - "Functionalist, Marxist and Imperialist (sic) .. . . but there was one of them I 
didn't do. Imperialist, that's it. I couldn't remember it".(N2.S.41) 

There are no actual words to cling to . . .  like 10rces or modes of production'. I 
think everyone finds that. No black and white things ... [the interpretive 
theorists) aIL talk about the same sorts of things but there are no standard sets of 
words. 

Noah 3.4 

Another of Noah's more usual problems was an overstimulation of her mind.(N1,2,3) Noah (1) 
"COUldn't afford to read too much because reading stimulated too many thoughts".(Nl.l.294) Even 

after she began select reading, her tutor would remark to her that she "got a lotfrom a little".(N1.1.305) 

Mental over-stimulation as well as a lack of time had been the reason that Noah (2) began select 

reading in the filSt place. 'Too many details led [her) to sidetrack"(N2.S.49'Z) from the institutionally

given focus on the assignment questions. Instead she switched to reading the lecturer's study guide 

statements of learning objectives, presuming that in these statements she might find the criteria for 

select learning. Such infonnation helped keep her centred and "on track".(N1) 

All the issues that arose in the study of experts' ideas then, arose from educational or linguistic 

mediation. To overcome this absence, Noah needed the time to accomplish all the reading before 
.. 
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the institutionally-imposed due dates. She required a standard list of 'the conceptual woros' in 

order to express her knowings academically. She needed to understand what the teacher expected 

the students 'to know' from each reading (whether concepts, or arguments, or applications to life) 

and Noah needed her teacher to realise that her own mind was overly alert when it came to 

reconstructing meanings. Without these understandings, Noah's study was becoming marginalised 

and limited as she felt the effects of educational detennination, and became dependent on the 

teacher'S mediation to keep her mind centred in this narrowed conception of 'what to know'. By 

the middle of the academic year, this reductionist set of acts made study "much easier"(N2) than 

working in the way she had always done, on the full number of readings she had been given, but 

now she admitted she no longer 'knew it all'. 

Changing from reading 'all' the given materials on the experts knowledge to select reading, was 

only one of Noah's problems with intemalising knowledge. After reading 'the experts', Noah had 

been used to checking their ideas against a second source: the viewpoints of alternative experts. The 

second writers rewordings and differing interpretations of the same meanings could be used to test 

one idea against another. However, when the supplied study materials did not include alternative 

viewpoints, Noah felt compelled (by her epistemic habit) to first spend time seeking them from 

library books or the national news or other sources. 

Noah found that concurrent enrolment in the second of the lOO-level university courses in the same 

social science discipline, (N2,3) usually also afforded alternative explanations of the same theoretical 

frameworks and thus reinforced the depths of her understandings and critiques. This doubling of 

the theoretical sources was "most useful", Noah claimed, because the easier version of the theory 

gained from the more applied first-year courses could be reflexively used as inttoductory 

understanding to the more complex readings in the theoretically-based first year course. This 

situation caught her in "a happy medium" (N2.2) because there was little direct educational teacher 

mediation of the 'applied' theory. Noah could worle on the readings uninterrupted because in the 

'applied' course she had to understand the theory in tenns of its societal use-value, rather than its 

current educational value, which she would judge later. 

One might expect that finding supplementary material in Libraries would not have been 

educationally mediated, but this also was not so. The University Library and ''finally finding out 
how to use the town library" eN3.3» was another source of viewpoints, but libraries were a 

technically-mediated problematic for all typificatory students, including Noah.3S9 In no small part 

359 For the students whose course timetabled only' one month's study per topic, the sending of postal requests and 
the receipt of replies from the University LIbrary was interminably long. Worse stilf, as happenea to Noah 
3, was ilie expenence of a reply which stated that there were only three books in the Library on the given 
topic and J>fesently they were an out on loan. If, the letter continued, Noah 3 cared to wait their return, the 
bOoks would be sent immediately to her. Alas, this would have meant receiving the texts after the fmal 
examination! Noah 3 had by this time spent over half her 'planned study monili waiting for either a reply or 
the recommended material and now had to fmd an alternauve topic with just ten days before its due date. 
Similar experiences occurred to most other distance education students m this SbJqy. Alerted students might 
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the problem of distancing these potential knowers from the material expected to be known. in this 

study, was due to lecturers setting assignment topics for which insufficient supplementary material 

was available or made available in the University library. 

The positive aspect of this issue (though it was of little direct consequence to their University 

studies) was that some students who hurried to use the (limited) resources of their local town 

library(s) (NI.2.3) found out"what Dewey [classification] actually meant".(N3.3) Otherwise attempting 

to overcome this major problem of objectification (insufficient copies of suggested readings) had a 

marked effect on both Noah's and Luisa's educational marginalisation. Most of the students 

interviewed tried to overcome this (library) problem by driving to the University in a spare 

weekend. All students I spoke with mentioned real feelings of trepidation as they entered the 

"imposing" (L2. W2.NI) large building, centred as it is on the University campus. Luisa (LI.2,S) was so 

aftaid of "looking like ajool" (ll2) when she failed to find appropriate material by quietly "perusing 

the shelves" of the three-floor library (LI.2.  3. 5) "in a spare half an hour" (L1 . 5), that she never 

approached the University Library again.(LI. 2. 3. 5) Noah just got angry at the futility of trying to 

worK the library system out for herself. When she found she could invoke the Dewey classification 

scheme of her home-town library to her own advantage (NI.2.3). her propensity for self -education 

was so reinforced that she continued to use her town library rather than the University one.(NI.2.3) 

Different to both Noah and Luisa however, the more socially�nfident Wyna did not allow herself 

to feel as harassed by exactly the same difficulties. She simply returned to the Library Desk and 

persisted with asking the weekend Librarians for help (which was willingly given once the 

Librarian had identified Wyna as a distance-educated, off-campus student).(WI.3,s) This social 

construction of meaning, this 'asking of others', reflected the value of social contact as a 

touchstone to making academic-sense. 

'Seeking help' in the library differently marginalised Wyna, Luisa and Noah according to whether 

they were prepared to "make others do the workjor them" (N2.S. L1.5> and also felt confident about 

doing so. In Luisa's and Noah's acceptance rather than resistance to this position of 

marginalisation, they blamed their own personal ineptitude, even though a lack of library skills was 

a general problem for all the adult students interviewed. Only one of the interviewed students who 

entered the university library had quite soon found the kind of material she wanted. She was, in 

fact, the only student who had gone immediately to the desk and identified herself at once as a 

distance-educated, first year student who "needed to be told what to do".(W4) Once recognised by 

the Librarians as a marginalised student (because of her distance-education status), the staff 

drive to the University in the weekends or evenings in order to obtain materials. But during 'after-hours' 
visits, they were at the mercy of little-trained or unspecialised J!art-time staff as well as a closed New Zealand 
Room, no Serials assistance and a locked Statistical Section. The Institution seemed to recognise their 
library requirements as desirable rather than �istemically necessary. NB. I believe this rather major 
problem has. been generally rectified by this University since it was brought to their attention in the year of 
aata collection. 

, 
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"willingly" (W3. U) assisted her. The quick and upfront confession of Wyna (4),s marginalised status 

was the key to changing it In the relation between the touchstones of social contact and this 

academic convention, both the Librarian and Wyna had lessened the tensive distance between 

themselves as knower and potential knower. 1bere was a direct correlation between the immediacy 

of assistance given and the student's 'confession'. Unlike Wyna, (4) Noah maintained her 

deference to social contact even where it concerned learning academic conventions and skills. She 

had tried 'to learn for herself by locating advice leaflets in various places in the library, and even 

though her efforts were fruitless, she refrained from asking for help. (Nl.2.3) 

Another social contact used as an authority was the teacher themself, but the teacher seemed to 

possess a minimalist view of their educational function. Teachers and tutors were not recognised as 

experts but were 'authorities' whose job, Noah thought, was to "lead me to the right sort of 
books" (N3.5.12) as well as to later audit Noah's own judgements of the knowledge. Noah had 

expected first, that the experts' books would clarify essential understandings and second, that her 

authoritative teachers would confinn both that she had it, and that she "had it right".(NI.l) Such a 

belief came under challenge when Noah found that her lecturers did not even expect her to know 

"all of the given course materials"(Nl), let alone all those materials and ideas that she was used to 

collecting together. The teacher's minimalist view of the required knowledge was at first quite a 

shock to Noah (Nl.2.3) but she later became resigned to it: 

When they said 'you don't need to know it all', I suppose I just thought 'well, 
you can't be expected to know everything'. But you should really. 

Noah 25.619 

It cenainly appeared the lecturers 'sample' of knowledge was much smaller than the sample Noah 

had been used to collecting and studying when she was self-educating.(N3.5.217) The University's 

sample was in fact similar to positivist research, for the courses studied in this investigation all 

presented a piecemealed breadth rather than a unified depth of infonnation, which was perlIaps the 

nature of a first year university course anyway. But in this way, was the academe unwittingly 

imposing an exclusive, reductionist, and positivistic rationality on all of its students? Or was this 

fonn of exclusivity experienced as different only by Noah whose habituated self-educative methods 

were usually more inclusive? To Noah, the minimalism of academic sense was excluding the 

richness of knowledge as well as its relevance to New Zealand reality: 

I think to myself, Well, where is this [study] really at? . . .  Eastern philosophy 
wouldn't hold with [academic minimalism]. It's a kind of 'mind trip' if you like 
... getting into the rational frame of mind and going off to these narrow clouds 
of academic whatevers. I mean, a Zen Master wouldn't do sociology at 
university. He would go and sit under that pear tree. He would have a 
completely different approach to what I was going to say 'life', but I'll say 
'existence'. For instance, ifwe were studying spiritual matters then there are 
people here (in town) who know more ... than anyone up at university who 
approaches it from a rational point of view .... The academic approach ... (this 
great intellectual analysis of the smallest things ... ) this worshipping of the 
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rational mind above all else ... this isn't appropriate to spiritual things in life. 
That's why people can't see it. That's why people don't see beyond the rational 
mind, because they are coming at it with a rational mind. That's where I think 
you [in the university] miss out. 

Noah 3.5.564 

As she said, Noah now saw the course knowledge as narrowly limited to the educationally-required 

rather than the ideologically-central.(Nl.2.3) Since their beliefs in what was essential differed, she 

wanted the teacher to confinn that she had learned the teachers core of the given knowledge. This 

epistemic intentionally contains an inherent paradox for people may seek to fill 'the gaps' in what 

they already know about the given topic, rather than extend what they do know. Thus 'the essence' 

of new learning for person A may well not be 'the same core' for person B, given their different 

life experiences. Moreover, one person may select the positivities of the substantive content while 

another seeks the negativities inherent in its debates. While not explored in depth, this 

epistemological point was observable. Students' chose completely different sections of prose to 

highlight (in coloured inks) in their study guides. And though the teacher offered only one of 

several possible points of view, Noah realised the necessity of sharing that view in tenns of 

evaluation. Comments about an on-campus lecture confinned this point: 

Having read the textbook ... I luuJ"a good background to what [the lecturer] 
was talking about .... His talk [at an on-campus weekend course] confirmed 
for me that this was the core. He gave us a kind of summary of the core. I 
could link up with what he was talJdng about. I found that good. Very 
valuable. If I hadn't read the textbook before, I wouldn't have known what he 
was talking about because I would have selected different points [of his lecture] 
to note down. The notes I made were relevant to what I knew already, they 
linked it together. 

Noah 2.3 

However, such social contact with her teachers caused obtrusive mediations to Noah's knowledge

act, and this she found difficult to cope with. As one example, during an official on-campus visit. 

the lecturer contradicted one advice given by another lecturer in the course study guide: 

It was my impression that the guy at the Regional Course had not con/erred 
with the person who wrote the course .... Someone asked a question about the 
assignment and hejust said: "Oh! You don't have to send those in. It's 
optional." But that wasn't true. Someone pointed out to him that they were 
worth 20% and so he said, 'Well in that case you'll have to do them." After 
that I really didn't put much weight on what he said about the contents of the 
assignment .... If he didn't know the other thing, how was he going to know 
precisely what the other chap wantedfor the assignment? Why didn't he check 
it out? And he didn't talk about it until late afternoon yet it was a top issuefor 
most people; a real panic, especially at the lunch. 

Noah 3.3 

During the act of internalisation, selectivity was a problem not only of the course-given knowledge 

but also of educational intention. Even though in her early schooling history, Noah had seen it was 

necessary to be on the side of the teachers epistemic standpoint,360 she now thought that because 

360 cf Heidegger, in Hekman. 1990:65 
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she was in adulthood and at University, things would somehow be different She thought her own 

self�ucative practices might be valuable and valued. However, these continuing contradictory 

events in her university study reflected back to her old 'school experience' and confirmed, for her, 

the educational politic: 

It's not just a matter of you go there and you take notes and then you prove 
you've learned something. Not that sort of thing at all. It's much more political. 
There was all this business about 'The test will be nothing. Irs alljust a waste 
of time. I have to sign a paper to say that you sat a supervised test. Do you 
really want to sit it?" That was CLASSIC game! The lecturer said in a mocking 
laid-back voice, "Do you really want to sit this test?" It was a classic con 
because then everyone said, "Yes, Yes. We'd better sit it then." And then you 
played the whole thing right down. Everybody marked their own papers and 
everything. It was a real farce. The standards are much lower than we'd really 
expect. 

Noah 3.3 

While Noah found this imposition of politics on her knowledge-act morally distasteful, for Wyna 

relationships with her teacher(s) were very different Wyna desired the intersubjective mediation of 

formal and infomlal educational authorities as long as they showed her "what to do". She wanted 

these mentors to subjectify the particulars of the hidden curriculum, so she sought their labour at 

both the periphery and the centre of the university worldngs. She befriended people on the 

periphery of the university culture to act as her personal teachers and editors, but not evaluators. 

Wyna(l) , for instance, befriended "Pan. She's a graduate who I've been to meet ... ".(W1.1) 1bese 

mediators always seemed to be referred to by Wyna as being her ''personalfriends'',(wI,2J and their 

mediation in Wyna's life was referred. to more by way of hints than by detailed explanation. When 

probed for more infomlation on Pan, all I was able to establish was that "Oh, she lives out near 

here".(Wl.1) It was not for many months, and not from Wyna, that I was to learn that Pan was a 

recent graduate of the same University and Faculty. Pan acted as Wyna's nominator into the hidden 

curriculum of academic culture. She was actually the figurative 'tutor' who taught Wyna that the 

'necessity' of study was not only the actual course content but the politics of what to do with it 

once she had acquired 'enough' of it 

To 'acquire enough' of the course content during the period of internalisation, Wyna attempted to 

have it reconstructed for her. First she (WI.2.3.4,s) connected the touchstones of social contact to 

evaluation by finding others to interpret the assignment question. When I heard her attempt this 

strategic action, her questions were framed as a social sigh or conventional theory-practice despair -

"How could these ideas ever be relevant to me/us/NZ?" In effect, of course, this left the person 

being asked in the position of 'giving' Wyna answers.361 She (WI) also asked Pan "the best way to 

361 On many occasions the person 'asked' was me. 
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study".(Wl.1) Then, when Wyna actually began perusing her study materials for herself, she first 

searched the contents page or the index or the subtitles in order to limit her reading to only the 

specific detail that was required for the assignment itself.(WI.2.3.4,s) She would not pursue 

supplementary reading, even in the very same article, unless she "was really stuck".(W2.Z) In an 

academic text, Wyna's selective reading habit consisted almost solely of reference to conceptual 

terms, by use of an index, and thus her detailed understanding of individual concepts was 

reinforced. This method showed how Wyna would piecemeal study, sampling pieces from here 

and there, knowing this and knOwing that, but seldom knowing how the ideas were related. Unlike 

Noah, Wyna never read it all or found the connecting arguments. Instead she consolidated her 

understanding of a few carefully chosen concepts. 

To accomplish the act of intemalisation, Wyna employed exclusive selection methods which related 

more to 'evaluation strategies' than to understanding the course content. For instance, she (WI) 

studied intensively only two topics for the final examination and these were chosen on the grounds 

that they were broad and "not too theoretical . . . .  Open enough to be used in many ... [pause) over a 

few exam quesnons".(WI) However, when I asked if she learned to be selective from Pan, the 

question was simply ignored as she moved to put the jug on for an unrequired second cup of tea. 

This politically-advantageous knowledge of evaluation strategies had been gained by Wyna 

subjectifying the social<onstitutive educational relation (her social contact with authority figures), 

but who exactly the people were and the nature of their authority was not always able to be 

ascertained. With this latter knowledge (of selecting a theoretical position which was able to be 

cross-referenced), Wyna could now limit her real understandings of the course content even 

further, acquiring only a sample of the educational sample already required by the teachers for 

achieving success within the course itself. Both at the conceptual level and theoretical level Wyna 

had found ways to limit what she 'needed'. Wyna marginalised her potential as 'knower' of the 

coursecontent, but she centred her self where 'the known' consisted of the educational politic 

inherent in the hidden curriculum. It will be seen that Wyna's educational intention was focussed 

on manipulating the control of educational mediations. Thus teachers (and their implicit fonn of 

selecting knowledge) rather than experts, were the focus of her attention. 

On the whole, however, one could say that Wyna had little trouble establishing at least a minimal 

and somewhat hesitant understanding of the course material. But her understanding was piecemeal 

and surface related rather than deep.362 Wyna's epistemology raised more questions than she chose 

to answer. Her real expertise lay in developing a socio-political knowledge of the educational 

process, though such 'expertise' would remain privatised and exclusive, for central to the politics 

of "the game" (N3) was its limitation through selective negligence. If anything, the real 'negative' of 

Wyna's education was her manipulation of the educational control which would serve to privilege 

362 Saljo and Marton. (1972) 
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her social position in the university. But its evidence would not easily surface, at least not yet For 

the time being the story would return to Noah's expressed attempts to intemalise material. 

To this time, the dominant touchstone sought by Noah was 'course content' where for Wyna it had 

been 'evaluation'. Experts, whether given or personally-sought, were Noah's primary and 

objectivated sources of knowledge. Establishing a knowledge-constitutive relation with experts was 

denied only by lack of access to materials - whether due to technical or discursive problems. Noah 

used the social constitutive relation with educational authorities only in tenns of this providing of 

access and once she had been detennined into the reductionistic methods of select study, she used 
teachers to confinn the shared 'essence' oftheir knowings. Ironically, though, while she had 

critiqued their monologic in epistemic tenns, not once would her teachers reciprocate in a like 

manner. She began to believe that they did not really care to maintain high intellectual standards. 

Sometimes this did not matter anyway, because apart from textbook experts, teachers themselves 

were just one of many sources for Noah to obtain supplementary infonnation on the course 

content. Students who were already trusted friends, were the dialogical sharers of Noah's 

clarifications, as long as the friend gave, as well as received, infonnation. In a situation of social 

reflexivity, the mutuality of their beliefs was reinforced in discussions on such topics as the basic 

theoretical ideas, institutional expectations and national concerns. But Noah's ill�ncealed feelings 

concerning the naievity of teachers was brought home (literally) when the latter actually expected 

students to intemalise knowledge through working with other students in the same course. 

To Noah, the students she met in study groups were a source of the negativity of competitiveness, 

and the politics of knowing. Caught in this situation, Noah would withdraw from or feel silenced 

by those (like Wyna) who possessed conflicting ideologies to her own. One example of this will 

suffice. It is a situation in which several educational relations (as in the curriculum diagram) 

overlayed each other in a way more reminiscent of social-constitutive power than of knowledge

constitutive confinnations. 

The 'study group' had been set up by a number of rural students in order to help each 'other' to 

study. This was ironic for a start, for how were non-knowers to assist other non-knowers into the 

knowledge? The suggestion for regional students to get together to study had been made by 

lecturing and administrative staff, through study guides and newsletters. The students contacted 

each other through a University-appointed, regional-liaison person. However, not only did the 

whole suggestion of students learning from one another objectify even further the students' wishes 

for closer ties to the University or for understandings of academic sense, but also its basic ideology 

was flawed. Suggestions to establish study groups invoked the positivistic use of the Principle of 

Identity. 'Learning' was seen, in this ideology, as an altruistic unitary activity which assumed that 

the students shared common intentions. It was both this faulty ideology and the deliberate negation 

of dialogical teaching responsibilities (non-knowers being expected to induct other non-knowers 
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into 'the knowledge') which set the scene for study group failure. 

In this study, it was one of those beneficial accidents of research that two Wyna's joined the same 

study group as two Noahs,363 and a major clash of intention occurred. It saw Noah's knowledge

constitutive intention competing with Wyna's social-constitutive educational politic. Noah's 

response to this conflict was to further privatise her already-isolated knowledge-act by silencing 

herself from Wyna's seeming attempts to detennine Noah's educational marginalisation. In a 

complex choice of relations, Wyna became socially-inclusive by befriending the like-minded other 

(Wyna), ideologically-inclusive by stealing Noah's ideas, but sociologically exclusive of Noah's 

self. It seemed that for Wyna, Noah was only an object of intentionality in a situation of social

construction. Wyna used Noah as a mediator to knowledge of the course content How this 

happened, follows. 

A study group meeting was seen basically as a place where one's internalisation of knowledge was 

shared and continned, because "the wOOle point of asking questions was to enlighten each 

other".(N1 .4) But among the students there were implicitly agreed limits. TIle study group members 

were not inclined to tell each other how they would relate the course content to the assignment itself 

for this was considered 'private' or individualistic business. 

TIle first study-group issue arose when Noah364 wrote to a lecturer to clarify an obtuse assignment 

question but received a terse reply which these students collectively thought implied "Read the 

question, you dunderhead. "(Nu.4) TIle study-group response to his reply was that they "were aU lost 

about what was required .. . " (NL3) and they then proceeded to discuss the shortcomings of academic 

staff "wlO think they are better than everyone else" (Nu:.3), and in so doing, negatively reinforced 

each others ideas of "Ivory Towerism": 

The implication [in the letter) was that if she'd read the question in the first 
place, she wouldn't have asked such a simple-minded question. That response 
smacks of the Ivory Tower rather than of We're here to help you understand 
all this .. . .  She didn't get an answer to her query .. . no direct answer. So it 
was no help to us [in the Study Group) as we tried to interpret the assignment 
requirements .... It was no positive kind of thing. 

Noah xx.3 

Rather than the lecturer's reply being seen as one individual writing to another, for them it 

represented a collective university voice to a collective of students. For these students this one letter 

became part of the myth-building baggage. TIle study group collectively agreed that the University 

supported the competitive nature of fonnal education rather more than it supported students efforts 

363 In the interests of anonymity. the identifiers have been excluded from this section. As far as I was able to 
ascertain, from the time of the study group's beginning to its demise. no-one shared the fact that they were 
being researched. Only at the end of the project did the two Wynas meet again and talk together about this 
study. 

364 This was a generally agreed purpose for all participants interviewed in this study. 
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to come to know. but their typificactory responses to this ideology differed. To Noah it represented 

knowledge-ronstitutive exclusion while to Wyna it represented the promise ofsocio-constirutive 

inclusion. The conversation over the problem of interpreting the assignment requirements 

continued. Noah (x) found the study group's collectively-voiced. superficial decision of "this is it. 
and its all that's needed" was "too easy". (Nx.3) She continued to reflect aloud on what she thought 

of the narure of the question, and explained how her intetpretation related to the lecturer's terse 

reply. but watching the others she began to realise: 

They just couldn't see between the lines. They just couldn't see it even when it 
stared them right in the face. l tried to show them, to argue about it, but they 
AIL seemed to shout at once and then they just ignored what [ was saying and 
turned to listen to someone else. 

Noah x.3 

Wyna (x) reacted to this argument of Noah (x) by physically "turning her back on [Noah)" eNx) as if to 

deliberately appear to exclude the latter's logic. The implication of this gestural "[ don't know what 
you mean" could have been Wyna's intentional political putdown or a genuine concern to continue 

the search. But. when the second Wyna (xx) also immediately re-traced the conversation to a fonner 

stage "as if nothing had happened"(Nx). Noah felt the conjoint acts were deliberate exclusions though 

she said nothing "in case they thought 1 was paranoid" .(NI) This occurred in a living room where 

the study group had just met for the first time ever. These people were not a collective of friends or 

even acquaintances and they did not know (or trust?) the skills of each other's minds. That these 

exclusionary behaviours were apparently collectively obvious was confinned by later referrals to it 

by other members of the group. Noah (xx) said the study group "was a bad experience .... it never 

really went .. . .  We didn't get anything much out of it. Nobody did." Wyna (1.1) confessed that she 

had "dominated the conversation too much". With that single "bad experience" (Nx) the study group 

failed to collectively meet again. 36S 

The second student-to-student exclusionary action occurred between the same people. some time 

after this study group meeting. Having collectively agreed to share a vehicle to an on-campus 

course. one Noah (x) was later excluded by one Wyna's privately-phoned excuse (fromWx; Jdatod lO me by  

Nx) but the excuse eventually proved to be false. However political competitiveness continued 

during the journey. As the other Noah (xx) listened. the Wyna's (x and xx) planned ways to "chat up" 
the lecturer(s). Noah (n) found this "chatting up" behaviour morally "repugnant" but did not 

elucidate her feelings further than: 

It's all sort oj 'We'l/ chat up the lecturer and show a bit of interest" and that 

36S Methodological note: It is interesting that the exclusionary and competitive behaviour evident in study 
groups or between other students was referred to in interviews by all Noahs but br no Wynas (apart from 
Wyna (xx)'s comment on monopolising the conversation). Maybe it had something to do with the private 
politics of the situation. The occurrence of intentional-alienation outlined above may be more common in 
correspondence study than realised. for similar experiences were conveyed by seven of the nine research 
subjects who attended study groups - and the other two persons of these nine were these two Wyna's 
themselves. 
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sort of stuff. Urghhh! 
Noah (xx) 

Whether excluded from social contact with other students by personal moral choice or by the social 

determinations of others, Noah generally accepted her aloneness or marginalisation from the social

constitutivity of educational practices and concentrated again upon solitary learning.366 But not 

before an insidious form of exclusion had occurred also , it transpired, within that one study group 

meeting. It was a competitive politic which I found only by reflecting for many weeks on the 

connections between four differently-timed and unexplained comments-in-passing,367 and 'testing 

the hypothesis'. My guess was confirmed at the end of the last long interview (after the exam) 

when I asked the [tired] Wyna (xx) in passing, if she agreed with 'my,36I! theoretical connection 

between two ideas. She did but said she was unsure why. What I had done was to reflect to her the 

very same argument that Noah (x) had put forth in the study group; the explanation which 'caused' 

the others to tum away and apparently ignore her. Although they seemingly disbelieved her 

interpretation, Noah stuck fast to her belief and: 

I wrote "about {that contradiction] anyway. I got good feedback and an 'A ', so I 
suppose I was correct . . . .  I've never asked them what they got. 

Noah x.3 

What Noah (x) would never find out was that in Wyna's turning away, (and in her later exclusion 

from the car ride) that she was being intellectually raped. This 'dominating' Wyna had quietly noted 

Noah's critique and without a word to its originator used it to her own advantage in her own 

assignment and also achieved an 'A'. Wyna the scribe, had expropriated the lines rather than 

searched between them for herself. This was the main study group advantage for those who did not 

wish to use their minds, or who were unable to do so. 1bough this specific example would never 

become known, this expropriation of other's ideas was mentioned as a source of disgust by all the 

non-Wyna's in this inquiry who had attended any study groups. It was the main reason given for 

the failure of study groups by anyone who was not a Wyna. As could be seen in this specific 

example, while Noah had attempted to be both socially and ideologically inclusive in the study 

group situation, it was to her own detriment Wyna's advantage would now be further enhanced 

because, unlike Noah, she also possessed the skills of linguisticality. These would help her to 

express the stolen ideas with minimal or implied theoretical justification. 

As with Noah, for Luisa the social constructions of knowledge in study groups were difficult but 

for different reasons. In her dependence on others, she allowed herself to be socially excluded. 

366 Was this p!'eferred solitariness the very: 'introvertedness' of which several personality-based learning, theorists 
enjoined. Was the reason Noah gave (in the script above) the same as these other assumedly 'Now '! 

367 The second Wyna "sudtknJy got an 'A', which I wouldn't have Uf.ectedfrom wlwl she said before" (Nu); 'We 
stopped sharing ideas .... we started arguing" (Nu); "I got an J\', of course, ... just one of those things." 
(Wu); "I'm sure she was listening carefully to wlwl I saiiJ. 1 wowdn't be surprisea if she wrote it down IDler. H 
(Nx). 

368 Noah's original study group argument. 
.. 
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Only one Luisa (ll) attended a study group. She had "been informed that there was a meeting for 

students"(ll.2) and she felt compelled to attend because "it would be important".(Jbi4) But Luisa forgot 

to take her hearing aid "and was too scared to ask them to talk up". As a consequence. she said. "/ 
got nothing out of it. Everyone else seemed to know what they were doing but no one told me". 

Later she added "they were laughing and talking but no one came and talked to me. / just sat there, 

glued to my chair. " Shortly after this meeting. Luisa (ll) discontinued her studies. informing no one 

at the University (including myself). Her feelings of being excluded had been exacerbated by the 

course lecturer who "never replied when I wrote and told him I needed longer for my essay. So I 

didn't know what to do."(J..r..'Z) Failing to recognise her own contributory negligence. Luisa (ll) 

"really thought 'they' could have been more helpful".(Ll) 

It became clear during this project year that the whole premise of study groups in Distance 

Education needed reflection and reexamination. Unsupervised study groups. if they reflected in 

general the sorts of behaviour which happened in this example, acted more as a place of epistemic 

negation than of positivity. In the experiences of these students, the University was being an 

incompetent controller of knowledge. This fact confirmed for Noah the real power of her 

knowledge-constitutive-centred common sense, and its superiority over these epistemological 

fractures of academic-sense. Study groups seemed to need the supervision of an academic (a 

confirmed knower) where the conditions of dialogic could prevail. 'The only feasible community

based alternative for the distanced-educated person seemed to be the situation where students 

already knew and trusted each other in terms of being able to comment on each others' ideas. Until 

then Wyna and Noah would continue to find their knowledge-constitutive intentions 'talked past' 

each other, (but were reflected by the actions of one asking the questions and the other telling the 

answers.) 

Another difficulty of 'talking past' each other occurred when two course leaders sent their students 

previous essays saying just that they represented "good examples" (but of what?) and also when 

copies of previous exam scripts were included in the study materials of three of the four courses but 

without any knowledge-constitutive explanation. Everyday knowers did not recognise these extra 

materials as representing implicit knowledge of the 'evaluation touchstone' rather than 'course 

content' or 'personal epistemic' touchstones. 'These potential-knowers simply "couldn't work 'it' 

out."(N2.2) Noah commented on the explicit use of 'big words' in the exemplars, and thought the 

epistemology "lacked any real argument making [the essays] boring'.(N3.'Z) Wyna (1.'Z) looked 

immediately to the substantive content. When she could not find one written in the same area as her 

current assignment she "didn't bother with them . . .  Couldn't see the point". In neither case had the 

giving of the old essays or the premise of their 'goodness' been explained to the students, leaving 

the material to be seen by students as an objectified ideological entity without an epistemological 

purpose. Similarly, the inclusion of examination scripts from previous years in the current study 

guides was not recognised by any student interviewed as a means of realising how the course was 
< 
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classified into sub-sections and that those classifications could assist them to select-study rather 

than guess-study for their exams.(dNU.5S9) One comment on an exam script that proved to be 

"useful" was that "each question had a different marker".<N2.5> But this was the script of Noah's 

own end-of-the-year examination. She read the comment when she was already seated in the exam 

and thus it was of no use as a criteria to take into account in the reduction of the quantity to "swot" 
beforehand! Instead this information would have been better passed on to the students earlier, 

because during the exam they "had little time to think through its implications.-(N3.5.667) Wyna 

though, had already learned this evaluative knowledge from Pan and it was this knowledge which 

had enabled her to use common theoretical conceptualisations in more than one answer since more 

than one marker would not notice its repeated use. In effect, knowing this fact reduced the amount 

of prior study required. In all, by choosing broad theoretical arguments, Wyna had used various 

combinations of only two concepts in all her assignments and then in the final examination. and 

within that, in some way or another, in nearly every examination answer. In a large class, and with 

different auditors, who would be any the wiser? Wyna's befriendings had proved useful primarily 

in terms of selective negation. 

Getting back to the matter of intemalising course content, there were other 'social contacts' who 

assisted Noah. Sometimes she chose to study with a long-term trusted friend "so that we can 

explain it to each other."(N3.2) Student friends were often more helpful than family members unless 
the latter were also enculturated into academic-sense. With these trusted friends, Noah 

could"argue",(N1 .3.573) especially if "after spending two days gelling [Noah] stiLI didn't trust the 
result or feel SlUe of knowing it".(N3.1.241) TIlis shared intemalising of information was important 

because together: 

Weform our own tutorial group I suppose. Bouncing ideas off each other. It's 
quite important I think, .. . certainly confidence-building, .... If I can read 
something and talk about it a couple of days later, then I know I've got it .. .. 
r ou know the feeling ? You can have it reflected back on to your 'self. Good 
psychoanalysis isn't it? 

Noah 3.2.143 

'Coming to know' with someone they already trusted seems to have been one of the most beneficial 

ways of socially constructing knowledge for any one of the adult students in this study, except that 

the pairing of a Wyna with a Noah kept the situation problematic.369 In this situation, the 

problematic appeared to centre on the issue of differentiating social trust from epistemic safety: 

We agreed to do the essay separately and not to compare notes because that 
would affect each others approach .. . We would be forced to wonder if 1 
should include that idea too. 

Noah (xx) 

How was Noah to juggle the maintenance of this epistemic safety while also trying to improve her 

369 cf Be\enky et al (1986:227) who also found that trustworthiness was an issue for potential Qowers. 
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ways of coming to know? She inspired curiosity in her viewer. What was the basis of Noah's 

intellectual standards? How did her mind attempt to 'work' while engaging with educational 

material? Subjectivation - a objectivity within sUbjectivity - seemed to be her epistemic key. Noah 

had shown a particular way of intemalising infonnation which included epistemologically

integrating several points of view. Before she felt forced to select read, Noah read everything in 

order to "know it all" from several vantage points; focussing on finding the essences shared 

between each piece of material. It will be seen that once understood, the 'interesting' material 

became part of her self and was SUbject to critique and creative reconstructions through what 

appeared to be spatial reasoning capabilities. As the knowledge-constitutive Noah now moved from 

the touchstone of social contacts necessary for intemalising infonnation and toward 

phenomenological self-reflexivity, her knowledge-action shifted to relating her personal 

epistemology to that of the given course content. [Initially Noah really enjoyed her study, but in the 

later triangulated juggling between her personal epistemology, the received knowledge and the 

academic expectations, the increasing number of objectifications would result in a decline in Noah's 

interest in fonnal education.] 

The period of intemalising infonnation had seen various combinations of use of curriculum 

touchstones. Luisa had connected 'social contact' with language and the seeking of the conventions 

of academic-sense, implicitly believing in the rule-boundedness and other-detenninism of 

education. She 'expected' that she would have to attend study groups and she expected 'them' to 

show her how to use the library. She also experienced trauma with her fears of big words which 

meant, in effect, that "they wouldn't tell /her}". She objectified the tensions of intersubjective 

relations in her other-detenninism through expecting knowers to ask her, tell her or include her 

without similar effort on her own part. 

On the other hand, the social-constitutive dependent Wyna connected 'social contact' first and 

foremost with the 'evaluation' touchstone, befriending mediators and locating the minimum course

content she thought was required for educational 'success'. She subjectified her relationships to 

authoritative others (knowers) or politically-likeminded students (other Wynas) while at the same 

time socially excluding or objectifying other students such as Noah. Already W�a's focus was 

targetted to (l)eaming institutional success and this radically contrasted with Noah's intentions of 

knowing. 

People already enculturated in the academe, authoritative mediators, had proved very useful to 

students attempts to come to know because they subjectified the relational tension between 

themselv(.;s and the students. For instance, recent graduates (such as Pan) could assist with 

outlining the epistemic nature of the hidden curriculum, though the political purpose of its use 

might be questionable. On the other hand, librarians, including weekend and part-time staff, could 

usually be very helpful once they knew the visiting adult was a distance-educated, first year 
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student These acts of subjectification or social inclusion provided the adult student with the 

beginnings of an identity as a potential-knower. Not the same could be said for the students' 

relations with their teacher-evaluators. During the period of internalisation, teachers set the stage for 

educational exclusion. They often failed to ensure there were enough alternative readings 

(especially books) for large classes; some did not provide sufficient direction on how to select and 

precis academic writings; and yet other teachers expected students to learn from other students 

(non-knowers from non-knowers). Primarily the stage was set for educational exclusion when the 

teacher-mediators failed to clarify the nature of academic-sense, especially the epistemological 

nuances of knowledge (e.g. why were these essay examples 'good'?). 

Of all three typifications, Noah sought the broadest range of materials so that she could internalise 

the course knowledge inclusively but the marginalisations caused by authority figures' actions and 

the lack of time would begin to enhance her prospects of returning to self -education. This issue 

would become increasingly pronounced during the study period of reflection. 
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Reflection refers to the stage in the sequence of the knowledge-act when the potential knower 

privately mulled over those ideas which they had internalised. 

t It was the stage which markedly differentiated each typified student from the others, for it was the 

period when Luisa and Wyna were virtually silent (or silenced) but Noah had a lot to report. To 

start with Noah was the only typification who defined herself as "an ideas sort of a person".�2) 
Noah "liked using [her] head",(N2.1 .783) felt fairly confident about her intellectual skills (N2.1.I2O). 

and comfortable with her private thoughts: "1 like the idea of study ... lJik.tM...lfJea qf educatil!n in 
its purest sense . . .  br..oade'.'!...'!R.JEy. w� of seeing life".(N3.S.83S)no Perhaps it was these facts more 

than any other which clearly differentiated her typification from the others. 

After making social contact and locating the knowledge the university teachers had selected for her 

to come to know, a period of quiet reflection was, she said, a necessary ''prelude''(N3.1.13!4) to 

preparing assignments. Noah named this time of intentional deliberation her ''period of 

study".(Nl;2.3) During this time she (Nl;2.3) "always"(Jbi.d) followed a particular sequence of activities. 

During intemalisation she had read the required textbook chapters completely followed by any 

supplementary books she could find, so as to "broaden"(Nl) her "way around"(Nl) the topic. She 

took notes on her readings in order to remember bits and pieces. Then, with all these ideas in her 

head, she "thought about it"(N2) and "mulled it OVer"(Nl) for a period of up to a week. In analogy to 

laying all the cards on the table, she said she "laid out"(N2) her own ideas alongside the experts 

ideas, searching between all of them for logical "links"(N3) both between different sets of ideas and 

the relations or applications of theory to life situations. Sometimes she made notes on these 

developing thoughts and arguments but just as often did not (Note-making, for Noah (N!,2. 3), 

differed from note-taking, in that the results of the former act were her flown ideas on the 

subject". (Nl» 

It was in this time of reflection that Noah was involved in the act of subjectivating. She would 

subjectify her relation to the experts ideas while at the same time objectifying a part of her thoughts 

as a 'self-removed'.37! She treated all ideas (both hers and theirs) as of equal value to begin, 

analysing them collectively for their ideological power to make sense of the world Noah knew. 

(She also 'treated' the persona of experts as "equals".(Nl;2.3» During this week long act of 

subjectivation she made ootes as she ''planned her own point of view on the subject".(Nl) Only after 

this activity did she choose and analyse the actual assignment question for she (Nl;2.3) had 

deliberately ignored its presence until she felt she finally "knew it all".(Nl;2.3) Now, as far as the 

370 This reflects Heidegger's phenomenologic notion of truth being not so much an objective agreement between 
subject and object as a subjectivated uncovering or unhiddeness. (Hekman, 1990:65) 

371 An analogy IS the vision or observing of events surrounding one's body during a near-death experience . 
. 
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university assigrunent went, she narrowed her collection of ideas to those required; planned a 

focussed essay argument and reread the texts to find supporting evidence. TIlis act of rereading she 

described as looking for the ''flesh for my argument." (N3.1.36) Sometimes the worldngs of her own 

mind were made apparent in her notes as she would have "the bones of MY argument on one side 
of the notepaper and the flesh Urom the readings J on the other".(Nl.l.254) 

Whereas reflection was a positive knowledge-constitutive time for Noah, where Wyna and Luisa 

were concerned it was non-identity, since the educators had defined 'what was necessary to know' 

within the choices of the assignments they offered. Noah's intentional reflective period was a 

'study' time in which she simply thought about "everything" (N2.1) she had been reading before she 

ever read the choice of assignment questions. The personal epistemology of her 'common sense' 

was directly related to the course content, and if possible without the intervention of mediations. In 

a contrary way, Luisa and Wyna both commenced their period of 'reflection' by ignoring any 

notion of developing their own ideas and personal arguments, and negating any notion of spending 

time "mulling things over".(N21) Instead they commenced the whole knowledge-act by immediately 

studying the requirements of the assignment and narrowing their (still-in-the future) first readings 

to its exclusive needs. Unlike Noah, Luisa and Wyna both forewent deliberate periods of prior 

reflection or the formation of a coherent personal point of view, for when their reading began it was 

immediately focussed upon forming a relationship between the given ideas and the assignment 

topic. When the course content was directly related to evaluation, then internalisation (IIJ.) was 

marked by the needs of expression (JJX). Whether or not the answer Wyna chose for her 

assignment related to either notions of truth or to her everyday world, it was of little if any, 

consequence to her. [The application of her own ideas (rather than the experts theory) to her life 

experiences was an issue to Luisa and this will be explained later.] 

-lr For Noah, the negation of the use of one's mind to reflect (JRJ-) would probably have been 

inexcusable because she still thought (initially) that the pwpose of a university education was to 

"enlighten .. . . It should be an illuminating experience ... to throw more light on our everyday 
L

life".(Nl.5.l097) Unlike Wyna, her educational intention was knowledge-constitutive . 

./,/ For Noah, becoming 'enlightened' meant one had found an articulating principle or the ''pivotal 

idea"(N3.1.297.319. 1987) which connected the core of given theory to the core of everyday life by 

"making sense"(N22) of the combined realities of theory and practice. But realising that there was 

not just one single truth, likewise for Noah no single expert could provide a complete view of a 

theoretical position. It was only the combination of viewpoints (including her own) which 

confirmed this essence. And it was only later that this combination was triangulated with the core of 

the assignment question. 10 curriculum terms, for Noah to study in her habituated common-sensical 

way, was to relate the touchstones of her 'personal epistemology' to the given 'course knowledge'. 
These two completely different types of study, informal commonsense and formal academic-sense, 
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involved three separate knowledges; course content, personal epistemology and evaluation - and 

Noah's predominant reflexive activity was bound to the relation between the first two. To Noah, 

even the second connection (of her ideas to the assignment question) lay in locating her own new 

thoughts and arguments rather than experts' conceptualisations and reasons. 

Reflective thinking was a period in which several knowledge-constitutive characteristics were 

demonstrated which were peculiar to Noah alone. Noah "couldn't stop [her] mind" thinking.(N2..3) 

"Brilliant ideas"(N3.I) would "wake [her] during the night" (NI) or "come to [her] in the shower".(N3) 

"It just suddenly seemed so obvious" when the articulating principle ''feU into place'.(N2.2. N3.l.132) 
Until it did, these never-ceasing reflections were beyond her conscious connol and she "didn't 

know how to stop" them.(N3.I.I3S) TIlough she found it exhausting to search for what was eventually 

to seem to her "so obvious", this would lead to difficulties in her formalised knowledge-act when 

her argument and now self evident conclusion were so abbreviated that she could "put [it] in a 
nutsheIl".(N3.5) Then she would have the added difficulty of "how to pad [the assignment] out"(Nl.I) 
to the lecturer's required word limit. 

Even during this period of the knowledge-act, the course teachers held control, and the students 

had to self-reflectively cope with this silent mediation. In effect,the Institution defined how much 

time (in general) it should take to come to 'know it'. All typifications saw the 'assignment due' date 

was rule-bound rather than negotiable. When the due date was tomorrow but Noah's articulating 

principle "only came to me yesterday"(N2.3) . she felt intellectually compromised by the Institution 

because there was "no time"(N23) to rewrite the essay which she was sending to auditors but now 

herself judged to be "ail wrong".(N2.3) Thus between formal and informal acts of knowing a major 

hegemonic issue was powerfully effected by a timetable which deemed it necessary to shift on to 

different material. For Noah, no topics became fully known in her own temporal space. But then 

again Noah's time-less period of reflection did require a more complex set of comparisons between 

theory and practice than formal education was requiring from her. 

Noah's "internal diaIogue"(Nl.l) centred around one perceptual characteristic which I now 'see' as 

her basic intellectual difference from the other typifications, and this formed the basis of the claim 

that Noah 'subjectivated' the given knowledge. She pictured the understandings in her mind.This 

reflective period of "thinking about thinking"(N2.5) involved Noah in objectivating (symbolising) the 

contents of her mind, looking at them and interrogating them with a dispassionate "inner 
voice".(N2s.J4I)372To describe this rudimentary perceptual action, Noah would use terms of spatial 

thinking and visual imagery. 'To understand it a lot more . . . I try to picture it. "(Nl.5.796) Noah,(2) 

who had always preferred 'Classic' comics to wordy tomes of the same stories. also preferred 

"illustrated" links such a "models and diagrams" (N22) rather than a narrative based on the 

372 Belenky 1986:168, 172 
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asswnptions of 'thinking straight'. At high school, Noah had chosen to study spatially-related 

topics such as mathematiCS,(Nl.2) geography (N2.3) and art (N3) and still searched for: 

an image when I am talking about capitalism or whal have you. I see it in the 
concrete; put into boxes. like the groups of the social classes are easy to see ... 
more kind of black and white. 

Noah 3.1 

For Noah, the perceptual action of visualisation enabled the conceptual action of theorising. 

Locating connections and relations marked Noah's commonsensical ways of knowing. Theorising 

for Noah, was always the process of "visualising links" (Nl.5.101B; N2.S) and "seeing the logic 
between" ideas.(N35) In the visual as well as ideological sense (of applying ideas), Noah was 

continuously recontextualising373 her acquired theory. Diagrams were, to Noah, abbreviations "to 
remind me to link up those ideas".(N3.4) In a way that seemed to "just come naturallY"(N2.1) Noah 

was: 

just interrelating things spatially. Thai's how I'd do it in geography. I'd see all 
the colours on a map and I'd just remember 'Yes, the industrial region is red 
and that's over there' and so on. Its easy to do. The only trouble you have is 
trying to express it [to others] 

Noah 25.671 

TIle common-sense propensity for spatial ways of coming to know, caused problems in its need to 

change to a lineal form of expression in academic assignments. When it came to writing she would 

find it "really hard to push the mosaic together".(N3.l) Moreover given her propensity for non-stop 

thinking and visualisation, Noah sometimes was inclined to "side traCk"(Nl�) so far from the 

original theory that it appeared lost in the "hotch potch"(N'Z) and could end up "Iooking very different 

to"(N3.4) the knowledge she was first given to study. For instance: 

The 'sociological response' was created by the stimuli and that led me to link it 
up to the artistic response and just the way we respond, you know? Is art a 
response? Then is 'to initiate' itself actually initiated by something outside of it? 

Noah 3.1 

Visualisation or vemalisation as different means to the reflective process marked the symbolic 

preferences of Wyna and Noah. Noah preferred to be given visual examples by her teachers. When 

the Regional course lecturer illustrated 'a norm' by juxtaposing the examples of a door swinging 

horizontally from its hinges and a door dropping vertically to the floor, "that was excellent"(N3); "it 

was quick to undersrand"(N'Z) and "l could visualise the meaning ofthat".(N'Z) This preference for the 

visual and spatial showed also when it came to Noah's reflective period of 'swot' for exams. She 

(N2,3) had single words scrawled all over a page. Generally, the key term was placed about mid-page 

and the other words surrounded it, linked by lines and/or coIOUrs.(Nl�) The iconic imagery of 

spatial thinking possibly enabled Noah to be more inclusive and constructive of ideas than could be 

the case with the symbolic textualism374 of Wyna's quite different strategy. 

373 cf Bernstein. 1990:60 
374 Landers. J. 1991 
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By way of contrast, Wyna's means "to remember"(W2.5) was to rote memorise long tracts of 

narrative, or the teacher-sequenced lists of headings and subheadings in her texts and study

guides: "Ai, Aii, Bi, Bii, Biii ... and I just went over and over and over them, until I could 

remember them".(Wl.S) After all, to Wyna (she said) the lecturer-chosen headings "were obviously 
the most important things to know".(W2.3) Once again Noah was being knowledge-constructive and 

judgmental while Wyna was directly using her teacher's verbal mediations to knowledge. Wyna did 

not need a reflective period in her knowledge act, though she did need time to socialise and 

memorise. 

Without an understanding of this marked difference in ways of thinking, academics inclined toward 

Wyna's preference for linguisticality may be inclined to negate Noah's time spent in bracketint7S 

judgements and fail to understand her need to either present arguments in pictures or model 

diagrams, or her delay in posting assignments while her mind moves at its own pace from the 

reflective period of speechlessness. The institution's combination of an oppressive lack of time and 

the need for communicating ideas in one set fashion disadvantaged Noah in terms of a quick reply 

or quick recall even though she usually found "[her] idea was co"ect in the long run".(NI.5.39I) She 

said this apparent lack of speed was a "very important"(Nt.1) and "necessary"(Nt.1 ) aspect to her way 

of knowing [and she demanded that I "should write it into the research".(Nt.t)] 

What others saw as a 1ack of speed', was the period of time taken by Noah to incorporate a period 

of reflection (JR/.) between the knowledge-act stages of internalisation (IIJ.) and expression (J./X) 
but claiming the right to take this time was to be subject to powerful social sanctions. This time was 

the actual time taken to reflect upon and reconstruct knowledge. Reflection was, in fact. the primary 

stage of knowledge -constitution itself. Yet Noah's socially-noticed silences or a lack of speed 

seemed (to Noah (NI.2» to be understood by non-reflectors (teachers and Wyna's in particular) as an 

implication of her stupidity or unknowingness. But this evident false consciousness only supported 

their power-filled complicity in sanctioning both Noah's mutedness (for example, in the study 

group) and her desire to 'study' alone. These 'silences', the 'aloneness' and the slowness were in 

fact the time, the space and the language of Noah's reflective knowings. The oppression she felt 

were the same other-determining alienations which had caused her to want to be alone in the 

beginning, and these reactions would be exacerbated when (as she saw it) her academic auditors 

'demanded' to think/or her by judging her own judgements to knowledge. This was an aspect of 

study she did not enjoy - particularly when 'they' hadn't allowed her the time to complete her 

knOwing anyway. 

Noah's propensity for spatial imagery and visual epistemic practices may have been related to 

special characteristics within her relation to the knowledge. She found "ideas just popped up" (N3.3) 

37S Schutz, A. 1972 
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as long as the material was interesting, new, and able to be related to her life.(Nl.2.3) 

I suppose its just easier i/you're interested in it. You have applied the theories 
and everything already, in your head. You are probably more aware of it. 

Noah 2 5.649 

In the circular movement toward 'knowing it all', "really interesting ideas" (N3.1)376 presented Noah 

with creative possibilities, the praxis of real world applications and theoretical connections all at 

once: 

At work we had a discussion of the direction of Social Welfare. I could see it as 
a hierarchical structure and could recall what linle I knew about Weber's [claim 
that] bureaucracy is a manifestation of that kind of rationality; that pyramid 
structure and I could see that in our discussion ... I just saw the way we are. It 
justfell into place. That was relating to the reality .... But that was my own 
view. 

Noah 3.} 

Sometimes Noah recorded these "flashes ofinspiration ... but often [she] did not".(Nl.l.264.N2.3) In 

fact, Noah was not clear about where her creativity ended and critique began although she was 

confident that she could argue well "in [her] own sort ofway".(Nl.S) It may have been that creativity 

and critique together were simply related to "seeing things differently".(N2) Negating and creating 

were aspects of the same dialectical activity of reflexivity. That activity was itself 'different', she 

thought, from what other people generally did. Yet it caused her to enjoy new ideas (N21 .992) and the 

idea of change.(N21.967) For instance, she was "never aware of critical thinking, just of nit 

picking".(NI.5.1 137.ako Nl.S.� ) Since early in the academic year, Noah had found herself creating 

ideas as she read the study guides. (N3.1.204S) "One note just triggered the next thoUght".(Nl.5.148)377 

Initially, this support lead Noah to believe that Formal Education was as open to challenge and 

change as she was, and that university study presented "an expanding situation ... rather than a 

railway line; leading somewhere still to be known ... probably because [we] use someone else's 

theories" .(NI.5.7SX) In support of this belief, one of the study guides had stated that 'A' grades "were 

for originality and that extra bit ofpolish".(N3.1) This claim was restated (though in a negative 

fashion) by a lecturer at an on-campus course when "he told us that very few people get A's and the 
work has to be exceptionally gOOd".(N3.4)371 The lecturer's subjectified cautionary note was Noah's 

only hint that the University might not be as open to creativity as she had wished. But she had yet 

to confirm that belief. 

In the meantime, using the period of reflection as the knowledge-action of creatively applying the 

given theories to her everyday practice (N1.1.370.N2.N3) involved both a judgement of ideas and the 

376 "Unil1leresting things won't clwnge the world .... With interesting things I get more el1lhused ... I'm speaking 
reiaJive/y .... When I decided to write on of my essays on {x} arun could see that in New Zealand and I 
il1lerpreted it in my own·sort of way, I found that quite exciting.H Noah 3.3 

377 'Things that once appeared simple now �peared problemaJic. (They} recognised and respected the complexity 
of objects they trieiJ to understand . . .. 11ieir inner voice turned crllu:a1. H Belenky et aI, 1986:94 

371 She continued, "he said 60% will Jet a 'C' - so if we're going to get 'C'SH why bother rewrit� it and putting all 
the exira effort in? I mean, you' have to maJci an alra extra exira effort to frIIlh a big diJIerence. Why put 
all that brOod il1lo the thing, you Icnow?N ... 
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possibility of changing the theory to suit the situation in a relativistic m3IUler. For instance, she 
might apply new ideas to try to understand old personal issues such as "why Eketaluma beCtll1Je a 
ghost town".(N2.S.392) Being primarily involved in the common-sense relativism of praxis was 

important to Noah, for she did not enjoy the academe's solely "metaphysical dreams". 319 (N3.2) Noah 

believed that objectified and socially abstracted theoretical ideals and "philosophies of the rational 

mind" (N1.2) were part and parcel of an "armchair philosophY"(N3.3) rather than part of the real world. 

She could see this objectification of theory from practice occurring even while children were still in 

school: 

Maybe because schoolwork is taJcenfrom teXlbooks, children instinctively 
know that because it is written it has (iJ already been proven and (UJ a solution 
or explanation must follow. It is aU there. They know that somewhere in there 
is the answer. Whereas in the living situation there is no script. The outcome 
is much more likely to be surprising and children are stimulated to ask 
questions. That is, knowing is not already predetermined. 

Noah 1.5.1103 

It appeared that Noah of the everyday also already functioned in an epistemic praxis.380 Indeed, in 

answer to a specific query for a definition of 'a concept' and 'a theory' and 'the connection between 

them', Noah (I) confinned her understanding of epistemological differences in knowledge. 

Concepts: 

like dialectical materialism or commodification ... [were) basic self-contained 
ideas ... abstract or concrete ... [whereas} a theory was a relationship between 
several self-contained ideas. 

Noah 1 .5.796 

Moreover, 'a theory' was "a philosophy behind the concepts" (N1.S) or Ita model" (N3.I): 
I have always seen [theory] as a model of reality. You step outside that and use 
it as an index to explain what's happening in reality. You have got to step out 
of reality into the model and then start to interpret. 

Noah 3.1.1071 

But Noah (land 3) were more unsure of explicating a connection between 'concepts' and 'theory' 
beyond recognising three points in common - a theory was relative to the person who created it 

(Nl.2.3); a theory was abstracted "rather than concrete" (N2S) and a theory was not a guarantee of a 

single truth, proof or legitimation because it "could be different things to different people".(N3�) Still 

somewhat confused though, Noah (2) sighed when I clarified the connections between these 

academic words ('theory' and 'practice') and her own meanings. She had been "trying all year" to 

understand the exact nature of the relationship between them: 

I WISH they'd told us that before. I REAlLY WISH that! I used to try to nut it 
out, but I couldn't get it ... couldn't get it at all. Yet I knew it was just there. 
Just, just. (pause) Oh! It's so much clearer now. 

Noah 2 .5.756 

379 Like Comle! 
380 Noah ( 1.5) thought that the conservative National PartY, "was individualist in tluu iJ subverted language for its 

own means .... For instance, politicians lUe t� term hlU1UJllitarian' as if tJury mean a concern for others, but 
it really means, in t� way they act iJ out, 'pity' or 'palronising'. WIuu a metlSwe of social justice!" 
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All typifications resisted, fretted or failed to recognise conceptual tenninology as apolitical and 

knowledge-constitutive, and in need of a period of reflection. Sometimes the students failed to 

make the words problematic because either they did not recognise them in the monotonous typeface 

of the text or (especially) if the concept was also a lay word to which they applied their own lay 

understandings. TIle use of specialised "jargon" (Nl.]) was already a source of political irritation to 

Noah (1,2.3) who saw its social use as "a way to exclude others". (Nl.l) She therefore chose not to use 
conceptual tenninology in her everyday communications, retaining conceptualisation as a reflective 

act rather than a matter of expressed language. At first, it did not occur to her to make jargon a 

problematic of her move from commonsense to academic seDse.(Nl,2.3) During the period of 

reflection, Noah at first retained her use of her own words, insisting that it was easier to reflect on 
..=:.."""--� . 

new meanings if you used your own language, particularly in later adulthood.(N3) Luisa and 

Wyna, who did not particularly engage in a period of reflection, were less politically-resistant to 

conceptual tenninology. Luisa saw conceptual tenns as more exclusionary "big words" (1.1) and 

Wyna (1) checked with Pan to see if they were important meanings to "understand".(Wl.l) Without 

problematising the specialist nature of these words such misconceptions as Wyna's (1) remark 

occurred. For her, Marx's critique of 'capital' was "always the same: money, money, money".(W1.3) 

For all students, the first hurdle was to realise the existence and epistemological purpose of these 

conceptual terms in their correspondence-educated (totally-objectivated) fonn of education. Where 

Noah already shared the institutional meanings for particular concepts she had also already 

developed her own words for them. For instance, 'a theory' to Noah was synonymous with "a 
generalisation" (Nl,2.3). and 'a fact' was "a detail", as seen in the statement: "/ guess what I'm 
expected to do in this course is to have a general idea rather than know every little detail of 

everybody's idea or the details o/their conversations, you know?"(N1.4) On the other hand, if Noah 

and other students did not problematise specific tenninology, and if such words were of primary 

epistemic importance, then it would be necessary for the institution to recognise that its publications 

(in distance education) needed to foreground the identity of tenns, otherwise students were being 

discursively and ideologically marginalised. This could be seen most clearly with the ideologically

articulate Noah. Her habituated use of different words for the meanings she already shared with the 

institution, and her political resistance to engaging with the exclusivity of institutional 'jargon,' 

discursively mediated Noahs' knowledge-activity. 

Wyna overcame things quite differently. Where she was aware of the presence of new 'jargon', 

she negated her commonsense understanding and actively sought out its academic sense. One way 

she did this was by getting to know people "on the inside" of the academic culture.(Wl,2) In doing 

this she turned what perhaps should have been a personal period of reflection, into a social event. 

She identified the "main words "(Wl.l) by checking them with other people and followed this, as 

mentioned before, by searching indexes. It was as if to her "the words" simply represented a 

discursive reflection of discrete facts rather than deeper, more inclusive meanings. This action 
... 
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reflected Wyna's dependence upon the intersubjective (social) skills oflinguisticality. But while her 

communicative use of 1argon' could have effected a conceptual development for her, this was 

unclear, especially when she still saw Marx's idea of capitalism as "simply money" at the end of the 

academic year.(W1.4) Whereas the discursive use of 1argon' might be a necessary condition for the 

agreement of shared meanings with her teachers, it was not a sufficient condition for ensuring 

personal epistemic development 

However, neither Wyna nor Noah was being condemned to the same extent as Luisa, by the 

touchstone of academic language. At this stage, she was still struggling with her dictionaries. TIlls 

difference in the typifications perceived difficulty with language, gave rise to a set of often

contradicting thoughts. First of all. the value of a pragmatised language3l1 might be usefully 

explored as an alternative for Luisa, after all. the adoption of a language closely related to action 

would have legitimated Noah's argument for the depoliticisation of academic language. but then to 

what extent might it hinder as well as help. especially in tenos of the development of a capability to 

theorise? Would the simpler words help Luisa to develop the knowledge-consitutivity of her 

thinking and reflection. or simply help her social-constitutivity by accomodating her need to share 

what she came to know? How else then. through the use of new words. might meanings be 

problematised and the requirement for a depth of reasoning to be communicated to students? I 

would claim that introducing students to 'new words' which were as epistemically-embracive as 

conceptualisations were supposed to be. may assist the potential knower to share and further refine 

her self-reflective period of theorising. 

As the year progressed. other knowledge-constitutive changes occurred. Until this time. the 

distinctive aspects of the period of reflection for Noah included the need for unintenupted 

(unmediated) time which. in tum. allowed her to visualise theoretical connections. and to creatively 

and critically form judgements to knowledge. as long as the material given was interesting in that it 

was relative to Noah's social life. But as all four of the courses moved from metanarratives toward 

'applied' material. Noah's (1.2.) preference for metatheoretical readings showed. She now began to 

get "bored" (NI.2) with the "impurity" (N3) of 'applied theories'. Noah (N1.I.336) had earlier enjoyed 

reading R.S. Peters' abstraction's but found no intellectual challenge in the "reified atmosphere" of 

Rousseau's 'Emile' ("what codswallop!"), and her reaction in the second term to Paulo Friere's 

applied position was "so what? Mothers have known thatfor centuries". It is interesting that in 

contraposition to Noah's epistemic beliefs, Luisa (4.3) thought "R.s. Peters was for a brainy-type 

person .. . .  but Friere's ideas are easier to understand". Variations in each typificatory student's 

preference for either theory on the one hand or practical ideas on the other, differently identified 

their beliefs in the purpose of knowledge and fonnal education. 

381 Benhabib, in Landers, 1991 
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During reflection, students made judgements about whether the given ideas "made sense" (Nl.3) of 

the social world Noah could bring metatheoretical principles to apply to ber own world, but Luisa 

could only relate already-'applied' ideas to the world of everyday. Neither her ownership of the 

ideas, nor her experience in her own world mattered. 1bis could be any theory that she learned, as 

long as it was already-applied to any world Luisa wanted to be given the judgement rather than 

make it for herself. It did not matter if the world the theory was being applied to was unknown to 

Luisa. Life was Life. Universal in conception. The (A=A) of identificatory thought). Luisa, like 

Wyna, was dependent on substituting phenomenological self-reflection with socially consbUcted 

and already-reasoned and judged meanings. But this action was not adequate for Noah. Noah 

preferred to compare and relativise course knowledge to her own New Zealand context3l2 Again 

Noah related the touchstones of course content to personal epistemology while Luisa and Wyna 

substituted a learning of course content for the other-dependence of social contact. For Noah, 

overcoming theoretical negativities was often a matter of 'seeing the possibilities' in the relative 

situations of 'our' everyday world and other theorists' ways of 'seeing': 

. . .  1 didn't always agree with [this theory] . . .  A lot of it didn't really apply to 
New Zealand society, only parts of it did ... But a theory is not necessarily 
right is it? Everybody has their different theory .. .  I knew it wasn't what I 
agreed with or what I could see happening. But I still stuck with it . . .  
Sometimes I'd challenge it with other theory. 

Noah 2.5.704 

Altogether, the different uses made of the period of reflection by each typification seemed to be 

related to beliefs that Education was the social world, rather than that the procedure of educating 

was an epistemic practice for use in the wider social world.313 Only Noah saw this period as 

reflecting the purpose of the latter. She habitually searched in her everyday world for examples of 

the metatheoretical conceptions she had learned in her course-work. This two-way form of praxis 

was her favoured form of reflection; "I just can't be without it!".(N3.4) To come to know, for Noah, 

seemed to represent being in a constant reflexive state of flux. For instance, a judgement on the 

worth of functionalism centred on its negativity: 

I chose functionalism because its all rocks isn't it! All set out and no critique 
required .. . . It was so easy; so boxed up and ready .. .  so horrible, so 
fascinatingly rigid. 1 1uui a morbid fascination with it. I rejected it almost as out 
of hand because how could we ever use it? 

Noah 1 5.850 

Noah also considered the supplementary viewpoints to be dialectical ways of challenging the 

conventional wisdoms of the world including her own: 

I should have picked something that I hated so I would know more about it. 
But I picked something I was good at anyway. With hindsight, that wasn't 
educationally sound. 

Noah 35.961 

382 Very few readings in any of the university courses studied. provided New Zealand-based studies or theory. 
383 That is, by implication. were academics in education more highly represented by the socially-inclined Wynas 

and Luisas than by the phenomenologically and ideologically-inclliled Now and did their theoretical 
teachings reflect their personal epistemology as much as the power of their ugument to sustain those ideas? .. 
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Noah did not appreciate fonnal education limiting the period of self-reflection. whether it was 

through a lack of time to reflect or a lack of access to either alternative viewpoints or the given

contexts of 'applied' theory. Under these circumstances, she saw her reflective judgements being 

reduced to the state of needing to accept rather than to judge the given ideas, and so she believed 

that education was reducing itself to a state of rote memorisation. Noah argued against this 

detenninism: "regurgitation doesn't even score as a mode of learning for me .... Concretising it, 

getting ideas and spreading them out, and looking at them, that is the grasping part of the learning 

process".(N3.J) Noah's standpoint of personal epistemology reflected her predominating interest in 

'knowing how'. For her, fonn dominated content in several subtle ways.314 For instance, if she 

lost interest in the given material, her creativity lessened and "great thoughts just dwindled".(N3.3) 

Focussing on the 'bigger' metatheoretical ideas had enabled her to see a broader field of 

application. It was as if the higher up the literary scale, the more she could 'see' and inclusively 

, incorporate into her knowings. With her two-way reflexive movements of seeking and judging 

viable links and contradictions in praxis, Noah was also capable of recognising the difference 

between inductive and deductive modes of reasoning - although she did not use those tenns for it 

[In fact, she was given to gesturing as a symbol of the movements of her mind - as can be seen in 

the following quotation.] To Noah, academic-sense often appeared to be a rigidified, one

dimensional deductive viewing of reality - from theory "down [to the real world] through [the 

theorists] glasseS"(N1.3)38S: 

Academics seem to look at the worldfrom theory down ... . If you try to go the 
other way up, its like trying to fa it into a mould. Like what I saw in court. I 
saw, 'Yes, its a structural thing'. But then I changed to seeing it the Marxian 
way by the end of the day; having seen what happens to the people who 
actually go in there. But I didn't go in there thinking, This is a courtroom, 
there/ore structuralfunctionalism and show solidarity, I thought, There's such 
a system here, such aformal little game goes on. It's a real structure there/ore it 
is . .. I didn't think it out in such little terms. I just went Choewww [an arm arcs 
through the air!) ... you know, just recognised it. But it was in that [inductive] 
direction of real life to theory that I was going rather than going in thinking in a 
Durkheimian frame of mind and then seeing how it automatically fitted . ... (The 
person who marked my exam), if he's a real Durkheimfreak, then he would be 
looldng for that [deductivism] though. 

Noah 3.5315 

In a sense, what Noah was alluding to was not only two-way reasoning but also two-way 

Educational legitimation. Should the student write the story of her knowings as an everyday tale 

with theoretical explanations or as theoretical tale with everyday evidences? Was one method 

deemed to be more correct than the other, for, and if so, what was the basis of its truthfulness? 

Was one tale epistemically different to the other (if they both told tales of similar social explanation) 

or was each tale simply discursively and sequentially different?386 Was the auditor who judged one 

sort of tale to be epistemically privileged over the other, merely reflecting a personal epistemic 

384 Belenky et al, 1986:95 
38S cf Belenky et al, 1986:200f 
386 Did a realist have less claim to truth or truthfulness than an idealist; or an empirical scientist have a lesser ... 
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preference for either objectified or subjectified ways of constructing social knowledge and not 

making a judgement of truth at all? After all, all that deduction and objectification had established, it 

seemed, was that real human beings could no longer be so easily recognised.(Nl.2.3) But to Noah, 

the purpose of being educated into fonnal social science was to have it enrich her social world. 

(Nl,2,3) 

Eventually it happened. Noah's resistance to the reductionistic, rule-bounded nature of fonnal 

education peaked. Noah had found the predominantly 'one way' privileging of deductive reason in 

her study guides as disconcerting as the 'imposition' of already-applied theory and the "pompous 

Iabels"(N1.3) used to name everyday happenings (jargon). Eventually she related her loss of interest 
to the fact that her fonnal education (from midyear onward) resembled "a great sea of junk. If only 
they'd kept it a little more pure perhaps" (N3.3): 

Once you've got a grip on the major perspectives it was really the application of 
those things. When we got into that really boring detailed stuff like Parson's 
pattern variables, I said, "Really? Who'd pick this up? Who cares?" It was a 
killer ... there was a lot of detail about Joe Bloggs came along and so and so 
criticised him. And so and so criticised him. And so and so's idea of such and 
such which introduced these three concepts of so and so. I mean, it was TOO 
MUCH by then! .. . All the extra guys ... (with] minor schools of thought. 

Noah 3.3 

Her anger was expressed by relating her understanding of commonsense to her understandings of 

academic sense. Noah rejected 'applied' theory, preferring instead to examine the metaphysics of 

"bigger ideas".(N22) She rejected the "pettyness" (Nl) of using big wordsfor little meanings" (N1.1) 

because some ordinary people already took those meanings for granted, so the words she was now 

being expected to use could only be necessary to socially-privilege scholars (she said) by simply 

providing a route to publication.(N1.3) For Noah(1.1 .4S4, ct al), the state of knowing was a praxis of the 

material of New Zealand social life with an ideological imbeddedness. 'Already-applied theories' 

simply negated her desire to construct that knowledge for herself: 

If I did a study about something I was really interested in, I would do it with 
more earnestness, more integrity .... I'm really interested in the thing from a 
purists' point of view. 

Noah 3.3 

Noah's commonsense seemed already to be critical in purpose and intent The whole purpose of 

knowing, for Noah, was to use knowledge "to change the world" (Nl.2, N2.2. NJ.4), not to make it even 

more obscure and unknowable. (Noah's personal attempts to change the world ranged from acting 

to overcome the oppressions of rural women in New Zealand (N2) to coping with the dis-ease of 

one's 'self (Nl) or the oppressions of the Welfare state (N3).) Understanding metatheory had helped 

Noah to subjectivate her understandings of the social world. It enabled her to "see things quite 
differently .. . like the effort in Court"(N3.5.499) when she could "see through the theorist's 

eyes".(N2.5.1126) Earlier in the year, before she experienced frustration at being given the applied 

claim to truth than a logical positivist in philosophy? ... 
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theories to learn. Noah was: 

enjoying seeing things in a different way. I'm finding that very valuable .... 
I'm quite interested in relating it to other things in my life so that it overlaps a 
bit more - rather than being quite divorced from it. 

Noah 3.} 

Implicit in the praxis of applying the "biggest ideas" (N2.2) and the "broadest theory" (N2) was the 

process of subjectifying and relativising the material, of bringing it close to her self and our 

world.387 

"Since we're all subjective"(N3.5.5sO) it was small wonder that when confronted with feminism, Noah 

would see it as an issue that "needs to be an active process not an abstract [meta) theory .... [which 
is) the antithesis of the reality".(N1.S) For ber, feminism "needed to be worked on ".(Nl.5) 

Its difficult. It existsfor me as a theory but I also try to apply it ... its theory I 
do put into action in my own little life. 

Noah 3.5 

Sometimes, after reflection, Noah's resulting beliefs were so "raw", so much a pan of her 'self, 

that to have them publicly challenged or put under scrutiny was actually disabling. For instance, 

Noah (I) choose not to prepare an essay on feminism "because the information is so new, so 
painful, so extreme. How could I have been so blind? .... (pause) It hurts too much .... (pause) 
awwrrrgggh. 1 can't write itfor someone else to see".(N1 .3)3as At such self disintegrating times, 

Noah felt like"a soul in limbo".(NIJ) But the paralysis arising from this unstable flux in knowledge

constitutive relations seemed more related to her morality and conscience than to fears of socially 

confronting the 'error': 

Ages ago I used to feel conscious that it was me; that I must be dumb. But 
everyone else is as dumb as I am sometimes, so I tWn't worry so much now. 

Noah 2.1 

Noah's "personal involvement" (N3) could be seen in its relation to her social conscience. Although 

she realised that other people often did not think as deeply as she,(NI.2.3), Noah had an empathy with 

other people's resistances to new ideas because of the social upheaval such ideas could cause. She 

was able to place pan of her 'self-removed' within the viewpoint of Others and see that, for 

instance: 

387 

Feminism is an issue because it is actually happening. Ordinary women would 
be morefeminist than not if you get them down to it. They may not recognise 
they are feminists .... I have an empathy with them because that's what I tend 
to think: "Oh! That's them. They go too far. " But if it came down to it I'd be a 

cf Belenky et al (1986:3) HSelf concept and ways of lcnowing are intertwined.H Noah found, for instance, that, 
'interesting material could be retained, because it tied in With my life a bit more. If its something that's 
interesting, that's human, like Durkheim's suicide things, then I can retain that a heck of a lot easier than I 
can something obscure · that's way out there.' (Noah 3.1 .1668) 

3as When, some have folUld, the inner voice tllTns critical, it warns them their ideas might � stupid. (They] mIlSt 
think. �fore they speak and bectJIUe their ideas mIlSt measure up to certain objeCl,ve standards, they speak in 
measllTed tones. Often t!ae'1 do not speak at all. Bill this is not a passive silence, on the other side of this 
silence, reasoning is stirring.'  BeleDky et al, 1 986:5 
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feminist. Its the word thatfrightens them, and what other people say about 
feminists. 

Noah 2.4 

. 
Noah often reflected upon the misuses of discourse. Observing powerful Others "going 100 far in 

foisting their different ways onto other peOple"(Nl:.l) caused Noah to act in the defence of people 

being m arginalised. For instance, during this research inquiry, Noah (xx) was called to Court. As the 

principle (and at times, willing) witness for the prosecution, Noah (xx) then found that her truths 

were being subjected to the piecemeal mis-appropriation of prosecution lawyers. After this had 

gone on for some time, Noah took a moment of reflection and then requested an uninterrupted 

reply, during which she explicitly foregrounded the epistemic juggling of her evidence. The case 

was dismissed shortly afterward. Noah's moral basis of engaging in such action was that "no-one 

had the right to twist knowledge to suit themselves; not when it was someone else's life that was 

being tampered with".(N3.2) 

Unlike Noah, Wyna and Luisa's period of reflection was marked not by matters of personal 

conscience, but by a dependence upon mentors to reflect judgements of what they should come to 

know. Wyna, for example, said she had to take care in her 'social contact' with her lecturers 

("Bob" and "Jenny"(W3») because they "could be sticky buggers".(W1.4) The closer her social contact 

with her teachers became, the more dependent she became on the use of linguistic academic 

conventions. Eventually the situation across the year would alter until social contact was related 

separately to both language and academic conventions but this movement was really more relevant 

to the next (expressive) stage of the knowledge act: 

When they said 'use quotes', I did. It made the theory easier. (Wyna 1 .3) 
She said 'no quotes', so I didn't. I put his ideas in my words instead and 
hoped they wouldn't notice. (Wyna 32) 
He said 'use more material' so I made a longer bibliography next time. Wyna 
(2.3) 

In conclusion, for Noah the period of reflection had once been a long and intensive experience. In 

the creating of reflexive relations between the touchstones of her personal epistemology and the 

course content, Noah had engaged in spatial reasoning through visualising and quizzing ideas. This 

practice distinguished her from all other persons studied. As she had moved around and between 

the relational spaces of given ideas, reflexively creating new connections, 'seeing' theory in 

practice, 'structuring' her own arguments and 'empathising' with the socially-marginalised, it 

certainl y appeared that part of her 'self was moved into the epistemic space of her reasoning and in 

its mirror she sought reflective judgements by juggling others' ideas with her own. 11lrough 

subjectivations, she had reached within her visual structures and had ensured that she finally 

'owned' the judgements of her re-creations and re-constructions. Ownership of the new ideas 

would account for why she believed the truth had to be relative: 

people are quite different .... [Those] ideas are from her world, her 
expressions. So how can I possibly fit my life into that . . . .  

Noah 3.3 
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However, relativity (or relationalism) was going to prove a major problem for Noah. During the 

period of reflection Noah not only concentrated on the experts' aspects of the course content but 

she had also altered the given knowledge so that by the time she came to write her essay, the course 

knowledge had been reconsidered, reconstructed and creatively changed from its original given 

form. Noah's issue then essentially became a question of triangulating the expert's ideas, her own 

judgements of them and the educationalist's expectations, as she moved from the period of 

reflection to the time of expressing her knowings in Fonnal Education. This was a problematic time 

for Noah and it would give rise to a major issue. Would she present her evaluators with what she 

knew now, or what she knew formerly? Thus the main point of fracture was exposed. Would the 

university authorities accept that a first year adult student could reconstruct theory? (Sometimes she 

couldn't accept that idea herself as when she reflected upon her earlier work and "felt ill with 

embarrassment".(N2s.432» Reflexivity had brought Noah the satisfaction of 'coming to know' but its 

negative side was that she worried about worries. Noah's knowledge-act was now moving from 

what was to her a common-sense period of reflection (JRJ.) to the anguished state of expressing 

understandings in an academic-sense(J./X) . What knowledge would she choose to share? 
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'Ei([Jression 

Expression was the fmal period of the knowledge-act.(Ol.2) It was the time, in formal education, 

when the student prepared the material they now knew for public communication, social action or 

educational auditing. 1bis stage of the knowledge-act was primarily a positive concern to Wyna, 

but a negative concern to Noah. Now the inherent contradictions between the common-sense of her 

personal epistemology and the academic sense of the university world would become public. 

Noah's self-educative practices had not previously been synonymous with getting others to 

legitimate her self and her judgements to knowledge. Unlike at University, 'to study' was not 

synonymous for her, with telling others what you were coming to know but instead, was to see 

how new ideas applied in different parts of the world. Coupled with this problematic. Noah never 

thought of writing as a hobby, so to have to have to write at all, and have to write her ideas as well, 

doubled the anxious moments of the task of expression: 

having to stop and write (and learn how to write) was stopping my thinking 
and my getting up more ideas. What / am most enjoying about doing this 
course is that it is effecting my thinking ... / think and / apply it to things on 
the way down the road. Things just seem to occur to me. 

Noah 3.1 
After leaving the study to do the essay / find it very diffiCUlt to get back into the 
study again - to actually get back into reading and enjoying and wanting to 
keep reading. / really see this writing out thing as quite different you know; as 
almost the opposite. 

Noah 13 

Expression would encompass tensions between the curriculum touchstones of language, personal 

epistemology, course content, conventions and evaluation .. The paradox of this period would 

centre upon the purposes of writing and legitimation. For instance. Noah saw the educational 

purpose of writing as relating personal epistemology to course content. and (in its pennanency) as 

proving that she had both done it and knew it But cutting across this link, the academe made 

connections between academic conventions and formal language. Eventually this cross-purpose of 

educational relations would lead Noah to remarlc that: 

Academics don't want integrated life knowledge ... [pause] probably because 
we're all armchair philosophers at heart ... . They just want to know that I have 
the course concepts and they want to evaluate whether / believe them or not -
but not to argue them. 

Noah 3.4 

It was the constant awareness of irony that Noah felt most. 1be time of expression reawakened 

Noah's long-held belief that "knowing it and writing it are two different things".(N3.1.IS47) In 

reflectively worrying about worrying, she asked herself whether she should follow her own study 

pattern (her personal epistemology) or modify it for her teachers: "/ wondered if it would be 

preferable to write the thing for myself and not select chunks out of the study guide -for MY 

overview".(N3.1) 
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At the beginning of the year, Noah did not recognise she was about to develop dualistic ways of 

knowing, one for her fonnal education and one for her self-education, She spent hours trying to 

combine the two by expressing her common-sense aIgU1llents in a convincing academic fonn, 

deciding: 

You get all this information and sort of absorb it and pick the eyes out of it and 
condense it. Then you regurgitate it in a different sort of way. That's what I 
had first thought the process of writing an essay was. You cut the whole thing 
down, get the guts out of it and then regurgitate it in a different kind of way 
altogether. 

Noah 3.1.  

In some ways the Institution detennined Noah's thoughts. Noah was cajoled into thinking that 

'they' wanted her "to think for herself' (Nl.l) both when she read they valued originality and when, 

with early relief, Noah recognised an empathetic fellow student in her friendly tutor. Tutors 

subjectified their social contact with the students (of all typifications) through handwritten 

assignment feedback which was signed infonnally. This deliberate breaking of the objective 

facelessness of the students' correspondence education was seen as: 

quite afriendly touch ... That made quite a difference. It says 'We're here to 
help you" rather than 'We're here to make it difficult. " If he'd never signed ... 
it wouldn't have done anything about my image of tutors. Whereas signing it 
[J OM Smith] has made me feel that he's human and ... if I got into difficulties 
I could write to him .... He had opened a channel of communication 

Noah 22 

However, the period of expression was not to remain so easy. Noah's recognition of the 

contradiction inherent in "being aUowed to thinkfor yourself' (NI) first materialised as she analysed 

the nature of the assignment topics the students were given. Answering other people's questions 

rather than her own required her to reflect, for she was used to an everyday epistemology which 

tested ideas by seeking her own real-life evidence. But more often than not, the given assignment 

questions already prescribed the context of application and often this field of application was 

beyond Noah's (and Luisa's or Wyna's) immediate experience. Sometimes, when Noah found she 

knew nothing of the area or setting prescribed in the assignment question (to which the theory was 

to be applied) she "stiU answered it. I used natural logic and what I already knew".(N3.5.63) 

One troublesome example of such a question, asked the students' to relate a given theory to a 

period of nineteenth century history. This was a problematic assignment topic for every interviewed 

student who was enrolled in this course. The key issue for all of them was the context For those 

who were not Noah, the issue centred around the fact that this obtuse context had to be studied 

separately to the given theory, and this additional assignment requirement doubled the amount of 

work. for those first year students who knew little of European history. Not one of the interviewed 

students saw the assignment as an attempt to demonstrate that the social and historical contexts had 

an important bearing on the development of theory. TIle idea of socio-historical detenninism was 

too far removed from them who, in their second-ever university assignment, were still perhaps 

concentrating on acquiring social facts and not abstract connections or arguments. These student's 
... 
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collectively saw the assignment topic as an objectification or distancing of their own ways of 

coming to know. It exacerbated the separation of the knower from the known. Noah's reaction was 

that this question "was not a connection to real life. How I apply [theory] to real life would be 

where I wouldfit in my own ideas".(N3.1) Other peoples' comments were less kindly but shared 

similar sentiments. 

Differentiating the type of 'wade' involved was another consideration in selecting assignment 

topics. Noah was confused by the range of epistemic variation. She felt she could (eventually) 

answer theoretical questions in very few words, while incorporating her own imaginings,319 but 

practical-level questions required a lot of specific detail, and therefore, a lot of words with little 

room for imagination: 

Some questions askedfor simple connections, others askedfor comparisons of 
major theoretical ideas and each placed the same word limit on it. But 150 
words dtJesn't give me enough space to even attempt a simplification because I 
wouldn't be able to say what Marxism was and how it came to be here without 
actually saying the details ofwhat they are and are not. 

Noah 3.1 

Of concern was the connection between types of assignment work. and the allocation of grades. 

Assignment questions could be perceived as too large, epistemologically, or too small. In searching 

the imagined eyes of her surveillants,390 in effect Noah asked what was the important "academic 

connection"?N2.3) Did one get higher grades for attempting the harder questions?(N3) or for 

producing exactly 1 50 words? or for incorporating personal ideas? or for correctly using conceptual 

terminology?(Nl.3) At times the given word limit of assignments was too vast an amount of wode for 

Noah, for here was a student who - in "picking the eyes out" of the given theory and the 

assignment questions - could now express it in a much abbreviated fonn: 

I just used my knowledge of Durkheim's total quantitative idea. In Durkheim's 
exploration of suicide . .. 1 said he's looking at the social reasons why, instead 
of the individual. He's not saying, This person is off his head. ' He's looking 
at the social reasons and pressures - the external thing. So that makes it 
sociological. II's so OBVIOUS to me. And I could have said lhat in a sentence. 
II seemed like a stupid question, in a way .... It's superfluous 10 rave on aboul 
it if you can put it in a nutshell. 

Noah 3.5.205 

If Noah was required to expand the essay to which she had the answer "in a nutshell" (N3's.219) with 

what was she to fill the word limit? With the expert's argument or her Own?(Nl,2,3) And did she have 

to use their prescribed setting or could she incorporate her own context of application? (N2) 

Knowledge of these evaluation criteria was not made available to srudents. These and similar 

problems of semantics, symbolism and space could also be found in other evaluative situations. 

One assignment option which could be defined as 'too large', gave the students the freedom of 

triangulating their own choice of a social context with two theoretical positions which themselves 

had to be to compared and contrasted. Although the technical word limit was greater than before, so 

389 re-creations and re-constructions 
390 cf Belenky et al, 1 986:209 
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too were the hurdles of this task. especially for those first year students who could already 

recognise the epistemic options opened by the question: 

If I was to do an argwnent or a comparison, it would probably be over just one 
or two points. lt wouJdn't be over the whole wide [context}. I would just 
single out one thing and look at it with many theories .... It was almost as if 
the assignment was too much at that stage of the course. I took situation [x} 
and Durkheim. While doing that I was conscious I could use Marx's 
arguments against it because I was using functionalism for it. But that would 
be a major exercise for me - too big. After all you were restricted to 1500 
words and it all had to tie up. So you're not going to drag something in like a 
critique of theory because you'd only have room to toss it in withoutfully 
explaining why. 

Noah 1 .5.1040 

While the connection between technical expectations (word or page limits and due dates) and 

epistemic need was difficult, so too were Noah's problems with evaluating the evaluators' 

intentions. While academic teachers may dislike student's attempts to 'fmd out what you want', 

there was more to the complexity of this issue than met the eye. In any assignment, when both the 

theory and the social context were predetennined or when both theory and practice were open to 

choice, the very nature of the assignment questions became problematic. Either the theory or the 

context, but not both, required the element of choice. Could this problem have been resolved if 

questions of 'the theory' were prescribed but questions of 'the practice' or application were left to 

the individual student's choice?J91 

At the basis of the problem of providing options and choices was the employment of a fonn of truth 

(relativism) which would not always allow the course knowledge to remain in the 'pure' fonn in 

which it was given. Noah (Nl,2.3) chose to answer theoretical questions and to use her own 

imaginings. As she applied the given theory, she could see where it in tum needed modification and 

adaption in order to retain the essence of its explanatory power. She would expand the essay 

around the given conceptual "pivot" (N3.S.2lI6) with work that was "my very own. My mainfocus 

was that this is the way I am seeing it in this particular framework".(N3.3) But this awareness that sne 

was changing aspects of the theory as given, worried her. Would her educational auditors expect 

her to ignore these changes which she saw as necessary? Did they only want back her memories of 

what they had fonnerly given her? In other words would the teacher negate Noah's efforts by 

expecting her to go into a mental 'reverse' and to rote-memorise?: 

391 R 

I accept and I appreciate that regurgitating [course knowledge} is some kind of 
proof that it has had an effect on me. But it is giving someone else proof It is 
proving to them . . .  rather than to me. 

Noah 3.1 

ecognising this as a serious dilemma of 'talking past' one another across a theory/academic versus 
practice/everyday divide. I took the action of domg a supplementary investigallon. With the assistance of 
twenty lecturers. I deconstructed the nature of their fmal examination questions and their reactions to the 
ways in which students answered them. especially concentrating on questions which differentiated easily 
between 'good' and 'poor' answers. Beyond reasonable doubt. 'gOod' questions offered one conceptual term in 
a question which was worded so that the students chose their own settings to apply it to (just as Noah 
wanted). 'A' grade students tended to relate the single given concept to other tlieoretical concepts and weave 
a story 81oun(l a setting. 'e grade students simply applied the one given concept to any number of everyday 
examples the)' could locate, and made few theoretical or practical connections. (This study of 'Examination 
Expectations has yet to be publicly published.) ... 
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The issue of the relationship between forms of truth and the type of knowledge which resulted, 

could be seen in both materi� and epistemic terms. Right from the very beginning of the year, the 

issue boiled down to how would the (expert's) epistemology of the course content, match the 

epistemology of the evaluation methods (teacher and tutor), as well as (for Noah only) how would 

'my' epistemology match both of them? The answer was most often seen as a problem of politics in 

interpersonal relations. From conversations Noah had with others after receiving assignment 

feedback, and after her personal reflections on the ever-surveillant nature of Fonnal Education, 

Noah would eventually cynically empathise with the thought that:392 

they want me to give them back only what they had given me to feed back. 
And / can see that it makes sense. / mean if/ was a senior lecturer and said. 
'the world is flat', and the student said it back to me, / would say 'Good child. 
ch ch ch' ... / can see the logic behind that. Rather than arguing that it is round 
with someone who knows I so little.} Me? A peasant! 

Noah 1 .4 

A separate issue concerning the employment of relativism during the period of expression was the 

need to objectivate what was now subjectively known and understood. The ways in which 

knowledge became objectified were complexly mediated and the mediation was perceived by Noah 

as educationally alienating. The more she became conscious of it the more she tried to understand 

the tacit nature of 'it'. Her attempts included evaluating the tutor's own omissions and evidences of 

knowing. For instance, when the tutor wrote, 'Be careful of using that kind of absolute idea'. 

Noah (3) commented, "But / knew that already. / don't know quite why I'd said it because / was 

aware of that". Noah also commented on such inexactitudes as the tutor's failure to remark on her 

own omission of a publisher's name in the bibliography.(NI) No matter how large or how small the 

epistemic detail, Noah "was detennined to suss IT out".(NI)393 But for a long time 'knowing it' and 

'expressing it' remained a problematic division of two very different things; "/ was capable of 

doing it in my mind. but to have to verbalise it was like trying to wring jam out of a 

pumpkin." (NI.5.697) 

A central element in the problem of objectification was the type of language used. In attempting to 

"act on the same wavelength"(N2.2) as her educational authorities, Noah would find she had to divide 

her discursive as well as epistemic world into two different languages; into that which 

communicated her ideas to her friends and into that which communicated her ideas to her teachers. 

Her adverserial problems with the politics of jargon were about to resurface. In usual everyday 

times, Noah's life was centred on creating meanings rather than communicating them. In her 

everyday life and self-education she was not in the slightest interested in using Jargon' because she 

(N3.1) translated theory into her own everyday language394 and discussed what she was 1earning' 

392 cf Jane Haggis, 1990. The knowledge of marginalised others often bears little relation to the view of their 
Educational Identifiers. 

393 Until this hidden curriculum was fully understood she would then simply: "identify some common SOIUCes of 
challenge .... First ... old ways of knOwing were challenged .. .  {bl1 tM absolUlist dictates of t� aUlhorities 
and the women's own subjectivism. At thi time t� wonu!n expeTlenced t� conflict not as an invitation to 
growth bUl as an altempt to stifle t�ir inner voices." Belenkey et al, 1 986:88 

394 cf Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive objectives. 
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with her friends and family.(N3.s.6'n) In fact, she openly problematised the privileging of discursive 

practices as "something which excludes others."(Nl.l) Noah's politic of discursive inclusivity was 

evident in her employment. Noah (l ind 3) prepared written material for community use and "when 

you wrote anything it had to be both right and expressed as clearly as possible; without any 

goobledy gook, so that it couldn't be misinterpreted" .(Nl.s.(HT) Thus it was for Noah (1 and 3) most 

contradictory to act for forty hours a week in a 'real world' which required her to subjectify ideas 

into 'easy' language. and then to turn her back on that reality and prepare objectivated assignments 

in objectified language for the university. To add to this linguistic confusion. at times the 

correspondence-educated Noah (like Luisa and Wyna). could not even pronounce the given 

theoretical tenninology. 1n general. this conflated two-fold issue of language (at which conceptual 

level. and in which kind of words - infonnal everyday or fonnally objectified) created more 

difficulties when students were either afraid or unable to articulate ideas to one another or to their 

teachers. However. in her ordinary everyday world, Noah would not let it worry her further for: 

If I was talking about one of these ideas with someone else I wouldn't use the 
words, necessarily. even though I associaled with the meanings of the jargon. 
I mean, I would be talking about the idea in my own vocabulary because [my 
friends] would never understand. They're not going to understand what his 
flaming 'methodology' means! 

Noah 35 

The apparent need for fonnal objectified language in university leads not only to issues of social 

exclusivity. but juxtaposes social exclusivity against a supposedly unproblematic fonn of 

intellectual inclusivity. Noah recognised this discursive contradiction as derived from political 

issues of power (Nl.2.3) but it was Luisa who experienced them as such. Noah simply resisted the 

pressures by omitting the use of conceptual tenns from her assignments and exam, choosing 

instead to express herself in everyday language. Noah resisted the conflation of ideology with 

discourse. by recognising the relation between objectivity and objectivation. However, in the 

profundity of her political awareness, Noah either omitted to make a connection between the 

possibility of epistemic strength and conceptual tenninology - or she selectively negated a 

privileging of her intellectual self at the expense of engaging in any fonn of social exclusivity of 

others. But then the personnel of the four courses involved in this investigation had made no 

attempts whatever to explain the epistemological purpose of conceptual language to the students. 

Luisa's "trouble with words"(N2.2) doubled when the authorities (teachers) and the 'experts' 

apparently shared a common understanding of the uses of it but Luisa could not ''figure out" why. 

In all, the Institution reinforced the marginalisation of these correspondence-educated adults by 

expecting them to understand the intentions and purpose of big words and obscurse meanings 

without ever fully explaining the implications of objectification. or objectivation and fonnality to 

them. That students would be unproblematically expected to objectivate their knowledge-act rather 

than subjectively express what they had come to know, seemed to be part of an oppressive 

enculturation process. Yet the institution could also have employed, for instance. dialogical speech 
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situations in which knowers (e.g. tutors) were present at study group meetings or they could have 

made oral examinations possible at the end of year. 

TIle oppression of objectivation was most evident when, in the reified stillness of written 

assignment feedback, the student and the staff member engaged in a process of 'talking past' one 

another. This was illustrated by the "rude feedback" Noah received on her very first assignmenl(Nl. 

N2. N3.1.1847) In her creative excitement in writing the assignment Noah had fIlet (her) mindjlow".(N1.2) 

However, in feedback, the tutor had remarked that Noah "needed theory", to which Noah retorted, 

"But I could have gone through and lined it up with various theories that we had".(Nl.5.5C11) Of all the 

educational relations the tutor could have chosen to criticise, this was the very one (epistemology) 

in which Noah intensively centred her 'study'. This panicular act of oppression (the tutor's 

comment) referred to more than simply 'the omission of theory' (whatever that might mean). It also 

acted as a social and epistemic exclusionary device. TIle tutor's full feedback was finally read to me 

at the end of the year by Noah (Nl) with her own disbelieving comments interspersed: 

The essay is well organised and generalisations well substantiated' and again 
'It's not enough to expound a pet theory, no matter how articulately, and relate 
it to personal incidents. One of the aims of the course like this is to open your 
mind to a wide variety of information and help you learn ways of developing . 
your ideas;' GOOD GOD! 'both in terms of your own experience and the 
readings. You are not expected to support all these ideas but it is expected you 
will read about them, discuss their merits in terms of your own experiences 
and use the logic in research to evolve a reasoned conclusion.' 

Noah 1 .5  

The objectification (where this tutor was concerned) included challenges to the relativism of truth, 

the application of theory to everyday practices, and the privileging of one unexplained fonn of 

logic. Implicit in the tutor's comment was a concern for work ethics and (perhaps) the use of 

conceptual tenninology. And Noah's resignatory comment of her tutor's expectation for 

objectificatory 'out of context,m learning?: 

I titled the essay "A Subjective View", so I should have known what to expect! 
Noah 1 2  

Legitimation involved thoughts of relativism, but relativism (in university assignments) ironically 

included objectification. The extent to which Noah and the tutor 'talked past' each other was 

unclear, for mediating the issue was Noah's ideological flexibility: 

What I was writing down would trigger the next thought so I didn't keep going 
back to the [set assignment] question. By writing, your mind starts to expand a 
bit and you can sort of expand the question too. Otherwise it might end up as a 
two sentence answer. What I was finding was that I'd go back to the question 
and could read a lot more into itfrom what I'd already writtenfor myself. But 
you have to be careful of those triggers. 

Noah 2.5.449 

The second possible reason for 'talking past' may have revolved around the connection between the 

touchstones of language and evaluation - particularly in the connection between the use of 

395 
Belenky et al, 1986:200 This tutor demonstrated that 'tJIlthoritiu are certainly positional. Their control 
functions to clarify, maintain and repair boundaries' (Bernstein. 1990:83) ... 
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theoretical tenns and the students intentions oflegitimation: "1 use my own language to the extent 

that I am trying to prove it to myself, almost, that I understand the situation. Not to deliberately 

change it".(NI.5.549) It was pan of Noah's legitimatory judgement that had involved the application of 

ideas to the everyday practices via the use of her daily vocabulary. And there were still other 

examples of 'talking past'. 

In contradictions between the social-constitutive and expressive educational relations (cuniculum 

diagram - Ch.2), sometimes teachers 'spoke past' each other's directions and this situation 

ultimately resulted in students 'talking past' their marlcer. A lecturer at the Regional Course, for 

instance, told the assembled class that the only source material required to complete the up-coming 

assignment was to be found in the text book and the study guide. But having used only the 

suggested sources, one student later had assignment feedback from a tutor that basically said: "u se 

more materials".(N23) If the student was ever to become Institutionally-identified as a knower, 

whose commands was she to follow - the one whose social contact brought the knowledge to her 

or the one whose evaluatory detenninisms took Noah's knowledge from her? Was it so necessary 

for the Institution to contradict itself when. in its controlling monologic, it penalised those who 

followed a simple directive from the (senior) authority figure rather than the Gunior) auditor? 

Hegemonic social-constitutive relations in fonnal education may not only detennine someone's 

alienation (as with Luisa), but also detennine the nature of the social reaction by those being 

marginalised. It was within such a contradictory setting that Noah gradually withdrew from 

furthering her friendly (subjectivated) social relations with the tutor. She now communicated only 

that which was civil or necessary. And she questioned the educational basis of his authority even 

more critically - changing from " .. .  we've opened the channel of communication"(N3.I) at the 

beginning of the year, to "He said I didn't know what 'methodology' was. But he was wrong. I 

checked it .... But I didn't bother telling him. He would not have agreed he was wrong 

anyway"(N3.5.1029) at the year's end. In the search for shared meanings the triadic relation between 

language, evaluation and socilll contact was under strain. 1be correspondence-educated student was 

in need of a dialogical situation for adjudging the truths of academic-sense. 

Further inquiry is required to detennine the extent to which university education might involve 

epistemological practices. In spite of Noah's need to understand the evaluatory touchstone in 

epistemological tenns, and in spite of the few attempts she made to find out (such as [in the study 

group experience] the letter which led 10 the lecturer's terse reply), the teachers did not once, to any student 

interviewed, outline the epistemic details of university study. This was a contradiction in tenns of 

the judgements the evaluators' seemed qualified to place on the student's worlc.. This lack of 

epistemic exemplification was illustrated yet again by one lecturer who, when asked the nature of 

the final exam, would only matter-of-factly suggest that it "would be no luuder than the test".(N2..3) 

To Noah, this single comment was marlcedly objectifying in character: 
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I'm not sure what the expectation is. I think the exam is going to be/airly 
detailed and ridiculous - a Iow-level looldng/or the/acts- ... [because] the test 
we went through was VERY specific. I was expecting they would ask such 
things as Tell us what the two approaches, generally, are' ... But no! It was 
quite specific like �nne Oakley's study to so and so said such and such 
according to so and so. How does this relate to such and such?'  . . .. That's 
what I suspect the exam will be like. So they won't be saying, 'Discuss the 
Interpretive Approach '. Instead they'll be saying 'Schutz's critique of so and 
so brought up the issue 0/ such and such. How did this effect so and so's view 
o/whatever?'  It's going to be quite specific. But if the questions are/ull l'll be 
O.K. Like if they say the three views on [X'] are this and this and this. How 
do these relate to so and so?' that will be O.K. If they give some of the detail 
itself in the question. If they put some of the answer into the question then I'll 
be able to pick it up and elaborate on them. But simply rote learning and 
remembering which three or four points go with so and so's concept, that is 
what I find is rather difficult. 

Noah 33 

The challenge to academic-sense is the extent to which common-sense may reflect a stronger 

epistemological bases. Here was Noah. the common-sense learner. saying that if the question 

outlined several discrete facts and clarified the setting to focus upon, then Noah would provide the 

theorised relations which linked those facts under such and such conditions. The dilemma seemed 

to be that the lecturers' did not (or could not) clarify these epistemic details of evaluation and in so 

doing. only succeeded in further objectifying this touchstone of the hidden curriculum. Without 

some understanding of the epistemological problematic of evaluation. how was the student 

expected to choose reasonably. rather than to guess at. the kinds of study useful for the final 

examination? (At least the guessing could put Noah at an advantage over other students if she found 

a question she "believed in"(N3.5» and so "could use [her] logic to answer". But the seriousness of 

the question remains: why was the epistemology of evaluation a matter of chancing upon a shared 

understanding? Why was this aspect of the academic culture hidden? The students were reduced to 

the study of substantive content while its epistemic character remained unclear and exclusive. For 

instance. Noah had asked (in the situation just described) whether the exam questions would be 

pitched at a general theoretical level and so seek the student's ability to make reasoned connections. 

or would the questions be levelled at listing discrete 'facts' of practical life which might. in tum. 

require a more evidential judgement than argument (and therefore memorisation of more facts)? 

Between theory. facts and context was a problematic void of expectation that was not made being 

clear to the students. 

Unanswered challenges to the relation between 'knowledge' and 'reality' may result in strong and 

reasoned emotional responses. as well as in an objectifying of formal Education itself. As 

confusions compounded within these obfuscations of evaluation. Noah increasingly doubted the 

quality of educational mediation and remained sceptical of her educational authorities ability 'to 

know' throughout the rest of the academic year. In fact. Noah wondefed if "[she] didn't have a 

clearer view"(NI.3) of the epistemological elements involved in 'knowing' than they had. Indeed was 

it the academics' reductionistic. objectified view of knowledge which narrowed their vision of the 

world? Instead of brewing on this intense problematic alone. Noah (1,2,3) shared it with her friends 
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and found her beliefs were about to be mediated and supported. Friends, family and acquaintances, 

the people with whom she could positively identify, re-affinned for her those "mggung"(Nl) 

contestable tensions, until the tensions themselves became the source of a generalised brewing 

resentment After all, what was the claimed value of An Education when compared in its 

parsimonious relation to the "real worltf'?(Nl,2,3) 1be tutor's act of equating university study with 

superficial time-consuming labour, for instance, was an analogy reinforced further when the 

students' family-time, spare time and study time impinged upon each other: 

Who the hell cares aboutfunctionalism or capitalism or studyism or academic 
bull-dustism? I really up to here with it. I just thought to myself, 'It's just 
unreal,' and it is, you know. I can relate all this academic stuff to real life but 
this is a world o/its own as well, isn't it? It's so 'over-there' somehow, 
compared with making coffee, and doing dishes. 

Noah 33 

1be hidden curriculum was pulling her away from her fonner self - yet it was not even on the basis 

of a higher standard of reasoning or knowledge. 1bese everyday occupiers in Noah's 'real' life 

positively reinforced her feelings of epistemic alienation by confinning the prevailing mythology. 

TIle friends' power to convince Noah that it was an institutional problem and not one of her own 

making, lay both in her feelings of alienation and in their collective subjective immediacy and 

support. She was being educated in a distance from the university but they were her day to day 

social group and part of her self -educative process. They had, in the past, offered their authoritative 

viewpoints to Noah but now found they were replaced in that chore by the objectivated 

metatheoretical 'experts' and educators who currently were supposed to be Noah's dialogical 

'Others', but who did not seem to be fulfilling that role. Time for the maintenance of these local 

friendships with Noah had been pushed aside and in reciprocation, she was now experiencing a 

similar social pain to Luisa who also missed her friends. Again, for Noah, time was proving to be 

the lUXUry of self-education and everyday life only. Both the nature of social contact and personal 

epistemic practices were changing. 

The compounding tensions of fonnal education reinforced Noah's desire to relocate her study in the 

self-educative world, for she saw that the fonnalised negativities were not being counterbalanced 

with fonnalised positivi ties. The rewards of enlightenment which she had first sought from the 

university simply were not forthcoming. Instead, it was the people in the common-sense world 

who countered the negativities of academic-sense. For instance, an agreeable graduate-friend proof

read Noah's assignments. 

The challenges of academic sense became recognised as 'a game'. Under the alienating pressures of 

university work, Noah's friends enhanced her feelings of this existence of a university-based 

mythology. Noah's (ux) student friend, George, gave advice on how to "play the game"(NVJ..j) 

because he too had experienced conflict in trying to think for himself in university assignments: 
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George had written an assignment, which I saw, in which he said what he 
thought and they had just put red lines right through it .... He said he then 
learned [that] the way to do it is to give them back exactly what they give you. 

Noah (xxx.2) 

The scepticism of university credibility and the truth of its claims was not immediate, but arose as a 

result of negative experiences and negations. Noah did oot initially believe these "Georgisms". 

However, when the study guide advice that had said 'A' grades required originality', was later 

contradicted by the tutor's feedback, Noah began to see that George was correct: 

I had expected an 'A' because I used distinctly original arguments .. .. But 
prior to this assignment I had got better grades when I gave them back exactly 
what I'd beenfed out. Regurgitating works!!!! So I've been using Georgisms 
up till this set in which I used two very original ideas. But it may have been 
that it lacked something else. I just don't know. 

Noah (xxx.3) 

In real life, academic-sense was experienced as the employment of a low-level wode ethic and as a 

game of appearances. Feeling perplexed and missing her 'former' friends in the everyday, 

reinforced both Luisa and Noah's belief in formal education as being simply individualistic 'wode' 

and labour. Noah's feelings of increasing alienation, were becoming increasingly confirmed by 

both negative feedback and day to day conversations until finally she "got thefeeling right down 

the line"(NJ.5.t033) : 

I don't think that they believe that I've got a mind, you know. Anyway, that's 
what I think about university staff. They're not interested in my ideas. 

Noah 1 .5.179 

Discrediting or disproving such mythology may be difficult when those who have supposedly been 

enculturated some time ago, also reflect the negativities of academic-sense for all to see. For 

instance, there was the disagreeable graduate-citizen who, reflecting a belief that his own Degree 

was a commodified sign of superior intelligence, (but "without the wit to read [another's] 

mind"(N3» , courted Noah's friendship with compliments of likemindedness. But Noah, quite 

embittered by the acquaintances' elitist behaviour,396 thought he was "a Snot":(N3.4.537) 

When I said it was my first paper and I wasn't interested in reenrolment he 
didn't believe me. He said, 'Really? But you're SO intelligent'. 

Noah 3.4 

Belief in the strength of one's common-sensical, 'epistemic-self was required to resist academic 

oppression, but then one's epistemic needs also required balancing with one's social needs. With 

the tensions mounting, "the sheer volume"(N2.3) of increasing pressures eventually caused Noah to 

modify her personal epistemology rather than leave the institution along with Luisa. Noah simply 

knew she "could do it" if she perservered through the tensions.(N2) By midyear, the tension 

between personal "sacrijice"(N3) and tIthe disagreeable odDur"(N�) of the public mythology 

396 He had repeatedly decried the death of a woman, not because he was related to her and loved and missed her but 
because her education had been 'wasted'. ... 
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(university education as non-intellectual,39'7 rule-bounded,391 individualistic worle) became 

overwhelming. Being "very aware" that university study was dominating her personal time, Noah 

(3) "wrested with this sacrifice": 

It's my own personal division of labour if you like. I would rather be a parent 
than a student because I only have so many hours in a day. 

Noah 35.91 

Not all students felt the same pains as Noah. For those students like Wyna, whose strength lay in 

the social-self rather than the epistemic, the world of academic-sense was not seen in tenns of 

ideological marginalisation. Wyna had already befriended people who identified with the Institution 

in some way, and thus her attempts to socially construct the meaning of the hidden cuniculum of 

academic sense were less problematic. While Noah and Luisa had felt increasingly alienated, Wyna 

herself subjectively identified with the Institution. Her new friends were also Wynas, the 

University'S Regional Liaison person and, as will be seen later, her lecturer(s). However, she was 

perhaps becoming more distanced from her family, unlike the other two. Her fonner friends and 

partner were now (somewhat) in her past. Wyna cultivated these new 'friends' rather than 

maintained her old friends, because she thought the new ones "would be of more benefit to me in 

my Study".(W1.4) Wyna had her life and her study securely under her control - or so she believed -

because she "made [her] own decisions"(Wl) and "took what [she) wanted ... [and] if those other 

tarts haven't it's their fault".(W24) None-the-Iess, the conflict would make its appearance by 

challenging her changing social affiliations. For instance, Wyna's self-control effected her partner 

for "he says I'm quite different noW"(W3.4) and "we argue a lot actually. It's quite hilarious".(W15.aJao 

W2.2) While Wyna blamed this marital discord on 'his' unwillingness to accept her enthusiasm for 

learning in a university, as researcher I began to wonder if (in other words) it was not a discord 

caused more by Wyna's politics. For it was only she who made any reference to a partnership 

struggle, and it was only she whose controlling of others actions differentiated her from other 

typifications. 

I've started to wonder ifmy [ university study) worries him actually. He 
doesn't say much ... . He never says anything to me about it. But his secretary 
told me she hears about it all the time. 

Wyna 3.5 

In the complexity of these multiple negativities and positivi ties. the confinnation by family of 

different academic myths was one of the main social influences upon the distance-educated student 

TIle pain of the recognition that University Education did not equate with Noah's search for mind 

was compounded by her awareness of the quiet submission of her family and friends as she sought 

alone-time to study. The families of Wyna and Luisa, on the other hand, resisted their mothers' 

attempts to become fonnally educated. TIlese families expressed the view that education in 

adulthood was less of a way to find actual social success than just getting on with work and life. 

397 Noah 
398 Luisa 
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However. where these resistances would give Luisa reason to quickly return to home life. Wyna 

would in tum resist her resistors and choose to qualify for academic identification. 

Paradoxically. all these typificatory students quietly shared a common concern that fonnal 

education was an objectification of the real world. and not necessary for 'successful' engagement in 

'real life' . It was only the nature of their understandings of educational 'success' which differed. 

While Noah thought success was implicitly knowledge-constitutive, Wyna thought it was social 

and politically-constitutive. and Luisa was not sure what it was at all. 

For Noah. the epistemic challenges inherent in academic sense. coupled with the social pressures 

about university, resulted in her deregistering her original epistemic goals and 'playing the game' as 

she saw it. The reasons for her educational marginalisation had increasingly related to and 

legitimated each other. Noah had two main evaluation concerns: whether knowledge should be 

expressed in general or specific detail (abstract theorising, or everyday explanations) and whether it 

should be "regurgitated" unchanged, or could she add her own ideas, arguments, and concerns? 399 

As she (Nl,2,3) tried to cope with the m�)Unting pressures of things like the unread material, the 

motivation to "Iearn it air, and assignments due while families were neglected and friends were 

confirming "!ww aw/ul"(N3.4) university was, Noah found the institutionally-offered technical 

measure of study (six hours 'work' per paper, per week)400 coerced her further into adopting a 

quite different epistemology, one she identified with the University's academic sense, and with 

'playing the game' .(N3)401 In effect, Noah was adopting Wyna's learning strategies. 

Originally 1 planned studying [the basic material] for about an hour and a half 
each night after dinner ... but 1 was finding that either 1 was too tired by that 
time or the study material was too long ... something just wasn't working. 1 
was making notes and 1 found 1 just didn't have a clue about what I'd just 
read! 

Noah 3.2.1840 

But Noah was not easily decentred from her locus of self-constituted meanings,402 as she 

continuously struggled to reclaim the subjective power of her mind.403 Before realising what other 

people thought, Noah had referred to herself as "!azy"(Nl.2.3) or as pta minimalist"(N3) if she neglected 

such 'know it all' acts, as reflection or finding alternative readings. Moreover, she had usually 

spent more than twenty hours per week in these now-neglected activities themselves, thus studying 

way beyond the university-suggested timeframe. What Noah saw as the"cheating"(Nl,3) inherent in 

the academic game ('work' for a minimal period oftime in a non-reflective way) would later reflect 

399 "rve got the con�ts they're trying. to sell - so should I take bits str!ight out of the their questions - because 
its my fear that in �ut my_ own tJUngs down they won't want thaL The assignment question didn't say 
"Argue" or "Explain or "Give your own ideas", so I wouldn't unless it said specifically for me to justify one 
partIcular stance. 

400 Handbook for Extramural Study. 
401 This has also been referred to as 'academic prostitution' (Belenky et ai, 1986) as it is a situation where one 

must Hsuppress one's own voice and adopt a new and alien vOCabulary ... and aU that garbage." (p.89) 
402 cf Derrida, 1970; Gadamer, 1975; Giddens, 1979; Jay, 1982:96; Hekman. 1990:66. 
403 Cf. Belenkey et aI. 1986:3 
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her retreat from deep to surface ways of being Educated. When Noah 0,2,3) came across the six

hour suggestion she realised that it was impossible to incorporate alternative readings and reflection 

along with the basic reading inside the prescribed 'six hours per week', so she somewhat 

reluctantly (and with mixed feelings of guilt and relief) gave in to a more superficial worle ethic so 

that she could "catch up".(Nl.2.3) 

Noah (Nl.2.3) never once doubted her own intellectual ability, but by 'completely' replacing 

commonsense with the only version of academic-sense that she could find, Noah now had to find a 

way 'to show' (rather than to argue) that she had learned the given material. This move from 

essences to appearances would not prove easy or particularly successful for her.(Nl,3) It seemed 

unfortunate that social contact between her self and her educators could not have become more 

direct, for then she may have coaxed their educational logic from them, and been less subject to the 

pains of objectification. 404 Without the direct social contact of on-campus, face to face study, Noah 

felt increasingly alienated as she experienced the separation of knowledge from knowing. In all, the 

geographic distance had objectified the social distance, and the correspondence mode objectified the 

discursive and ideological distance, so now her essays simply formed just another object in all that 

problematic and marginalising knowledge-action. 

To counter educational alienation required inclusion in the social group of myth believers, myth 

makers, and myth perpetrators. As Noah joined 'the education game' she had learned from George, 

Wyna (in the study group), and her everyday friends, not only did she (Nl,2,3) stop her former 

practices of time-consuming reflection and seeking extra reading, she now concentrated more on 

the lecturer's than the 'experts' writings (the social constitutive rather than the knowledge

constitutive relation). 

A deterministic game of academic sense was how Noah (1,3) now perceived the university's 

relationship between course content and evaluation. For Noah (Nl,3), the academic "game" included 

any activity which gave the evaluator the appearance of epistemic activity without actually spending 

intellectual time and energy on it. Such limited 'reasoning' ignored epistemic considerations and 

concentrated upon the behavioural, as it cast the core into the mould of the obvious. 

For Noah, the first reductionist solution was to copy Wyna's activity of selective or piecemeal 

reading (N1.2.3), though this would make her feel guilty for not studying all the course material. 

(Nl..5.391; N2.S.S98)4QS Select reading would lead Noah away from her practise of theorising connections 

to simply conceptualising discrete facts, in much the same way that Wyna already did. But at least 

by select reading, Noah could partially 'know' enough to 'regurgitate' back to the educator.(cf 

N3.1 . 1847) The 'single' ideas (which Noah now studied one at a time) were, in general, the concepts 

404 "to elicit more data with which to infer his logic." Belenkey et al, 1986:9 
4QS "In a way I feel I didn't deserve a pass because I don't /cnow it all at all." (N2.S..598) 
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inherent in Luisa's "big words": 

[Now] I just try to deal with one idea at a time, giving it time to gel in my 
mind; just assimilating it a little bit. 

Noah 3.3.1847 

Noah was to find that ideas piecemealed by selective reading were difficult to express in a logically 

coherent manner. Now that she neglected the complete fullness of her reading. and no longer 

developed her own arguments. Noah (NI.2.3) would find it difficult to "push the ideas together". 

Instead she found she had to ''force connections rather than a coherence" .(N3.4.838) lbis reduction of 

epistemic quality made her feel that "1/ this hotch potch method gets me an 'A ' then I'll definitely 

use it . . .  regardless 0/ how amazed I'd be at the [university's] standard."(N3.2) 

1bere were other conventions to the game as well. Noah(3) would give in to her tutor's suggestions 

"to use more material" by adopting the superficial appearance of having done so. For the first time 

she invoked the touchstone of academic conventions as she began to include piecemeal-selected 

quotes from the theoretical experts' writing for intellectual suppon, and she included extra 

references in her bibliography. Yet to Noah(N1.4) , these actions were (1.2.3) a mark. of 'cheating' 

because they "pinched other peoples' ideas" and words. lbis use of quotes and references was, in 

essence, a "minimalist"(N3) behaviour to Noah (Nl.3) but at least it made the assigrunent "appear that 

she had read [the experts' articles]."(N2.3)-;406 

I just want to put a very brie/sentence/rom each one. Just to make it look like 
I've read them. No! That's not true. Make it look like I've/ouM them; got 
them out the Ubrary. (I haven't done that be/ore actually.) 

Noah 3 

Playing 'the academic game' had negative moral implications for Noah but positive political 

connotations for Wyna. However, Noah's guilt for doing so little 'work' was somewhat appeased 

when she found her own "original ideas"(NI.2.3) had previously been published by someone else. 

But still she did not know if she should write her self in to her script or if she should reference this 

other person, since, after all. she "had thought o/the argument before [she] had read their 

work".(Nl.I .234) Noah (1,3) felt that to exclude her self was funher denial of subjective modes of 

common-sense reasoning. 

Even though they were now engaged in a similar 'game', Wyna still remained quite unlike Noah. 

Select reading and using other people's ideas was knowledge-activity she (WI.2.3) almost took for 

granted. She had wanted to go to the study group because she "needed to get some ideas" (WI.2) and 

the others in the group "could teach you to interrelate things".(Wl.2) Rather than think for her self, 

Wyna would "use my words/or his ideas so he wouldn't know I pinched them".(WI.2) She 

appeared almost glad she could do so, and cenainly never expressed feelings of guilt or regret in 

406 It should be mentioned here that Noah (2) had previously shared Noah (1 & 3's) scepticisms for academic 
conventionality. However. in the year immediately previous to this year of study she had returned to 
highschC?OI as a �v�th form adult student and had therein learned (by asking) the reasons for such a 
convention as CitatiOns. 
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her inteIViews. Wyna's knowledge-constitutive relations were socially-constitutive in actual 

practice. Her knowledge-activity was securely bound between the touchstones of social contact and 

evaluation and she was merely the juggler in the action. Education for her consisted of the social 

contacts she made with people who she used to refine and define 'the knowledge' she required. 

When such oppressive detelIIlinisms abounded, who was educating whom? Noah remained 

confused by the negative effect of the game's mediation on her knowledge-act. In this 'no-win' 

situation, Noah reflected on contesting tensions: when "George" had advised her to 'give it back to 

them', she found using 'their words (quotes) felt like cheating for it contested her own work ethic 

(1113); using their meaning (in her own words) was a moral issue concerned with plagarism (NI.) yet it 

seemed that using her own meanings was deemed "wrong" anyway.(N2.I.57) Was the purpose of 

writing assignments to illuminate the reader or the writer? And illuminate them to what? 'They' 

required evidence of her knowings so quickly after her study that she had barely made any 

judgements about it Then 'they' told her she was wrong, without also saying how it could be 

right 

When neither the positives nor the negatives were identified. how was the adult student to find out 

what 'education' meant? Was academic sense supposed to be a qualitative extension of common 

sense or not? Bound in frustration, how was Noah ever to include some semblance of her own 

'coming to know'? In the beginning, Noah had bracketed her own reasonings and "didn't put any 

critique in [her} essay"(NJ.l) because she thought she "didn't know enough".(N2.I) (i.e. did not 

'know it all' because she thought she had not read 'enough' argumentative sequence or 

supplementary materials.) However, since 'they' apparently welcomed originality, she had 

creatively linked the theory to her everyday world. But by the end of the year she thought 'they' did 

not want that kind of creative endeavour either, and she confirmed that belief with the comment that 

an examination topic "which grabbed my creative instincts .. .  would have lost me afew marks ... 

because the answer to the question was just so obvious to me, J included an analogy instead of a 

boring a=b. So I probably lost marksfor being creative".(N3.s.116-9S) Noah was figuratively in limbo 

at the university, and even more so at the year's closing than she had been at its opening. But the 

situation for Luisa was the obverse. 

When the meanings of different issues of academic sense remained obscure, a postivistic response 

would be to lump them all together in a single complaint Like Luisa. Only one of the five Luisa's 

in the research completed a year of study and in that endeavour she was successful. For Luisa (5), 

creating a relation between social contact and evaluation (like Wyna) finally ensured her 'success' 

in the institution, though this educational success itself marked very little increase in her 

understandings of either the substantive content or its epistemic base. Luisa (1,2,3,4.5) subjectified 

everything without differentiation so that the abstract and actual combined to overwhelm her 

epistemic awareness and in tum. this was reflected during the period of expression, in her "flow of 
... 
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consciousness" writing.(LS.lO However Luis8(S) succeeded within the university course when she 

received the continued social support of trusted people, particularly during the period of time that 

she prepared her assignments. 

Identifying academic-sense. positivistically. involved seeking similarity and a sharedness of 

meaning from others. Supported by her parents in her endeavours, they suggested that Luisa's first 

assignment task sounded similar to one in her neighbour's Playcentre training. Luis8(s) obtained 

and used the neighbour's assignment as a model when she undertook her own study but 

"unfortunately" the response of her tutor was not encouraging. Luisa(S) achieved only a '0' [fail] 

grade and comments to the effect that she needed "to be more objective". Luisa's family supported 

her perplexed response to this tutor's feedback and urged her to write privately to the tutor 

requesting help. With the combined backing of shared and trusted familial meanings and decision 

making. Luisa did as she was urged. She requested a clarification of how she should have analysed 

the minor 'research' study since her own interpretation had been based upon her taken-for-granted 

experience of mothering. Surely her "own opinions as a mother counted/or something?" she asked 

me in a voice that seemed to see truth as a matter of opinion and taste.«rI Luisa had in fact asked her 

tutor to explain the epistemic difference between subjectified opinions and objectified evidence. 

though she did not possess those words or the meanings. Likewise, the tutor did not respond to the 

epistemological matter explicitly. Instead, she too positivistically responded by listing for Luisa a 

sequence of 'learning' strategies which began. essentially, with 'take notes from the textbook and 

use them'. So Luisa's lesson confirmed Noah's thought The educators seemed to be expecting 

students to somewhat unproblematically adopt the ideas and arguments given in study materials 

only, as they were not promoting the students' own powers of mind. What other reason could there 

be that the evaluator was unable to answer the epistemic perplexions of students, even when 

explicitly asked (by whatever means) to do so? 

The tutor's list of strategies had included ensuring that Luisa knew to relate the knowledge from the 

course text to the infonnation she had collected. Still somewhat confused about exactly 'why' this 

should create a better understanding than the one she had thought out for herself, Luisa at least 

carried out the tutor's instructions and resubmitted the assignment. Thus, with a very minimal 

understanding but with parental support and continued dinner-time discussions of the course 

knowledge, Luisa completed the other course assignments of the year. Maybe the sociality of the 

communicative contact with the tutor had some effect also, for each of them continued the year 

appending small encouraging notes to one another. Luisa was finally successful in the exam and 

completed the year remarking ttl don't know what / did, but / must have done something 

right".(LS.5) Although still epistemically-confused, she now had the understanding that. in 

university, one used only the received knowledge and aimed to reproduce it. She now believed it 

407 This variation of truth was also reflected in Luisa's upsetness when the High school teacher's had not liked 
"her little stories". Belenky et al. (1986: 1 1 )  found a similar version of truth among her sample . 

... 
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was not correct to use one's own subjective understandings. 

For each typification, the hidden curriculum of academic sense had been represented by relations 

between different standpoints and touchstones, with Noah's relations being knowledge-constitutive 

in character while Luisa's and Wyna's were socially-constitutive. Luisa still found the logic of 

language so difficult that she could not penetrate the conventions of academic sense. Wyna's main 

educational connections had begun and still lay between the social contact and evaluation 

touchstones. Conversely, Noah remained very concerned right till the final examination to 

understand the relationship between her personal epistemology and evaluation . .  Her inability to 

clarify 'what it was' reinforced her negative understandings of 'what IT was not: 'they' did not 

want her to think for herself. While her personal epistemology became a marginalised negation in 

the academe, the university epistemology was its dialectical opposite; socially identifying yet 

(ironically) not socially identified. It would require some formal insbUction for these students to 

come to understand the know-hoWWs of the university 'ways' of knowing. But this instruction was 

not yet available to distance-educated students. However, the time for preparing assignments was 

drawing to a close and students moved on to studying for final exams. 

The final examination was one situation of evaluation where students had the most to lose both 

because of its secret nature and its level of weighting in their final grade.409 For the students, it was 

also the study situation about which the least was known and the most had to be guessed. 

Regardless of what was required, Noah was the one typification who was "determined to sit the 

exam" (N2S.I,3) so that she could evaluate her performance against the lecturer(s) judgements 

(although she already felt she had "passed/or herself'(N3.5.421).) Noah's determination (NI,2,J) not to 

miss this event was so sttong that even though she was ill, for instance, Noah (2) sat the final 

examination without asking for consideration of 'impaired performance' because she "wanted to 

know what was expected . . . .  Otherwise I'll still be wondering next year".(N2.S.1430)410 

Where 'nothing' was known about the contents of the forthcoming exam, all typifications invoked 

the social-constitutive educational relation, sometimes to their detriment The one thing they might 

have learned was that retaining an element of scepticism about advice itself would have been useful. 

Noah and Luisa followed any suggestion that seemed academically viable, but this included 

contradictory advice from educational authorities. At a regional course, a lecturer had suggested to 

the assembled class of swdents that they focus their examination study upon just one self-chosen 

408 Belenkey et ai, 1986:53 
409 At the stage of this project, students still did not have access to their final examination scripts. 
410 However her own reasoning was flawed here for she was never to know either her raw or normed examination 
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and preferred theoretical position. However, once inside the examination room, "many 
students"(N2,3) found that the one position they had chosen to study (the interpretive paradigm) was 

not included in any question. 1bis exclusion was unfortunate for more reasons than just the 

contradictory advice given by the lecturer. It was also the paradigm with which "many"(N3) 

everyday people identified because it was closest to a reflection of their own subjective lives.(N2.3) 

Being forced into a situation of answering41 1 other paradigmatic positions was beyond their choice, 

their expectations and their experience. (N2,3) It was simply a further example of educational 

objectification and alienation. 

In the absence of understanding examination expectations and intentions, students recalled from 

their educational history, the experience of 'sitting exams' for in spite of searching for advice, all 

students had realised quite early on that they would have to rely on guessing what topics might be 

included in examination scripts. All the students interviewed recalled Highschool experiences of 

rote learning and now found themselves having to rely on that self-same procedure to "clutter the 

mind"(N3.5) with as many facts, concepts and theoretical names as they could. But "rote learning" 

was not a preferred style of 'work' for Luisa or of 'study' for NOah.(Nl.5.5S4) Noah (1 ,2,3) found she 

had "real trouble remembering,"(N3.5) because (she said), "my mind just doesn't want it" (N2.4). "lrs 

totally overloaded".(N3.5) 

These educational contra-indications reinforced Noah's belief in her self-educative strengths and 

distanced further her Educational identification (though she no longer appeared overly concerned 

with this realisation (Nl.2.3» . The power of this negation lay in both Noah's reclaiming of the right to 

think for herself (Nl,2,3) and in her confirmation that educationalists' could be more epistemically 

fallible than she.(Nl,3) In locating this dichotomously-opposed re-assurance of her own intellectual 

abilities, Noah was: 

quite surprised, quite pleased really, to realise I could do university study and 
do it well. I could get 'A's' if I was really in love with it and putting an effort 
into it .. .. I recognised I had the ability to do it. That was quite a nice feeling ... 
Other than that it hasn't been a big year [in terms of coming to know anything]. 

Noah 35 

Without the authority's confirmation of the student's beliefs, the students felt unable to understand 

the criteria implicit in evaluation. Among the unidentified elements were the questions of how much 

to write in an examination essay, and whether or not to include quotes: "Although they don't 

require them, they're useful aren't they? I know they can get you extra marks".(N3S) Neither did 

Noah include her own arguments in her final examination script (Nl,2,3) because of her "own 

uncertainty"(Nl.5.m) as to whether or not they should be included. Noah "didn't think [argument] 

was appropriate" (N2.4,3) for inclusion but felt rather "tuned into thinking, This is what they want to 

score since it was buried within the total course score which also included nonned assignment scores. 
411  ie accepting. Identifying with. in tenns of the lecturer's criteria of preference 
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know'." (N3.5.446) Nor did she include extra theoretical ideas if she "hadn't tested them in an 
assignmentjirst".q.l2.5.4tO) Where the purpose of an examination was supposedly to test what the 

student knew. Noah was not about to include that which she was still uncertain of. 

However. like all students interviewed. Noah was capable of reading what she wanted into the 

epistemic bases of examination questions: 'The exam question asked us to 'discuss the ways in 
which [xl might relate to [y]'. That was a front-up request for creativity but / got off on a tangent 
.. .  and then realised / was off on a tangent .. .. / thought 'well, that's really a bit slightly extreme', 
but it'sfair".(N3.5) Noah had interpreted 'how [xl might relate to [y]' as 'imagine how'. She had 

required, in fact, prior and explicit feedback on the legitimate uses of her methods of reasoning 

within the bounds of academic sense. 

The nature of the university knowledge Wyna sought. predominantly lay in the general relation 

between social contact and evaluation just as it did with Luisa In effect this social-constitituve 

relation shifted Wyna's learning sequence directly from the stage of internalising (II J.) to the stage 

of expression (J./X) without her thoughts being mediated by any stage by deliberate self-reflection. 

Not only was her view of knowledge one of an external. social and static entity. it was also an act 

of seeking the exact and precisely-limited knowledge which would ensure her success. Wyna's 

reductionism was not only implicitly politically-inclined but in its preciseness, her activity sought 

the singular one and only opinion on "How do / do 'it' successfully?". The knowledge that she had 

sought from her authoritative others' was the knowledge of legitimation strategies and, for the 

purpose of the final examination, she would find this by confiating her social-constitutive relation 

with a relation between the knowledges of academic conventions and academic language. 

Within this form of expressive relation. Wyna demonstrated a communicative competence which 

socially earned her inclusion into the academy. But she depended upon the assumption that the 

university conflated 'linguistic competence' with 'knowledge-constitutivity'. In practice. Wyna's 

knowledge-act centred on how to express herself correctly. and privately-limiting the number of 

people with whom she shared this knowledge. Her intention was to prevent a problematic reading 

of her work. But how long could this subterfuge of knowing, last? In her focus on language, 

Wyna used technical skills, she said, of "writing concisely " (W2.2) and "to the point"(W1.4) and 

including, where she could, any appropriate conceptual terminology.(W23) Even as a first year 

student, in her first ever assignment she (W1.1) had invoked the use of such conventionalities as an 

extensive bibliography and in-text quotations, though she "wasn't sure if it was quite right but it 

sounded OK. "(W1.4) 

In the political search for examination success, memorisation and privatisation were also to prove to 

be important strategic elements for Wyna. It began with her early start to privately "sussing out" 

(Wx,n) the lecturer. During the on-campus course (rd. llUdy pup expaience) she said he had suggested "to 

the class" that the students ''just needed to study both their essays." (Wx) She gave this as the reason 
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she had gone home and memorised every word, dot, comment, comma and reference in her own 

essays, along with the long bibliographies of each of them. This information she reported to me on 

the day before the final exam. At that time, she asked me to "test her"(wLS) on a lengthy piece of 

rote memorisation. 412 Although Wyna (x) vaguely reported that the lecturer had given the advice 

"during his lecture or something", not one of the other four people who attended the same lecture 

had heard this suggestion - and when I later checked it out again, Noah (3) said "1 would have 
noted anything like that, that he'd said. It's not in MY notes. "(N35) This left the researcher with a 

perplexion. Who did one believe? It did not appear to be public or common knowledge that the 

essay topics of the year could be used in the exam, and this private seeking of evaluation 

information put Wyna (x) at a distinct competitive advantage when it came to her successful 

inclusion in the University. But there was even more politic to it than that 

Wyna's pursuit of educational success was not marked by any concern to come to know in a 

knowledge-constitutive sense. In spite of my repeated askiogs and hints on 'how to do it', Wyna 

(1.2) was unable to apply the course-given theory - or even single conceptualisations - to her 

everyday life. While giving her (Wlt) help at the last interview, I gave her the example of how the 

concept of social class might be related to her experience of sitting her family aside from "the 
others" (Wlt) at her child's Private School picnic. She said she had "never thought to look at it that 
way" and she "didn't think other people wouldfeel excluded. "(Wlt) TIlen, in the interview which 

followed the examination, Wyna (lt) thanked me for "giving" her that particular suggestion because, 
she claimed, she had "used it . . . .  That was good. It should have got me afew more marks." She 

continued by remarking that during the year of interviews she would have "picked [my J brains 

more often, if only [she J could".(WLs) 

All through the year Wyna had required the mediation of University-identified others to give her 

'the knowledge' while she continued to feel content with being unable to think it through for 

herself. This same Wyna, however, went on to win the highest marks in the final examination itself 

in a class of approximately 600 students [though she would never really find this out since her raw 

exam score became imbedded in the total-course, nonned score that she was officially given]. In 

ideal terms, her academic success was entirely due to her year-long, single-minded pursuit of a 

connection between social contact and evaluation, through employing skills of persuasion and 

conventionality. Educational authorities had been complicit in her reach for success for oot only did 

they fail to ascertain whether she actually knew what she inferred she did, but one lecturer also 

gave in to her persuasions for private knowledge, and this set her at a distinct advantage to the 

others. 

412 As part of that research ethic. I had promised students I would give them help after the fmal pre-exam interview 
was complete. as thanks for their year of being a research subject. 

... 
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Wyna. occupying the Institutional space assumedly set aside for a knower, effectively marginalised 

the real Noah. Wyna had successfully demonstrated that one student had the ability to exclude other 

students. But that exclusionary activity relied upon the 'private' existence of a hidden curriculum, 

commonly called 'the game'. Her success could only eventuate because educational authorities 

made the curriculum hidden and political rather than public or explicit. particularly where its 

epistemic expectations were concerned. In return, students chanced their way around the limits of 

its bordered unknowableness and Wyna was thus able to adopt the facades of knowing. TIle 

privatisation of clues which fonned pan of 'the game' could only be overcome if the nature of the 

hidden curriculum were made explicit and if educational authorities fmmd alternative ways to assess 

a genuine knowing rather than mere acquisition or guessing.413 To begin with, these distance

educated students needed to come to know in a dialogical relation, with a genuine knower, and in a 

place where the students had the power to ask questions of the hidden epistemology of academic

sense.414 

The possibilities for a change to the politic of the hidden cuniculum required an immanent critique 

of its practices, particularly in terms of its its knowledge-constitutive negotiations. If the institution 

of these students' formalised education wished to change, it would need first to come to see that it 

advantaged politicians415 over Knowers and that, in effect. this was due to an epistemological view 

where knowledge was reified as an external static entity - as shown in the evaluator's evident desire 

to have knowledge reproduced, unchanged, in assignments.416 Until such epistemological changes 

were effected, Noah's only come-back would be to rejoin her everyday friends in the world of a 

common-sense knower. Noah (N1.23) had achieved a final overall grade in the range 'C' though she 

had 'B's' for assignments. At the end of the year, when I asked her if she felt she had a goOd grasp 

of the total course material her now typically angry reply to questions of academic-sense was: 

No. Because you only skim the surface. And therefore I don't think its even a 
GRASP at all. I picked up some very interesting FACTS. I found them 
STIMULATING .. but I wouldn't think I had a particular grasp of them at all. I 
can understand what they are about, I COUW APPLY THEM, BUT I 
COUWNT ARGUE THEM. I can see their applicability but I couldn't argue 
any of them, I don't think, because I DONT THINK I KNOW THEM ALL. I 
think I just have a good measure of it. 

Noah 1 .5.282 417 

The better side of course evaluation was that Noah acknowledged, that in terms of her differentiated 

common-sense world and her need to think deeply, she had: 

413 Socially organised but not socially constructed as a knowledge-in-itself. 
414 Continued mystification of the curriculum (Young. 1973). 
415 Matthias Finger. (1989: 15) in discussing the crisis of modernity links it to Adult education saying that "jf 

adult edl.lCation [oliows the same path as traditional edl.lCation it will end "p like moderniJy, III crisis too." 
Increasingly split between institutional detenninism and personal preference - them and us. 

416 Smith and Lovat ( 1990:7) fmd that by the very nature of what is included and what is rejected, the curriculum 
creates a reality for potential-knowers. Its influence is direct and "conveys views of reality, trl.llh and 
Icnowledge in lis practice. H 

417 Th e. capital letters indicate Noah(1 r. unusual emphasis on what she thought She was seldom as explicit as 
thiS. 
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passedfor Me. I was really pleased to realise I could do it and do it well. It 
started to change my way way of thinking. It gave me an alternative way of 
seeing things when appropriate . . .  like thinking on a different plane almost. 

Noah 3.5.474 

When 'change' was a valued epistemic principle, it was incorporated in social action as well as 

one's life ideology. The notion of change was central to Noah's world view and she felt she had 

accomplished this aim. When I had suggested she might continue study of a similar discipline the 

next year, the very idea of 'more of the same' bored Noah (Nl.2.3) into commenting, "Oh Gawd no! 
Not another hour of this, . . .  I've got sick of it really".(N2S.1 17S) Her social action was to withdraw 

from the alienating university context and to return to life in the everyday world. On reflection, this 

self -emancipatory act awould become the act of finding her own voice - of being enabled to 

publicly think, say, and argue in a situation where she would find mutual respect for pluralistic 

independence. While the research situation may have been emancipatory to some extent for Noah, 

she felt the institution within which she had studied was not so inclined. 

Although all Noah's 'passed' their university courses, none subsequently chose to return to 

university. Neither did the four Luisa's who had left their study in the first half year. Of the 

Wyna's, I was unsure even when asked as none expressed a desire to enrol for another year but 

also none challenged the possibility. From their completely different typified positions and within 

their different knowledge-act relations, each type of student felt marginalised from the institution 

because of various contestable tensions that they were unable to satisfactorily resolve. Their 

knowledge-actions spoke volumes of the social and knowledge-constitutive relations within the 

academy they had experienced. The question which followed would probably be - to what extent 

were these same typifications evident in other educational situations of life? TIle last word on this 

exploration of the leamer's version of educational marginalisation belongs to those who suffered 

from it 

I imagined the University would befar more straight up. There was all thai 
wonderful knowledge we could get into and prove we could do . . . but I think I 
can do it anyway [at home] . ... It's not really as tough as I would have 
imagined . . .  You just have to be buddies with some of the lecturer's and they 
can give you guidelines and you can chat about the stuff. You have to have the 
ability, but I would have thought it would be mostly ability, with less of the 
political-type stuff. 

Noah (xxxx.5) 
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Chapter Seven: 

Positive and negative mediations of the preferred 
educational relations: implications for 

emancipatory change 

'the problem of knowledge is to change it' 

The exploration had now established which different forms of knowledge the adults had similarly 

identified, yet differently prioritised and actioned. These knowledges acted as 'situational 

variables'418 in forming the dynamic whanau of the hidden cuniculum within which the students 

sought congruence with the university's epistemology. Having established the dominant 

educational relations between these previously-habituated and now-expected knowledges for each 

typification, the next quest was to find the social interruptions of these particular epistemic spaces. 

In the previous chapter, the onus was to provide evidence of the existence of standpoints, 

touchstones and mediations to the educational relations of knowledge-action. This chapter now 

briefly reviews and discusses some positive and negative aspects of that mediation in order to 

provide some hope for emancipatory change in educational settings, whether that setting be in 

homes, in schools or in university lecture halls. This chapter would enable one to see the part that 

particular mediations played in this whanau of educational relations, as students attempted to come 

to grips with the formalised expectations of academic-sense in their acts of coming to know. 

8 wftanau el ktWW{et{ges ana ulucationai rdaticms 

So far in this exploratory investigation, seven standpoints and touchstones had been identified and 

sourced. The standpoints were the similarly-grounded features prioritised by these marginalised 

students, and the touchstones were the institutional meanings the students sought in 'formalising' 

their education. The shared standpoints consisted of the students' personal epistemologies, social 

contact and the language of communication. The institutional touchstones, apart from that 

concerned with administration, consisted of the conventions of scholarly conduct, the course 

content, and the institutional forms of evaluating written expression. But the hidden cuniculum of 

academic-sense consisted of more than static features and dominant relations. In its dynamic nature, 

it mediated the students' educational intentions and this action typified the basis of the 

marginalisation. In an abstracted sense, the standpoints and touchstones themselves simply formed 

the 'hidden' parameters (or polarised 'ends') of the epistemic space between these different 

educational relations. In a social sense, the standpoints represented where the student 'came from', 

41 8 Cross, 1981 ;  Darkenwald and Valentine, 1985 
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while the touchstone was where they thought the teachers 'were at', so the relational 'space' 

(between standpoints and touchstones) represented the place where the students and the teachers 

supposedly interacted by sharing knowledges. However, within this space, marginalisation 

occurred when only some of those relations were academically prioritised while other relations 

were ignored or forgonen and generally remained unlegitimated. Noah chose to prioritise the 

relation between her 'personal epistemology' and 'course content'; Luisa fore fronted the relation 

between 'language' and the 'conventions' of acting and knowing, whily Wyna concentrated upon 

the relation between 'social contact' and 'evaluation '. (See the summarised basis of these relations of the 

hidden curriculum in Table 7. 1)  The positive and negative mediations to each of these radical educational 

relations will be discussed separately in a moment In the meantime, this set of choices would result 

in Noah becoming radicalised as a knower, Luisa losing and 'dropping out' of  formal education 

and Wyna winning the highest grades. Their private search for the university's preferred 

educational relation had been that essential 'it' the students had sought when they first entered this 

tertiary institution. The 'it' was the knowledge of 'academic sense'. The di fficulty this complexity 

of relations now presented was where to begin its critical analysis. 

Luisa 9{pafi 
Jnte�a1iSing Renltions 

(II.!.) (.fR/.) 

Rules o� studying Rules of !nOWing 
Stream of conversation �rguing my poin t of view 

f'Hle must sayJ 
DISCOURSE 

VI 
f[ must tnin/J 

IDEOLOGY 

THE CONVENTIONS OF rr' 
SCHOLARLY CONDUCT COURSE CONTENT 

, 
Table 7.1  

'l11!na 
, 

Expressions 
(.f./X) 

• 
Rules of telling 

(jit'ing it 6act to 
tfrem 

f7fuy wil{ judge} 
SOCIAL CONTACT 

� 
EV ALVA TIONS 

Prufominant k..nGw{u{ge·constitutive refations for each raaica{ type of intenaing k..nower 

Critique would centre on the positive and negative nature of teacher mediations. This chapter 

explores how the academic teachers involved in this study had mediated these dominant educational 

relations of Wyna, Luisa and Noah. As the first of the standpoints of the hidden curriculum to 

produce evidence of itself in the life-time of the students, the habituated 'personal epistemology' of 

each typification undergirds each educational relation, but it is only Noah who problematised her 
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common-sense 'personal epistemology' as an explicit standpoint 

What was forefronted, Identified (and therefore perceived as 'positive') in each educational 

relation, was complexly pivoted about the valuing of either subjectification or objectification and 

about knowledge-constitutive or social-constitutive educational relations. For instance, it was Noah 

who was altogether different from the other two typifications in the positions she chose. She was 

an idealist while they were materialists. Her 'personal epistemology' centred in ideas and 

knowledge-constitutivity, while their epistemology was primarily concerned with a social view of 

educational purpose, and an extemalised or objectified view ofknowledge.419 She was the 

intellectual who loved ideas and self-reflective practices but did not enjoy the hegemonic altering of 

her habituated way of knowing. To her, the move from common-sense to academic-sense was 

primarily a subjective activity, but this hegemony was experienced as an objectified and mediated 

separation of the knower from the known. In this investigation then, the relation between 

objectification and subjectivation was the site of the epistemic fracturing of the knowledge of 

'academic-sense'. 

Subjectivation, as the dialectic between what was self and what was not self,420 was the key to 

Noah's personal epistemology. Interesting subjectively-accessed ideas were a 'heck of a lot easier' 
to come to know than were things that were objectified 'way out there'.{N3) To Noah, knowledge 

and thought (as the conjunction between knowledge and knowing) were the necessary labour to 

transformative social action. Consequently, by means of subjectivation, Noah very explicitly 

related her standpoint of 'personal epistemology' to the touchstone of 'course content' as she 

'came to know'. 

The chapter continues with a critical discussion centred on both the positive and negative 

mediations to the dominant educational relations of each typified way of knowing. 

419 Margaret Mary Denis (1979) found a similar style of personal epistemology which she referred to as 
'intuitive' learning. She listed its basic processes as knowing with unwavering certitude that learning will 
occur; trusting one's own intuitions and the intuitive process; remainins open to the unexpected as well as 
the expected; being absolutely honest in action and reflection; delineatmg generic boundaries for the area of 
learnin�; reflecting upon and drawing new insight from one's own expenences; developing a sense of 
multiple realities; focussing attention on ground rather than figure; attacking learning obliquely; embarking 
on a pilSfimage in learning; developing a sensitive awareness of the proper timin� of processes and events; 
suspendmg or minimising_deliberate conscious rational processes; bemg aware of and responding to 
energies outside of oneself; dialoguing with the materials; allowing oneself to be led or drawn in a particular 
direction; surrendering to the intuitive; being aware of and followm,g one's feelin8,s in the learning process; 
being in touch with tlie influences and the dynamics of the unconsCiOUS; appreciatmg meaning in 
synChronicity; and recognising the giftedness of revelation in the learning process. Similariues between 
the intuitive learner and the Noah could provide a fruitful source of study; particularly in the social relations 
of education they encounter(ed). 

420 Ibid 
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�fations between 'personal epistemology' ant! 'course content' 

The relation between 'epistemology' and 'course content' specifically focused upon people's ways 

of reasoning about the given course knowledge but in the movement from common-sense to 

academic-sense, the teachers' conttol of the students' ways of knowing negatively mediated the 

students' personal epistemologies. 1bis mediation began with the first posting of the study material 

to the enrolled student 

The social mediation of educational practices in the first posting reproduced the paradox of an 

ideology of success. In all four courses most, if not all, of the potentially epistemic content (which 

explained the basis of academic-sense to students) was to be found in the 'Administration Study 

Guide'. In sending it prior to the study guides (on course content), already the theory of being 

educated was divorced from its practice. Knowledge and the (expected) ways of coming to know 

were separated. Not only that, but also no course lecturer discussed the purpose of including this 

material even though from page one of booklet one, they had begun to practice it In the end, this 

material would be shown to have no positive epistemological basis but its material existence 

reproduced an educational paradox. This chapter would demonstrate that 'Education' was 

'successful' only when both knowledge and its ways of knowing were each objectified and then 

separated, one from the other and both from the learner. The irony of this situation was that only 

for Wyna (winner), who valued and practised this form of educational objectification, did the 

course-given knowledge remain obscure, even though, educationally, she was the most successful 

of all the typifications. On the other side of the coin, the course-given knowledge would become 

known (able to be used in the practices of one's life) only when it, and its ways of knowing, were 

together subjectified. 1bis was the action of Noah (knower) and it set her typification apart (from 

Wyna especially). But how could teachers be complicit in creating this paradox? 

First of all, academic-sense was most often explained in material rather than ideal terms; that is, as 

technical worle rather than intellectual. In the first posting, three courses provided clues to 

academic-sense by including several pages of 'study' suggestions. One course really extended itself 

by including no less than 29 consecutive pages of 'study skill' material.(x7I1139-68) But 

'epistemology' was too refined a word to use as explanation for its content, since the given 

commentary seldom focused on, even superficially, the development of knowledge itself. Where it 

was so, advice ranged from only one phrase to three sentences in length. It was more common for 

the bulk of the material to relate directly and only to behavioural manifestations of leaming ('study 

skills' or 'study habits'). The absence of infonnation on intellectual procedure and the exclusion of 

theoretical discussion on the link between knowledge and ways of knowing further objectified the 

student's understandings of the academically-expected 'intellectual qUality'. 

Educational mediation which focussed on enhancing the personal epistemology was a rare 
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commodity. 'The scarcity of rare commodities decreases the likelihood of fonning empathetic 

relations with likeminded persons in actual practice, but nonetheless, these students (in a 

typificatory sense) and these teachers still exist, even if they were not working together at the time 

of this investigation. Only for Noah, among the typifications, was the connection between a 

'personal epistemology' and 'course cOlllent', a direct and dominant educational relation. Her 

intentions dovetailed with the like-minded Lecturer 1 3  who foregrounded this relation 

systematically and consistently, with his epistemologically-centred dialogue imbedded within the 

given knowledge rather than separate from it Like Noah, Lecturer 13's epistemology appeared to 

centre in ideas rather than in the sociality of education. Beyond that one teacher, in one part of only 

one course in four, the students' subjective and subjectified ways of knowing received little 

mention or attention in the year of this investigation. In this chapter, his positive attempts to teach 

academic-sense provide a constructive basis against which to contrast the stated intentions of the 

other twelve educational mediators (teachers). 

The empathetic nature of educational relations is shown by shared meanings. intentions and 

actions. Generally speaking, this educational relation (between personal epistemology and course 
content) had specific characteristics for Noah. She desired to subjectivate the 'course cOn/elll', to 

image and argue it along with her own ideas, in her own mind. She wished to theorise the given 

material and to consider a variety of ways of seeing. Fmally, she would legitimate given ideas only 

after imaginatively 'testing' the applicability of them to the social world she knew. Likewise, 

Lecturer 1 3  shared Noah's·view of education as being an intimate relation between knowledge and 

knowing. It would be shown how he foregrounded the characteristics that accessed for the students 

the possibilities of subjectivation, theorising, legi timation as plausi bility, and application to the 

New Zealand world. It was the dynamic of subjectification or access which, above all, ma.rlced the 

abilities of this teacher. Within this particular relation between 'epistemology' and 'course contelll', 

the choice between objectification and subjectification was not so much a theory-practice or 

legitimatory issue as one of the social distance of the learner from knowledge-constitutivity. In 

theory, to value educational objectification was to deny the existence of both personal 

epistemologies and knowledge-constitutive relations. It was to negate the person's right and 

response-ability to reason. Indeed, it was to negate the very authenticity of the period of reflection 

with knowledge-activity (JRJ.). 

An empathetic teaching about the nature of academic sense, required the teacher to enhance the 

knowledge-constitutive relation between the student and the expert. In all, three factors were 

relevant to Lecturer 1 3's teaching activity and the process of subjectified access, these being the 

adults habituated ways of reasoning, their background knowledges and the academic-sense of 

disciplined ways of reasoning. As well as mixing these three factors together, Lecturer 13 

strengthened this educational relation by communicating informally. That is, he used the language 

of commonsense to indicate the meanings of academic sense and in so doing, enhanced and 
... 
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foregrounded the social relation between the student and the expen. When he subjectified the 

student-expert (knowledge-constitutive) relation. he drew the potential knower's interest toward the 

experts' ideas in an ideological (or ideas-centred) interpersonal relation: 

Many of you will be pleasantly surprised just how relevant these theories are to 
an understanding of [issues] today. The more you can appreciate the question 
[the theorists] are grappling with, the more insight you will get into 
contemporary problems .... After coming to grips with these writers you will 
be transformed: . . .  [and] 'travel with a different view'. 

Lecturer 13 

An empathetic form of educational mediation required the teacher to negate their personal social

constitutive relation with the student by backgrounding their own presence. In this way Lecturer 13  

presented to the students, the possibility of  claiming this expert's knowledge as their own, rather 

than his own. Not once did he make reference to himself in his discussion, instead maintaining an 

objectified teacher-student distance. In clearly distinguishing the expert-student knowledge

constitutive relation from the teacher-student social-constitutive relation, and in prioritising the 

former, he drew the expert and student into the possibility of a 'conversation'. His own mediation 

was used directly for the enhancement this epistemic relation between the expert's knowledge and 

the student's ways of knowing. While it would take more than an overturning of the dominance 

between these two educational relations to create a scholar of the student, no other lecturer so 

clearly distinguished these two relations from one another. In fact, the mediation of these other 

teachers was practically all centred in the sociality of the teacher-student social-constitutive relation. 

The educational relation between knowledge and coming to know, is negatively mediated by a 

forefronted enhancement of the social-constitutive relation (between themselves and students) and 

consequent backgrounding of the knowledge-constitutive relation (between experts and students). 

All the other twelve lecturers had attempted to make their courses 'user-friendly' (or socially

dependent?) by directly enhancing the social relations between themselves and the student(s). As 

this social relation was forefronted, the expert's course knowledge became further socially 

distanced from the potential knower, and the difficulties of this objectification factor were now 

compounded in a four-fold way for these adults. First - 'study skills' had been separated from the 

course content; second - epistemological explanation of expected ways of reasoning was markedly 

absent from behaviourally-manifested study skills advice; third - rather than enhance the experts 

relation with the student, these teachers foregrounded their own relation with the student, and 

fourth - 'the knowledge' was already objectivated in their correspondence text anyway. 

Fnhancing the social-constitutive relation at the cost of the knowledge-constitutive relation seemed 

to be based upon a non-reciprocated form of sympathy and other-dependence rather than on 

empathy. These teachers who enhanced the social relation between themselves and their students 
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did SO by such methods as introductory welcomes,421 personal mail and with humour when, for 

instance, study guides were delayed.422 However, without negating the value of relaxing the 

students, this bond of friendship was often perplexing, since the informal intersubjectivities of 

'you' or 'us' in one paragraph might soon followed by objectified references to 'the students' and 

'they' in following ones.423 The double message in this confused form of address was reciprocated 

by the students who soon referred to their lecturers as 'they'. Thus, in spite of the teachers' 

contrary attempts, the relations between student and teacher were apt to become formally objectified 

rather than intersubjectively enhanced, by the students themselves. This did not worry Noah who 

was not seeking her teacher'S friendship anyway, but Wyna would find this situation somewhat 

difficult because she wanted to subjectify her 'social contact' with her lecturer. If she had met him, 

she probably would not have found Lecturer 13's self-objectification particularly 'helpful'. 

Subjectifying the knowledge-constitutive relation for the students provided a base point so that they 

could move their ways of reasoning from common-sense to academic-sense. Having subjectified 

the knowledge-constitutive relation between student and expert first, Lecturer 1 3  now moved on to 

develop the depth of their reasoning, but he did not impose the expectation of an answer or the end 

point. In epistemological terms, he did not impose standards of legitimation or particular forms of 

truth on his first year students. He appeared to recognise legitimating as a second-stage purpose of 

knowing. Rather, Lecturer 13 required the student to concentrate more on disciplining their own 

ways of knowing: 

Begin by reading [Theorist 'x'] .... He sets out a view ... (not the only 
possible view) . . . .  For this course you do not have to take the discussion about 
the theories too seriously. It is sufficient to . .. f get} insight .. . .  Do not worry 
too much about ... but take careful note of ..... Finally, read ... to get a general 
idea . ... Now in a relaxedfashion read . ... Do not try to understand the details 
. . . . .  That will come later. Try to 'get a feel for' . . .  

(XlI211-2) 

By forefronting knowledge rather than truth, along with the common-sense notion of 'generalising' 

(rather than 'theorising'), students may be coaxed beyond the trepidations of a terror of error. In 

fact, implicit in this teacher's statement was a realisation that coming to know ought not to be 

rigidified and dichotomised into what was right and what was wrong, but should accept 'truth' and 

'error' as part and parcel of coming to know. Lecturer 13 reflected to the students the value of 

theorising legitimately rather than legitimating theoretically. This absolved the everyday adult from 

the tension of certain teacher expectations. Lecturer 13 did not expect his students to search for one 

421 "Welcome to the course ... . We look forward to helping you through the year"(YI/1/l); and "Welcome. I'm (Joe 
Bloggs) and I he4d a team .. . ... (XI.l . l )  

422 "Study guide will be laJe . . .  For some o[you this will be a welcome reprieve . . .  So do nol despair - Jceep 
remtniiing yourself that like a fibre diet it is good for you. "(X2) 

423 Among the many examples was this one: "Our course ... para I ... What do students need so they can thinJc ... 
para 2 ... Our be.lief is that as students become familiar they will ... para 3 ... There has been no effort to 
fnaJce up your mtndfor you ... para 5" (y1.1 .2) 

... 
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particular point of view or a single truth. He was implying the possibility of multiple viewpoints 

and its corollary was that his was not the only valid judgement He did reflect himself as 'the 

expert' to the students. 

Inherent in building and strengthening the epistemological standpoint of this preferred knowledge

constitutive relation, was a concurrent devaluing of the myths of privilege surrounding social

constitutive relations. Lecturer 13 attempted to negate the objectification which, for instance, was 

part of Luisa's belief in 'keeping a respectful distance' between herself and her teachers and 

experts. To do this he reinforced the idea that teachers were not the only judges of truth(s) when he 

included the decision-making of unknown others in an everyday, opinionated fonn. This act in 

itself reflected and forefronted the 'commonality' of reasoning whether in a common-sense or 

academic-sense mode: 

Its probably fair to say tJuu I the expert's) social blueprint has not impressed 
many. Its vagueness has annoyed even those who feel some sympathy with his 
social critique. 

(Xl/218) 

Strengthening the knowledge-constitutive relation between experts (as knowledge-makers) and 

students (as potential knowledge-makers) involved the educator in the relativism of a constructivist 

philosophy. This world-view negated the boundaries between knowledge and coming to know. By 

lessening the epistemic tensions of 'rigorous' legitimations, Lecturer 13 was calming the fears of 

students and enabling them to ask their own questions; letting their own inquisitiveness and 

curiosity motivate them into seeking a deeper understanding of the course content In this way the 

teacher was acknowledging not only the possibility of the existence of relative fonns of 'truth', but 

also the pluralistic relativism involved in different ways of 'seeing things'. 

Grounding educational practices by starting from the standpoint of a student's personal 

epistemology, enabled the intending knower to 'move from' as well as 'move beyond' the 

supposed limits of common-sense. In effect, Lecturer 1 3  was cajoling the student to develop the 

habits of their 'personal epistemology' further ( 'get a feel for' ). This continued use of 'the 

personal' would create what has been called, 'a feeling of being connected'4'2A in an educational 

space which is more complex and holistic in nature.42S Researchers have confinned426 that the use 

of a student's 'personal method' of common-sense reasoning can enable the student to reflect and 

4'2A Davies. 1979. 
425 Gibbs. 198 1.  Belenky et. al .• 1986. At this moment education begins to centre epistemology as a discipline -

and if the teacher carried on centering (or subjectifying) this relation between lhe students personal 
�istemol08Y and the experts knOWledge. then formal education could be seen as an epistemic development 
Yerhaps thiS was basically the development a university hoped lO achieve. for in Australasia over a long 
period of time. a period of everyday experience (whicn includes epistemological experience and habituation) 
has been seen as advantageous to the university system in terms of having students complete a degree. (Eg. 
Thomas. Beeby and Oram. 1939: 1 12; Foster. 1962; Eaton, 1980.) 

426 Percy and Ramsden, 1980. Gibbs. 1981 .  
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make judgements as they had previously done and this in tum. would encourage them to abstract 

meaning from materials rather than simply reproduce them. It was in this way that Noah used her 

habituated. flexible ways of reasoning to subjectivate knowledge. What was given to her as an 

expert's objectivated theory was first subjectified. then imaginatively subjectivated and. if accepted. 

resulted in being 'owned' and believed. Thus. while the teacher had enabled physical or social 
access to thoughts and theories. Noah had gained intellectual access, by reinvestigation of the ideas 

through her reflective act of subjectivation. Even in her common-sense world. Noah would not 

unproblematically accept others' opinions. For a knower. while educators gave one form of access. 

'knowing' itself involved personal intellectual access by the student. It was this personal movement 

which Lecturer 1 3  was encouraging in a non-threatening way. In doing so. he seemed to implicitly 

understand both Noah's passion, and Wyna's reluctance, to develop the challenges of their minds: 

"If you want aflying start, read .. . (a smoll book). Do not read . . .  (a large book) yet unless you 
want intellectual indigestion. "(Xlf]J4) 

The theoty of [Theorist xl 
Read: [Text] pp ... Make brief notes on (i) . . . •  (ii) . .. , (iii) . .. , (iv) .... 
(1) lX'sl life, ... Get a picture o/the society he lived in, the problems he/aced, what influenced him. While 
not essefllial, this can help with understanding the theory. 
(2) His view of the person, [X} argued that there were three aspects of the human [trait} . . . .  [synopsis] We 
all have a measure of each ... From this he derives a position on [social activity] . .. [synopsis] 
(3) His view of society [synopsis] 
(4) Key notions [synopsis and questions] 

(5) Summary so far [synthesis draws together all the above work in general fashion] 
(6) Ideal intentions or puWOSes of the theoey [synopsis] 
(7) AppJjcation of the theoey in relation to specifics of the discipline [synopsis] 
(8) Conclusion [synopsis and questions] 

Table 7.2 
Suofu.atfi7ttJs usu{ as a systematic form of analysis for tadi t!U.oreticd position wlii.cfa. was taUfJlit 

While expressed in common-sense language, Lecturer 13's systematic development of academic

sense involved demonstrating to the student, the circularity of (a) the relative influence of the 

material world on the development of ideas, (b) the key conceptualisations of the ideology and the 

intentions of the theorist, along with (c) applications of the theory (ideas) back to both the common

sense and academic-sense (disciplinary) worlds. In Lecturer 1 3's systematic development of the 

student's ways of reasoning, three methods were used. First, he modelled to the students a 

consistent (or 'standardised') method of analysing a single theorist's work through the subheadings 

he used.(See Table 7.2) Second, in his conclusions (subheading 8 in Table 7.2 and reported in full in Table 

7.3) he urged the students to form their own point of view, all the while gradually moving their 

reasoning from subjectively-related and common-sensically expressed questions of how they 'felt 

about' x' towards an academically-disciplined and formally-expressed modes of reasoning, such 

as 'are his claims plausible?'. It seemed that the whole point of Lecturer 1 3's systematic and 

inductive sequence of questions had been to link the theorist's reasons to the potential knower's 
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ways of reasoning, and effecting this relation between substantive content and procedure included 

acknowledging the difficulties apparent in the theorist's writings. Having shown that anyone can 

make mistakes, Lecturer 13 then effectively infonned the student of where they might begin to 

analyse any theories and how they might begin to be 'critical' given the entry level of their studies. 

This seemed to be an essential connection In linking the less-thaD-perfect everyday epistemology 

to the less-tban-perfect course content, Lecturer 13 was foregrounding the potential, the possibility 

of possibility itself, in a student's ways of reasoning. Lecturer 13  was, in fact, employing the very 

use of negativities and negations that Adorno's theory of the 'negative dialectic' enabled. 

Theorist One: 
8. Conclusion: It is not easy to criticise a theory such as eX's] without a good grounding in philosophy (to 
attack his ideals and arguments) and an understanding of modem sociology and psychology (to criticise his 
empirical claims). At this point this cannot be expected nor is it necessary. For the moment ask three 
questions: 

1 .  Do [this theorist's] ideals appeal to you? Why or why not? 
2. Is he consistent in his claims and arguments? 

If not, that is a negative element; for a theory ought to be consistent (Why?) 
3. Are his claims plausible? Do they fit your experience? 

Theorist Two: 
8. Conclusion: [This theorist] is difficult to criticise not because his ideas are difficult but because he does 
not express himself clearly and is often quite inconsistent. You might ask: 

1 .  Do his ideals appeal to you more than [Theorist One's] did? 
2. Do his inconsistencies and muddles destroy the value of his theory or does something 

important remain despite them? 
3. Are his claims about [the application of the theory} plausible? Do they fit your experience? 

Theorist Three: 
8. Conclusion: As a start to the task of criticising [Theorist Three], ask: 

1 .  Does his [ideals] excite your interest? Would you like a society of [people of this ilk]? 
2. Do his arguments about [these ideas} seem correct? 
(Are we, for example, interested in knowledge only in so far as it furthers our own purposes?) 
3. Are his claims about [these applications] plausible? 

Table 7.3 
QJustions at tfu conclusion of teadiing each tfuorist. Lecturer 13$ systematic ways of 
'discipCining' subjective ways of reasoning 

Providing a clear and concise synopsis of what it meant for the student 'to be critical' in a 

disciplinary academic-sense, may also have been a necessary step for the qualitative and flexible 

development of a students personal epistemology. After acknowledging the expert's less-tban

perfect personal epistemology and foregrounding the potential of the student's personal 

epistemology there was a further somewhat-nebulous discipline-related issue which needed to be 

addressed and that was the link between the ways of knowing of academic disciplines (Le. a 

disciplined fonn of academic-sense) and the ways of knowing of students (common-sense). Only 

Lecturer 13  and the writer of COUrse(YI) privileged the direct curriculum relation between 'the 

discipline' and the student's social world. Each did it in a different way. Lecturer 13 rounded off 

his section of the course with a list of some general or perhaps 'universal' strategies for critique 

within his discipline (see Table 7 .4). The list suggested factors on which to focus reason during the 
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period of reflective thinking (JR/.). This procedural knowledge was foregrounded rather than the 

substantive knowledge of the course. 

Critigue of three Theorists 

Read [author], Ch.'X' 
Do not worry too much about not being able 10 criticise the theorists in any full or convincing way. Note 
rather the general strategies: 

(1) Pointing out the lack of arguments (eg ... ) 
(2) Showing that tenns are vague or ambiguous (eg ... ) 
(3) Suggesting that metaphors are misleading (eg ... ) or question begging (eg ... ) 
(4) Showing that a claim is unfalsiflable (eg ... and ... ) 
(5) Suggesting that some claims are false in the light of recent evidence (eg ... ) 

Finally, read [author] pages .... for a fmal plug for the contemporary relevance of these theorists. 

Table 7.4 
fJ1u 13tfr. kcturer's empfiasis on a particular aiscipfinea way of TUlSoning 

(X II2/l S) 

While Lecturer 1 3  had forefronted an abstract form of the procedural knowledge of his discipline, 

the course writer(YI) indicated the link between his discipline and the students' social world.471 

Our hope is that once again you will be inspired to want to apply [the 
discipline] for yourself. After all, there is a great deal of [discipline] work to be 
done in New Zealand 

Y1I21(v) 

TIle extent to which knowing content rather than knowing procedural knowledge would 

qualitatively develop the academic reasoning of students remained open to question. The difference 

between Wyna and Noah's epistemological intentions was reflected by this course's link of a 

theory to everyday practice. It was within this particular CoUrse(yl) that Noah(2.3) had found the 

freedom to think of her everyday world in terms of the theories she was learning, whether she was 

in the shower, the courtroom or driving in the countryside. Where Noah was concerned, this 

COurse(yl) intentionally linked the subjective common-sensical 'personal epistemology' with the 

'course content' and in so doing broke the barrier between the everyday and the university as 

disparate sources of knowledge. It effected a congruence with Noah's intentions and ways of 

knowing. However since Wyna was unable to see where 'theories !itted',(WI) she retained a belief 

that knowledge was an external and static commodity. Instead of looking at the procedural aspect of 

knowledge and reflecting for herself. she preferred to ask others for 'it' and to passively listen to 

the answer. Other than this. it remains unclear to what extent references to the substantive basis of 

courses rather than to the procedural knowledge of a discipline would be of epistemological use to 

471 "What seems more importanJ is to J(et studenlS to be able to use the disciplifll! (or themselves. This approach 
makes (the disciplifll!) 'COf1ll! alive for the studenl. Indeed, unless (the discipfifll!) can help make sense of the 
everyday life, it probably has limited value. H(p.2) 7his course is orienled toward doing I the discipline) and 
is inteniiet! to lay the fov.ndation for studenlS to beCOf1ll! active learfll!rs. "(p.5) [In spite of its objectified 
language. each of these references was addressed directly 12 students! ]"Follow your own interests .... the 
more y.ou read the deeper will be your understanding . "(p.5) The basic principle is to get thinJcing about (the 
disciplifll!) in a way that inlerests you personally. H(p . 13)  ... 
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first year students themselves. 

A paradoxical situation arises (in tenns of social inclusivity and enabling epistemological potential), 

in the educator's choice to employ common-sense, infonnal language when a class of students 

display variant levels of ability to reason. Although Lecturer 1 3  did not emphasise the name of his 

discipline or discuss rather than prescribe its epistemological basis, his exclusion of the 'big words' 

('philosophy', 'concepts' and 'discipline') may have lessened Luisa's fears of 'big words' since 

she(L2) thought 'the course got a lot easier here' referring to Lecturer 13's material. But Luisa was 

about to leave the university anyway having been 'gatekept' by another matter (discussed later). 

However, in relation to both discursive issues (what kind of words to use) and epistemic issues 

(what depths and kinds of reasoning to encourage and why), Lecturer 1 3's prescriptions may have 

been underteaching Noah's potential. For instance, Noah could have used those big words to 

clarify to herself what she was learning in tenns of academic-sense (critically examining philosophy 

as a 'discipline'), since she was the one typification who was already reflecting upon various ways 

of thinking and had read philosophy for pleasure. However, within this issue of teaching 'the 

disciplines', one must acknowledge inherent teaching problems. Beyond all else, perhaps, this 

investigated sample of radicalised ways of knowing provided a view of divergent levels of 

reasoning and uses of language. Noah was perhaps more theoretical, Luisa was more practical, and 

Wyna was detenninedly atheoretical. Providing a diverse-intentioned and intellectually-diverse 

population of students with multiple levels of access to understanding 'a discipline' and its ways of 

reasoning and its particular linguistic codes, could have presented challenges which may not have 

been appreciated for their complexity. For any teacher seeking to enhance this educational relation 

between 'epistemology' and 'course content', it would be foolhardy to suggest a single ideal, if 

only because this would ultimately be a matter of social and political, as well as intellectual, and 

philosophical consequence, particularly if the educators 'being taught', were themselves winners 

and these winners were about to lose the place they had in the social hierarchy of education. 

The intimate relation between the didactic nature of teaching and investigatory deductivism may also 

be influential in detennining educational marginalisation, though variations on this sequencing of 

theory to practice were not able to be explored in this investigation. Likewise, but from the opposite 

point of view, the sequential relation between inductivism and the movement from common-sense 

... 
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to academic sense might provide a useful line of inquiry.421 Whatever the outcome, a dilemma for 

the curriculum developer would probably always remain the question of whether to teach material 

in the sequence of practice to theory or as theory to practice - or as something entirely different 

again. All four courses in this study had engaged in a sequential deductivism, by moving from the 

teaching of theory early in the year toward more factitious and less theoretical topics at the end. 

Thus instead of providing for a multiplicity of intellectual levels at any one time, there was a 

distinctive reduction in the level of reasoning required across the year. For Noah, it was a 

longitudinal exercise in how to lose the need for your mind, while for Luisa it was a way to gain 

simplified forms of information! TIle courses and the students reflected this very symbiotic 

relationship: Noah 'really enjoyed' study at the beginning of the year, when things were 

'general'(N2) and 'lost interest'(N'Z) from mid-year on. On the other hand, Luisa(S) found 'things got 

easier' and she thought she was 'learning better' toward the end of the year. One can only speculate 

on what might have occurred if the courses had moved inductively (from applied content and 

'everyday' levels of reasoning toward conceptualisations and theorising) or alternatively, if each 

section of the course had offered access and explanation to both 'abstract' and 'concrete' material 

together. Certainly the 'loss of mind' was a 'great sadness'(N!) for Noah who felt 'plagued'(N!) and 

undertaught by it later in the year. Only Wyna seemed unaffected by any epistemological notion of 

sequence. 

To enable students to connect theory to practice (and vice versa) required educational practice to be 

based on a philosophy which facilitated understandings of the positive value of relativism, 

subjectification and relationalism. Now that Lecturer 13  had both subjectified the knowledge

constitutive relation for the students and relativised their 'ways of knowing', he also subjectified 

the students' and experts' personal background knowledges. As can be seen in reference back to 

Table 7.2, the first three considerations Lecturer 13  requested of students, concerned 

contextualising the theorist's life, their view of 'the person' and their view of 'society'. Only after 

this relativism had been suggested did subheadings relate to further developing theoretical ideals. 

First, Lecturer 1 3  required the student to realise that both they and the expert were but two persons 

who existed in epistemically-determined social worlds, and to understand that it was only through 

various processes of objectivation that the experts' social experiences had become dis-connected 

from 'reality' and resulted as conceptualised 'ideals' on paper. 

428 To begin with. the everyday student's unwritten back�ound ideas were probably still recognised by them as 
'concretisations' of the 'real' social world. This relatIOn between the expert's social 'ideals' and the student's 
social 'reality' could provide the possible opportunity for eXl'licitlr rather than implicitly teaching the 
notion of 'relativity'. especially in seeing ofliow ideas inductively arose' from material hfe rather than how 
ideas ideologically and determinedly were 'applied' to it. After all. in the relativity of inductive educational 
practices, the students could pursue their own qualitative development of reasoning (})focedural lcnowledge) 
rather than begin to engage in the deterministic deductive practice of ideological application. It may be that 
what is t.alc:en for granted m educational circles as being 'the application of ideas to reality' ("looking for 
examples"), from the materialist view of an ideology critique, IS to see the real world as being determmed by 
ideas. The educational value in 'ap'plying ideas' is Itself to be critiqued as being a form of systematically 
distorted communication, for it irutiates the students into the practice of ideological and social determmism, 
and in so doing, conceals its own interests. 
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As adult educators value,<429 and the 1 3th lecturer explicitly acknowledged, the need for practising 

relativism required the students to relate a diversity of theory to a variety of experiences in everyday 

world, and in so doing, demonstrated the value of a flexible mind once the simplicity of particular 

relations had been recognised. 

This is a profOUnd comment. Have you read or seen the modern play by 
McGee called Foreskin's Lament? Does this New Zealand play have a lesson 
similar to the ideas of [this theorist]? 

X]1212 

The notion of relativism requires analytic deconstruction. for it can be as easily criticised as 

absolutism when thought of in terms of its polarised extremes. and thus in terms of its supposed 

usefulness to social life. This one question (above) illustrated specific details of relativism. Lecturer 

1 3  indicated the size of his 'applied' world, thus giving the student an indication of bow big' the 

context of relativity perhaps ought to be. His given context was beyond yet within the everyday 

scope of experiences of his New Zealand students.430 His world is not so global that the whole 

practice of 'application' became once again a lesson in social and epistemic objectification. Nor was 

the question so expressed as to indicate a preference for deductively determined rather than 

inductive reasoning. 

Thus,  through several processes, Lecturer 13 had accessed the potential knowers' common

sensical ways of reasoning and provided the conditions for students to systematically 'discipline' 

their mind into an academic-sense. He had subjectified the expert's social background for each 

student as he demonstrated the interrelatedness of their two social worlds. In a likeminded way, 

when Noah required 'to know all the possibilities'. part of that 'all' included not only her self

removed. but also her own social world in this country or community. Her 'place' of application 

was larger than 'the family' but smaller than 'the world'. It may be general practice for teachers to 

take their students' recognition of the idea of relativity for granted. but I claim that it may prove 

necessary to discuss this epistemological concept in class and so provide critical understandings to 

the everyday adult (like Wyna and Luisa) who still views knowledge as external, absolute and 

unchangeable. 

The relativity of social life to social science was not always made clear by teachers. At times, in 

this investigation, the scientific nature of social science tended to dominate the given knowledge, 

and so lessen the possibility of the students' forming empathetic understanding of the connections 

between their informal ideas and experiences and other people's more formal ideas and 

429 Ayers. 1979, Beach, 1974. Ford, 1975; James, 1983. HIt is important to impress on the student thai a lot of 
knowledge is common-sense - all Icnowledge does not come from books or assignments. but much comes 
from taKing an active interest in whal is going on and by asking questions." (James, 1983:90) 

430 If only via the evening news on television. ... 
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experiences. Twelve of the thineen lecturers had generally ignored exploring the expen's personage 

and their social world (in the study guides) and instead simply presented the objectified [theorist's] 

ideas as abstract, extemalised ideals. TIle consequence of the educators failure to acknowledge 

relevant or related social conditions was that it presented the theorists to the students as beroes of 

the mind' whose ability to 'abstract' and 'theorise' was awesome (to Luisa) and forceful (to 

Wyna). This action reduced the possibility of those panicular typificatory students establishing 

epistemic forms of empathy with the theory itself for they found nothing to connect it to 

themselves.431 Both ways of knowing and the knowledge were separated and distanced from these 

potential knowers. But empathy (in terms of understanding) was expected of students who would 

be urged. in effect, to 100k through the expen's eyes' or 'to stand in the theorist's shoes' as new 

theoretical positions were learned. Empathising with a different worldview. was (I suggest) not 

only a preliminary and necessary activity but may have been easier if the student could understand 

and interrelate the expen's social world with their own experiential knowledge. But this avenue to 

theoretical activity had been effectively negated when the twelve teachers had failed to clearly. 

consistently or systematically relate the social conditions of the experts' lives to the students. 

Altogether. access to the social aspect of the 'social' science was not all it could have been. 

Objectification in education gives rise to epistemological confusion and social alienation. as it 

exacerbates the distance between the knowledge and potential knowers. In those four courses, this 

educational relation between the student's 'personal epistemology' and the expen's 'course content' 

was in a reductionist form. with the epistemic difference rather than epistemic similarities being 

foregrounded. In effect, this matter of distancing had unnecessarily privileged the appearance of the 

theorist's 'ways of reasoning'. since both discursively and conceptually the expen's ideas looked 

like the difficult 'big words' which, to Luisa especially. were synonymous with difficult ways of 

reasoning. The ways and means of reasoning could have been demystified (for Wyna and Luisa 

especially) by a demonstration of how social science ideas were in fact relative to social 'reality'; at 

seeing how abstractions arose from social life; and of recognising the inductivism of social or 

historical determinism that preceded the deducti vism of its later teaching or communication. TIle 

dichotomous and distanced understandings of 'real' and 'ideal', of 'theory' and 'practice'. of 

'subjective' and 'objective', and of 'everyday' and 'academe' would remain objectified for as long 

as these connections could not be seen. It was these dichotomies which negated the relating of the 

given knowledge to students' own 'ways of knowing', and thus it effected reinforced a view of 

knowledge as an external entity. 

Valuing objectification rather than praxis. in educational practice. had provided the central condition 

431 Empathy. dermed by this author as a form of reciprocated (and therefore. understood) subjectification. cf 
Dilthey . 
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for a negative epistemic break. When the knowledge-constibJtive, expert-student relation (as a four

fold relation between two sets of knowledges and two ways of knowing) was subjectified for 

students by the teachers; (Le., brought to them, for them) then the cued student might come to 

recognise the relative fonn of truth. However, knowledge divorced from the practice of knowing, 

was something 'out there' and difficult, separated from something 'in here, inside me' and easy. 

This unnecessary difficulty was the reason Wyna gave (in different words) for choosing not to 

engage in 'brain strain'(Wl) and was why Luisa hated 'big words'. Without these twelve teachers 

explicitly providing a view of the expert's own knowledge-constitutivity in relation to their lived-in 

social world, there was little likelihood of students like Wyna and Luisa being able to authenticate 

(and later 'scientificate') the social nature of knowledge. 

The central tensions of this potential epistemic break exist in the conflict between the social

constitutive and knowledge-constitutive relations of educational practices. There simply seemed no 

way in to the expert's world. The prior down-playing of the social relationship between teacher and 

student seemed to be crucial in overcoming the difficulties of knowledge-constitutive 

objectification. At least in overt intention, if the 'peopled' part of knowledge (experts) rather than 

the 'peopled' part of teaching (authorities), fonned a context which was interpersonally 'congruent' 

to the student, life to life, then the conditions for effective knowledge-action seem enhanced432 by 

the epistemological praxis of 'the real' being related to 'the ideal'. In foregrounding this 

knowledge-constitutive situation, the expert was re-placed into a subjective world of social and 

historical importance, and thus reflected the ways in which ideas are abstracted while still retaining 

a link to the 'real' and 'relative' world. In tum, when a theorist's theory and practice were 

combined an authentic fonn, it assisted in developing the connections and confidences of the 

student's own ways of knowing. This may have explained, for instance, why students such as 

Luisa looked first and wrote first of biographical material (it related life to knowledge) or why, in 
its absence, positivistically-inclined students (such as Wyna and perhaps Luisa), resisted critiquing. 

Until this form of education was actually taught (like Lecturer 13) and experienced, the student 

(Wyna and Luisa) would retain a view of knowledge as being and remaining external. Maintenance 

of this objectified and 'not understood' view of knowledge was educationally supported more often 

than not during this study. 

Still involved in the relation between 'personal epistemology' and 'course content', it was the 

students themselves who would move from subjectifying to subjectivating the learned material, as 

they symbolised the ideas in their mind's eye. This was the perceptual characteristic that 

differentiated Noah from Wyna and Luisa, as it allowed her to subjectivate ideas while she visually 

432 This idea of equivalence or congruence has been alluded 10 by persons as diverse as Eric Berne in 'GQ/TU!S 
peopu play' and Jurgen Habermas. in theorising on communicative competence. 
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'shifted' its theoretical connections and disruptions, until she either discarded it or altered 'the 

knowledge' into 'her beliefs'. Noah seemed to be able to 'stand apart' from herself, as she 

characteristically abstracted meanings from script and intellectually applied them433 to her everyday 

world with the assistance of imagery which was, for her, quite a deliberate as well as 'natural' 

reflective act. She mentally enacted the praxis of a 'to and fro' process by 'seeing' from, and 

moving around, two or more points of view, deconstructing that which was given. This almost 

ceaseless mental activity demonstrated her attempts to 'make sense' of experiences.434 If, during the 

shift from common-sense to academic-sense, Noah required anything (she said), it was to 

discipline the flexibility and endlessness of these movements of knowledge:: 

When trying to grasp an idea, I need to keep all the nuts and bolts churning 
around in my consciousness . . . .  the whole thing going around in my mind .. .  
floating around ... and try to get it into some coherent fashion by the time I get 
to the end ojpage three. 

Noah 2.2 

In this study, only one COUl"Se{Yl) writer (and it was not Lecturer 13) gave the students any 

suggestion that he may have recognised this intellectual 'to and fro'ing' as relational or reflective 

thinking when, in the midst of an exposition on study skills, it was suggested that drawing was a 

useful practice for reflecting on ideas. However, the suggestion was curiously out of place, for it 

did not relate well to the material around it. and its use was not explained in epistemological tenns. 

It seemed that several pages of 'study' suggestions from disparate resources had simply been 

1umped' together, so that the skim reading student probably did not 'see' it at all. No student who 

was interviewed recalled having read the suggestion. even though Noah(l.  2. 3) used pictorialising as 

a method of theoretical recall, (especially when memorising for final examinations) and would most 

likely have recalled it. had she read it. 

No positive aspect of knowledge is without its negative side. Apart from this apparent difference in 

ways of coming to know, in the educational relation between 'epistemology' and 'course content', 
only Lecturer 13 had demonstrated how to inclusively teach from the students' personal 

epistemology, but his teaching efforts were about to be negated by a tutor employed to evaluate the 

students' responses to Lecturer 13's work. The tutor denied Noah's 'subjectified view"(see the 

example described in the previous Chapter) on the grounds that 'knowledge was objective' and that she 

(Noah) was at University to 'learn about' (said the tutor) 'other people's ideas', not to develop her 

own. Perhaps from this example, there was reason for Lecturer 1 3  to explain his view of 

'knowing' more widely, and especially to his tutor-evaluators. This one tutor had ended Lecturer 

13's labour with several strokes of a pen. Such evaluation practices merely added to the number of 

433 Gibbs. 198 1 .  
434 c f  Davies. 1979. 
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ways in which swdents had found the connections between their personal epistemology and course 
content severed. 

The move from fonnality to informality in social relations was not the same thing as enabling the 

students to use their personal epistemology. The other twelve lecturers inhibited the workings of 

the knowledge-constitutive educational relation when, in their study guides, they separated 'study 

skills' material from 'course' material; or seldom ,if ever, mentioned procedural knowledge (and 

never in those terms). Moreover, when these other twelve teachers had reflected the experts' 

knowledge as an abstracted ideal (unrelated to his or her social world), they were giving (by 

default) no explicit credence to the students' ways of thinking. Instead the teachers had forefronted 

the social-constitutive, teacher-student relation by their attempts to be infonnal and intersubjectively 

related. These teaching authorities themselves had detennined the minimalisation and reduction of 

the chances students had to come to know, through objectifying knowledge-constitutivity rather 

than social-constitutivity. 

In conclusion, Lecturer 13 was a teacher for whom the link. between the expert's knowledge and 

the student was forefronted, cemented and dominant, while the teacher-student social connection 

was informal, backgrounded and somewhat objectified. The cementing of the relation between 

student and expert displayed two facets which, when combined, effected a third. Lecturer 1 3  

effected a social relation between the student and expert by supplying access to understandings of 

the expert's socio-historical context and by accepting and incorporating the student's own 

experiential life-background. The teacher also effected a knowledge-constitutive relation between 

student and expert by foregrounding, in simply-worded script. the expert's 'theory', alternative 

readings, and the reactions to those ideas by other (unknown) people. Together these two relations 

(social and knowledge-constitutive) provided the basis for the student to effect the third epistemic 

relation with the expert by recognising how the experts ideas could be related to the social 

conditions of their own 'real' worlds. This epistemic relation was aimed toward theoretical activity. 

Thus in total effect, Lecturer 1 3  had facilitated in his students, the potential to move from common

sense reasoning into a disciplined mode of academic reasoning, and all within the stage of reflection 

(./RI.). This teacher had established the 'epistemic relation' between the expert and the student by 

systematically developing the student'S own ways of reasoning, showing them where to look for 

questions and leaving the judgement of 'answers' up to them. Where the other lecturers were 

concerned, there was virtually no explicit teaching of epistemology which would enable the 

students to link their common-sense into academically disciplined ways of reasoning. The very 

fabric of creative theoretical activity was denied, as were the possibilities of disciplining and 

deepening one's ways of coming to know. 

In the absence of developing a knowledge of academic-sense from the students' own ways of 

knowing, what abstracted ideal did those in the university expect, for in general, neither the 
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personal nor the public (academic) ways of knowing were identified. This double negation reduced 

the available conception of 'epistemology' to presentation protocols since in place of infonnation on 

'ways of knowing', the students were given materials on 'ways of writing'. In other words, since 

only one-quarter of the students in this study encountered Lecturer 1 3's teaching, and then for only 

one-fifth of one course, the very conception of 'epistemology' was reduced to the behavioural 

superficiality of study habits and the writing skills whose very 'appearances' affected different 

touchstone relations in the hidden curriculum. Those different educational relations did not concern 

qualitative matters of the mind, and thus they did not concem Noah. 

One such different educational relation, the one Luisa preferred, linked 'language' to the 

'conventions o/what to do and how to think'. Luisa believed such infonnation, like all knowledge, 

was externally sourced, so she searched among the 'hard words' to find 'the conventions'. While 

her hassles with administration had already been discussed (Ch.6), Luisa's dominant educational 

relation had arisen within her educational history where, early on, her learning processes had been 

mediated until she was now quite reliant on her teachers to tell her the conventions of scholarly 

conduct. 
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�Cations between 'Canguage' arul tfu 'conventions of scfwfarCy coruluct' 

The connection between 'language' and the 'conventions of scholarly conduct' had been the 

dominant curriculum relation for Luisa since early childhood. Within this thesis it is claimed that 

she believed that 1earning correctly' was related to the act of doing as she was told. 'Doing as she 

was told' had provided her with an understanding of the fonnal conventions of scholarship during 

primary school and later. For Luisa, the conventions of scholarly conduct were the rules of 

academic sense. Being teacher-detennined, the rules of classroom-conventions had become 

synonymous with the externalised rules of academic reasoning and conflated with an externalised 

view of knowledge. As she grew older she sought the rules of reasoning which would enable her 

to cross the boundary between intemalising knowledge and reflecting upon it. This gave rise to a 

series of questions. 'H1D£ did 'they' want 'it'43S done? What did they mean when 'they' told her to 

'do it'? What did they expect of her?' These quests pre-fonned the externalised touchstones and 

standpoint of Luisa's educational relation. Being epistemically-dependent on others, Luisa linked 

her teacher's 'language', the telling of knowledge-extemalised, with infonnation about scholarly 

conventions. She believed the teacher's telling of answers would provide the power to her own 

success. Whether it was the childhood knowledge of how to read or (years later) the adolescent 

knowledge of how to [e.g. nurse], Luisa had focussed on those teacher-detennined 'recipes'. 

Now, I contend, Luisa sought the same rule-imbedded connection of the other-detennined 

conventions of academic sense: 

The case studies were quite hard because 1 didn't know what they expected ... A couple 
I thoughl l knew . . .  1 wrote them oUl like a story .. .  1 kept thinking 'how was [the 
tutor] wanting it wrillen down?' Luisa 55.793 

When educational authorities failed to provide explicit infonnation on the disciplined conventions of 

scholarly conduct, not only did Luisa attribute its absence to her own inability to get beyond the 

standpoint of language, but without establishing the actual relation between language and 

conventions (the students standpoint and the teacher-provided touchstone), there was, in effect, no 

educational relation between Luisa and her teachers. A situation for 10sing' was now set in place. 

Luisa was beginning university without the prerequisite skills"36 and, most importantly, she did not 

recognise the specific shortcomings of her own epistemology which seemed devoid of any notion 

of scepticism. Luisa seemed neither to doubt the value of objectivity, nor to engage in question 

asking, conceptual ising, or dialectical challenge. Even the simple politics of 'asking authorities' 

would have been a useful skill for Luisa. But this depoliticised student had little reason to suspect 

that the university, with its publicly espoused standards, would deny access to the rules of 

43S 1t' as 'reasoning' about. 
436 Wright, 1983 
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scholarly conduct Luisa was irmocently searching for rule-bound conventions which reflected the 

expected and accepted thought pattems4n of the institution. When she failed to locate the patterns of 

academic sense, she blamed her self. She said, in effect, that if she could first get through its 

semantic blockade,438 away from her standpoint of 'hard words', she might locate the university's 

expected epistemology. 

Even where the standpoint of language was concerned, academic teachers appeared to mediate not 

only the students' intentions to fully come to know, but also their own assumptions about 

communicatingfully. As with Noah, Luisa believed you could only 'know it all', if you 'read it 

all'. Luisa's state of perplex ion was reflected in her act of digesting every word of the 

correspondence.439 To Luisa(l, 2, 3, S)  the verbosity of the students' postings seemed to indicate that 

those essential meanings must be buried somewhere in the tenninological thicket, 440 if only she 

could find them. From a standpoint of expecting the conventional rules to be communicated to her. 

Luisa sought the thoughtfulness of an empathetic logic and an empathetic language from those in 

authority at university. After all, she was new and she thought they would tell her 'whiJt lO do 

next'.(LJ, 4) 

The relation between 'language' and the 'conventions of scJwlarly conduct' essentially consisted of 

communicating the rule-bound traditions and taken-for-granted expectations of the academic act of 

'coming to know'. This panicular facet of the hidden curriculum concerned how the institution 

communicated to students the ways they could and ought to act as novitiate scholars. The 

correspondence-educated Luisa continued to digest every word of her materials while she sought to 

subjectify these official ways of knowing. 

During Luisa's first year, three critical epistemic moments mediated her habituated educational 

relation and resulted in her becoming a marginalised student Those moments were centred on 

essentialism, theorising and praxis. When her assignment was low-graded, the tutor's explanation 

had prescribed how to change its written appearance without explaining its discipline-related 

essence. Secondly, when Luisa could not understand the request for theorising in one course, she 

used the ritualistic study-skill recipes from a different discipline; and finally, when Luisa (who did 

not drop out of study earlier) 'succeeded' in completing the year she still did not know why, for 

right through the year her view of knowledge as objectified, other-detennined and inapplicable in 

the praxis of ordinary life was supported rather than challenged. At the end of the year Luisa's view 

of knowledge had been muddled by the mediations of teachers who supplied illogically-sequenced 

437 c.r. Bourdieu 

438 Woodward, 1978:192 
439 Noah read everything of the 'course COnlenl', but only skim read 'administration' material. "Women who rely 

on received lciwwledge think of words as cenlral to the knowing process."  (Belenky et aI., 1986:36) 
440 Woodward, 1978: 192. 
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and minirnally-explained statements on the conventions of academic sense. 

The first critical incident concerned one aspect of academic sense. It required the students to 

understand that different ways of writing was related to different ways of reasoning. Problems 

arose when the first assignment was based in common-sense reasoning, experience and language, 

while the second assignment was its opposite - a rigidly bounded positivistic research report. When 

teachers had provided no explanation of this marlced distinction, but in fact provided infonnation 

which supported a relation between the writing of one and the writing of the second, Luisa 

employed similarly-related ways of reasoning and then later, could not interpret the low-grade she 

was given. Following the successful completion of a personalised 'vignette' of a life experience, 

LuisCl(S) chose to do an observational [research] project for her second assignment, not realising that 

research reports required different protocols to the writing of essays. She began the research 

assignment comfortably because, confident in her possession of a mother's knowledge, she already 

knew something of its expected content. Following the empirical work, she wrote up her results 

with her own interpretations imbedded '/ike [they do] in the textbOOk-cI.s.1 .1 1 1S) because to her that 

style of prose sounded 'authoritative'. (LS.1.1 12S) Though she was conflating descriptive essay 

requirements with objective reporting, she believed her intentions were correct because her study 

guide had indicated a similar connection when in it was stated that the 'Practical Exercise' would be 

'graded on the same scale as were the esSays',(X'1J4I23) and the instructions explicitly stated how to 

make use of an essay sequence.441 Feeling 'quite pleased' with herself (LS.I.669), since the assignment 

logically followed on from the 'personalised account' in Assignment One, Luisa(S) was somewhat 

dismayed weeks later to find she achieved a 'failing' grade of C/O. She 'knew' her research report 

had reflected the previously-acceptable ways of reasoning. Nowhere in the study material had 

indications been given to the students that this type of exercise was in fact a standard positivistic 

empirical 'research' exercise, nor that one 'should' be objective, or analytically piecemeal life, nor 

that there were certain protocols of presentation where psychology-disciplined research writings 

were concerned. Yet Luisa's auditor'S remarks all indicated that specific well-established 

conventions had been breached: 

- Not an observation. Comments and discussion 
- two years old, not '2 yrs old' 
- Again you should be saying just what you saw, and in this section 0/ the 
assignment, making no comment or supposition. 
- You should describe in some detail exactly HdJI:u he did that showed great precision! 

TIle course writers had mediated Luisa's search for the scholarly conventions of research, by 

441 The second and following sentences of instruction indicated that 'Selling olll should be as for essays ... 
(followed by] .... That is, describe ... describe . . .  and give examples . . . (and then) .... DlSCUSS . . . using the 
concepts arid theories of this course .... clearly linked to the observalions recorded ... H (X2JO/30-31) 

... 
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engaging i n  selective negligence. Not only had the word 'research' no t  appeared, but also where 

the lecturer could have taught the specific rules of scholarly conduct pertaining to psychological 

'research reports' and the tutor could have explicitly addressed the breach of those rules, instead 

this evaluation experience had been trivialised into a criticism of the protocols of presentation. Yet 

the essence of the issue was how to think objectively and analytically, not how to say. For 

instance, where the teacher required an uninterpreted ('objective') description in the first section of 

the report. he appeared to have failed to clearly clarify this requirement In its place, LuisCl(S) the 

ever-mother, had taken the initiative in providing common-sense reasoning for the children's 

behaviour since after all, she 'knew how mother's thought about these things'.(LS.3.79) At the end of 

the year Luisa(S) would recall that confusing assignment and evaluation experience, although now, 

at a superficial level, she understood the basis of the tutor's equally superficial requirements: 

I thinJc now I know what they wanted. I should have just sat down for half-an-hour 
and done a blow by blow account of what [the children} did and listed them. But l had 
no idea how that [explanation} would be differentfrom what I did [originally} in terms 
of learning [the content of this course}. But that is what they must have wanted. 
That's how my sister-in-law got A's for it when she did it. She showed me afterwards 
. .. .  1 think I got too personal. It wasn't clinical enough. f tried to humanise the 
children ... I saw them as human beings with personalities and emotions and reasons 
for why they had these emotions in these situations. But 'they' didn't want that. f 
shouldn't have done that. They didn't want you to assume or make assumptions. 

Luisa 5.5.115 

The course writer's negation was transferred to the student and then became labelled (by the C-/D 

grading) as a student's error. In appearance Luisa, not the lecturer, was wrong, while in essence it 

was the other way around. Why she should have been grade-penalised (a) for interpreting and (b) 

for employing everyday ways of knowing was unclear since in the absence of an alternative 

explanation she had merely reflected the 'rules of reasoning' accepted in her first assignment. 

TIlis university course was not alone in underscoring the student's ability to cope with 

understanding the conventional basis of disciplines. For instance, in relation to the conventional use 

of abbreviations, where this particular course had prescribed limitations but abstained from 

providing lists or explanations, two other courses(yl and Y2) provided inappropriate and equally 

unexplained examples. In their lists of ten 'acceptable' abbreviations, only four were appropriate to 

social science usage, the rest being mathematical. Excluded from the list were the Latin short forms 

used in bibliographies which could have been quite useful to the social science studies of Wyna, 

Luisa and Noah. Providing information on conventions surely should require them to be 

appropriate to the course itself, and to include explanations of usage, purpose and limitations. 

Without such information a fallacious or contradictory underteaching was occurring, especially for 

Luisa who sought this externalised, recipe-bound, other-<iependent, touchstone knowledge. Again, 

it was the access to specific forms of knowledge where the problem began yet it was evaluation 

where the problem was evident and had transferred attribution of its source from teachers to 
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students. 

The second critical incident related also to mediation by negation. In the move from common-sense 

to academic-sense, students were confused by whether academic-sense possessed universal 

protocols or ones which were relative to discipines. In particular, the convention sought in this 

example related to ways of theorising and 'being critical'. This gives rise to the question of whether 

Luisa's second issue (using study skills guidelines from another discipline) was a consequence of 

the first critical incident, since it followed that if  the conventions of scholarly study were not (in the 

students' eyes) being sourced from individual courses and disciplines, then there must still be some 

universal or general academic principles that differentiated the university's supposedly-superior 

ways of knowing from those of the everyday.(L2.1.571) Since at no time in this study did the students 

of this one department442 receive an explanation of the eclectic differences between its disciplines, 

then Luisll(2) had no reason to question possible differences in its conventions. Yet this 

differentiation was at the very heart of this second issue. On this taken-for-granted presumption that 

either 'the university' or 'this department' had one particular way of knowing, Luisa(2) cross

referenced an assignment question in her (Philosophy-based) 'theory' course with the study skills 

instructions presented in her (psychology-based) 'practical' course. She was going to attempt to 

join knowledge from philosophy with the ways of knowing of a science. In seeking a commonly

shared view of the expected rules of reasoning, Luisa(2) turned to a section in the twenty-nine 

provided pages of study skills advice and proceeded to adopt meanings from its list of definitions 

of how to think. This cross-referencing of meanings was not problematic at all levels of reasoning. 

There would probably have been some agreement between each course on interpretations of 

'describe' and 'discuss'. However, in psychological terms, 'to compare' meant 'to show the 

similarities and differences ... with particular emphasis upon the similarities'.(X2JlI44) Yet the 

philosophy-based assignment for which Luisa was adopting this meaning, had centred its problem 

on three diverse claims to a single truth. Luisa was being asked to examine difference not 

similarity. Difficulties now arose. Eventually, critically 'muddled' and COnfuSed(L2.1.2IS). Luisa 

returned to the first study guide(L2.1.2S9), rereading the assignment task as suggested, but its given 

'Assignment guidelines' simply added more discursive and philosophic confusion, for to Luisa, the 

rules of reasoning were still as mystified as the protocols of presentation: 

442 This is a dilemma which arose when a deparunent was vocationally rather than discipline b�. 
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... YO" will not always find uplidt or direct state�nlS abolll what each [theory] ... 
actually entails, bill will have to exlTact/rom the various articles, statements which 

. most clearly reflect the viewpoint YO" are maintaining applies to each writer. The use 
0/ quotation will be helpful here in identifying/or the reader the connection between 
your own interpretation and what the writers each have to say. You may also have to 
'digest'from the general sense ofwhat each is saying, the particular goal each 
envisages .... Organise yow essay carefully along these lines and take time to plan 
how you are going to support the claims that you 17'UJke by either references to 
quotation or a general description o/what the writer actually says. 

Xl .Ol .16 

Tenninology that appeared in both the world of common-sense, and the world of academic-sense 

needed its discipline-based conventionality explained. otherwise Luisa's confusion had been 

predetennined. In this experience above, the source was in other than her head. When academics 

had forefronted single words as indicators of ways to reason (eg. 'critique') but had failed to 

provide supplementary explanations on its intellectual actioning rather than its behavioural 

manifestation (in written expression). and when they had also failed to explain the difference 

between similar everyday and 'disciplined' ways of thinking (eg, being critical or arguing), then 

Luisa was forced into a marginalised studentship by the non-existence of the external procedural 

resources she was looking for in this touchstone of the 'conventions of scholarly reasoning'. She 

might as well have asked: 'Did the discrete words indicate ways 0/ reasoning that differed in 
meaningfrom the lay usage?'  Unable to fmd an answer, Lui8a(2) absented herself from this 

philosophy-based course shortly thereafter. for she had many questions and could not see the 

epistemic pattern amongst them. With reference to the preceding quotation, among those questions 

she had asked(L21.748fl in quick succession were: 

What does 'explicit' mean? .... 
What 'viewpoint' am I 'maintaining'? Where do I do that? .... 
What is a quotation? [Answer] How does that prove anything? lL's only what someone else said .... 
What's he going on about? .... How do I 'support' a 'claim' and what is 'a claim' anyway? ... 

All of Luisa's questions somehow revolved around the conventions of philosophical reasoning, but 

how was this everyday adult ever to have understood that? She expressed the view that she 

'thought the course got easier after this' [when Lecturer 1 3's conversation and in-text questions 

appeared] but this first-ever assignment was an effective gate-keeper.443 To Luisa, this first 

lecturer'S objectified confusion was 'totally abstract'.(U.1 .732) All she had wanted to do was to 

subjectify the ways 'they' expected her to reason with given material. 

The third critical problematic of this educational relation concerned the praxis between common

sense and academic-sense. How could Luisa(5) fmish the year, be successful in passing her course. 

443 It was at this stage, with this student, that I contravened my own research protocol. Unable to maintain a non
interventionist stance any longer as I saw how Luisa cried herself into losing, I tried to explain 10 her what 
to do. 
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and yet still claim she 'didn't know why?'(1.5.5) Having spent a whole year seeking the 'rules/or 
scholarly reasoning', why did she emerge using the skills of scholarly appearances and with her 

'rules' of everyday reasoning still intact? What mediations had so dichotomised this student's 

knowledge-act that now the split between the everyday and the university world was evermore 

visible and confused? It seemed that the answer to this complex and multifaceted issue was riddled 

with paradox. 

First, Luisa was confused by how knowledge could be both objectified and relative at once. Where 

she was able, she had chosen to do 'interesting' assignment topics that were relative to her life,444 

but she was unsure if her subjective relativism was an acceptable intellectual behaviour especially 

when the assignment 'did not [explicitly J ask"(L3.1.39S; LS) for application of the knowledge to her 

real world. 'This was an important issue for both Luisa and Noah because while their teachers failed 

to discuss the social application of knowledge445 these students, who lived connected lives and 

were 'motivated by interest', saw this new knowledge as being able to be integrated into it.446 Once 

again, the essential curriculwn issue was whether or not the students should be taught the protocols 

of presentation which effectively reproduced knowledge for the evaluator or be taught the 'rules 0/ 

reasoning' which enabled the 'disciplined view' of this knowledge to be taken directly back into 

everyday life.447 In part, this issue arose for Luisa because of a confusion between knowledge and 

ways of knowing. Could 'the knowledge' be objective, while its 'ways of knowing' (especially 

application) were relative? Luisa had valid educational reasons for asking this question of the 

relation between common-sense and academic-sense. 

The conventions of scholarly conduct, particularly the rules of reasoning in an academic-sense, 

differ between educational institutions but this difference was unclear and not articulated. The adult 

Lui8a(I, 2. 3, 4, 5) had earlier graduated from tertiary education in a polytechnic institution where 

assignments were aimed at expressing how knowledge applied directly to daily situations448 and in 

those assignments she 'never had to explain why'.(L1.1.S42) In other words, she never had to 

legitimate knowledge in an ideologically-objectified rather than real or actual way. Now, in 

university, the converse applied. Assignments did require idealist legitimation, in spite of the fact 

that this ideal of proof or truth was being confused, in its presentation to the students, with 

'correctness' of the protocols of presentation. It was how she should action this abstracted, 

legitimatory-centred act that Luisa now sought 

444 '/ lhough! 10 myself lhal (Ihis theorist) was fairly feasible. His stages fil well in whal l see in people and how 
lhey grow and all ihal. No one said II was a haiti and fast rule bUl l lried to see how I'd look in {IUs view]. The 
oilier {views] here too upsetting because they made me look like a terrible parent. Behavourists, well ( tried 
to be like lhal when I was slutfying ii, bUl ils too hard on everyone.' (L5.S) 

445 Yl was the only course exception to this claim. 
446 Luisa wanted to know about her children's development and Noah used knowledge as a necessary change agent 
447 cf. Boucouvalas & Pearse, 1985. Only course Yl expressed this as a course goal. 
443 For example. drawing what a respirator looked like and where and how it was both used and plugged in. 

... 
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TIle value of abstract reason, of its critical potential in the praxis of life in particular, failed to be 

made clear to students. Objectified and objectivated, the resulting knowledge often did not appear 

(to Luisa and Noah) to be applicable to life, especially if the student found they had to concentrate 

most of all upon fonnalised ways of writing. Complicating this epistemic turnaround in the 

purposes of knowing was the fact that the new tenns for intellectual conventions (e.g. 'theory' and 

'critique') lacked the methodological explanation of their intellectual actioning, as well as an 

epistemological explanation and justification. 'Big words' appeared without their equally 'big' 

meanings. In all, the difference between polytechnic and university tertiary education seem centred 

on a premise that in the university, mental abstraction was more important than physical 

application. Again 'the university world' was distinguishable from 'the everyday real world'. But 

the epistemic basis of this difference was unclear to Luisa who had attempted to become conversant 

with the university's knowledge-activity through searching for the 'rules of reasoning'. Yet another 

matter now intervened in this search. 

The conventions of scholarly conduct include rules of reasoning (./R/.) which are distinct from the 

rules of presentation (./JX), but usually only the latter were made explicit. TIlis led to conflation and 

confusion. In particular, this paradox concerned the matter of 'order' or sequence. Luisa(s) and 

Noah(l.2.3) were trying to understand the intellectual order of raising the mind from the level of facts 

to the abstracted level of concepts and theory, while (apart from Lecturer 1 3) their teachers' study 

skills instructions were expressing the behavioural sequence of writing assignments as 

'introduction - body - conclusion'. The 'teachers' talked past the students as each went in a 

different direction. In the end, a frustrated Luisa(s) combined both sequences: '[ just jotted down the 

eight stages of lx's] theory .. .  to get them in the right order'.(LS.s) These courses 'taught' 

'horizontal' study sequences in the place of the 'hierarchical' 'conventions for coming to know', 

and no courses even referred to the directions of 'inductive' or 'deductive' thought or to the 

movements of 'to'ing and fro'ing' in a theorised praxis. This doubled shortcoming was of little 

value to those students who sought to theorise during reflection (./RI.). These students had in effect 

been searching for an understanding of intellectual movement and direction, but educational 

advisors were telling students how to discipline themselves into habit of the appearances of 

studying instead of telling the students about habituating the disciplined ways of reasoning. Luisa, 

however, already practised such suggested study habits as how to budget her time and arrange her 

essay. Those 'rules of scholarly conduct' were everyday common-sense knowledge that she was 

teaching to her own children. Without knowing how to action the dynamics between knowledge 

and knowing (or theory and practice), Luisa remained confused449 and continued to translate 

449 TM tUlor inilially said 'no' lO using tU01es from our own life experience - bUl IMn said we could only if we 
could apply it to tM tMOry we Iuid arnea'.(lA.2) ... 
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unexplained academic language into everyday understandings.4S0 Thus she effectively maintained 

her own common-sense rules of everyday reasoning without developing them any further, unless 

she went and sought help elsewhere. 

Among the academic suggestions which mediated Luisa's understandings of the 'rules of scholarly 
conduct', was advice which conflicted with her intentions to 'read it all' and the assumed intention 

of her teachers to provide 'full' explanations. Luisa sought guidance from specialised instructional 

texts. But rather than teach readers how to subjectify knowledge and discipline their own ways of 

reasoning, one university-produced contradictory lure, offered advice on such knowledge

reductionist and objectifying strategies as selective reading and sequential sub-heading use.451 The 
assumption of the writer seemed to be on how to study in a protracted period of time, whereas 

Luisa was seeking the 'rules of reasoning', not time-related suggestions. Yet, 'to come to know' 

for this study skills instructor was to plagiarise other people's forms of presentation (lists of 

subheadings) and reproduce them in assignments as personal ways of knowing. A second 

university-based instructor was similarly inclined toward prescriptions for political objectivism: 'do 

not answer the question by your personal opinion, but by the opinion of the author or lecturer'.4S2 

To Luisa, these suggestions only further objectified the already objectivated. Suggestions in 

instructional texts addressed behaviours of appearance and by obstructing the students' intellectual 

action these texts led Luisa even further away from her primary aim of 'knowing it all'. When 

Luisa was faced with a lack of advice, the study skills suggestions for objectification proved of no 

epistemic use at all, though they would prove later to be of political use for Wyna. 

In the absence of prior explanations about the 'rules of scholarly conduct' which are central to 

academic sense, it was evaluators rather than teachers who informed students. However, this only 

occurred after students had suffered from this mediation by negation, by being awarded low 

grades. Most students in this study (Wyna, Luisa and Noah) found this knowledge of 'scholarly 
conduct' was acquired through tutor's comments on assignments, and that their reliance on 

evaluation as a form of teaching reinforced a form of dependency on auditors.453 Across the year, 

the students increasingly deferred to those in control of their evaluation, even in the face of 

450 Question: 'Did you use argument and crilique in the exam?' Answer: 'For and against, you mean? fU, 1 said 
things liJc.e 'on the other hand this could happen and not thal aI all.' I think I staled why. Some things had a 
reason. '  (LS.5) 

451 Tremaine, 1982:35 The sequence and indications of subtitles indicates the levels of importance and theoretical 
depth of ideas. 

452 Zika. 1980:7. 
453 Luisa(3) 'needed this feedback to know when (she] /r.new'(l.3.l.468) and Luisa(4) 'wouldn't be bothered {or worriedl 

by the next assignment because then (she'd] know exactly whal to dO'.(L4.1 .533) The tutor's comments would 
help her 'to knoW if I gave whal was askedfor. To Iaww where I was going. '(L4.l .S4) It is perhaps due to this 
tutor-teaching aspect that some guidance instructors now offer 'remediation writing' to students whom they 
believe are 'academically salvageable'. (Manas/lan and Saut. 1987:1 1 1  ) 

... 
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contradiction. 4S4 Students adopted and even prioritised the need for drafts and typewriting(U2.64); 

fitting expressions of knowledge into given word lengths(u. lA.l.629) and as well, some of them 

quoted the clieMs of lecturers or famous people.4SS The flip side of Luisa's early resistance to 

presentation protocols could be seen in Wyna's acceptance and use of them. When the tutor said 

Wyna had 'left out all theory', she replied she 'only had 1000 words' SO she 'just left a hint', 
hoping the tutor 'might give [her) the benefit a/the doubt'.(W3.1.193) Behind the facade and 

frustrations of these students lay the serious epistemic tension of whether to appear scholarly or to 

actually come to know. By the end of the year, Luis3(s) had decided she had had enough of trying 

to appear scholarly without understanding why and so she: 

said a lot of tongue-in-cheek things . ... like. 'Human life. as it still is' .... and I 
thought to myself, put it down. put it down. PUl llU statemenl down as [this essay] 

is really sounding too highbrow and too stupid. So I wrote. 'On the other hand. 
human beings. being what they are .. . '. etc .• elc. 

Luisa 55.1035 

Throughout her year Luisa had experienced three critical moments in her search for the rules of 

scholarly conduct, with no issue being resolved. First. when the auditor evaluated her research 

report in terms of its appearances, Luisa was never shown understandings of the conventions of an 

objectively-disciplined way of thinking. Second, when another lecturer embedded discussion of his 

conventions in obscure discursive objectivations and then conflated the ways of knowing with the 

protocols of presentation, Luisa attempted to use the recipes of reasoning from a different 

discipline. When those given explanations did not fit the given question, she despaired of ever 

finding how to intellectually action the assignment and left the course. Finally, for she who did 

successfully reach the end of the year, her view of the purpose of a university-given knowledge 

was as confused as was her understanding of the academically-expected ways of reasoning. 

Without the words to explain why, she recognised knowledge as compartmentalised into 'hers' and 

'theirs'. Their' view of knowledge, 'their' academic-sense, in her eyes, was 'clinical'. It meant 

not to theorise, critique or reason, but to reproduce given ideas within the nebulous objectivated 

formalism of the protocols of presentation. Without those protocols of objectivation she had almost 

failed, but with them she had passed the course. Paradoxically, it was her complete mystification 

concerning academic sense that had been deemed to be an educational achievement by her 

educational evaluators. 

In spite of the negativism this critique appears to expound, there were genuine attempts in all four 

courses to offer information on university conventions but these did not include epistemological 

conventions or epistemological explanations. While some students sought explanation of the 

454 For instJlnce. though one course suggested quotes should be 'brief .. . re/evanJ and apt',(WrAI/p2) the first two 
quotations used oy the lecturer were alternatively 23 and 30 lines long. (XI/Ol/9·10) 

4SS For instance, "Workers of the world unite. You've I10lhing to lose and he's so right. "  (L4) 
... 
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expected rules of scholarly reasoning, this was not given and so gradually the essential gave way to 

the apparent and 'the apparent' became the centre of tthe academic game'. The curriculum issue of 

the piecemealed 'teaching' of superficial conventions resulted in superficially piecemealed 

responses by the students. To overcome the problems about to surface (in the next section) with 

'the academic game', the convention of 'asking for help' and making its specific problematic clear 

(the university's rules of reasoning) seemed imperative. How else was the student to overcome the 

mediation of this educational relation between 'language' and 'conventions'? 

For adults who entered the university believing that both the given knowledge and its ways of 

reasoning were external and objective, the critical connection between 'language' and 'conventions' 

needed to be addressed by curriculum programmes. Beyond this negated educational relation lay 

the possibilities of a distorted connection between 'success' and 'knowing'. Within the relation lay 

the possibility of intellectually actioning the given knowledge in terms of the expected scholarly 

ways of knowing. At the end of the year, without having confronted material on the expected ways 

of reasoning, Luisa(5) had been institutionally-enabled to claim that she 'never knew why' she 

passed the course. Wyna would not make this claim however, since she prioritised the expectation 

of 'askingjor help', particularly the face-to-face help of like-intentioned others. 

Summary so far 

The educational relations of 'epistemology to content' and 'language to scholarly conventions' are 

marked by similarities of intention. Each typified potential knower who inhabits these worlds seeks 

a similar knowledge through a similar course of action. Either by 'knowing it  all' or 'reading it all', 

each centralises 'ways of knowing' in their move from common-sense to academic-sense. Noah 

wants to develop further her subjectified ways of reasoning, while Luisa seeks the objectified, 

formal ways of doing things. However except for Lecturer 1 3, educators mediate these relations 

out of existence by failing to recognise the epistemological needs of the act of 'coming to know'. 

Instead they incorporate instrumentalist details and activities, which result in the potential knowers 

being unable to invoke these relations. Noah finds that when critical elements become instrumental 

(e.g. the tutor's lack of understanding becomes a need 'to read more'), these notions force her to 

move from her intention to 'know it all', toward playing the minimalist 'academic game', wherein 

expression is centred as the focus of the knowledge-act, and coming to know is an activity of 

forefronting the appearances rather than the essences of knowledge. Luisa's personal 

epistemological needs are ignored. When her educators failed to teach her the objectified scholarly 

conventions of academic sense (and Luisa had no words to ask), they instead instructed her in the 

protocols of presentation and she, like Noah, then began the 'game' which centred expression in 

the knowledge-act. Luisa failed to understand the necessity of these protocols and finished the year 

not knowing how she got there. What is it about the epistemological aspects of academic-sense, 

that draw everyone (teachers and students alike) to the written product? 
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�(ations 6etween 'socilll contact' arul 'evaluation' 

An 'ideology of success' was intimately imbedded in the educational relation between 'social 

contact and evaluation'. Not only did educators teach about the touchstone of evaluation (where 

assignments but not the final examination were concerned) but they joined the students on the 

(student's) standpoint of social contact. Thus a strongly-bonded educational relation could be 

fonned between the teachers and the students who prioritised this particular educational relation. In 

this educational relation, two differing attitudes were demonstrated by fonns of mediation. One 

politicised view was dismissive of the knowledge-constitutive aspects of academic sense, whilst the 

other, more prevalent view, seemed naieve (unknowing) in its forefronting of these social relations 

and consequent backgrounding (but not discarding) of knowledge-constitutivity. It is the politicised 

view which is forefronted in this section of the thesis, for herein can be seen the extreme negativity 

of 'the academic game' which was spoken of by all students who were interviewed. This 

politicised version of the educational relation was inhabited by Lecturer 1 who seemed to be entirely 

in tune with the political strategy of Wyna, and it was in his course that all three Wynas achieved, 

and Wyna(l) in particular excelled. 

Wyna's standpoint of 'social contact' included matters of strategic competitiveness, intentional 

avoidance, selectivity and privacy, and social relations with authorities rather than knowledge

constitutive relations with experts. At the teachers' end of this educational continuum, the 

touchstone of 'evaluation' included matters of assessment, assignments, and the protocols of 

presentation. TIle case for demonstrating an 'epistemological' congruence between Wyna and her 

particular teacher (Lecturer 1) in this educational relation was strong, but complicated by the fact 

that all the courses which were part of this inquiry, promoted 'social contact' with teachers through 

an interpersonal presence as well as by specific suggestions to meet each other. 

In this educational relation, in spite of expressed intentions to the contrary, the purpose of 

education seemed not to be related to social life and subjective living. The acquisitive 'Wyna' 

(winner) typified the radicalised student for whom the 'course content' remained objectified and 

distant, and was to be acquired in a reductionist, objectivated and external fonn. TIle purpose of 

knowledge (for Wyna) was to achieve 'success', not to engage (like Noah) in social action or 

personal change. 'Social contact' with teachers provided 'the necessary' study skills and power to 

defme and approve the 'success' she desired. 

Lecturer 1 showed (in Study Guide One), a readiness and willingness to share the protocols of 

presentation and a tardiness for illuminating the rules of reasoning, so enabling Wyna to 

concentrate on acquisition (IIJ.) and exposition (J./X) alone. Where Luisa sought from her touchstone, 

ways of knowing, and Noah sought the knowledge, Wyna simply sought the strategic infonnation 

of correctly expressing herself. A certain confidence in initiating 'social contact' and telling 
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authorities of her need probably cemented her success rate. People (both teachers and students) 

who like-mindedly-shared the intentions of befriendment within the standpoint of 'social contact', 

shared Wyna's educational life. But she particularly concentrated on finding the knowledge of this 

fonn of 'academic sense' from like-minded people who were already enculturated in the 

institutional ways. 

In this study, generally, this bonding of the social relations between all teachers and all students 

occurred in many ways and centred around degrees of infonnality and consideration for others. For 

instance, in its mild form, lecturers made informal suggestions such as 'bring your lunches'(X2.Yl.YZl 

to on-campus courses and not to worry if other students had different study habits (X1,(ll/(i». Even in 

the correspondence materials, all courses presented an interpersonal face to students through such 

things as the use of photographs and vignettes of staff. Teachers also reduced the facelessness of 

text through the use of personal pronouns; computer-drawn pictorial symbols used as 'road signs' 

in the script and the use of humour and comic strips. Moreover, one course requested the students 

to evaluate the teachers because that would 'help us write better study guides'.(X1JAdmW(i» But 

therein, the similarities of reinforcing staff-student social relations ended. 

The educational benefit of social relations for Lecturer 1 and Wyna was its juxtaposition with the 

epistemic relation of knowledge-constitutivity. In the study guides of other teachers, the 

bwwledge-constitutive relation was simply absent or implicit. but for Lecturer I it was present, 

politicised and denigrated. LecOJrer 1 trivialised it by the use of black humour, and bland 

statements. Of his two full-page cartoons, one picture was the serpent tempting Adam and Eve with 

the apple of wisdom, and suggesting - like Wyna(I·.) father, - 'Besides, who needs an 

education? '(p.8) The other picture was a caricature of a robot. eyes shut, with 'memory tapes' 

turning in his brain while he rote-recited into a microphone.(p.18) The implicit message to 

correspondence-educated students was 'i/you can't beat them, join them. Play the academic game 

of rote learning because who needs 'the knowledge' anyway'? In the second example, Lecturer 1 's 

course did not once (in its initial study guide) link its given knowledge to the students own ability 

to apply it. change it or own it, and any reference to reflection and intellectual work. (./RI.), like the 

cartoon references to 'education', was also trivialised. His concern for students was directed more 

to intelligibility than to intellectual ability:4S6 

Obviously do some thinking before you write, but do not waste too much time 
in navel contemplation before putting pen to paper ... 

Y21Adminl22 

Empathy or like-mindedness between teachers and students may be an undervalued educational 

456 "cklrify your written thoughls by finding some understanding parent ... who wiU /isten ... H(Y2IAdmin/22) 
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concept It was particularly pertinent in an educational relation whose standpoint concerned the 
politics of'social contact'. Wyna was receptive.4S1 Lecturer 1 's study-skills advice was the only 

course material she read in full, even to the extent of 'reading between the lines' and personally 

asking him for clarification when She(wl) (privately) met him on-campus. Rather like the writings of 

the university's study skills instructors (that Luisa had encountered), he 'explained' the reasons 

why Wyna felt insecure in the world of academic-sense4s8 and suggested that the reductionist way 

to dispel those fears was through skilled writing - an ability she already possessed.4S9 Wyna copied 

his suggestions for the acquisition of public ideas, even though his epistemic prescriptions were the 

opposite of Lecturer 1 3's and Noah's inductive and self- rather than other-centred ways of 

knowing. 

"For your discussion to be regarded as sound you must present supporting 
evidence. In other words, you must substantiate your argument. This process 
involves referring to particular facts and authorities, making quotations and 
summarising the opinion of others; then make your own deductions in detail 
and in your own words. Your facts must, therefore, be accurate and verifiable, 
and your deductions valid. There is no point in duplicity [sic] evidence, unless 
you wish to make a deduction that depends uponjrequency; learn to select the 
most appropriate evidence. Remember, too much evidence is as bad as too 
little, because it may obscure what you want w say. Treat your reader as a 
reasonable informed person who needs his [sic] attention directed to particular 
points to be able to follow your argument." 

(Y2lAdminlp21 ) 

Implicit in the epistemology of the politicised version of this educational relation, and particularly 

the knowledge of evaluation, was a conflation between the ideas of objectification and 

objectivation. Lecturer 1 's prescription for the protocols of presentation gave Wyna evidence of 

how writing could appear to be objectified knowing. For instance, Wyna(J) 'translated his words 

into mine'.(Wl) The implication of his statements, if one read between the lines, was that it was to 

the students' advantage that the actual criteria of university success were neither fully known to 

staff nor universal in character. Then students would best to concentrate on expressing themselves 

well.46O Obviously his form of educational evaluation was to be based more upon 'how knowledge 

457 Wyn3(1.2.3) were all in course Y2. Wyna(3) was also in course X2, and Wyna(2) in course Y l .  
458 "We are not naturally logical. Our natural thoughi processes do not begin by defining a problem and work 

through it to a logical conclusion. Most of us thlnJc in flashes - dodgln� Jrom one poinl to another. It takes 
skill lind discipline (plus time) to construct a lucid and cogent argum.enl ' (Y2IAdmin/19) 

459 'Try to say � what you mean. Slang and colloquialisms are neither appropriaJe nor precise forms of 
language in a scholarly essay. At this level there is no excuse for errors of grammar, sentence construction 
or spelling . To be sure, we all err! However, carefully proofreiuiing your work after it is fUlished sho"ld help 
to lieep tJiese kinds of errors to a minimum. 
Good style is hard to define and even harder to teach; moreover a [discipline] course is not the place to teach 
it, or grammar. Nevertheless, strive to write in a direct straightforward manner; use active ralner than 
passive verbs and concrete ralher than abstract nouns. AVOid being woolly [sic/ and prolix - both are signs 
of incomplete thinking. Try to cultiVaie your writing skills and Within these lunits, be yourself' 
(Y2IAdminlp21 ) 

460 However, some of the other lecturers also concurred with the idea that different people ::;j£�� have different 
criteria. "In other words ... that the marker is convinced that yo" know what yo" are . 

aboUl .... 
Markers NY include other criteria in their marking and they will altempt to malcI! this clear in their 
feedback. " (YlJAcImin/l5) 
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was written' rather than on 'how it had been thought out'. 

Empathy between the teacher and student. and the conflations of thinking with doing, were not 

always unproblematic. Not knowing what to do, led to the belief that the appearances of the prose 

were important. Resolution of these problems took the fonn of facades, the appearances of which 

were often, but not always, effected by negation. On reading that 'too much evidence is as bad as 

too little' (and not understanding that 'evidence' usually equated with 'fact' rather than 'theory'), 

Wyna excluded theory from the assignment because she did 'not know it'(WI) or 'like it'(WI.2.) , and 

only had '1000 words anyway'.(W3)461 The teacher portrayed the same 'skill'. For instance, to 

confinn his students' fears of being 10rced to think dijJerently'(WI) within this academic 'game of 

luck', Lecturer 1 stated: 

BEST OF LUCK WITH YOUR COURSE FOR THE COMING YEAR - WE HOPE 
THAT YOU FIND IT STIMULATING. 

E HOA MA, E NGAA TAu/RA, HAERE MAl, KIA PAl 0 MATTI I TE TAU 
HAU NEI. KIA ORA KOUTOU KATOA. 

Y21Adminl32 

This conclusion was a piecemealed and contradictory mask, for it appeared to create a socially

inclusive situation for a specific ethnic group, but immediately before this statement in the script 

there were several pages of study skills presented in blatantly sexist language. How much did 

social marginalisation, by any method, really matter to this lecturer, or was such an issue 'only 

academic'? 

As well as facades, a competitive strategy was 'required' in order to 'convince' the mmer. 

Lecturer 1 had reinforced this idea of competitiveness by his statement that 'the tutor does not mark 
assignments until they are all received .... For comparative purposes, they need to be marked 

together.' (Y2IAcImin/I7) This strategy involved reduction of the feild of competition and the aquisition 

of others' thoughts and arguments. Just to make sure there would be as few competitors as 

possible, Wyna(1 )  had wanted to be 'the only one doing something different'. 

Lecturer 1 was quite open about his attitudes to knowledge-constitutivity. He attributed student 

failure not to a 'lack of ability but to not knowing how to study effectively and 

ejJiciently'.(Y2IAdminf15; YI/A.drrUraf1I» He expressed the view that 'good organisation rather than academic 

brilliance was the key to success'.(Y2IAdminf2I>; YIIAdmin/26-27) But having shared these 'secrets of 

success' with the students, Lecturer 1 was determining the educational success of students who 

461 Moreover, on being told by this teacher to " real yOW' reader as a reasonably informed person', no student 
(Wyna included) had any reason to believe (a) they needed to fully explain each (new) conceptual term or (b) 
that �ey �ght have to repeat the same detmitions over and again for the multitude of marKers in their fmal 
exanllnatlon. 
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were organisers and efficiency-experts rather than thinkers.462 

In essence, educational success involved taking advice from educational authorities and taking 

knowledge from peers. Having now centred his students behaviour firmly in presentation 

protocols, evaluation success and competitive instinct, Wyna listened carefully to Lecturer l 's other 

hints for success. When the lecturer had also said 'much could be �inedfrom regular contact with 

others',CY2/Admin/lS; Also X2/Admin/16; Yl/Admin/lS) Wyna (1) and (2) had set up the study group meeting 

(reported in Ch. 6) and though each of them gave little, they acquired much. 

All courses were complicit in reinforcing this 'ideology of success' and backgrounding 

knowledge-constitutive relations. Lecturers had suggested. for instance, that on-campus courses 

(for distance educated students) would be the place to have their 'early confusions resolved [by] 

contact with lecturers, tutors and other students'. '(X1JAdmin/17) These lecturers seemed to recognise 

the politics of contact for they explicitly avoided 'privileging' lecturer-student contact at the on

campus courses and instead strengthened the bond between students and auditors.463 But Wyna's 

like-intentional Lecturer 1(Y2) strategically suggested that direct'social contact' with authority 

figures was important 464 

In enforcing the ideology of success, the potential for acquiring a knowledge-constitutive sense of 

ways of knowing was negated. Lecturer 1 directly linked expression (JJX) to 'educational 

evaluation' rather than to general social action or change. In this situation, the course-given 

knowledge had no intentional place beyond the institution's four walls and even within them, it was 

tied to achievement rather than to a student's personal knowing: 

Throughout this course an important part of your work will be the ability to 
understand and to relate your reading to your assignment and exam work. 

Y2IAdminl17 

Forefronting presentation protocols as critieria of success was a general strategy of all teaching staff 

in this inquiry, except Lecturer 13. The difference between the teachers use of the presentation 

protocols was that alongside them, Lecturer 1 also forefronted lecturer contact, peer gains and 

competitiveness and denigrated reflection and the social purposes of knowledge. This complexity 

of 'strategic knowledge' not only directly connected 'social contact to evalution' in an 'explicit' 

462 Although Course YI presented these same statements in its instructions on study skills. it did not give rise to 
the same connection with teacher intention and determinism, for the writer of Course YI disconnected the 
student-lecturer relation in favour of a tutor-student one. 

463 For instance:"Our inJenlion is to ensure ... a close working reialionship builds up between studenl and tlllor 
.... Tlllors are the main source of feedback . .. and are thuS very importanJ. Stu.denJs should make sure they are 
gathering all the guidance they require from tlllors, writing in whenever they are U11Clear Gholll the grade or 
remark". (Yl/Admin/12) 

464 'For the benefit of those students who want to have direct contact with lecturers ... Attendance ... is voluntary 
though recommended .... If you come to (the university] the staff who teach (this course] will be available to 
answer your queries or help with problems .... We look forward to meeting you.' (Y2/Admin/12.14) 

... 
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social relation, but provided Wyna with yet another weapon. For instance, when Wyna read that to 

Lecturer I ,  the presentation protocols produced work that was not only 'fruitful but more 
polished'.(v'1lAdmWl9) ,  she read only one text, but later listed six books in her bibliography. 

Other course writers were less explicit in linking the standpoint (of social contact) to the touchstone 

(of expression or evaluation), though their study skills advice emphasised the stage of expression 

(./.IX) and, by default, backgrounded the stage of reflection (.fR/.). One department(Jepresenting 

courses Xl and X2) privileged the period of expression by relating it solely to written work prepared 

for evaluative purposes, rather than knowledge prepared for social action.46S Their standardised 

four-page, several years old, folded leaflet of study skill expectations was sub-divided into just 

three areas, 'Written Assignments'; 'Suggestions for writing essays' and 'Presentation of written 

assignments'. It was small wonder that Lecturer 1 3's and Noah's knowledge-constitutive 

intentions were negated - they were simply and critically outnumbered. Lecturer 1 3  was the only 

person teaching that 'evaluation' was a student-centred form of judgement that was concerned with 

the knower's legitimation of knowledge during the stage of reflection, while the others were more 

concerned (it seemed) with evaluation as an externalised teacher-centred-and-controlled form of 

legitimating writings. Thus, for all those courses who placed emphasis upon written work, if the 

student could effect the game of appearing formal, how ever could the auditor 'know' what the 

student really 'knew'? 

The game of academic appearances was relatively easy for anyone with strategic intentions, though 

at times one had to read between the lines - even lines of contradiction. For instance, Lecturer 1 

instructed his students to have no grammatical or spelling errors in their assignments, yet the same 

unedited types of mistakes appeared on the very same page as this instruction! In spite of these 

contradictions (or perbaps because of its mind-less and masking purpose) these instructions 

became, for Wyna, the prescriptions to playing the academic game. 

rrru acatkmic game 

This chancive 'academic game' consisted of several moves of advantage and very few of 

disadvantage - it would seem. The 'rules' of this game were somewhat obvious once the reader 

came to know which knowledges (or touchstones and standpoints) to link together.466 'Social 
contact' was dependent upon 'language' while 'evaluation' was dependent upon 'study skills' 

46S In many ways, though Wyna used 'social comact' as her primary stan�point. the connection between this and 
the touchstone of evaluation was defmitley imbedded in 'language'. The educators themselves would perhaps 
be more correctly identified as prioritising the direct link between 'language' and 'evaluation'. This was the 
view they were presenting (in this invesugation) of their primary educational relation. 

466 Since the foundations of almost every 'rule' appeared in some form in each of the four courses, and a concern 
for the ethical consideration of confidentiality of course teachers ought to be preserved. the source of the 
given example is not identified herein. 
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rather than 'course content'. Thus the core connectionofthis 'educational' relation lay in using 

'language' as 'study skill'. But 'language' was a mode of communication with variant forms and it 

was 'the academic game' which linked these forms together in the specific sequence of 

objectification outlined below. (In expressing the meanings of this 'recipe', a cynicism toward 

political strategy has been maintained). 1be italicised and indented writings are quotations from 

study guides used by students during this investigation. 

rrne poCitical iJame' {version} of tfie acatfemic-sense: 

Rl.lli<...L Different reading skills, carefully selected, will aid your intended political strategies. 
Though ideally the lecturer should tell you to read widely, in effect you can learn all you need 
to know from this course with very little effort to internalise 'all' the given know ledges at 
all. Selective and skim reading skills help. You need to carefully and deliberately 'read 
between the lines' of the teacher's study skills advice, but then only skim read the course 
knowledge for it is knowledge of learning strategy rather than knowledge of course content 
that you should be more concerned to understand. E.g.: 

'How to read better 
Survey the material first ... (scan the table of contents; the introduclion, headings, 
emphasised sections, summaries, uercises andfinal paragraphs' 
'Don't be afraid to skip paragraphs and whole sections if you can see that they are 
not relevant to your purpose. (There is no rule that says you've got to read every 
page in a book.)' 

&lk.2. You need to believe that knowledge is objective, objectifiable and objectivatable because 
this reinforces the implication that education is and must be based upon deference, obedience and 
ideological control by your Lecturers. In tum this will give you advantage as you seek success in the 
competition for grades even if your auditor does not privilege the powers that they possess. Since 
you already 'know' that knowledge is objectively-distanced from your self, then you also realise that 
your ways of knowing are, and must be objectively distanced for the purposes of auditing. 
Specifically, make 'social contact' with your lecturer in spite of any suggestion to the contrary and 
then concentrate on obeying your lecturers' study skill suggestions and especially concentrate on 
getting the language and the 'conventions of presentation protocols' correct for the aesthetics of 
skilled writing can obscure absence of meaning. E.g.: 

BEGINNING OF STATEMENT 
'[Assignment question] ... . 
1500 words. Due May 29th 

Please note: The essay should have 
1. A careful plan and structure to it 
2. Footnoted evidence of your reading 
3. A fully-documented bibliography. ' 

fND OF STATEMENT 

.B..I1k3. Literal translation of the 'course content' is more important than wasting time on 
actual inquiry, investigation and reconstruction, because its translation is directly related to 
the 'elegance' of reductionist thought It is more important to translate the expert's words into 
your own than it is to spend time finding his or her meaning and then trying to think about 
how it relates to your world because (a) your essay needs to be concise and (b) it needs to be 
accurate. Direct translation is the easiest way to ensure both these principles are enacted 
because in so few words you can obscure your unknowings anyway. E.g.: 

' . . . . overview the main points of the author. This should comprise not more than 
200 words ... show the marker that your interpretation ... is accurate and to the 
point. Do not simply repeat what the author says but use your own words to 
express the imporlant points. ' 

Comment: It was on this basis that Wyna(l)  "put his words into mine". (The irony was that 
it took the Lecturer 1 nearly 400 words to explain what he wanted from the students' 600 
word assignment!) 
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�. Reductionist strategy has a valid empirical as well as political basis. Since you are 
bound to run out of time and anyway you only have to write what I want to see, not what 
you want to know, I'll give you another tip on the 'academic game' of reductionism. E.g.: 

When time is a problem . 
.... One sllggested method ... is the skimming by paragraph method ... . it is a 
good quick way of gelling the main points Ollt of a chapter or article .... the main 
sentence is the first one in the paragraph ... Try it Olll' 

RWU. Reductionist relations between language and evaluation are obviously crucial to 
success. Just to reconfmn 'the game' and links between its suggestions, it is how you write 
and the rules you obey that are more important than your actual engagement with ideas. 
Check the protocols, don't worry too much about checking for meanings if you've written it 
concisely. E.G.: 

BEGINNING OF STATEMENT 
'Editing checklist 
1. Departmental format 
2. Proofreading, punctuation. spelling and grammar 
3. Quotations accurate 
4. References accurate' 

END OF STATEMENT 

RYk..6. Memorise or rote learn the five rules above and keep them private. Elegance is a 
private game of epistemological, sociological and ideological exclusivity. 

END OF GAME 
After investigating how ways of knowing are educationally determined, the question one is left 

with is to what extent is education a social or epistemological enterprise, and to what extent has this 

question ever been critically examined? Twelve of the thirteen lecturers reflected a view of 

education as an activity of social rather than episternic relations , a view which forefronted 'the 
protocols of presentation' (and formalistic language skills) rather than 'the rules of reasoning', and 

so effected the dominance of this particular educational relation. Only Lecturer 1 compounded this 

conflation between the social and the epistemic when he made this 'game' an explicit effort of 

knowledge-reproduction rather than knowledge-constitutivity. All that was required was for a 

student with strategic intention, to link onto the same standpoint and touchstone. 

To join the politicised version of the same educational relation as Lecturer I ,  students had to locate 

factors of both positivity and negation. 111e factors of negation (or political-based silence) were the 

competitive intentions of making personal lecturer contact, gaining knowledge from peers without 

their permission; not bothering to engage reflectively with course-given knowledge and not 

worrying about the actual social purposes of the knowledge either. With a careful reading, the 

'positive' factors of the whole 'game' could be easily summarised in the lecturer's own words: 

'Get well organised' in order to 'learn effectively and efficiently' (ie 'in a 
workman-like way') the expected ways of reducing the knowledge-act 
(especially the stage of reflection) to the appearances of 'rules' and 
'standards'. In terms of internal ising material (lU), reduce the given 
m aterial 'to its most concise form' through such means as 'select reading' 
the 'first sentences in paragraphs' or 'skim reading' the 'table of contents 
and index'. In terms of expressing (.J./X) the knowledge, merely 
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'convince the marker' by 'substantiating the lecturer's position in the 
given assignment question'. One could 'supply supporting evidence' by 
'translating' others' opinions and then judiciously 'incorporate facts', 
'quotes and references', 'all accurately reported' and 'cited' in 'afull 
bibliography'. 

Such was the radicalised way of appearing 'to know' which was located in this study, but having 

successfully accomplished assigrunents, how was this educational relation (between 'social contact 

and evaluation') useful to achieving success in the final examination itself? Lecturer 1 to the 

rescue! 

�ina£ t;{aminatUms 

Lecturer I again provided explicit instructions on how to reduce the course material to a manageable 

form, for the purpose of examinations, in his first study guide. In light of the interpretation which 

is presented later, perhaps it is useful to peruse it in its raw form: 

EXAMINATION 

... There should be sufficient choice for students to write on topics that they have 
found interesting during the year. 

IMPORTANT . There is a lot of material in these study guides. You are not required 

to learn all of it for exams. You have the opportunity to select areas of interest, to 

write essays on these I during the year} and then to focus on these same areas 
["essays"} for your examination preparation. 

Similar advice applies to a lot of the factual I statistical material. It is not expected of 
students that they should be able to recite extensive statistical material but simply to 

cite material relevant to arRuments fJresented in essavs or exams. 

Y21Adminl16 

I believe that when Wyna (1) had 'read between the lines' of this advice for long enough, she (Wl) 

clarified his somewhat obscure use of teons by actually asking him to translate them. She had (after 

all) "bumped into him on his way to the lecture" (WI) and it was on this particular day, she later 

claimed, that he had revealed this information (in square brackets) although Noah (2.3) denied 

hearing it  being made public in class. Whether or not this suggestion was true in point of fact, 

Lecturer 1 had at least been the only lecturer who provided clues on how to reduce the quantity of 

course content to be studied for examinations. Lecturer 1 did not expect his students either 'to 

know' or 'to know it all', and this reconfirmed the interpretation of his full-page, cartoons of which 

indicated his empathy for rote memorisation. Together, the cartoons and this written examination 

advice linked Lecturer l 's educational beliefs and advice. 

Lecturer 1 provided students with the implied suggestion to 'rote memorise' the 'same essays' they 

had completed during the year. But Wyna went even further. Wyna (1) combined these 'ideas on 

the examination game' with 'the presentation protocols'. In her examination script, she actually 

incorporated subtitles, listings, quotations, references and bibliographies along with her skilled 

precise and concise forms of expression. This must have impressed Lecturer 1 when he was 
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marking examination scripts, for he left a note for the next auditor warning them to tum the page to 

see where she had presented a full page bibliography.467 The consequence of Wyna (1 's) use of 

presentation protocols was that, in a class where true first year or novitiate students were 

outnumbered 3 to 1 .  Wyna (1) achieved the highest raw score in the final examination. An example 

of just how well 'the game' can prove to be is attested to by comparison of Wyna'S(1) and Noah's(l) 

answers to the same question in Lecturer 1 's paper. The final examination question had asked for 

an understanding of the concept of 'social mobility'. 

Wyna(1) wrote: 

Social mobility: There are two types inter; generational [sic} and 
inlragenerational. lnlragenerational is the mobility a person may experience 
within the same generation, while intergeneration is the mobility experienced 
from one generation to the next. This is the one most often studied by 
sociologists. 

Grade given : 6/6 

Noah(z) wrote: 

Max Weber concerned himself with social mobility. Social mobility can be 
defined as being able to move up or down the hierarchy ladder of class. This 
can be achieved in today's society by way of education. Weber argued that if 
people were inspired and motivated enough, this could be achieved, especially 
ifpeoplefrom the working class aspired to dlJ better for themselves, improving 
their life chances as well as their status in society. Although it must be 
recognised that a degree of closure exists within each class, and it can be easier 
to move within classes rather than through classes (although that too can be 
achieved). lnrragenerational social mobility occurs when a person has made a 
significant change within the class structure. This occurs in a short period of 
time, say ten years. The person may have been a process worker in afactory 
and then afew years later becomes and accountanl. lnter�enerational social 
mobility occurs within a single generation. For example, afather and son. 
What thefather's occupation is can have a great effect on what the son may do 
and will therefore have an effect on the son's life chances. 

Grade given : 2/6 

It appeared. by the grades given, to have mattered little in either this question or others that Wyna(1) 

was unable to apply the words she had so carefully recited, either to the world in which she lived or 

to the theorist from whom it originated. The corollary of the elegantly-reductionist answer was the 

reduction of the likelihood of error or impreciseness. From the grades given to each answer. it 

seemed to maner little whether or not she actually knew. only that she had the communicative 

competence to make it appear that she did. 

At the base of this dominant educational relation (between 'social contact and evaluation1. a 

competitive communicative competence was both the rule and the standard. but it required things 

not to be said; it required the political privatisation that an objectivated linguistic exclusivity offered. 

467 "Peter, turn over." 
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to cover to the epistemic unknowableness and unknowingness of both the teacher and the student 

Thus it was that Wyna. of all the students in this study, effected the winning streak that the 

university offered through its privileging of either the discrete touchstones of 'social contact' and 

'evaluation' or the dialectical relation (of positivity and negativities) that existed between them 

within the hidden curriculum. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the three types of radicalised knowledge-action had demonstrated the life of entirely 

different educational relations and intentions during the move from common-sense to academic 

sense. Noah had focussed upon the subjectivity of knowledge-constitutivity and Luisa concentrated 

upoin the objectification of the same educational relation. However, each found their preferred 

relation negated by academic educators. For Wyna the matter of academic sense was altogether 

different 

In Wyna's case, several points of her preferred relation (between 'social contact and evaluation') 

can be summarised. Firstly, Wyna forefronted her standpoint of 'social contact' by befriending 

teachers, authoritative others and students, because they were each sources of different fonns of 

knowledge. For her, teachers determined the type of knowledge (touchstone) which was most 

important Student-peers were the supplementary sources of the 'course content' and authoritative 

others who had already been enculturated in academic sense, were the source of both 'the game' 

and the editors of formalistic language skills. Lecturer 1 especially, was ready, able and willing to 

share his beliefs that university education be reduced in knowledge-constitutive effort through such 

means as the efficient and correct use of presentation protocols and rote memorisation. Wyna read 

between the lines of all his study skill information, privati sed his suggestions and selectively 

neglected any other form of knowledge-constitutivity. She fore fronted her skills of precise and 

concise exposition, all the while reproducing her 'plagiarised' understandings. Wyna(1) had re

enacted her teenage belief that there was little point in 'brain strain/or no reason'. Though she had 

found that slightly different strategies had been necessary for the final examination, to a marked 

extent the aesthetic protocols of the English language had provided an obscured the absence of an 

authentic state of knowledge. 

The majority of course writers had forefronted the possibilities of this strategic knowledge-action 

from the moment they had suggested that meeting other students (in study groups or at vacation 

courses) "would be useful", and from the time that the teachers' lists of 'study skill' conventions 

consisted mainly of 'presentation protocols'. Those two suggestions provided Wyna with 

information on reductionist knowledge-activity. 

Each of the conventions of presentation protocols deceptively conflate expressed language with 

reasoned argument. The wrinen form of logical argument presents a view of sequential deductivism 
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(from proposition to conclusion). In tum, this implies epistemological sense, which is, in tum, . 

further enhanced when the relative importance of ideas within the argument is illustrated by the 

typeset indentations of subheadings. Knowingthis is strategic knowledge itelf. Wyna wrote lucidly 

and placed subheadings in her essay scripts. Her auditors could see that she knew. Later she also 

rote learned the reproduced knowledge of her assignments. Teachers had themselves been complicit 

in determining this strategic reproduction of knowledge, if for no other reason than that there was 

no option of oral examinations for these students. Wyna had determinedly avoided theory and the 

willing teachers proved to be her authorities to 'the game'. 

To untangle this strategic web of educational deceit, required first and foremost that teachers 

became authorities who were equally ready, able and willing to share the epistemology of the 'rules 

of reasoning', and that instead of forefronting their social relation with students they emphasised 

the knowledge-constitutive relation (between experts and potential knowers). But the issue of 

subjectification, forefronting and prioritising was complexly dependent upon the type of knowledge 

for which each student-typification searched. 

Different students from those whose actions and beliefs were investigated here, may have chosen 

entirely different educational relations. But where these radicalised forms of knowing were 

concerned, the like-minded, epistemically-congruent Lecturer I had subjectified knowledge of the 

'academic game' for Wyna and thus aided her coming to know the strategies of 'evaluation' rather 

than the 'course content'. Lecturer 13 had subjectified and Noah had subjectivated the 'course 
content' and thus one empathetically aided the other's 'epistemology'. Luisa could find no one to 

subjectify the 'conventional rules of reasoning' for her and thus, personally objectified and 

alienated, she left the institution (or muddled on through the year with the help of parents). Yet all 

courses prioritised the social teacher-student relations over the knowledge-constitutive expen

student relations. Thus the teachers' mediation had determined the nature of the hidden curriculum, 

and it took a confident and habituated 'personal epistemology' to resist this mediation of moving 

from common-sense to academic-sense. 
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Chapter Eight: 

Conclusions 

Sources of educational marginalisation within first year studies (distance educated) at university had 

been identified after an investigation into educators' mediations of student's typified educational 

relations. Indeed, marginalisation of students related as much to teacher-promoted access (1/ J.) to 

different fonns of knowledge as it did to evaluation (J./X) itself. Teachers particularly emphasised 

social constitutivity over knowledge-constitutivity. In tum, some students' attempted to subjectify 

the particular knowledge which was important to them. TIlis was most apparent with Noah who 

'juggled ideas' along with her self-removed. 

The marginalisation of students who prioritised the relation between 'personal epistemology and 

course content' occurred under two circumstances. First, because a minority of teachers ( 1 :  13) 

foregrounded and taught to this relation, students had little chance of experiencing epistemological 

congruence, especially when Lecturer 1 3  was teaching only one fifth of one of the four courses 

under study. Both the one knower and the one loser who experienced his congruence with their 

search to come to know, found the activity 'easier' (Luisa) and 'really great' (Noah). In essence, 

Lecturer 1 3  acknowledged, taught from and attempted to discipline, the students' ways of 

knowing and background knowledge and experience. He foregrounded this in the knowledge

constitutive relation to the expert's knowledge and the background of social conditions within 

which that knowledge had originated. Thus 'the knower' was enabled by the epistemic basis of this 

access, to subjectify a particular fonn of knowledge. On the other hand, Lecturer 1 3  backgrounded 

the social-constitutive relation between himself (as authority-figure) and the students by his neglect 

and substitution of a direct interpersonal relation, with the use of infonnal access-enabling language 

in communication. 

The second circumstance which marginalised students who typified the relation between 

'epistemology and course content', occurred when Lecturer 1 3's tutor-auditor failed to understand 

the epistemic assumptions of his educational practice. She negated the student's 'subjective view' 

of the topic at hand and in its place admonished the potential knower to adopt the objectified view 

of knowledge as if  it was both a necessary and sufficient condition of academic study. Thus the 

oppressive and taken for granted 'ideology of objectivism' marginalised not only the student's 

behaviour but also the teachers. 

Where Luisa was concerned, no lecturer foregrounded, discussed or taught the students of the 

objectified, externalised ways of reasoning that Noah's tutor had intimated were 'necessary'. Nor 

did any lecturer address the very 'real' issue of discourse and the need of students to adapt to a 

'second' fonnalised language (even when the same meanings were shared between everyday 
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knowers and academics). Thus any student who foregrounded the relations between 'language and 

the convefllions of scholarly conduct', was effectively marginalised from the institution, when they 

had no ways in which to articulate their needs and no-one to whom they could address them.468 In 

finding no institution-based reciprocity for her needs, from the time of enrolment itself, this student 

(Luisa) became emotionally frustrated, her emotions froze her into rigidified inaction, and she 

unwittingly accepted the objectified role the insitution 'offered' to her by silently withdrawing from 

study. There was neither subjectification nor sociality in Luisa's university experience, just a total 

social, educational and epistemic alienation. 

The most dominant educational relation was that between 'social contact and evaluation'. Twelve of 

the thirteen lecturer's forefronted this relation which allowed students to feel comfortable in their 

new surrounds. Perhaps as part of the teachers' intentions to allay unneccessary student fears, they 

had anticipated that students would ask about 'what the lecturer wanted' in terms of evaluation, so 

they provided more information on 'how to write essays' than they did on 'ways to think about the 

knowledge', though they did not negate this possibility. However, one lecturer openly promoted 

the strategic linkages of this relation. 

Lecturer 1 's strategic action was especially important for Wyna, to whom the 'formal course 

content' was an objectified, external entity. This lecturer, through his writings, forefronted 

university education as a tempting game of reductionism in which one could 'win' by rote 

memorising a minimum of material while retaining a primary focus upon the protocols of 

presentation. He even openly suggested, in his first study guide, that students needed only to learn 

for their essays and then could reuse them in studying for the final examination. This lecturer 

privileged the act which was commonly known among the students as the 'academic game'. Proof 

of the strength of this relation between teaching practice and learning was the fact that four of the 

five Wyna's were enrolled in his class. Since the majority of lecturers (12 of the 13) also befriended 

students and 'helped' them with knowledge of 'how to write and present' academic material, they 

100 were drawn into the rubric of 'the game'. 

Summary 

This inquiry was answered only by altering the initial issue due to epistemological considerations of 

how it might be studied empirically. Whereas the primary quest had been to understand why and 

how my mothers way of looking at the world differed so substantially from my fathers, and was 

particularly manifest in the months following his death, it shifted to a quest of examining how this 

468 Although one Luisa found Lecturer 13's acknowledgement of her own ways of knowing much 'easier', she 
absented herself from the university before offiCially reaching his material, having been gatekept by the 
discursive objectifications of a prior lecturer. As a consequence it would never be known whether she would 
have maintained her search for the external expectations, or whether she would have adapted to Lecturer 13's 
open acknowledgement of 'her' ways of reasoning which drew attention to her need to discipline her own 
ways of reasoning. 
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difference in ways oflcnowing manifested itself educationally. TIle study's changing focus could 

be seen as an investigation of the moves from common-sense to academic-sense. 

1bis study finally became a sociological look at how 'ways of knowing' were educationally 

determined, because I had seen that others had failed to Identify the unitary, positive and 

conventional nature of 'adult learning'. In taking this 'negative' perspective, I had now wanted to 

creatively investigate the pluralistic differences (of 'ways of knowing'), at the limits between 

knowing and not knowing. 

To find the limits to different ways of knowing, required focussing the study on problematics. 1 

ensured these 'negatives' were available by siting (critical contextualising) the study in a 

problematic setting. Then I sought the radicalised educational relations (within that setting) by 

focussing upon students whose typical ways of 'coming to know' were each concentrated within 

one specific stage of the knowledge-act (ie intemalisation, reflection or expression). Now I had 

information which would negatively Identify the boundaries to 'academic-sense' through 

differently typified personal epistemologies. 

To change this way of looking at the investigatory problem had required an intensive examination 

of the epistemological nature of different sociological paradigms, as I sought a position which was 

not only fluid in nature, but also one which 'fitted' my own personal epistemology (or way of 

looking at the world). Within the Negative Dialectic of Adorno, the theorist is able to differentiate 

between forms of negativity and negation, employing whatever form suits the needs of the critique 

required. Such a dialectical form views knowledge as changing and open to the challenge and 

creative exploration of seeking possibilities. These same possibilities were evident in the different 

typified forms of 'coming to know'. 

Each radicalised form of 'coming to know' was seeking some form or other of knowledge. 

However, 'the knowledge' did not automatically pertain to the substantive knowledge of the course 

content Instead it was reflected in the nebulous 'it' each student sought as they entered the 

university institution and, from the preferred standpoint of their own epistemology, was reflected in 

the different touchstones each sought from their teachers. The whanau of knowledges in the hidden 

curriculum demonstrated how particular relations existed between these standpoints and 

touchstones, and it was in the actioning of those relations that the potential for educational 

marginalisation lay_ Enabling access to the relation between personal epistemologies and expert's 

version of the course content 're-produced' a knower (Noah), or could have, had the evaluator 

shared the teacher's epistemic premises. Failing to access and address either the individual 

touchstones or the relation between the university's 'second' language and its conventional 

expectations of knowledge-action, produced losers (Luisa). But it was the promotion of the relation 

between social contact and evaluation that intentionally or unintentionally promoted winners 
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(Wyna) to the 'academic game'. 

Only Noah used her personal (common-sense) ways of knowing to seek course content She was 

attempting to combine the knower with the known by subjectifying both the procedural and 

substantive knowledges. On the other hand, both Luisa and Wyna were other-dependent in terms 

of the different knowledges they had sought. From within the social world of education, Luisa 

sought understanding of the objectified 'ways of knowing' of academic-sense, through seeking the 

conventions of scholarly conduct But not realising that specialised knowledges are enveloped in . 

specialised 'hard' words, she had difficulty even moving from her own standpoint of language. On 

the other hand, Wyna sought neither the procedural knowledge (like Luisa) nor the substantive 

content (like Noah) but instead concentrated upon locating the hidden secrets of educational 

'success'. She found this infonnation by befriending people who were already well enculturated 

into academic-sense, and by continually seeking their advice. To achieve her goal of 'educational 

success', she also privatised this infonnation, secreting it from her peers in learning, by such 

means as pretending to ignore them or deliberately excluding them from her efforts to come to 

know. 

The difference between ways of knowing reflected a concern by both the intending knower and the 

teacher, to either subjectify or objectify the knowledges of academic sense that were sought 

Teachers mediated this knowledge in both positive and negative ways. One (Lecturer 13) 

subjectified the procedural ways of knowing for the student and in so doing, forefronted the 

knowledge-constitutive relation (between expert and student) for the similarly-intended potential 

knower (Noah). Other staff subjectified the social-constitutive relations (between themselves and 

the students), but mere befriendment did not always prove to be a worthwhile strategy for locating 

the nature of academic-sense, as Luisa found. While they subjectified and fore fronted the social

constitutive relation, at the same time these teachers negated (backgrounded or made absent) the 

epistemological bases to a koowledge-constitutive relation. They taught neither the subjective nor 

objective ways to procede from common-sense to academic-sense. The middle position to this 

dilemma (of whether to subjectify or objectify), was to confiate both the knowledge-constitutive 

and social-constitutive positions as one. Here the teacher-mediation (of Lecturer 1) represented an 

attempt not only to befriend the student. but to infonn them of the minimalist strategies neccesary to 

give the merest appearance of knowing, without having to overly engage with the given knowledge 

or in reflection ("navel gazing"). This political fonn of academic sense was referred to by the 

student as 'the game', and in Wyna's case, it eventually proved to be the route to educational 

success. 

Since 'curriculum' in practise merely reflects 'education' in theory, the argument that would remain 

long after this thesis was complete, would be to identify which educational relation was the most 

important for each of these courses, or for this university. or for that maner, the university system 
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of this COWltry as a whole. 1be initial decision to define the nature of academic-sense, is essentially 

one to be made by those in the institution in which it fonns the culture. If the culture of academic

sense is to remain hidden and obscure, as was seen in this investigation, then the current hide and 

seek 'game' played by students in seeking 'it' may prevail. On the other hand, tranfonnative 

change could take place in one of two ways. If academic sense is to be reflected in the ideology of 

its culture, and centred in an idealist sense, then the methods of Lecturer 1 3  could well be adopted. 

He positively demonstrated a way to take the students common-sense ways of knowing and to 

infonnally and gradually discipline those personal procedures into an academic fonn of reasoning. 

On the other hand, an institution may decide to adopt less subjective methods than Lecturer 13, and 

so have the students adopt the objectified conventions of scholarly conduct in place of actioning 

their personal epistemologies. However, the students who seek this objectified Wlderstanding, seek 

a reasoned underStanding of these procedures, not a behavioural recipe on 'what to do next'. 

Though students may not have the words to make their questions appear epistemological to the 

educator, nonetheless this 'deep' meaning was implicitly requested. This rasies the question of 

whether teachers could recognise an epistemological question if they saw one. Such material could 

be studied and taught If such knowledge was imbedded in the script of the course content itself (an 

action practised by Lecturer 13 ), then 'the knowledge' could be disciplined by 'the ways of 

knowing'. This thesis answered my questions but in so doing has produced another and the answer 

to that question could have profound socio-political implications as well as educational 

consequences. 

This thesis has attempted not to dwell on the negativity of epistemic fractures which were evident in 

the movement from common-sense to academic-sense, but to offer these hopes and possibilities for 

the transfonnative future of intending-knowers, whether they be staff or students. 
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